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PREFACE

The papers in this volume, save two, were all presented 
as part of a year-long field methods course on Haya directed 
by Prof. Larry M. Hyman at the University of Southern Cali
fornia. The two exceptions are the paper on conditionals 
(written for a seminar on Historical Bantu Syntax for Prof. 
Hyman) and the paper on greetings (written as a supplement 
to the preceding chapters. The table of contents of this 
volume begins with phonological alternations and ends with 
greetings and a word list. In between there is hardly a 
topic that has not been touched upon, at least in part, be 
it phonology, morphology, syntax, semantics, or discourse. 
Our interest has been to assemble these seminar papers 
which together give an overview of what it means to be a 
speaker of Haya.

We would like to acknowledge the following persons: 
Victoria Chen, Charles Randriamasimanana, and Maurice Tada— 
djeu, who all participated in this project, as acknowledged 
in the chapter on preliminaries. We also gratefully acknow
ledge the support of N.S.F. grant no. SOC 76-16487 for sup
port of parts of this work dealing with the interaction of 
phonology and grammar. We thank Dean David H. Malone of 
the Humanities Division, U.S.C., for providing travel funds 
for Ms. Dauer to speak to us on Haya greetings and kinship 
terminology. Finally, we thank the University of Dar es 
Salaam for making it possible (financially and otherwise) 
for Mr. E.R. Byarushengo to be at the University of Southern 
California.

E.R.B.
A.D.
L.M.H.



ABBREVIATIONS

BEN = benefactive
CAUS = causative
COND conditional
COP = copula
CQ = contingent query
CSC = consecutive
DAT = dative
DO = direct object

Fl = near future

F2 = distant future
IMAG = imaginary-
INSTR = instrumental
MOD - modality
OM = object marker
00 = oblique object

PI = today past

P2 = yesterday past

P3 = general/distant
past

PASS = passive
PP = prepositional

phrase
PP = preprefix
PR = present progressive
PRO = pronoun
Q = question
RECIP - reciprocal
REFL = reflexive
REL = relative (marker)
SBJN = subjunctive
SM = subject marker
UNR unreal(ity)
V = verb
VC = verbal complex

H high tone
L = low tone
F = falling tone
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PRELIMINARIES

E r n e s t  Ru g w a  B y a r u s h e n g o
University of Southern California 

& University of Dar es Salaam

1. GENERAL BACKGROUND INFORMATION
Haya is a Bantu language spoken in northwestern Tanzania to the west of 

Lake Victoria. The area in which it is spoken is what used to be the District 
of Bukoba^ in West Lake Region. It extends approximately from 1°00’ to 2°30’ S 
and from 30°30’ to about 31°50E. The population of Haya country is estimated 
at about half a million people. The language is called Ekihaya or Oluhaya.

Guthrie (1971) classified Haya as E.22, his E.20 group (including Haya) 
being the Haya-Jita group. The problem with this classification is that Zone 
E leaves out languages that are very closely related to Haya. Zone J of 
Meeussen is more appropriate since it groups some languages of Guthrie's D 
and E zones, thus getting a more unified classification.

The languages most closely related to Haya are Runyankore, Rukiga, Ki
nyarwanda, Kishubi, Kizinja, Kirundi, Kiha, Luganda, Kinyoro, and the Luhya 
languages/dialecti.

Internally, the dialects of Haya are very highly mutually intelligible, 
with their boundaries normally running along the lines of former chiefdoms 
(see map next page). The dialect we are dealing with here is that of Kihdnja, 
more specifically, as spoken in and around the villages of Katoke and Kimbugu. 
All papers except two in this volume are based on the speech of the present 
author. The paper on greetings (Dauer 1977) is based on fieldwork by that 
author in Kihinja in the villages around Lake Ikimba, while the paper on 
left- and right-dislocation (Tenenbaum 1977) is based on a taped telephone 
conversation between this author and two speakers from different dialects.

2. PHONOLOGY
The phonology of Haya is documented in Byarushengo (1975) and an aspect 

of it in Byarushengo (1977). Thus, here we will only be concerned with those 
aspects which facilitate the reading and interpretation of the papers that 
follow.
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2.1. Consonants.

3

(1) Inventory of consonant "phonemes”.

nonoontinuant8 p b t d c j k
na8ale m n n

fricatives f. s z sh h
liquid/glide8 1 v

The table in (1) is self-explanatory, although the following comments are ne
cessary. In this dialect /h/ is almost always silent. However, in the Ihan- 
giro dialect it is always pronounced, such that this is one of the distinguish
ing characteristics between this dialect and others, /c/ and /J/ are alveo- 
palatal affricates, i.e. [ts] and [d2], respectively. The first is normally
spelt oh in Haya orthography, but since c alone is not used for any other
sound we have adopted it here instead of oh. Finally, ah is our orthographic 
representation of the alveopalatal friciative [£].

There are several consonant alternations in the language. First, /h/ 
and /I/ alternate, respectively, with /p/and/d/ after a nasal, as seen in
(2) below (cf. Byarushengo 1977).

(2) a. /n-llm-^/ —> [ijidfma] 'I cultivate'
b. /n-hik-^/ —» [mpfka] 'I arrive'

Secondly, alveolar, alveopalatal, and palatal consonants (except nasals 
and /y/) become [s] (from voiceless) and [z] (from voiced consonants) if fol
lowed by any of the following morphemes: (i) the agentive marker -I, (ii) the 
causative marker -i-, and the P2 (yesterday past) tense marker -il-. Examples 
involving the agentive suffix are seen in (3).

(3) o-ku-kol-a 'to work' o-mu-koz-I 'a worker’
o-ku-gend-a 'to go' o-mu-genz-l 'a goer'
o-kw-flt-a 'to kill' o-mw-fls-i 'a killer'

For alternations involving the causative/instrumental marker, see Byarushengo 
(1975) and Trithart (1977a).

When nasals are immediately followed by a consonant they share the place 
of articulation of that consonant, i.e. there is homorganic nasal assimilation 
(cf. Byarushengo 1975, 1977), as illustrated in (4).

(4) /n-b<5n-^/ [rjib($na ] 'I see'
-> [pt<$ma] 'I guess

/n-cumb-a/ [^ctfmba] 'I cook'
/n-ki5l -if [ rj ku 1 a ] 'I grow’

In addition, the nasal becomes syllabic if directly following a word boundary.

2.2. Vcwels. Haya has ten "phonemic" vowels, five short and five long, 
as seen in (5).



u uu(5)

a
aa

These vowels are exemplified in (6).
(6) i

i |
okutiba ’to struggle’
okutiiba ’to dig into the ground’
okutega 'to set up a trap'
okuteega 'to curse'
okushala 'to cut’
okushaala 'to hiss'
okutola 'to be lousy'
okut<5ola 'to receive'
okujula 'to look sad'
okujuula 'to undress'

There are three morpheme-internal diphthongs in the language: 

(7) ei 
o i 
a i

okube Iya 
okut6i ja 
omush^Ija

'to tell lies’
'to take to court' 
'a man'

There is audible lengthening (gemination) of consonants following a short 
vowel, which helps identify short vs. long vowels.

In addition, there are two processes associated with vowels--glide form
ation and vowel coalescence. The first is captured by the rule in (8).

(8)
[ : ] [ : ] V:

When a high vowel is followed by a non-high vowel it becomes a glide and the 
second vowel undergoes compensatory lengthening, as seen in (9).

(9) i —> y /c5mut f a-gu-t em-^/ 
tree he-it-cuts

u — > w /omuntu a-lj-£/ 
person he-comes

[omuty’ ££gut£ma] 

[omuntw’ c>£fja]

’the tree, he 
cuts it'

'the person 
comes'

Vowel elision is indicated by an apostrophe (’). The lengthening of the 
following vowel is not indicated in the orthography, since it is predictable 
from the presence of the apostrophe. It is transcribed when the compensa
tory lengthening is word-internal, e.g. /<5-mu-^na/ 'child', which is written 
omw^ana.

When a non-high vowel is followed by another vowel it is elided and the 
remaining vowel lengthens, as in the rule in (10).

(10) £e, o, a } V
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Examples are seen d

(11) a + o -> oo 
e + a — > aa 
o + e — > ee

(11) .

/o-mu-^na 6-gu/ 
/a-1 i-ga-o/ 
/empambo £-zI-o/

[omw^n’ c5ogu] 'this child*
[a I y’ iago] 'he should eat those' 
[empamb’ SezoJ 'those fingernails'

There are exceptions to the two processes just discussed. First, although 
both the negative marker tl- and the present continuous marker ni- end in a 
high vowel, this vowel does not undergo glide formation; instead, it undergoes 
vowel elision:

(12) /ti-a-gend-£/ — > [tag^nda] 'he doesn't go'
/nl-a-gend-£/ [naag^nda] 'he is going'

Secondly, although the class 4/9 subject marker e- and the second person 
singular subject marker o- are not high vowels, they undergo glide formation 
instead of vowel elision:

(13) /e-£-gend-a/ 
it-Pj-go

-> [ y^genda ] ’it (class 9) went'/’they (class 4) 
went'

/o-^-gend-a/
you-P^-go

— > [w^genda ] 'you went'

These markers derive historically from Proto-Bantu *1 and *u, respectively, 
which explains their aberrant behavior.

The various vowel-vowel alterations which occur in the language are sum
marized in the table in (14).

V VI* 2 \ e a o
----*

u
1 ii yee yaa yoo (blanks indicate
e a * ee aa oo vowel sequences 

not found in the
a ii* ee aa language)
o ee aa oo

u wee waa waa

*this sequence and process are detected in the Ihangiro 
dialect only, e.g. Ihangiro ayet’ ffwe vs. other dia
lects' ayet4 fwe 'he should call you'.

2.3. Tone <md accent. There are two underlying tones in Haya: high
(H) and low (L).^ In addition there is a phrase-penultimate accent which 
causes a H-L sequence to become F-L (falling tone followed by low tone) 
and a L-H sequence to become H-H when occurring immediately before the % 
phrase boundary (cf. Byarushengo, Hyman and Tenenbaum 1976). Underlying H  is 
converted to L before pause. The surface tones are illustrated in (15) and 
should be compared with their underlying tonal forms given to the right.
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L : o k u g o b a 'to arrive' / < 5 - k u - g o b - a /
o k u g o o la 'to embarass' / 6 - k u - g o o l - a /

H : ag<5ba 'he arrives' / a - g o b - £ /
at<5<5la 'he receives' /s-\661 -iI

F : o k u b o n a 'to see' /6-k u -b < 5 n -a /
okutcSo la 'to receive' /<$ -ku -t<5<$l - a /

A homorganic nasal (followed by a consonant but forming one syllable 
with the preceding vowel) carries the tone of the end point of the tone of 
the preceding vowel. Thus, in muhaggo ’he is big/fat', the nasal is low, 
since the preceding vowel has falling tone. However, in muliiQgi 'he is fine/ 
good', the nasal carries high tone because that is the end point of the tone 
of the preceding vowel. When such a nasal is not preceded by a vowel, if it 
is not marked that means it has low tone, e.g. nte ’it’s a cow'; cf. mbwa 
'it's a dog'. (For more on Haya tone, see Byarushengo, Hyman, and Tenenbaum 
1976.)

2.4. Surface syllable structure. A surface syllable is understood to 
be a segment or sequence of segments capable of carrying a tone of its own.
A syllable may have one of the following shapes: (i) a vowel [V]; (ii) a nasal
[N]; (iii) a vowel followed by a nasal [VN], where.the nasal is followed by 
a consonant; (iv) a consonant and a vowel [CV]; (v) a consonant followed by 
a glide and a vowel [CGV]. These are all illustrated in (16).

V emo
N rfibvia
VN imbwa
CV &no
CGV embtia
CVN kdmpe
CGVN embwdnto

'one'
'it's a dog'
'a dog'
'one'
'a dog'
'give it [cl. 12) to me' 
'the dog is young'

The structure of the syllable can, therefore, be summarized as follows:

(17) f (C) (G) V (N) 1

3. MORPHOLOGY AND WORD STRUCTURE
The surface word in Haya always ends in a vowel. All noun stems have a 

vowel in final position in their underlying structure. Verb radicals, on the 
other hand, mostly end in consonants. Most verb extensions also end in con
sonants. However, there is always a final vowel that makes it possible for 
verbs too to end in a vowel. Thus there are no closed syllables in word- 
final position in Haya.

3.1. Nouns. As in all Bantu languages, nouns belong to paired noun 
class genders, normally the first being singular and the second plural. Each 
member of the gender is called a classy and each class has its own noun class 
prefix (a few are homophonous). A noun always occurs with its class prefix 
and may or may not occur with its preprefix vowel. Normally the absence of
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the preprefix gives the noun a predicative meaning. For example, e-m-bwa 
means 'a dog', while 0-rfi-bwa means 'it's a dog'. The vowel of the preprefix 
depends on the vowel of the prefix. Only the non-mid vowels /I, u, a/ occur 
in prefixes. When the prefix is /]/, the preprefix is [e]; when the prefix 
is /u/, the preprefix is [o]; and when the prefix is /a/, the preprefix is [a], 
as illustrated in (18) below (cf. Chagas 1977).

(18) e-mi-ktla 'tails’
o-mu-k*la 'a tail'
a-ma-kula 'bride price'

3.1.1. Noun tones. The possible surface tone sequences in nouns are 
given below (from Byarushengo, Hyman, and Tenenbaum 1976:185). These are 
given foT bi-, tri-, and quadrisyllable nouns.

L-L ente 'cow' 9/10
H-L embwa 'dog' 9/10
L-L-L enfulu •fish' 9/10

omuz 1 ’root' 3/4
L-H-L empunu •pig' 9/10

omut 1 •tree' 3/4
L-F-L enjoka 1 snake' 9/10

omwclana 'child' 1/2
L-L-L-L : okugu 1 u •leg’ 15/6
L-L-H-L : obug<$lo •snuff' (12)/14
L-L-F-L : omukono 'arm/hand' 3/4
L-H-L-L : erraStoka •car' 9/10

These patterns may be illustrated further with numerous other examples. The 
last pattern, L-H-L-L, is however composed largely of borrowings (cf. esh^gama 
'blood', from Luganda).

In all of the examples given so far (except embwa 'dog') the preprefix 
has surfaced with L tone. However, when these words are not in immediate post- 
pause position, the preprefix surfaces with a non-low tone, as in (20).
(20) yamp’ obugolo 'he gave me snuff'

yamp’ ente 'he gave me a cow/cows'

The fact that it surfaces H in the first and F in the second example suggests 
that the preprefix has underlying H tone and that it is lowered whenever it 
occurs utterance-initially. The H tone in embwa is explained by positing 
underlying /£-m-bw£/. The preprefix in this word is able to surface H because 
of the final H tone (cf. Byarushengo, Hyman, and Tenenbaum 1976).

3.1.2. Primary and secondary prefixes. In addition to having a noun 
class prefix there are agreement prefixes which are assigned to words that 
are "subordinated" to the nouns, e.g. verbs, relative clauses, numerals, 
adjectives, associatives, etc. The sentences in (21) are an illustration of 
this phenomenon.
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(21) a. abak4zy’ 4b4bMy’ 4bal4ggy’ 4ba kat(5 b4-4-gend-a 'Kato's two beauti 
women two beautiful of Kato they-Pj-go ful women went'

b. ent’ 4fblly’ 4z Muggy’ 4za kat6 z-44-gend-a3 'Kato's two good
cows two good of Kato they-Pj-go cows went*

We see in (21a) that in all cases the prefix is ba-, which is the shape of 
the noun prefix for this class. However, in (21h), there are three different 
prefixes: n- for the noun, i- for the numeral !two' (for some speakers it
alternates with zl-), and zi- for the rest. The table in (22) shows thh dif
ferent realizations of prefixes according to grammatical category.

CLASS PREFIX PRONOUN RELATIVÊ NUMERALS ASSOCIA
noun adj. sub j. obj . subj . obj. one 2-5 TIVE

1 mu- mu- a- -mu- 44- 4w4 o- — wa
2 ba- ba- ba- -ba- 4ba- 4b 6 — b4- ba
3 mu- gu- gu- -gu- <5gu- 6gw<5 gu- — gwa
4 m|- ml- e- -gf- 44- 4y 6 — e- ya
5 I-/I i-5 1 I- 1 1- -1 I- 4l i- 4l yc5 1 1- — lya
6 ma- ga- ga- -ga- 4ga- <5gw<5 — g4- ga
7 ki- ki- kf- -kl- 4ki - 4ky6 kl- — kya
8 bi- bl- bi- -bl- 4bf- 4by6 — bf- bya
9 n- n- e- -gi- 44- 4ycT e- — ya
10 n- zl- z j- -z i - 4zl- 4z 6 — iVzf za
11 1 u- lu- 1 u- -1 u- <5lu- <5l w4 lu- — 1 wa
12 ka- ka- ka- -ka- 4ka- 4k6 ka- — ka
13 tu- tu- tu- -tu- 6tu- <5tw6 — tu- twa
14 bu- bu- bu- -bu- 6bu- <5bw4 — bu- bwa
15 ku- ku- ku- -ku- 4ku- 6kw<5 ku- — kwa

The following generalizations can be made. Apart from the noun and ad
jective prefixes, and class 1, 4, and 9 object pronouns, all others are formed 
from the subject marker--by adding an appropriate vowel before or after or 
both. It should be pointed out that kinship terms generally do not have pre
fixes or preprefixes. For example, t4ata 'my father', m4awe 'my mother', but: 
mun44nazl/ban44nazi 'my sister(s)’. Furthermore, Haya does not have any noun 
suffixes--not even in locatives (see Trithart 1977b).

There are three locative classes: 16, 17, and 18. Locative nouns are
formed by prefixing the locative prefix onto the noun. This leads to double 
prefixation since the original prefix of the noun is retained:

(23) e-n-ju 'a/the house'
ah4-n-ju 'at/on the house'
omu-n-ju 'inside the house'
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Class 17 (prefix ku-) does not occur with nouns. But there are general forms 
like the following where it surfaces:

16 h3-nu 'here' (specific)
'here/this way’ (non-specific)17 ku-nu

18 mu-nu 'inside here'

3.1.3. General noun-gender meanings.6 In general noun classes are not
exclusively comprised of one natural class or grouping of nouns. The one ex
ception, of course, as in all Bantu, is gender 1/2, which is exclusively made 
up of humans. The other possible exception is gender 9/10, which is predomin
antly made up of animals and loan words. What normally is the case is that a 
given class of nouns belong to a given gender, but similar nouns may belong to 
another gender as well. The general tendencies are noted in the table in (23)

GENDER CATEGORY EXAMPLES
1/2 human omuntu/abantu

omukazl/abakazl
'person/s’ 
'woman/women'

3/4 body parts omukono/emIkono 'arm/s1
trees omut f/emfti *tree/s’

animals omuna/emfha 1lizard/s'
artifacts omu keeka/emIkeeka ’mat/s1
nature omushene/em i shene ’sand/s *

5/6 fruits eicuQkwa/amacunkwa ‘orange/s'
others eicumu/amacumu 'spear/s' 

ei 1fla/amalfla 'tear/s' 
elb^ale/amab^ale 'stone/s! 
elt^mbf lo/amatclmbl lo 'hospital/s' 
elcumbllo/amacumb1lo 'kitchen/s 'location

liquids e1fIzI/am£1zI •water'
7/8 things eklntu/eblntu 'thing/s'

'cup/s' 
'forest/s1 
’animal/s’ 
'basket/s *

others eklkombe/eblkombe 
eklblla/eblbila 
eklgunju/ebigunju 
eklkapu/eblk^pu

augmentative ekit l/ebft I ’big piece/s of wood
9/10 animals entale/entale ’lion/s*

others eQk<5kola/ef]k<5ko 1 a 
enjula/enjula

'elbow/s! 
'rain/s'

borrowings emot o ka/em<5t o ka 'car/s'
11/10 attenuative olufunjo/enfunjo 'reed/s'

others ol u 1 ?ml/end‘iml 
o1ubunda/embunda

' tongue/s' 
'belly/bellies'

2/13-14 diminutive akantu/otuntu - obuntu . 'small thing/s'
14 mas 8 obuhugga 'flour'

abstract obu1uggI 
obunaku

'goodness/beauty' 
'poverty'

15/6 body parts okugu1u/amagu1u 'leg/s'
'to cultivate'infinitives okuljma
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Gender 7/8 is augmentative, 11/10 attenuative, and both derogatory if 
used with a noun which does not inherently belong to them. Gender 12/13~14 
is diminutive and may also be derogatory. However, when used with nouns that 
do not belong here inherently, they are used to mean tenderness, beauty, 
grace, etc. Nouns in class 12 may have their plurals either in class 13 or 
class 14. Classes 6 (when it means mass objects) and 14 (as abstract nouns) 
are single class genders, although 'water' in (23) has developed a singular 
in class 5 by "back formation".

3.1.4. Noun-creating processes. In addition to words that are inher
ently nouns, there are three ways by which nouns may be formed from non-nouns 
or other nouns: (i) from verbs (agentives); (ii) from verbs (locationals);
and (iii) from adjectives. A fourth process involves the names of languages 
and ethnic groups.

3.1.4.1. Agent formation. An agent noun may be formed by adding the 
agentive marker to the verb radical and by adding the appropriate noun 
prefix, as indicated in the examples in (24) .

(24) okuI ima

okugu la 
okubuga

'to cultivate'

'to buy'
'to drive’

omulIml 
end iml 
omuguzI? 
omubugI

'a cultivator’
’a wild hog/pig’ 
'a buyer'
'a driver’

3.1.4.2. Locationals. Nouns may be formed from verbs to refer to a 
place/location where the action of the verb takes place. This is done by 
adding the applicative morpheme -il/el- and the vowel -o. The applicative 
morpheme in this case is locative and means ’a place where...’.

(25) okutamba 
oku I Ima 
okucumba 
okushoma

'to heel/cure’ 
•to cultivate' 
'to cook’
’to read’

elt^m bIlo  
end im ilo5 
elcumbIlo  
eishomelo5

1 a hospital’
'a cultivation' 
'a kitchen’
’a school'

3.1.4.3. Nouns from adjectives. In Haya nouns may be formed from ad
jectives. These nouns have the -ness3 -hood meaning of English. This is 
done by prefixing the adjectives with class 14 bu-:

(26) -harjgo 
-lu n g  i 
- to

•big’
'good/beautiful' 
’young’

obuhaogo ’bigness’
obuluijg! ’beauty’
obuto ’childhood’

3.1.4.4. From languages. In Haya languages variably belong to class 
7 (e.g. eklhaya) or 11 (e.g. oluhaya). Languages are also one class genders. 
Nationality references are formed by prefixing a language root with gender 
1/2 prefixes:
(27) o Iuhaya/eklhaya

oluggel eza /eklogeleza  
o lu I© en o /ek iIeeno

omu haya/aba haya 
omuggel eza/abaogeleza  
omuIeeno/abaIeeno

’Haya’
’English’ — >
’Portuguese’
’a Haya person/Haya people’ 
’an Englishman/Englishmen’ 
’a Portuguese/Portuguese’
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3.2. Verbs. Each surface verb is composed of at least the verb radical 
and the final vowel. Generally, there is a subject pronoun marker and exten
sions, pronoun marker(s), tense marker(s), etc.

3.2.1. Structure of the radical. The radical in Haya is generally -CVC- 
as in /-Iim-/ 'cultivate1. Other variations are found, however:

(28) -CVC- 
-CV- 
-VC-
-CVCVCr ■ 
-CVCVCVC-

-I fm- ’cultivate' -b<5n-
-hcl- 'give' -1 f-
-ft- 'kill* -6g-
-kulul- 'pull/drag' -nig11 
-kl^lefel- ’delay/be late'

'see'
'eat'
'become clean/wash' 
'sleep'

3.2.2. The final vowel. The final vowel is normally -a, but -e in sub
junctives. ;Its tone depends on the tense/mood of the verb. For example, it 
is always L in infinitives and always H in imperatives (see Lehman 1977).

3.2.3. The subject and object pronouns. The subject pronoun occurs in 
front of the verb radical, while the object pronoun occurs between the sub
ject pronoun (or tense marker, if there is one) and the verb radical. The 
shapes of these pronouns for the different noun classes are listed in the 
table in (22) above. Up to three pronouns have been attested in the object 
pronoun (infix) position (see Duranti and Byarushengo 1977), representing 
the various case relationships to the verb.

3.2.4. The pre-subject morphemes. There are morphemes that occur be
fore the subject pronoun. These are: (i) the relative marker (see the table 
in (22) above); (ii) the negative marker (ti-/ta-); and (iii) the present 
progressive marker (nl-). The order of these elements is different in main 
clauses as opposed to non-main (e.g. relative) clauses.

3.2.5. Tense markers. Generally tense markers occur immediately after 
the subject pronoun (except the ?2 marker which occurs as an extension after 
the radical). Haya has a three-way differentiation in past tenses and a two- 
way differentiation in future tenses, as seen in (29).

TENSE MARKER EXAMPLE

F2 -1 1- tu-1I-kom-a 'we will tie up'

Fi -la- tu-la-kom-a 'we will tie up'
PRES PROG n i — nj-tu-kom-a 'we are tying up'
PRES HAB 0 tu-k<5m-a 'we tie up'

P1 -A- tw-^-kom-a 'we tied up'

P2 -11 -e tu-kom-f1-e 'we tied up'

P3 -ka- td-ka-kom-a 'we tied up'
PAST HAB -a...ag- tw-a-k<5m-ag-a 'we used to tie up'
PERFECT -<$... 11- tw-^-kom-iI-e 'we have already tied up
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?2 is the distant future, while Fj is the near future. Pj is the recent 
past (e.g. this morning); P2 slightly distant past (yesterday); P3 the most 
distant past. P3 is realized differently in non-main clauses, where it sur
faces as a L tone -a- prefix and a L tone -II- extension, e.g. abaak<5m|le 
’those who tied up'. It should be realized that there is a tonal difference 
between the perfect and the relative Pj— the former has a H tone while 
the latter has a low tone -a-.

3.2.6. Extensions. Extensions are understood to be any morphemes that 
occur between the radical and the final vowel. Because of space limitations 
we shall merely present a list of these morphemes with examples:

(30) EXTENSION 
-u-/-bu-

-aqgan-
- iI-/-el -

-ek-
-oloI-/-uIuI -
- i s-/-es-/-i-

in&trumental with it/they made Kato tie it up'

The vowels of the applicative (benefactive and locative) and causative/instru- 
mental extensions alternate between [i]and[e]> By a process of vowel harmony, 
this vowel is [e] when the vowel of the radical is /e/ or /o/, and [ i ] if the 
vowel of the radical is /I/, /u/, or /a/. The passive morpheme is -u- after 
consonants and -bu- after vowels.

4. WORD ORDER
The areas we will examine briefly in this section are the order of ele

ments in the noun phrase and in the sentence.

4.1. The noun phrase. ̂  Although more work needs to be done in this 
area, we can say that generally, the order is noun first with the modifiers 
following. For exanple, in relative clauses (see Duranti 1977) the head noun 
occurs initially:

(31) omuntw* ^-y-a-gend-a 'the person who went1 
person REL-he-P-go

It is not quite common to have more than one adjective. The order is 
N - Adj. However, the order Adj -N may occur with a slight meaning difference:

(32) a. enju nduqgi ’a good house'
b. nduogy’ enju^ 'it's good, the house’

The problem with noun phrases stems from the fact that a construction like 
(32a) could mean with certain nouns 'the X is good’. In some cases this pro-

MEANING EXAMPLE
passive kf-ka-kom-w-a ’it was tied up’

benefactive bci-ka-kl -mu-k<5m-el -a ’ they tied it up for him’
reciprocal b^-ka-k<5m-aQgan-a 'they tied each other up’
locative b£-ka-kl-k<5m-el-a katoke 'they tied it up inKfltolcG ̂
stative kl-kom-ek-a ’it is tieable’

reversive b^-ka-kI-k<5m-olol-a ’they untied it’
causativer- b£-ka-ki-k<$m-es-a k^to ’the tied Kato up
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blem is solved tonally, but unfortunately this is not always true:

(33) a. enju ndurjgl ’a good house' vs. enju nduqgl 'the house is good'
BUT: b. okugulu kultiggi 'a good leg/the leg is good'

*okuguld kuliJQgi

With more than one modifier the order tends to be the following:

(34) noun + possessive + numeral + demonstrative + adjective
enju zaQge ibily’ ez’ ezilurjgi 'these two good houses of mine* 
house my two these good

But as can be seen from the demonstrative and the adjective, it seems as if 
we have relative clauses. Thus more research is needed in this area to de
termine the word order properties of the noun phrase.

4.2. The sentence. Maya is basically an SVO language, with the preferred 
order being benefactive first, followed by the accusative object, as illustra
ted in (35) .

(35) kat<5 y-a-cumb-11-a kakulw’ £i}koko 'Kato cooked chicken for Kakulu' 
Kato he-Pj-cook-APP Kakulu chicken

However, the order of these elements may be changed to fit the pattern required 
by the discourse situation. Each order is thus used for a different purpose, 
for example:

(36) a. y-a-g i-cumb-11 -a kakulw’ eqkoko kdto 'he cooked it for Kakulu,
he-Pj-it-cook-APP Kakulu chicken Kato the chicken, Kato1

b. kat6 kakulw’ lqk(5ko y-£-g l-mij-cumb-i I -a^2. 'Kato, Kakulu, the chicken, 
Kato Kakulu chicken he-Pi-it-him-cook-APP he cooked it for him'

Each sentence has a different emphasis than the other. Thus, although we may 
have different orders of these words in the sentence, we do not really have 
free word order (cf. Byarushengo and Tenenbaum 1976, Tenenbaum 1977a,b).

NOTES

^Presently, this area comprises the districts of Bukoba, Karagwe, and 
Ihangiro.p /*High tone is marked by an acute accent (V), while low tone is not marked 
(V) . Falling tone is marked by a circumflex (V). On long vowels, high tone 
is marked with a double acute accent (VV)f while falling tone is marked with 
an acute accent on the first vowel only ( W ) . Even on a long vowel low tone 
is not marked (VV).

^The form z^^genda is from /zI-^-gend-a/, where /zT/ is the subject 
marker for class 10 and /&/ is the Pj marker. One might be tempted to con
clude that /zi/ is another morpheme that does not allow glide formation, 
but instead allows vowel coalescence. Haya, however, has a surface constraint
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disallowing [sy]and[zy] sequences. Thus, the vowel of /zi/ does become a 
glide, but then gets deleted in accordance with this constraint.

^The tones on the relative markers are given as they would sound if not 
in utterance-initial position.

5If a class 5 noun starts in a consonant the prefix is I- as in e-i-b^ale 
'a stone'- But when it starts in a vowel the prefix is I I-, as in e-lf-lno 
'a tooth'.

Q
Much of the material in this section was investigated and reported in an 

unpublished manuscript "Nouns and noun classes in Haya" by Charles Randriama- 
simanana (University of Southern California).

•7The consonant alternation seen here is due to spirantization, as dis
cussed above (section 2.1).

5This consonant alternation is due to the alternation of [! ] and [d] dis
cussed in Byarushengo (1977).

^For the -il-/-el- alternation, see section 3.2.6 below.
^This section is based on the findings in an unpublished manuscript 

"The structure of noun phrases in Haya" by Victoria F. Chen (University of 
Southern California).

i:zThis example actually is best analyzed as a full sentence 'it is good' 
followed by a right-dislocated noun 'the house'. Phonologically it must be 
represented with the % phrase boundary intervening between the two words in 
order to get the tones to come out correctly on the surface.

■^Notice that when an object NP is moved to the left of the verb, its 
object pronoun must co-occur in the infix position.
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2
ON THE PHONOLOGICAL STATUS OF p / h  AND d / l j

Er n e s t  Ru g w a  B y a r u s h e n g o
University of Southern California 
& University of Dar es Salaam

1. INTRODUCTION
One of the concerns of phonology has always been how best to represent 

the sound of language at the underlying level. This leads to setting up under
lying segments from which surface forms are derived by phonological rules. It 
follows, therefore, that in addition to determining underlying representations, 
phonology is also concerned with the formulation of appropriate phonological 
rules. A phonological theory then will in part he judged on the merits of 
the underlying forms and phonological rules which follow from it.

In this paper we will be interested in three phonological processes in 
Haya: (i) p/h and d/l consonant alternations (CA); (ii) homorganic nasal as
similation (HNA); and (iii) the deletion of the vowel of prefixes of the shape 
mu- (u-D). In the course of treating these processes we shall deal directly 
with the two issues stated above; viz. what underlying representations and what 
rule formulations will yield the most adequate and insightful analysis of the 
Haya data.

In the case of CA we are faced with three possible analyses: (i) the his
torical solution, according to which /p/ and /d/ are underlying and all occur
rences of [h] and [I] are derived from the former by rule; (ii) the inverted 
solution, whereby /h/ and /I/ are underlying and all occurrences of [p] and 
[d] are derived by a rule which is the inverse of the historical rule; and (iii) 
the concrete solution in which all four consonants are posited on the underly
ing level. Any solution dealing with CA will have consequences in other parts 
of the phonology. Thus, we shall have to address ourselves to the HNA process 
as well as the u-D rule, which leaves behind a nasal consonant which exception
ally does not undergo homorganic nasal assimilation and which, unlike other 
nasals, does not trigger the consonant alternations mentioned above. In the 
discussion which ensues, we shall be concerned with establishing a solution 
which treats all three processes in an explanatory way.
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2. BACKGROUND INFORMATION
In this section we will present background information about the morpho

logy of Haya and then discuss the consonant alternation process. CA depends 
on whether or not there is a nasal preceding the given consonant. There are 
two nasal morphemes which provide the relevant context for CA. The first is 
the first person singular pronoun (occurring as either subject or object) and 
the second the gender 9/10 noun prefix.

2.1. First person pronoun. In Haya most tense markers occur between the 
subject marker (SM) and the verb radical, as seen in (1).

(1) Q-ka-ttfm-a kc5to 'I sent Kato'
I-P32-send3 Kato

The present habitual tense, however, is marked by a zero morpheme (0), the only 
tense to be marked in this way in the language. As a result, the present ha
bitual tense allows the SM to ibe -iin direct contact with the first consonant of 
the verb radical, as seen in (2).
(2) /N-0-tum-£ kat<5/ —»> [ntuma k^to] 'I send Kato'

I-HAB-send Kato '

It is this fact, the nasal coming in direct contact with the initial consonant 
of the verb radical, which allows CA and HNA processes to occur. More examples 
follow in (3).

(3) a. /N-0-ma1- k f  — > 
I-HAB-finish

b. /isi-0-bon-^/ — > 
I-HAB-see

c. / n -0—t em-ci/ —y 
I-HAB-cut

d. /n-0- ku 1 - k /  
I-HAB-grow up

e. /n - 0 - g o b - k /  —>
I-HAB-arrive

[mm^la]4 'I finish'

[mb<$na ] 'I see*

[ pt ema ] 'I cut'

[ oku1 a ]i 11 grow up

[ogoba] 'I arrive'

From the examples in (3) above we notice that although there is homorganic 
nasal assimilation of the first person singular SM, no noticeable change is 
observed on the initial consonant of the verb radical. The examples in (4), 
however, show that the initial consonant of a verb radical is affected when it 
involves either [h] or [l] in infinitive forms.

(4) INFINITIVE HABITUAL
okuhemba^ 'to light fire' mpemba^ 'I light fire'
okuhya 'to burn' rfipya •I burn'
okul ima 'to cultivate' nd fma 'I cultivate'
oku1aga 'to bid farewell' nd^ga ■I bid farewell
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We see in (4) that when [h] and [l] are preceded by a nasal they "become” 
stops, i.e. [p] and [d], respectively.

2.2. Noun morphology. The same processes are found when nouns involve 
a nasal prefix (in classes 9 and 10). Haya, like other Bantu languages, has 
a system of noun class prefixes and concord markers (see Byarushengo 1977).
We present : 
this study.'

In (5) below those class prefixes which will be of relevance in

(8) CLASS PREFIX GENERAL CLASS MEANING /.EXAMPLE (with preprefix)
1 mu- persons (sg.) /o-mu-kaz i / 'woman'
3 mu- varied, e.g. trees (sg.) /6 -m ti-t \/ 'tree'
7 k l- things/augmentative (sg.) / £ - k i - n t u / 'thing'
9 N- animals/borrowings (sg.) /£ - n - t e / ' cow'
10 N- animals/borrowings (pi.) / 4 - n - t e / 'cows'
11 lu - thin/long/attenuative (sg.) /6 - lu - fu n jo / 'reed'
12 ka- diminutive (sg.) /4 -k a -h u k a / 'small insect

Each noun in Haya has an inherent gender, i.e. a singular/plural pair, e.g. 
omukazi 'woman' (class l)/abakazl 'women' (class 2). However, a noun may be 
removed from its inherent class to another class to achieve a slightly differ
ent meaning (often attitudinal, depicting the feelings of the speaker towards 
the referent). For example, gender 7/8 is used in an augmentative and usually 
derogatory sense. Gender 11/10 is used to add a notion of tall/slenderness 
or attenuation, and is also often derogatory. Gender 12/13 (and sometimes 
12/14) is a diminutive gender which can be derogatory but normally is used 
when the speaker wants to express tenderness and/or gracefulness.

2.2.1. Noun-to-noun morphology. When a noun is "transferred" from its 
inherent gender (in either its singular or plural class) into a derived gender, 
its original noun prefix is replaced by the prefix of the new class, as seen 
in the examples in (9).

ORIGINAL NOUN CLASS 7 CLASS 11 CLASS 109 CLASS 12
1 omukaz ii 'woman' eklkazf olukazi erjkaz i a ka ka z i
3 omut I 'tree1 ekft i oluti ent 1 ak£t I
5 elcumu • spear' eklcumu o 1 ucumu encumu akacumu
11 o 1 u kw i 'fire

wood'
ekfkwl 

' ' a big X'
o 1 u kw 1 

' a slender X'
erjkwi 

'slender X'
: akdkw i 
'a small.X

The examples in (9) involve noun whose initial consonant does not alternate. 
We now consider cases involving alternating consonants, first for the p/h 
alternation in (10), then for the d/I alternation in (11).
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CLASS 9/10 CLASS 7 CLASS 12
emp fndw i 'needle(s)' eki h fndwl akah fndwi
empelege ’bean(s)’ eklhelege akahelege
empooya 'song(s)’ eklhooya aka hooya
empundw i 'wedding eki hundwI akahundwi

song(s)' 'a big X’ 'a small X'

CLASS 9/10 CLASS 7 CLASS 12
end fmu 'lemon(s)' eki1fmu aka 1 fmu
end^e 'drinking glass(es)' eki1̂ e a ka 1 ̂ e
endagaano 'promise(s)’ ekilagaano aka lagaano
endogobe * donkey(s)’ ekilogobe akalogobe
enduu 1 u 'alarm rioise(s)' ekl1uu1u aka 1 uu 1 u

[human] 'a big X' 'a small X'

Cases are found also where h- and I- initial consonant nouns are moved 
into class 9 or 10 and therefore show consonant alternations:

(12) ORIGINAL NOUN
3 omuIilo 'fire*

CLASS 10 
end I lo

11 oluhclaso ’p e e le r1 emp^aso

2.2.2. Verb-to-noun morphology. In Haya an agent noun may be formed 
from a verb by adding the agentive suffix -1 to the verb radical and by pre
fixing the radical with the gender 1/2 prefixes. This process is equivalent 
to the use of the suffix -er in English, e.g. work (verb), worker (agent noun). 
The Haya noun thus formed can be transferred to other noun classes in the same 
way we have seen above, as illustrated now in (13).

(13) INFINITIVE
okujuna 'to  

okugoba 'to  

okubaka 'to

CLASS 1 
h e lp ' omujuni

s te e r ' omugobi

catch ' omubakl

CLASS 9 
enjuni 

eogobi 

embaki

CLASS 12
akajunl ' h e lp e r (s ) '

akagobi 's te e re r (s ) ' 

akabaki 'c a tc h e r(s )’

When verbs that have initial [h] or [l] in the infinitive undergo the morpho-
logical processes 
may be observed:

illustrated above in (13), the same consonant alternations

(14) INFINITIVE CLASS 1 CLASS 9 9
okuhand i I ka 'to write’ omuhandi ik l empandli kl 'writer'
okuhakana ’to argue' omuhakani empakan f ’arguer’
oku1ima 'to- cultivate* omu1imi endIm| 'cultivator'
okuloba 'to fish with 

a line'
omu1ob i endobi 'fisher'
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3. POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS TO CA
Now that we have seen the extent of all consonant alternations, we turn 

to the task of determining the underlying forms and phonological rules needed 
to account for CA. We shall consider three possible solutions: the historical
solution (3.1), the inverted solution (3.2), and the concrete solution (3.3).

3.1. The historical solution. Historically, the [h] and [I] consonants 
found in native Haya words are derived from Proto-Bantu (PB) *p and *d, re
spectively,^ as indicated in (15) and (16).

PROTO-BANTU22 HAYA22
*-p f- (1502:136) -hf- ’become burnt’
*-pemb-■ (1472:135) -hemb- 'light fire'
*-p&- (1404:134) -hci- •give'
*-p<5t- (1583:136) -h<5t - 'twist'
*-put4 (1609:137) -hrite 'a boil'

PROTO-BANTU2-7 HAYA22
*-d im- (568:124) -1 im- 1 cultivate’
*-dem- (528:124) -lem- 'become tired'
*-dag- (463:123) -lag- 'say farewell'
*-d6b- (638:125) -1 <5b- 'fish with a line
*-duk- (693:126) -1 uk- 'plait'

The two correspondences between PB and Haya illustrated in (15) and (16) can 
be stated by the historical rule in (17):

(17) PB *p > Haya h
PB *d » Haya j
i.e. Proto-Bantu *p and *d became Haya [h] and [I L respectively* 
whenever they were not preceded by a nasal

Because of the constraint in the environment, rule (17) did not affect 
all instances of *p and *d. First, morpheme-internal cases where these stops 
were preceded by a nasal did not become continuants:

PROTO-BANTU HAYA
ekinampo2^ 'a fart'
oluhumpu 'a mould'

-bind- (ps 25:119) -bi nd- 'wear a loin cloth
-donda (656:125) -londa 'a sore'

The last example in (18) is interesting in that the historical form had two 
*d's in it. The first, not preceded by a nasal, became [I] while the second.
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preceded by a nasal, remained [d]. Thus, any modern day reflex of stem-final 
*d preceded by a nasal will not alternate with [ I ].

Conversely, no stem-final [ I ] in modern day Haya will alternate with [d] 
if it is directly preceded by a vowel:

Cases of stem-final [h] preceded by a vowel could not be found. However, there 
are instances of sequences of two syllabic vowels (as in end^e 'drinking 
glass'). Given that [h] is normally silent in Haya, it is probable that these 
W  sequences are actually simplifications of VhV sequences. It thus appears 
that [h] has been completely lost in cases where it does not alternate with [p].

Thus, even when not alternating, p/h and d/l are generally in complemen
tary distribution: [p] and [d] after a nasal, [h]~0 and [I] elsewhere.

Because synchronic phonological alternations are normally manifestations 
of historical processes, a synchronic rule is frequently identical to a his
torical sound change. However, there are cases where the synchronic rule may 
be different from the historical rule because there has been a restructuring 
of the phonological system subsequent to the historical change. To assume that 
the historical rule is the correct synchronic rule in Haya means that Haya has 
/p/ and /d/, and that all instances of [h] and [l] are derived from the syn
chronic correlate of (17), given in (20).

i.e. /p/ and /d/ become [h] and [I ], respectively, whenever they 
are not preceded by a nasal

In Byarushengo (1975) it was suggested that Haya has /p/ and /d/, under- 
lyingly, and that [h] and [l] are derived. There were two reasons for this. 
The first was the desire to have symmetry in the underlying representation of 
stop consonants: matching every voiced stop with its voiceless counterpart,
and vice-veTsa. However, pattern congruity alone is a weak argument for a 
phonological analysis, since a new surface pattern may have more reality for 
speakers than an older, more symmetric, underlying pattern. The second reason 
was that in the earlier study it was felt important to match the consonant 
system of Haya with that of Proto-Bantu. This is understandable in a language 
family where research has had such a strong historical/comparative bias. How
ever, this again is not a good criterion, since speakers (e.g. children acquir
ing the language) may not have access to historical forms. Because phonologies 
are constantly restructured through time, historical evidence can only be sug
gestive to the analyst. The synchronic phonology must stand up on its own 
merits.

A closer examination of these alternations in Haya demonstrates the unten- 
ability of the historical solution. Two inadequacies of this solution are now 
discussed, the first from derivational morphology, the second from borrowings.

(19) o-ku-kol-a 'to (do) work'
o-ku-baI-a 'to count'

o-ku-kal-a 'to dry (of food)' (tr.)
o-ku-nul-a 'to taste good'

(20) p -» h 
d — > I / - [n ]

3.1.1. Derivational morphology. The historical solution claims the
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following: (i) /p/ and /d/ are underlying; (ii) [h] and [l] are derived;
(iii) there is a phonological rule (20); and (iv) the only time we get [p] 
and [d] is after a nasal. We will begin by showing that (iv) is not entirely 
true--and that this forces us away from the historical solution.

We have seen in section 2.2.1 that when class 9 nouns whose stems start 
in [p] and [d] are transferred to other classes, these consonants become [h] 
and [I], respectively (see examples (10) and (11)). These changes are due to 
the fact that these consonants are no longer preceded by a nasal. This solu
tion predicts that for any /Np-/ or Aid-/ sequence, [h] and [I] will be real
ized whenever the nasal is replaced by a CV- prefix in a derivational process. 
But this is not the case. There are instances where class 9 nouns are moved 
to other classes and still retain their respective stops, as seen in (21).
(21) CLASS 9/10 CLASS 7 CLASS 12

emp?si rleopard(s)' ekfptsi akapjsi *ekih?sl/*akahfsf
enda 'louse(s)' ekfda ak^da *ekfIa/*ak£la

The fact that some cases of these consonants do not alternate shows that 
the historical solution will generate unacceptable forms. It is possible to 
try and salvage the historical solution, as we shall now demonstrate.

3.1.1.1. Boundaries. One might argue that there are boundaries of dif
ferent strengths between those cases that alternate and those that do not. We 
would thus recognize different underlying forms as in (22).
( 2 2 )  a. j /e+N+pooya/ [ a k a h o o y a  ] ' song1

/e+N+d|mu/ — > [akal fmu] 'lemon'

b .  /  <§+n @ p f s I / - > [ a k a p r s l  ] 'leopard
/e+N@d£/ [ a k £ d a ] * louse '

The normal morpheme boundary + allows CA to apply in (22a), but the ad hoc 
boundary @ blocks CA in (22b). This kind of analysis would be difficult to 
justify. How does one accobnt for the fact that a different boundary is in
volved in (22a) vs. (22b) when exactly the same set of prefix morphemes are 
involved? Since the @ boundary has been posited for the sole purpose of ac
counting for exceptional forms which fail to undergo CA, it is equivalent to 
marking the stem morphemes in question with an exception feature.

3.1.1.2. Exception features. This, then, is our second attempt to sal
vage the historical solution. In this case we mark those stems in (22b) as 
[-rule 20]. This would mean that these words are exceptions to CA. This so
lution is found lacking because it treats as exceptional forms which are basi
cally nonexceptional. The derivations illustrated in (21) and (22b) are in 
fact more productive than those involving CA in (22a). If a Haya speaker 
wishes to create a new derived noun whose consonant is [p] or [d] in its 
basic 9/10 form, CA will not take place. This includes words borrowed from 
other Bantu languages belonging to class 9, which do not show alternation; 
as seen in (23).
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(23) CLASS 9 CLASS 7 CLASS 12
Swahili ndege klndege kandege 'bird/airplane'
Haya endege ekidege akadege ’airplane'

N.B. (i) Swahili does not have preprefixes; (ii) in augmentative
and diminutive classes, Swahili retains the nasal while Haya does
notj (Hi) class 9 is the unmarked class, while class 7 could re
fer to a Jumbo Jet and class 12 to a Cessna.

Under these circumstances, it would not be appropriate to treat the produc
tive alternative as exceptional.

3.1.1.3. Double prefixation. So far we have assumed that when a noun 
is moved from one class to another the grammar generates one prefix. Thus 
the underlying representation for 'lemon' is /e -N -d lm u/ in class 9 and 
/ £ - k a - [ l ] lm 6/ in class 12. However, one other way of saving the historical 
solution would be to claim that the grammar generates two prefixes in some 
cases. Thus, one would claim then that for akalfmu the underlying represen
tation is /^ -k a -d im u /, while for akcida it is /^ -k a -N -d ^ /, with two prefixes.
In this analysis it is the presence vs. absence of the /n/ prefix which de
termines whether CA will take place. However, it would be difficult to justify
positing such a phenomenon and equally difficult to explain why there should
be double prefixation in some cases and not in others.

We could also assume that in both cases (i.e. for both akal fmu and ak£da)
we have double prefixation and that in the case of akal fmu the nasal is deleted
before the CA rule, but after the CA rule for ak^da. Again there are two ob
jections to this. First, how can we predict which forms allow CA before and 
which ones require it after class 9 prefix deletion? Second, the deletion of 
the nasal prefix would have to be a morphological rule and as such should 
theoretically apply before phonological rules.

Double prefixation would not even be a better rule than that of regard
ing stems that do not undergo CA as being exceptions. Since we have already 
shown the inadequacy of using exception features, we should not adopt this 
solution either.

3.1.1.4. Derivational morphology after P-rules. Another alternative is 
to claim, without assuming double prefixation, that the non-nasal prefix is 
added after CA has applied. This would also assume that in cases like ak^da, 
the appropriate rule of derivational morphology applies after the CA rule.
The same problems arise: (i) how do we motivate such a solution for some
cases but not for others; and (ii) it would be equivalent to using exception 
features.

Thus it seems that all ways of salvaging the historical solution run 
into problems rather than providing an explanatory account. Before we turn 
to other, nonhistorical solutions, we examine another source of problems for 
the historical solution.

3.1.2. Borrowings. An examination of items borrowed into Haya shows 
that when words containing [p] and [d] are borrowed into the language, these 
consonants do not become [ h ] and [ I ] —  even in environments where they are 
not preceded by a nasal:
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ORIGINAL NOUN HAYA BORROWING ̂
Swahili pilipili * epilipili 'pepper' *ehi1 ihi1i
English pin * eptnl 'pin' *ehTnI
Swahili duuka > eduuka 'shop/store' *eluuka
English radio > eled Jo 'radio' *elel io

In Byarushengo (1976) several loan phonology strategies were examined in Haya. 
There are cases where loan words constitute a class of their own and therefore 
need to be marked with an exception feature [+foreign] to distinguish them from 
native words. But it is also true that there are cases where loan words are 
assimilated fully into the phonology of the borrowing language. In order to 
maintain the historical solution it would be necessary to demonstrate that 
the borrowings illustrated in (24) are marked as exceptions to rule (20) , 
marking them either as [^foreign] or as [-CA rule]. This analysis would 
necessarily make the claim that borrowings form a class with nouns such as 
those in (21), where CA fails to obtain. This consequence may be motivated, 
however, in that in both cases there is an attempt to maintain the phonetic 
shape of the consonant in its ’'original” or basic form: in the source lan
guage (in the case of borrowings), in the source noun class (in the case of 
derivational morphology). Note that in the word for 'radio' in (24), it is 
only the second consonant which is marked [-CA rule], since in the historical 
solution the first consonant undergoes the change from /d/ to [l]. This pre
supposes, then, that the exception feature is .a property of an individual 
segment rather than of the lexical item as a whole.

Note that the situation is somewhat complicated by the presence of mini
mal pairs involving these consonants, e.g. [d] vs. [I] in (25).

ORIGINAL NOUN CLASS 12 CLASS 9
3 omu1 a ''jigger' ak^la £nda
7 ekfla 'yam' ak^la 4nda
9 4nda 1'louse' ak£da enda

It should be pointed out that ’jigger’ and 'yam' are hardly ever found in class 
9. However, when the transfer takes place, we find neutralization (homophony) 
of all these words in this class. Failure of the /d/ of 'louse' to become 
[ I ] in class 12 may represent an attempt on the part of speakers to avoid 
homophony. The significance of this will be discussed later. For the time 
being it should be noted that in many cases the application of CA would not 
result in homophony, since there is no homophonous form to be avoided.

A second example of a minimal pair is particularly interesting. Guthrie 
(1971:135, item 1427) cites a Proto-Bantu form *-p^kud- for which he gives 
the following three glosses: (i) 'take out from container'; (ii) 'take out
(food from pot)'; (iii) 'take out (honey from hive)'. In Swahili the word 
pakua has all three meanings. However, in Haya, the verb okup^kula only means 
'to serve food' (Guthrie's meaning (ii)). For 'take out (honey from hive) 
(Guthrie's meaning (iii)), the verb is okuh^kula. Thus a minimal pair has 
derived from an identical historical form. If the CA rule in (22) had oper
ated on this historical form, then both meanings would have the form okuh^kula.
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It is probable, however, that the meaning 'to serve food* was lost from the 
native Haya okuhcikula form only to resurface as okup̂ kula via borrowing from 
Swahili. When these forms are nominalized and transferred into certain of 
noun classes, the same p/h difference is observed:
(26) INFINITIVE CLASS 1

okup^kula 'to serve food1 omupdkuzi^5
okuh^kula 'to take honey omuh^kuzl

out of a hive'

In (26) the nominalizations remain distinct in class 1, but merge with [p] in 
class 9. The generalization we can make from the examples in (25) and (26) is 
that whenever we start with basic [p] or [d], these stops do not necessarily 
become [h] and [ I ] in non-nasal environments. However, whenever we start with 
basic [h] or [ I ] these always change to [p] and [d] after a nasal. Thus, we 
might consider approaching these alternations from the opposite end--with a 
solution representing an inversion of the historical facts.

3.2. The inverted solution. In the previous section we saw that the 
only way the historical solution could work was by complicating the mechanisms 
employed to capture the facts of CA (i.e. by using exception features, by or
dering the rules of derivational morphology after the phonology, by recognizing 
double prefixes, and by using ad hoc boundaries). In this section we consider 
the possibility of an inverted solution.

The inverted solution assumes that (i) /h/ and /I/ are underlying; (ii) 
there is a phonological rule which is an inversion of (20) (see (27) below); 
and (iii) this rule derives all occurrences of [p] and [d] from underlying 
/h/ and /I/, respectively.

(27) h -> p /
I -> d ' ----

i.e. /h/ and / I/ become [p] and [d], respectively, after a nasal
This solution still has the same problems as the historical solution.

First, it claims that [enda] 'louse' and [emp?si] 'leopard' are underlyingly 
/e-N-ld/ and /e-N-hfsi/, despite the fact that for these words /h/ and /I/ 
are posited without ever surfacing as [h] and [l] anywhere in the paradigm.
The same problem would presumably arise in cases of stem-final [mp] and [nd], 
which would have to be represented as /Nh/ and /n I/ despite the fact that 
these consonants are always realized [p] and [d] on the surface. Finally, 
borrowings such as epili-pfli ’pepper’ and eledjo 'radio' would have to be 
entered into the lexicon as /£-hitMifll/ and /e-lel|o/ and be exceptionally 
marked [+consonant alternation], with [p] and [d] being derived in inappro
priate environments. As we shall see in section 3.3, we prefer to put idio
syncratic information in the underlying forms rather than developing such ad 
hoc constraints on rules as rule addition features.

The inverted solution thus still has many of the same shortcomings as the 
historical solution. The biggest problem in both cases involves non-alternating 
forms: native forms like ak^da 'a small louse' and borrowings such as epM Tp? I i

CLASS 9 
emp^kuz1 ̂  
empdkuzl
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'pepper'. The problem for both solutions results from the setting up of only 
one consonant in each pair and deriving the other one by rule, thereby assum
ing that all occurrences of the second consonant are subphonemic. Since both 
alternatives have been shown to be wanting, we now attempt to include all four 
consonants in the underlying representation in a concrete solution.

3.3. The concrete solution. In the concrete solution we claim the fol
lowing: (i) in cases where a consonant does not alternate, the surface conson
ant is assumed to be underlying. Thus, in words like em p?sl/akapisi and £nda/ 
akada we have / p /  and /d /  in the underlying representation. The same is true 
of morpheme-internal- [mp] and [n d ] sequences, e.g. ekinampo 'a fart' and 
ekllonda 'a sore'. This conclusion would also apply to morpheme-internal [h] 
and [l], in which case we would set up /h/ and /I/ in the underlying represen
tation.

(ii) In cases where there are alternations one of the alternants is set up 
as underlying and the other is derived by rule. Thus, for forms like empooya/ 
akahooya 'song' and endfmu/akaI fmu 'lemon', if we say that /p/ and /d/ are 
underlying, we would need a rule like (20) to derive surface [h] and [I]. This 
alternative still has the problem of how to restrict the rule from applying to 
such forms as akap?sf and akcida and all the loan words that have been seen 
above. A more adequate solution assumes that /h/ and /I/ are underlying and 
that [p] and [d] are derived by a rule like that in (27). This alternative is 
similar to the inverted solution except that we do not assume that all cases 
of [p] and [d] are derived by rule from /h/ and /I/. Thus, we adopt the CA 
rule in (27), but without the same assumptions about the consonants of the 
underlying system. Underlying /p/ and /d/ are set up for consonants which are 
always realized [p] and [d]; underlying /h/ and /I/ are set up for consonants 
which are either always realized [h] and [I], or which alternate between [h]~ 
[p] and [ I ] ~ [d].

Thus we prefer this analysis to the historical and inverted solutions, 
because the latter involve formal complications which are avoided in this third 
solution. Instead of using exception features, exception boundaries, or ex
ceptional rule application, we are able to give a straightforward account of 
p/h and d/l alternation by making the underlying representations conform more 
closely to the surface. In this sense, then, the adopted solution can be said 
to be "concrete".

4. HOMORGANIC NASAL ASSIMILATION (HNA)
We have already seen above in examples (3) and (4) that the nasal of the 

first person singular subject marker and the gender 9/10 noun prefix is homor- 
ganic to the consonant that follows it. Thus we need the homorganic nasal 
assimilation rule in (28).

(28) n — > [a place] / ___  [a place]
C

i.e. nasals have the same place of articulation as 
the following consonant

There are two factors complicating this analysis. One of them will be 
discussed in the next section; the other is discussed here. This rule accounts 
for the nasal before a consonant but cannot do so when the same nasal morpheme
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is followed by a vowel. If there were no cases where the nasal was followed 
by a vowel the solution above would have been adequate. One could have taken 
any one of the three nasals (bilabial /m/, alveolar /n/, or palatal /h/) as 
underlying.16 All three occur intervocalically, e.g. okukoma 'to tie up', 
okugona 'to snore', and okukana 'increase'. The labiodental, the velar, and 
the uvular nasals only occur phonetically before consonants of the same place 
of articulation, and so we can eliminate them from the underlying system.
There is, however, one environment in which one of the nasals we are dealing 
with occurs before a vowel. This occurs whenever it is followed by the vocalic 
Pj (recent past) marker.^ In this case it is realized as [n]:

(29) / n + £ + gend + a / —> [nllgenda]̂ 5 'I went'
I Px go FV

The surface form in (29) justifies our setting up /n/ as underlying, from 
which homorganic nasals are derived by rule (30).

(30) n -> [a place] / ___ [a place]
C

i.e. /n/ shares the place of articulation with the following 
consonant (i.e. is homorganic with it)

Thus, whenever we have alternations between nasals we assume that the underlying 
nasal is /n/, and where we do not have alternations we take the surface nasal 
as being underlying. This will not affect intervocal [n]'s, since they will 
not meet the structural description of the HNA rule (since they are not fol
lowed by a consonant).

Since we have changed the underlying representation of these nasals from 
/n / to /n/, we need to change our CA from (27) to (31).

(31) h ->• p ,
I d ■ ' ?
i.e. /h/.and /I/ become [p J and [d], respectively, after /n/

5. . NASAL SYLLABIFICATION (u-deletion)
There are two types of nasal syllabification in Haya. The first is when 

a nasal prefix (the same two discussed above) occurs initially. In this case 
the nasal becomes syllabic and may carry high or low tone. However, if the 
nasal is preceded by a vowel, the two form a single syllable, with the nasal 
carrying the same tone as the end point of the tone of the preceding vowel.

(32) rfi.bwa 'it's a dog’ lm.bwa 'a dog'
J. kwi 'it's firewood' Iq .kwl ’firewood
n. da 'it's a louse' In. da 'a louse'
n. te 'it's a cow' en .te 'a cow'

In the first column the nasal is a syllable on its own; iii the second column, 
we observe an initial VN syllable.19 This nasal syllabification process is 
captured by the rule in (33).
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(33) n [+syllabic] / ## ___ C
i.e. /n/ (the noun prefix and first person singular marker) 
becomes syllabic word-initially before a consonant

The second case of nasal syllabification involves prefixes of the form 
mu-, i.e. classes 1 and 3 noun prefixes, class 1 object marker, and the se
cond person plural subject marker. This is exemplified below with examples 
involving class 1 and 3 noun prefixes:

omukaz j omkazi 'a woman*
omut i -> orff i ’a tree*
omu1w^i1e -> orp 1 II e 'a sick person*
omuhanda -> omhanda *a path/way'
omulondo orplondo 'kind of chewable root

This process would still take place if the preprefix were absent, as in 
rpkazl 'it’s a woman* and rplwdile 'it's a sick man/he is sick*. We can formu
late the rule in (35) to account for the deletion of [u].

(35) u —> 0 / m ____  + C [optional]
i.e. the vouel of the mu- affix may be optionally 
deleted before a consonant

The second example in (34) shows that the resultant nasal can carry a high 
tone. This is critical evidence that the nasal is syllabic, since a low- 
high (rising) sequence is not permitted on single syllables in Haya. How
ever the rule in (35) does not account for the syllabicity of this nasal.

The formulation of u-D in (35) shows another objection to the formula
tion of HNA in (28). If we had maintained rules (27) and (28) and keep (35) 
as is, we would be faced with the danger of (35) feeding both of the other 
rules— i.e. the resulting nasal would have both undergone HNA and conditioned 
CA. But as the examples in (34) show, neither of the two rules are applica
ble when the nasal consonant results from u-D. We thus would require in this 
analysis either rule ordering or a global constraint to the effect that CA 
and HNA would only apply if the n is not created by rule (35). However, it 
is possible to state this rule in such a way as to avoid these complications, 
as seen in (36) .20

(36) mu —^ m / ____ * * C [optional]
[+syll]

i.e. an affix of the form mu- becomes a syllabic (bilabial) 
nasal when followed by a consonant

The final rules (30), (31), and (36) have now been formulated without 
any need of adding constraints to any of them. Even the fact that the nasal 
resulting from (36) can carry high tone is a natural consequence; this high 
tone derives from the following syllable, since there is a surface constraint 
in Haya that a high tone may not be realized phonetically on the final syllable
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(cf. Byarushengo, Hyman and Tenenbaum 1976). Instead, it is realized on the 
penultimate syllable— whatever that syllable may be (even.if it is VN or N). 
Two derivations are given now in (37).

/ 1+ r\+d£/ /cS+mu+t f/ UNDERLYING FORMS
e+n+dci o+mu+t f preprefix tone lowering
en. d'£ o.mu.t f syllabification
en.di o.mu.tf penultimate high tone anticipation

Cen.da] [o.mu.11 ] 
[o.rfi.t i ]

final high tone lowering 
u-deletion (rule (36)) [optional]

Starting with the underlying forms /e-n~d£/ 'louse' and /6-mu-tf/ 'tree', we 
see that at no stage is it the case that the two kinds of nasals have the 
same syllabic properties. Thus, we can say that only a nonsyllabic nasal 
is subject to HNA and only abasic nonsyllabic n can condition CA.

6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
In the foregoing we have considered three solution to CA in Haya: (i)

the historical solution; (ii) the inverted solution; and (iii) the concrete 
solution. We have attempted to demonstrate that the concrete analysis pro
vides the most insightful account of the Haya data. It is significant to 
note that it is exactly this solution which would be predicted by the theory 
of Natural Generative Phonology (Vennemann 1974, Hooper 1976). The Haya 
solution has avoided the kind of abstract underlying representations which 
the standard model of Generative Phonology would predict, as well as the 
formal mechanisms at its disposal (there has been no need for extrinsic rule 
ordering, for instance). We have arrived at an analysis which naturally 
follows from two explicit principles stated as follows by Hooper (1976):

(38) The underlying forms of non-alternating morphemes are identical; 
to their phonetic representations (p. 116).

(39) For alternating forms (a morpheme with one or more allomorphs), 
one of the allomorphs is listed in the lexicon in its phonetic 
representation, and the others are derived from it (p. 117).

Natural Generative Phonology also states explicitly that rules are not ex- 
trinsically ordered.

In demonstrating the correctness of this concrete analysis it is clear, 
then, that there has been a restructuring away from the historical analysis 
in Haya. One might at this point ask how and/or why one got from the his
torical state of affairs to the current (restructured) situation. As al
ready discussed in some detail, it was the presence of borrowings with [p] 
and [d] as well as the noun-to-noun derivational process which upset the 
older system. With unnativized borrowings coming into the language, it be
came more and more difficult to maintain the position that only /p/ and /d/ 
were underlying and that the p/h and d/l alternations could be predicted 
subphonemically. The derivation of such forms as akap?si 'small leopard'
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and ak£da 'small louse' contributed also to the dissolution of the historical 
solution. The motivation here was to keep the same phonetic consonant of the 
noun in its basic or inherent class. This was felt to be particularly impor
tant especially when deriving new diminutives and augmentatives. In such 
cases the speaker could make the identification of the neologism more trans
parent by not allowing CA to take place. This same state of affairs holds 
for present day Haya. If a new word is derived by transferring a noun from 
class 9 to, say, class 12, phonetic [p] and [d] will always be obtained.
This is not the same as saying that forms with intervocalic [h] and [I] are 
lexicalized, while forms with intervocalic [p] and [d] are not. While mark
ing borrowings as [+foreign] implies that these items are not completely 
lexicalized (i.e. they are not among the main body of the unmarked lexicon), 
there is no doubt but that ak^da is just as lexicalized as any form with
[I]. The situation we have here is that of two ideal targets: a fully 
lexicalized form With a "regular" phonology (i.e. with intervocalic [h] and
[I]) and a fully nonlexicalized form with an "irregular" phonology (i.e. with 
intervocalic [p] and [d]). Because these two ideals is a continuum consist
ing, for example, of words which have been lexicalized (i.e. one reaches to 
one's lexicon for them, rather than creating them on the spot, so to speak), 
but whose phonology has not yet caught up. It will be interesting to see if 
ak£da (pronounced this way in so many Bantu languages) ever becomes ak£la.

In conclusion, we ask where the language might go from here. We note 
that already some Haya speakers are beginning to pronounce whulfla instead 
of mpul fla 'I hear' (the symbol [n ] is used to represent a uvular nasal).
This is apparently based on analogy with such forms as ahulfla 'he/she hears', 
where we observe [h] because the consonant is not preceded by a nasal. Does 
this mean that eventually all instances of [mp] will be replaced by [wh]?
If so, we would expect, first, that the change would hit where there are al
ternations between [p] and [h] somewhere in the paradigm (e.g. morpheme- 
internal instances of [mp] may resist this change because they do not alter
nate with [h]). Such a change, if accepted as probable, would be another 
argument in favor of the concrete analysis, since it is only the alternating 
instances of [p] which are represented as /h/. This change in progress 
could very elegantly be stated as one of rule loss. The rule in question 
is the first half of (27). By first restructing their underlying forms and 
the CA rule, Haya speakers seem to have set the scene for the ultimate loss 
of consonant alternation for the purpose of regularizing the surface conson
ants of noun and verb paradigms. Such an event would be very difficult to 
capture in a formal way in any but the concrete analysis we have adopted in 
this study.

NOTES

■*1 would like to thank Larry Hyman for reading an earlier draft of this 
paper and making several valuable suggestions for revision.

is the distant past marker (earlier than yesterday); cf. Byarushengo
(1977).

^There is a final vowel (FV) required on all verb forms in Haya (as in 
Bantu in general). In Haya it may surface as either [a] or [e] and carry 
either high or low tone, depending on the tense/aspect. It is not glossed 
separately in the examples that follow.
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All tone marks are surface tones except when examples are given between 
phonemic slashes (/.../), in which case they are underlying. The acute ac
cent (') marks high tone, while the circumflex (A) marks falling tone. In 
cases of long vowels (written VV), high tone is marked with acute accents on 
both vowels ( W ) , while falling tone is marked with an acute accent on the 
first vowel and no accent on the second (VV). L tone is not marked.

^In the dialect under examination here, [h] is normally silent (though 
not always).

^There is a rather rare alternate form [whemba] 'I light fire'. The 
significance of this possibility is discussed in section 6 below.

7C1asses 1 and 3 have homophonous class markers (mu-) as do classes 9 
and 10--the homorganic nasal n-. The differences betweBn the two classes in 
each pair is noticed in their corresponding agreement/concord markers, e.g. 
subject markers a- (class 1), gu- (class 3), e- (class 9), zi- (class 10).

^Class 10 is the plural class for both classes 9 and 11; thus we have 
genders 9/10 and 11/10.

^When deverbal agent nouns are transferred into gender 9/10, they mean 
’someone who is very good at doing X1.

^There are other realizations of historical *p and *d. Since these do 
not play any part in the processes discussed in this paper, we will not con
cern ourselves with them here.

^The Proto-Bantu forms in this paper are taken from Guthrie (1971).
The number before the semicolon, is Guthrie’s Common Bantu reference number, 
and the one after the semicolon is the page number on which the item is found.

^In (15) and (16) the tones marked are the underlying Haya tones (cf. 
note 4 above).

^Unfortunately, I wasunable to find any PB forms with the sequence *Np 
internally. The presence of these two forms in Haya, however, suggests that 
if PB had had such a sequence morpheme-internally (stem-finally in verbs), 
it would have been retained in Haya as such.

^Words borrowed into Haya belong to gender 9/10, but do not carry the 
nasal prefix. Gender 9/10 borrowed nouns carry the nasal prefix only if the 
donor language had such a prefix. This accounts for the differences in these 
two forms: Swahili ndege / Haya endege vs. Swahili piHpili / Haya epi I Ipt I I. 
The only exceptions to assigning borrowings to 9/10 are human nouns which are 
borrowed directly into 1/2 and carry the appropriate prefix, e.g. omudeleva/ 
abadeleva 'driver(s)'.

■*^When the agentive marker is suffixed to radicals that end in [ I ], the 
consonant becomes [z]. For a fuller treatment, see Byarushengo (1975).

^Alternatively, one could have had an archiphoneme /n/ unspecified for 
place of articulation, (but see later discussion).

^The realization of n - before so-called "vowel-initial” roots is as a 
palatal, e.g. enama ’meat'. However, this may be due either to a y-insertion 
process, or conceivably, to the possibility that such roots actually begin 
with an underlying /y/. This problem receives in depth treatment in a paper 
in preparation.

4
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^The fact that we have a long vowel in this word is potentially mis
leading. It could suggest that the first person singular marker must have 
a vowel following the nasal in its underlying form and that the vowel of the 
tense marker lengthens after the vowel of the first person marker is deleted 
(see Byarushengo 1975). However, Haya has a surface constraint that blocks 
the lengthening of vowels initially or finally. In this case it surfaces 
long because it is not in initial position any more. Notice that the second 
example in (11) is not a case of a long vowel occurring finally, but rather 
of two fully syllabic vowels in sequence (probably with a lost intervocalic 
[h]).

^This may seem to be un-Bantu, but as evidence for the syllable break 
[In.da], note: (i) the tone of the nasal is always the same as the end point
of the preceding vowel, indicating that the two at least form a close junc
ture; and (ii) the V is, unlike other Bantu languages, not lengthened as a 
result of being followed by a NC cluster. As pointed out to me by Larry 
Hyman (personal communication), the following common Bantu rule

V V: /   N C
is motivated by syllabification considerations. By lengthening a vowel which 
precedes a NC cluster, it makes it "easier'' to syllabify the nasal onto the 
following syllable (the normal Bantu case). Such lengthening does not occur 
in Haya, we would claim, because the nasal is not syllabified onto the fol
lowing, but rather onto the preceding syllable, as indicated.

^Notice in the following derivations that if the earlier rules had 
applied in the wrong order, we would potentially have merged (falsely) the 
-mu- ’him/her' and -n - ’me’ object marker forms:

/a - k a - k i -n -h l -a /  

/a -k a -k !-m u -h l-a /

—> [akakfmpa]
—> [akaklmuha]

'he gave it to 
—  [akakfrfiha] 

*[akakirfipa ]

me'
'he gave it 
to him’
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3

THE PREPREFIX 

J e r e m y  E. Ch a g a s
University of Southern California

Most Bantuists seem to agree that the preprefix (henceforth PP), 
which has also been called variously a "double prefix" (Guthrie 1974), a 
"noun augment" (de Blois 1970), and an "initial vowel" (Mould 1974), is a 
morphological segment retained from an earlier Proto-Bantu CV form. Among 
the Bantu languages of the Lake Victoria area, where the use of the PP ap
pears most consistently, the C has been dropped from the majority of these 
languages; Gisu (E.31) is one of the notable exceptions.

In Haya, the PP appears as a single vowel preceding a CV prefix in each 
of the noun classes 1-18 except classes la/2a, which never take a PP, and 
classes 9/10, where the existence of a homorganic nasal has taken the place 
of the CV prefix. In all classes other than the exceptions mentioned, strict 
vowel harmony is observed between the PP and the V of the prefix:

CLASS PP+PREFIX CLASS PP+PREFIX
1 o-mu- 10 e-N -
2 a-b a- 11 o -l u-
3 o-mu- 12 a -k a -
4 e-m i - 13 o - tu -
5 e - l i -  (~ e - I - ) 14 o-bu-
6 a-ma- IS o-ku -
7 e -k i - 16 a-ha-
8 e -b i- 17 o-ku-
9 e-N- 18 o-mu-

Except for 9/10, when the vowel of the prefix is / i/, that of the preprefix is 
[e]; when the prefix vowel is /u/, the preprefix vowel is [o]; and when the pre
fix vowel is /a/, the preprefix vowel is [a]. It is, of course, possible to 
posit the existence of /e- 1/ vowel harmony for classes 9/10 at some earlier 
stage of the language with /e-Nl-/ representing the "augmented prefix" of 
Proto-Bantu.
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Previous research on the PP has indicated that its use or non-use in a 
particular construction is determined by essentially syntactic considerations. 
Mould (1974) in his work on Luganda did make reference to the use of the PP 
as providing a "special kind of focus" in certain constructions, but did not 
clearly define the kind(s) of focus. De Blois also has a very short section 
in his study in which he discusses certain of the languages in which a "de
finable semantic function" has been noted. However, since Haya is not one 
of the languages to which de Blois attributes semantic functioning of the PP, 
and since all of the examples used in the aforementioned section of the Mould 
article would be ungrammatical in Haya, an attempt must be made here to de
termine whether or not the sort of focus/emphasis referred to by Mould and de 
Blois may be attested in Haya.

Byarushengo and Tenenbaum (1976) and Tenenbaum (1977a,b) have documented 
the fact that under certain conditions Haya tends to separate old and new in
formation in discourse. It is interesting to note in that connection the 
following statement by Mould (1976) in reference to Logooli (E.41):

"My informant consistently claimed that with the IV objects are 
interpreted as being new information to the hearer and the ab
sence of the IV as old, known information."

De Blois reminds us that in her article on Tonga, Carter (1964) arrives at 
somewhat similar considerations:

"There are however indications that make her suppose that the 
augment is only used after pauses or hesitations and in what 
she calls now-coding speech (newly created utterances."

The data which has been collected on the use of the PP in Haya tends to bear 
out such theories: it is.used to disambiguate, to clarify, or to present new 
information--at least in certain circumstances. Lack of, or non-use of the 
PP may suggest mutually understood or old/given information on the part of 
both speaker and hearer. It is not inconceivable to posit that this might pro
vide insight into why classes la/2a, which consist almost exclusively of kin
ship terms, never carry PP's in any of the known Bantu languages.

With nouns in isolation, the preprefixed noun receives both definite and 
indefinite readings, e.g. omw^ana 'the/a child', omdt I 'the/a tree', ebltooke 
'the/0 bananas'. When nouns appear in subject position, the PP is required?

(1) a. omwci^na y-4-ij-a 'the/a child came*
child he-P^-come

b. *mw£^na yciija (but cf. mw^ana, y^ija 'it's, the child, he came')

When modified by an adjective, both noun and adjective require a PP in most cases:

(2) a. omw^n’ <$muto y-£-ij-a 'the/a small child came'
child small he-Pi-come

b. *mwcicma muto y£ija 
*mw^n’ <5rriuto y^ija 
*omw£cina muto y^ija

(3) a. omush^fj* (Smul* <$muto y-^-ij-a 'the/a tall young man came'
man tall young he-Pj-come
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b. *mush£fja mu la muto y ^ lja  
*mush£fja mu I ’ <5mut6 y£|Ja  
*m ush£fj’ c$mul’ <5mut<5 y ^ lja  
*omush^fj’ 6mulo mut6 y £ lja  
*omush£fja mu I* <5mut(5 y ^ lja

As is the case with a number of other languages in the Lake area, Haya 
nouns lose the PP when immediately preceded by 'each/every':

(4) a. buIf gkonl 'each/every stick'
b. bull mwiisfki 'each/every girl'

Addition of a second modifier after the governing noun does not change the 
situation, except that we note that the added modifier retains its own PP:

(5) a. b u lf Qkony’ 6nduggl 'each/every good s t ic k '

b. b u lf m w lls lk ’ <5muluggl 'each/every p re t ty  g i r l '

Modification by a possessive adjective, as in (6) - (10) below, presents 
data in support of the hypothesis advanced at the outset of this paper. Note 
that in each of the NP's that follow here, the lack of a PP has established an 
apparently unambiguous interpersonal relationship with the speaker (much as 
with the use of classes la/2a, perhaps?), whereas use of the PP sets up an al
ternative and thus automatically an ambiguous givenness/newness relationship.

(6) a. mŵ cina wagge

b. omw££na wagge

(7) a. muk£zt wagge

b. omuk^zl waoge [AMBIGUOUS]

(8) a. mush^fja wagge

b. omushcifja wagge [AMBIGUOUS]

(9) a. bahal^ bagge

b. ?abahal£ bagge

(10) a. b a ls lk f bagge

b. a b a is lk f bagge

'it's my child'
'my child'/'the child is mine'

'my wife'
'my woman'

'my husband'
'my man* (i.e. 'worker', never used by

women)
'my daughters'
?? 'the daughters are mine'

'my girls' (i.e. 'daughters')
'my girls' (i.e. 'workers, girlfriends')

The phrases in (9) are particularly interesting, since while abahal^ bagge is 
not considered ungrammatical, no context was found in which it might conceiv
ably be used, apparently because of the unavoidable kinship implied by a b a h ila  
'daughter', in contrast to (10), where (a )b a ls fk l may mean 'daughters' or 
'girls' in some other sense, depending on the presence vs. absence of the PP. 
Within class la, where nouns have no inherent PP, apparently semantic constraints 
function to assure that a PP may not be applied to the majority of these nouns:

(11) t ^ t a  wagge 'my father'



(12) t^ata 'Father' (as title of address; cf. Dauer 1977)

(13) Ish6bo 'the father...' (understood: of a particular family)

(14) ish&nuntu 'a father...' (understood: as a generalization)

In cases (13) and (14), t^ata may not be used at all, since in either case 
it would functionally be required to take a PP, which would limit/destroy 
the semantic function of its being a kinship term.

In those NP's which are constructed by the use of an associative marker, 
a number of different forms are found:
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(15) a. eibabci ly’enoni ’ the wing is of the bird'
b. eibaba ly’lnoni ’ the wing of the bird’

(16) a. abaana b’<5mush^!ja ' the man's children’
b. ab^na bMmush^Ija ' the children are of/for the man

In each of the two examples above, the only distinction between a true associ
ative construction and a predicative construction is tonal, since in each of 
these cases the surface morphology is identical, the PP having been retained 
and contracted with the final vowel of the associative marker which precedes 
the possessor noun. (17) below presents a different situation.

(17) a. eky’ 6kulya 'something which is to eat’
b. ekya kulya 'something of eating' (a noun of class 7)

The preprefix /6-/ in (17a) is evidently a relative clause marker; in (17b) 
the PP is absent altogether. According to de Blois there are a number of lan
guages in which compound nouns inferring possession drop the PP from the en
closed noun. (18) below raises an interesting question, since it functions 
in an exactly opposite manner, retaining the PP on the second noun (plus an 
associative marker), while dropping it from the head noun.

(18) mukam£ w’enju ’the owner of the house’

Is it possible that there are cases in which ownership or possession of cer
tain things constitutes an inherent relationship, rather like that of a state 
of kinship? Certain other compound terms would seem to suggest that such is 
in fact the case:

(19) kilya-njoka 'snake-eater'

(20) kl shwe£z i-kyaqge [a relationship between men married to sisters]

(21) kashumba-nta I e ’lion-herder’

Each of these three functions in a very special way: (19) and (21) are rarely
used terms to denote special qualities in the person to whom they are applied;
(20) is a kinship term, which like all others belonging to classes la/2a, does
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not take a PP. All three items, are used rather like proper names. Taylor 
(1972) notes a similar phenomenon in Nkore-Kiga.

In constructs with a predicate noun, it becomes apparent that Haya does 
not permit use of the PP, regardless of whether or not the copula is present:

(22) a. muntu ’it's a person'
b. mutI 'it’s a tree'

(23) a. omw££na muntu 'the child is a person' 
b. *omw££na nf muntu

(24) omw^n’ £\ f muntu 'the child who is a person'

(25) a. tul. I bajuogu 'we are Europeans/whites'
b. tul I bajurjgw^baIz? Ie 'we are the Europeans who came'

(26) • ab^ndl bakazi 'the others are women'
(but: abak^zy’ £band I 'the/0 other women')

This example is particularly interesting, since it would seem to imply that 
the PP and the copula cannot co-exist in the same NP, even when the copula is 
only "implied" (as opposed to being segmentally present) in the utterance.

Predicate adjectives seem to function in much the same way as predicate 
nouns in terms of the PP:

(27) a. omw££na muhaogo 'the child is big'
b. *omw£ana nl muhaogo

(28) omw^n' £ if muhaogo 'the child who is big’

(29) omw^ina nlw4 muhaogo 'the child is the one who is big'

Within the locative classes (16, 17, 18) we find that certain of the 
conditions for presence vs. absence of the PP as seen above do not seem to 
function here in the same ways:

(30) a. aly’ <5munju 'he's in the house
b. *a 11 munju

(31) a. n’<5munju 'it's in the house
b. *ni mtinju

These two examples show clearly that the rule hypothesized in (22) - (26) above, 
regarding the absence of the PP after the copula is not functioning in the case 
of these locatives. The fact that each of the (b) sentences is ungrammatical 
points up the fact that retention of the PP is obligatory. It must be noted, 
of course, that in neither case is it the PP of the original noun enju (class 
9/10) which has been retained, but rather that of the locative class into which
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the noun has moved. The same conditions seem to hold true when locatives are 
used in isolation (i.e. without a noun attached):

Although use of the PP after a negativized verb will be dealt with in more 
detail later, it seems important to note at this point the fact that locatives 
following negativized verbs do not follow the generally accepted pattern. In 
the majority of Bantu languages, including Haya in most cases, the PP is dropped 
after a negative; while in fact that is the case in (33) and (34) below,
(33) tcil I munju ’he's not in the house'

(34) a. t^lf mu 'he's not in (there)'
b. alf mu 'he's in (there)'
c. *nf mu

in none of the other examples does the PP drop. From the affirmative form of 
(34b) it may be deduced that this particular construction is unusual or irreg
ular, since it is the only one which drops the PP of the locative affix follow
ing /-I f/ in the affirmative; the affirmative form of (33) (see (30) above) 
retains the PP. As was noted above, all the remaining negative-locative con
structions retain the PP:

(35) t^ly’ Sha 'he's not here'

(36) t^ly’ 6kwo 'he's not over there'

Given the fact that locative constructions in Haya seem generally to be 
less flexible than PP's in the other classes, shown by their often being re
tained even following a negative and/or a copula, (37) offers rather strong 
support for the initial hypothesis presented in this paper:

(37) a. nf mwo ’(yes), that's it' [i.e. the place we're looking for] 
b . *n f kwo

In both of these examples the PP has been deleted, even though in (32), in a 
similar construction it was retained, and in (34), a similar deletion was 
ungrammatical. Evidently, then, the difference does not lie in syntactic 
distinctions, and consideration must be given to the possibility that semantic 
distinctions are at work here: in (32) and (34) 'place' or 'location' is
specifically referred to in each case; also, it should be noted that neither
(32) nor (34) is necessarily an answer to a question, but may be simply a 
statement of fact. In (36), no specific reference to 'place' is made, but 
the construction is quite evidently an answer to a question about 'place'.
Using the hypothesis that deletion of the PP indicates old information on 
the part of both speaker and hearer, the explanation for the absence of the 
PP in nf mwo and*nf kwo is obvious.

(32) a. aly’aha 'he's here'
'he's over there’ 
’it’s over there'

b. aly-’okwo
c. n’okwo
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In simple sentence constructions, affirmative SVO order, the PP is re
tained on both the direct object and its modifiers:

(38) a. 

b.

(39) a. 

b.

n-a-bon’ <5mutambf
I-Pj-see doctor 
*nabona mutambl

'I saw a/the doctor'

n-a-bon’ <5mut£mby ’ <5mul urjg I 
I-Pj-see doctor good

*nabona mut^mbi muluogi 
*nabon’ <5mutimbi muluggi 
*nabona mut^mby’ ^muIdo9I

'I saw a/the good doctor'

In sentences with either left- or right-dislocations, the PP is required in 
both affirmative and negative constructions:

the/a doctor, I saw him/one’

'the/a good doctor, I saw him/one'

’the/a good doctor, I didn't 
see him/one*

It is particularly notable that in (43) below the PP is retained even after 
a negativized verb, apparently being protected by the clause boundary which 
precedes it.

(40) a. omut^mbi n-5-mu-bon-a 'th e /a  
doctor I-P j-h im -se e

b. *mut£mbl. namubona

(41) a. omut£mby’ 6mu1uggf n-a-mu-bon-a 
doctor good I-P x-h im -see

b. *mut^mbi muIuQgf namubona 
♦mut^mby’ &nu1uqg( namubona 
*omut£mb j mu 1 diqg f namubona

(42) a. omutdmby*6mu1 ugg f t  i-n-d-mu-bon-a 
doctor good NEG-I-Px-him-see

(43) t l-n-^-mu-bon* <5mutambi 
NEG-I-Pi-him-see doctor

'I didn't see him/one, the/a doctor'

In negativized SVO constructions, the PP is deleted following the negative 
in most cases. Direct object and modifier:

(44) tl-n-£-bon-a mutambl muluogi 
NEG-I-Px-see doctor good

Benefactive and accusative objects:

(45)

'I didn't see a/the good doctor'

ti-n-£-cumb-11-a b^dna bltooke 
NEG-I-Pi-cook-APP children bananas

In a passive construction:

(46) ebitooke ti-by-dd-*cumb-w-a mw^ana
bananas NEG-they-Px-cook-PASS child

'I didn't cook bananas for 
the children1

'the bananas weren’t cooked 
by the child'
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As long as we are dealing with simple sentences, the negativized verb does in 
fact delete all those PP's which fall to the right of it; in complex sentences, 
with clauses of various types in operation, such deletion is not always the 
case. A good example of the scope of the negative verb may be seen in (47) 
and (48).

(47) t f mw^n* <5muhaggo 
NEG child big

(48) n’omw^n* 5-t^-l i muhaggo 
COP child he-NEG-be big

In (47) it is the main clause which is negated and thus it is only omwciana 
which loses the PP, which is retained in the dependent clause. In (48) the 
reverse is true: the dependent clause is negated and loses the PP, while
the main clause retains the PP (even though it follows the copula nI!).

The widest or broadest scope of negation seems to occur in essentially 
two types of structures. The first of these types, illustrated in examples
(49) - (51) below, occurs when the direct object of the main clause is also 
the subject of the dependent clause; the negativized verb is then able to 
exert influence on the entire sentence and delete all PP's.

fit is not the child who is big' 

'it is the child who is not big'

(49) t f-Q-kumany-a mwaana y.-a-ku-ha-i I-e kftabo 
NEG-I-know child he-P-you-give-P book

'I don't know a/the child 
who gave you a book'

(50) t f-g-kumany-a mwaana y-a-ku-ha-iI-e kitabo 
NEG-I-know child he-P-you-give-P book

’I don't know any child 
who gave you a book'

(51) t f-g-kumany-a mushajja weena ween* £-y-a-kom-ag-a bltooke 
NEG-I-know man any REL-he-P-tie-HAB bananas
'I don't know any man who used ito tie up bananas'

Not all sentences are bound by these constraints apparently, and (52) shows 
one such exception:

(52) tf-g-kumany-a musha^*’ £-y-a-kom-i I * ebitooke 'I don’t know a man
NEG-I-know man REL-he-P-tie-P bananas who tied up any bananas'

The second type of structure in which the negative verb is able to delete PP's 
throughout the entire sentence occurs when the entire dependent clause func
tions as the direct object of the verb of the main clause:

(53) t f-Q-ku leng-a gka y-a-boln-e mwaana 'I don't think that he saw a child' 
NEG-I-think that he-P-see/P child [understood: he saw something else]

However, when a specific child is referred to, the PP is retained:

(54) t f -Q -k u  Ieng-a gka y-a-mu-bc5ln’ 6mw^ana 'I don't think he saw him, 
NEG-I-think that he-P-him-see/P child the child'

The example which follows in (55) illustrates the break in scope which 
occurs in sentences in which the direct object of the main clause also func
tions as the object of the dependent clause.
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(55) tf-Q-kumany-a nf bitookd ky* eby’ omush4fja y-a-kom-il-e 
NEG-I-know COP bananas which REL man he-P-tie up-P 
'I don't know which bananas a/the man tied up’

When the direct object of the main clause serves as a dative or benefac- 
tive object of the dependent clause, the SVO relationships within the dependent 
clause are not influenced at all:

(56) t f-Q-kum any-a mwaana w6 w-a-ha-JI* ekltabo 'I don't know a boy to
NEG-I-know child REL you-P-give-P book whom you gave a book'

If, however, the direct object is definite, an OM is required and the direct 
object noun retains the PP after the negativized verb:

(57) t f-Q-ku-mu-many> <5mw44n’ <5w<5 w-a-ha-il’ ekitabo 'I don't know the boy
NEG-I-ASP-him-know child REL you-P-give-P book to whom you gave the book'

The pattern which emerges from this data is that while use and form of the 
PP may be syntactically controlled, it is in many cases semantically triggered 
to re-define and clarify a particular item of information between speaker and 
hearer. This may be seen even more clearly in contrasting examples such as:

(58) a. tf-n-nlna kitabo ky* <5-If-kwend-a 'I don't have the book which
NEG-I-have book REL you-PRES-want you want'

b. tf-n-hln* ekitab’ eky* 6-II-kwend-a (idem)
NEG-I-have book REL you-PRES-want

(59) a. t f-Q-ku-many-a bltooke by* (5mukdzf y-a-k($m-a 'I don't know which
NEG-1-ASP-know bananas REL woman she-P-tie up bananas the woman tied

b. t f-Q-ku-many’ 4b i took’ eby’ 6muk4zl y-a-k(5m-a . uP r 
NEG-1-ASP-know bananas REL woman she-P-tie up ^ aem)

In the (a) sentences the speaker is sure that his hearer and he are talking 
about the same book/bananas. In the (b).sentences the speaker feels the need 
to specify that he does not have/know of the book/bananas in question, al
though he does have/know of others.

Mention must be made, before drawing this study to a close, of two con
straints placed on the negative scope by the adverbials 'how' and 'when'.
'How' functions as a boundary marker in apparently much the same way as sen
tence (53):

(60) tf-Q-ku-many-a kw* (Smushaija y-a-kom-il* ebitooke 'I don't know how
NEG-I-ASP-know how man he-P-tie up-P bananas the man tied up the

bananas'
'When'is more intriguing, since it exercises apparent control over the scope 
of the negative verb from a position at the very end of the sentence (perhaps 
because the two nouns in (61) are left-dislocated in the dependent clause):

(61) tf-Q-ku-many’ omushalj’ ebitook’ a-bf-kom-a makl 'I don't know when 
NEG-I-ASP-know man bananas he-them-tie up when the man ties up the

bananas'
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It is evident that the area of study involving the PP is one which needs
much further investigation, particularly in terms of the use of the PP in the
context of normal discourse. It is hoped, however, that the notations above
will offer some basis for further study, and perhaps stimulate new hypotheses.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we will try to define the category of ’’direct object" in 

Haya and show how an NP can change its grammatical status according to the 
way in which its semantic role is expressed. In so doing, we will assume 
that such grammatical relations as ’’subject" and "direct object" are useful 
notions in describing and comparing natural languages in Universal Grammar. 
The same assumption can be found, differently expressed, in recent works 
such as Keenan and Comrie (1972), Perlmutter and Postal (1974), Johnson 
(1974a,b,; 1976), Fillmore (1976), and Keenan (1975, 1976), among others. 
Some of the claims that these linguists have made will be confronted with 
the Haya data.

Very recently, Gary and Keenan (1976) have questioned the claim made 
by Perlmutter and Postal (1974) that only one NP at a time can bear a cer
tain grammatical relation to the verb. They have tried to show that in 
Kinyarwanda, a Bantu language closely related to Haya, a verb can have, 
under certain circumstances, two direct objects. They also proposed a 
weaker version of an important principle presented by Perlmutter and Postal, 
namely the Relational Annihilation Law. In this paper we will show that 
Haya can have even three DO*8 in the same sentence, and we will discuss the 
implications of this fact for Universal Grammar. Before the conclusion, we 
briefly present a case of partial demotion (of a direct object) due to the 
nature of the referents more than to the syntactic or semantic relations 
of the NP’s involved.
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The paper is organized in the following way: in section 2 we charac
terize the category of direct object in Haya by selecting a number of rules 
that apply to what we term "basic'' direct objects. In section 3 we show 
that the same set of rules does not usually apply to prepositional phrases 
and to other kinds of prepositionless obliques. In section 4, the system of 
verb-marking is described and it is shown that those NP's that have their 
semantic role marked on the verb behave like "basic" direct objects. In 
section 5 we discuss the consequences of defining the verb marking rules as 
instances of advancement-to-direct object rules. We show that Haya violates 
both the Uniqueness Assumption and the Relational Annihilation Law. We also 
show that there is not enough evidence in favor of the Weak Relational Anni
hilation Law proposed by Gary and Keenan (1976) and discuss the possible 
consequences for a theory based on grammatical relations.*

2. PROPERTIES OF DIRECT OBJECTS
In the following discussion we will assume that each verb, in its 

"basic" or "lexical" form (i.e. without semantic markers to indicate seman
tic relations and without syntactic markers to indicate the application of 
certain rules such as passivization) takes a certain number (from one to 
three) of NP arguments. We call these NP's "basic arguments" and distinguish 
them in terms of the grammatical relation that they bear to the verb. We 
will then speak of "basic subject", "basic direct object", etc. Such NP's 
are characterized as having their semantic role implied in the meaning of 
the verb itself and conveyed by means of such coding properties as agreement 
(i.e. subject-verb agreement) and word order (the unmarked word order is 
SVO). When a verb has three basic NP arguments, the (semantic) dative pre
cedes the (semantic) patient (or accusative). Whether these two NP's can be 
formally distinguished is discussed below.

In accordance with the approach adopted by Keenan (1976) in defining 
the notion of "subject of" in any given language, we will characterize the 
category of direct object (DO) in Haya by means of (a subset of) the proper
ties of basic DO's in simple, basic sentences.2

2.1. Coding properties. Even if Haya could be said to have a fairly 
"free" word order (cf. Byarushengo and Tenenbaum 1976), the unmarked word 
order is clearly Su-V-D0-00 (where 00 = oblique NP, that is prepositional 
phrases as well as other kinds of NP's discussed in 3.2 and 3.3 below). It 
should be noted that the verb obligatorily agrees with the surface Su, and 
the DO is prepositionless, as seen in (1) and (2).

(1) abantu b£-ka-bon’ <$mukazi 'the people saw a/the woman'
people they-P^-see woman

(2) omuk^zy’ a-ka-le^t* ebltooke n’&ixSt’oka 'the woman brought the
woman she-P^-bring bananas with car bananas by car’

The prepositional phrase (PP) n’emcStoka in (2) cannot take over the DO posi
tion. Thus (3) is unacceptable:

(3) *omuk£zy’ a-ka-leet-a n’em6tok’ ebltooke
woman she-P^-bring with car bananas

'the woman brought by 
car the bananas'
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2.2. Reflexivization. A DO can be reflexivized under subject control 
Cin Haya only Su can control reflexivization). The reflexive morpheme REFL 
is realized [-ee-] or [-ye-], depending on the preceding environment.

(4) kat* £-k-l£-bona 'Kato saw himself'
Kato he-Pj-REFL-see

2.3. Subjectivization. A DO (if definite or generic^) can be promoted 
to Su via passivization, as shown in the following examples:

(5) omuk^zy’ a-ka-cumb’ ebftooke 'the woman cooked the bananas' — *
woman she-P^-cook bananas

(6) ebitooke^ bf^-ka-cumb-w’ <5mukazi 'the bananas were cooked by
bananas they-P3-cook-PASS woman the woman'

(7) kat* £-ka-sh£l* £nyama 'Kato cut the meat' — >
Kato he-P^-cut meat

(8) enyam’i e^ka-sh^l-w-a k£to 'the meat was cut by Kato'
meat it -P^-cut-PASS Kato

As can be seen in the above examples, it is the "new" Su that triggers Su- 
verb agreement in the passive sentences. The verb is marked by the suffix 
-w- (pronounced -bw- after a vowel):., which is inserted immediately before 
the final vowel. The basic Su is moved immediately after the verb, without 
being marked by any preposition (cf. 3.3 below).

2.4. Pronoun-incorporation (or "cliticization"). A DO can trigger 
pronoun-incorporation. The clitic pronoun agrees in noun class with the co- 
referential NP, as shown in the following examples:

(.9) 0- ka-gul’ ^gftai
1- Pj-buy guitar

'I bought the guitar'

(10) 0- ka-gf^-gula
1- P3-it-buy

'I bought it*

(11) 0- ka-b<5n’ (Smwukaj
1- P3-see smoke J

'I saw smoke' — >

(12) Q-ka-guj-bon-a 
I-P^-it -see

'I saw it'

We consider such clitics as gI in (10) and gu in (12) as true pronouns and 
not agreement makrers,^ not only because of their "optionality" (as opposed 
to the obligatory subject-verb agreement illustrated in 2.1), but also, and 
crucially, because (under appropriate circumstances) the tone configuration 
of the sentence marks a clause boundary after the verb even when the coref- 
erential DO appears in the sentence in its "usual" position immediately after 
the verb. The verb -b<5n- 'see' for instance, which has an underlying high 
tone (cf. (11)) shows a falling tone not only when penultimate to a pause
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(cf. (12)), but also in (13), which expresses the DO with both a clitic pro
noun and a full NP:

(13) Q-ka-guj-bon’ <5mwflkaj ’I saw it, the smoke’
I-P^-it -see smoke

As shown by Byarushengo, Hyman, and Tenenbaum (1976), the DO in sentences 
such as (13) must be considered a right-dislocationt separated from the rest 
of the sentence by a pharse boundary which causes the high tone of /-b6n-/ 
to become a falling tone (see also Tenenbaum 1977). Furthermore, notice, as 
shown in Duranti (1977) that the clitic pronoun cannot appear in the sentence 
if the corresponding NP is relativized. Thus, (14) is ungrammatical.

(14) ♦omwf'k’ (5gw<5 n-a-gu-b<5in-e 'the smoke that I saw it'
smokej that I-P-itj-see/P2

If gu were to be considered as an optional agreement marker, we do not see 
any conceivable reason for not allowing sentences like (14), which appear in 
other Bantu languages such as SeSotho (Morolong and Hyman 1977). Finally, 
as seen in (15),

(15) *egft’i 4^-ka-gf^-guI-w-a Inye 'the guitar was bought by me'
guitar it-P^-it -buy-PASS me

when egfta has been promoted to Su, the correferential clitic pronoun -gi- 
cannot co-occur.

2.5. Left-dislocation. With concomitant pronoun-incorporation, a DO 
can be left-dislocated and assume the position immediately before the verb 
(in fact, it can assume other positions as well, as shown by Byarushengo 
and Tenenbaum 1976, but we will be concerned only with this option). A 
very rough formulation of the rule would be as follows:

(Su) - V - DOi -* (Su) - DO* - V[+pROi]

Two examples are given in (16) and (17).

(16) a. omwddn’ a-ka-le^t* embwa 'the child brought the dog' — >
child he-P^-bring dog

b. omwddn’̂  dmbw’j d^-ka-gfj-leeta 'the child, the dog, he 
child dog J he -P^-it -bring brought it'

(17) a. Q-ka-gul’ <$mwendo 'I bought cloth' — >
I-P3-buy cloth

b. omwendoi Q-ka-gd^-guI-a 'the cloth, I bought it' 
cloth I-P3-it -buy

2.6. Impersonal "ba-" construction. There is another construction 
which is used to front a DO and to eliminate the Su. As shown in (18) and
(19), the verb takes a clitic pronoun preferential with the fronted DO, and 
an "impersonal" plural human subject (meaning 'they', class 2).
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CIS) ekltabc^ b^-ka-kf^-guI-a 
book they-Pg-it-buy

(19) ebitookej b^-ka-bfj-cumb-a 
bananas Jthey-P3-tnem-cook

'the book, they bought it’

'the bananas, they.̂  cooked thernij ’

These constructions can be appropriately translated in English as agentless 
passives: "the book was bought" (18) and "the bananas were cooked" (19).
In fact, as noted by Giv6n (1976:180), there is another Bantu language, Ki- 
mbundu (Angola) that uses this kind of construction for the regular passive, 
even allowing a prepositional agentive phrase:

(20) nzua a-mu-mon-o kwa meme 'John was seen by me' (lit. John, they 
Joan they-him-saw by me saw him by me) [Kimbundu]

A basic difference between Kimbundu and Haya is that in the latter language 
the agent cannot be expressed in this construction.

2,7. Relative clause formation. Very informally, the relativization 
of DO’s can be summarized as follows: a relative pronoun (of the underlying
form V(C)V-o), agreeing with the head noun, introduces the relative clause 
and the DO is deleted (see Duranti 1977 for alternative secondary patterns) . 
Examples are seen in (21) - (22).

(21) ebltook* [ £by’ <$muk£zi y-a-cumb-a ] 'the bananas which the woman
bananas REL woman she-P^-cook has cooked'

(22) enyanfi* I 4 y 6  kat<5 y -a -s h ^ l-a  ] 'the meat that Kato has cut' . 
meat REL Kato he-Pj-cut

(23) omuk̂ zy* [ (5w* <$mw££na y-a-b<5n-a ] 'the woman whom the child has .;
woman REL child he-Pj-see seen'

2.8. Pseudo-cleft formation. Pseudo-cleft formation involves a rela
tive pronoun in sentence-initial position and the copula before the pseudo- 
clefted NP, which appears in sentence-final position. The copula (COP) is 
expressed either by the absence of the preprefix, as in (24) and (25), or 
by the morpheme nl, with proper names as in (26).

(24) eby’ <5mukcizi y-£-cumb-cJ 0-bitooke 'what the woman has cooked is
REL woman she-Pj-cook COP bananas bananas’

(25) ey<5 kat<5 y -a -s h a l-4  0- nyama 'what Kato has cut is  meat'
REL Kato he-P^-cut COP meat

(26) ow6 n-a-bon-^ nf kcfto ’(the one) who I have seen is Kato'
REL I-Pj-see COP Kato

3. PREPOSITIONAL AND PREPOSITIONLESS OBLIQUES
In this section we will show that the category of DO in Haya as defined 

in section 2 constitutes a proper set, that is, the properties that we have 
so far described as typical of DO’s allow us to distinguish between DO’s and
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both prepositional phrases (PP's) and other kinds of ’'obliques'1. In 3.1 we 
will show that PP's do not exhibit any of the properties of the DO's illus
trated above. In 3.2 we will discuss one kind of prepositionless oblique, 
i.e. the body part NP in an "affected possessor" construction, and we will 
discuss whether to consider relative clause formation and pseudo-cleft for
mation as tests for objecthood. In 3.3 we will briefly examine the agent NP 
in passive sentences.

3.1. Properties of PP's (or "what PP's cannot do"). 3.1.1. Coding
properties. As already mentioned in 2.1, PP's cannot be placed immediately 
after the verb if there is an NP in the sentence bearing the relation of DO 
to the verb.

3.1.2. Reflexivization. PP's cannot be reflexivized. In fact, Haya 
does not even have an "independent" (i.e. non-clitic) reflexive pronoun.

3.1.3. Subjectivization. PP's cannot be subjectivized, and preposi
tions cannot be "stranded". The parentheses in the following examples indi
cate that even taking some of the constituents away, the sentence remains 
ungrammatical:

(27) kat’ £-ka-sh£l’ £nyama n’<5muhyo 'Kato cut the meat with a knife'
Kato he-Pg-cut meat with knife

(28) *omuhy<5£ gu^-ka-sh£I-w-£ (Inyama) (kato) (na)
knife it -Pg-cut-PASS meat Kato with 
'the knife was cut (the meat) (with) (by Kato)'

(29) kat* i-ka-ly* Q̂k<5k* <5mu-riju 'Kato ate a chicken in the house'
Kato he-Pg-eat chicken in-house

(30) *omu-njUi -ka-l f-bw-a (kat<§) (̂ rjkoko) 'in the house (there) was
in-house theje-P3-eat-PASS Kato chicken eaten (by Kato) (a chicken)'

Notice that any change of word order would not help in making the above sen
tences acceptable.

In (30) we have tried to subjectivize the whole locative omd-nju 'inside 
the house' (we tried both agreement markers mu (cl. 18) and ha (cl. 16)).
Verb-agreement with locative phrases is not unusual in Haya, as often in 
Bantu, but in order for sentences like (34) to apply, a particular marker 
must be attached to the verb, as we will illustrate in section 4.2 below.

Example (31) shows that no better results are obtained by trying to 
extract the NP out of the prepositional phrase:

(31) *enjw>̂  4— ka-l f-bw-a (kat<$) (̂ QkcSko) (omu/omwo)
house it -Pg-eat-PASS Kato chicken in/there 
'the house was eaten (by Kato) (chicken) (in/there)'

In (31) we have tried, unsuccessfully, to apply a pronoun-retaining strategy 
by leaving in the sentence the preposition mu- plus a pronominal marker -o 
(omwo), which, in other circumstances conveys the meaning of 'there, inside 
it' .
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3.1.4. Pronominalization. A PP cannot be pronominalized by pronoun-in
corporation. Preposition plus PRO is the only way in which prepositional
phrases can be pronominalized in Haya, as illustrated in (32) and (33)

(32) *kat * 4 -k a -g u j-s h ^ l* 4nyamaj 
he-Pg-it-cut meat

'Kato cut [with] it^ the meat^'
Kato (guA = knife)

(33) kat ’ £ -k a -s h £ l’ Inyama n^-gwo 'Kato cut the meat with it’
Kato he-Pj-cut meat with-it (cf. (27))

3.1.5. Left-dislocation and impersonal "ba-" construction. Since these 
two constructions involve pronoun-incorporation, which is not allowed for 
PP's, they are not available for PP's.

3.1.6. Relative-clause formation. PP's are relativized by either apply
ing the verb-coding strategy (but in this case, as we will argue in section 4, 
they cannot be considered as obliques) or by means of a pronoun-retaining 
strategy. However, they cannot, generally, be relativized in the same way as 
DO’s (one possible exception would be relativization out of a complex prepo
sitional phrase, but this kind of relative clauses are only marginally accep
table; cf. Duranti 1977). Example (34) illustrates the pronoun-retaining 
strategy:

(34) omuhy’i [ c5gw<5̂  kat<5 y-a-shal’ enyama n^-gwo^ ] 
knife REL Kato he-Pj-cut meat with-it 
'the knife that Kato has cut with'

Recall, in contrast, that, as shown in 2.7, no copy pronoun can be left be
hind by a relativized DO (cf. ex. (14)).

3.1.7. Pseudo-cleft formation. The same considerations made for rela
tive clause formation hold for pseudo-cleft formation. Example (35) illus
trates the pronoun-retaining strategy in pseudo-clefting a (prepositional) 
instrumental NP:

(35) ogw6j; kat<5 y-a-shal’ 4nyama na-gw6  ̂0-mrfhyo 'what Kato has cut the
REL Kato he-Pj-cut meat with-it COP-knife meat with ip a knife'

3.2. "Affected possessor" constructions. Haya possessive constructions 
involving body parts allow, or sometimes require, the possessor NP to be re
alized as a DO (cf. Hyman 1977). In Haya sentences corresponding more or 
less to the English I broke the arm of the man, the possessor, namely man, 
is, in effect, more DO-like than the body part, i.e. arm. Thus, we have 
sentences like the following:

(36) n-a-hend’ 6mush£fj* <5mukono 'I broke the arm of the man' (lit.
I-Pj-break man arm I broke the man the arm)

In sentences like (36) the possessor (also an "experiencer") can be subjec- 
tivized, as in (37), pronominalized with a clitic, as in (38), and undergo 
all the other grammatical processes applicable to DO's.
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(37) omush^fja y-a-hend-w-a iny* <5mukono ’the man was broken the arm
man he-P^-break-PASS me arm by me'

(38) n-a-mu-hend* 6mukono 'I broke him the arm'
I-P^-him-break arm

The body part, on the other hand, cannot be subjectivized and cannot be pro- 
nominalized in the same way as the possessor NP:

(39) *omuk<5no^ gw^-a-hend-w-a (inye) 6mush£ija^ 'the arm was broken (by me)
arm it-P^-break-PASS me man (to) the man'

(40) *n-a-gu-hend* <5mush£ija 'I broke it (to) the man*
I-Pj-it-break man

Given our properties-based definition of DO’s, we conclude that in such con
structions as sentence (36) the possessor NP is syntactically a DO, whereas 
the possessed NP (i.e. the body part), which should be the "basic" DO of 
the verb, is not a DO.5

We must notice, however, that an NP like omukono 'arm* in (36) still 
shares some of the properties of DO's. Such properties are relative clause 
formation and pseudo-cleft formation, as shown in the following examples:

(41) omuk<5n’ [ c$gw(5 n-a-hend* <5mush^ija ] 'the arm that I broke the man?
arm REL I-P^-break man

(42) ogw<5 n-a-hend’ <5mush^fja 0-mukono 'what I broke the man is (his)
REL I-Pj-break man COP-arm arm'

We can interpret these facts in at least two ways: one solution would be
to accept the idea that at some earlier stage of the derivation the body part 
was in fact the DO of the verb and that it got demoted from its role because 
of the promotion of the possessor NP to the role of DO. In this case, we 
might say that the body part NP lost all the DO properties except the acces
sibility to relative clause formation and pseudo-cleft formation. Another 
solution would be to say that in fact relative clause and pseudo-cleft form
ation, as described in 2.7, are not limited to DO's. There are, in other 
words, non-DO prepositionless NP's that can undergo that particular kind of 
relativization rule. The noun omukono in (36) would be one of those. In 
this case relative clause formation (and pseudo-cleft formation) would turn 
out to be not very good tests for objecthood in Haya. As a working hypo
thesis we retain these as tests for objecthood, keeping in mind their 
"weakness". Such a decision will find some support in later discussion, 
where we will see how (partially or totally) demoted DO's can "lose" their 
ability to be relativized or pseudo-clefted.

3,3. The agent NP in passive sentences. As shown in 2.3, after pas- 
sivization has applied, the "demoted" Su (semantic agent) is a preposition
less NP immediately following the verb. TTius, in terms of "surface" struc
ture it looks like a DO. However, it is not available for any of the rules 
that we have described as characteristic of DO's. Not even the relative 
clause formation or the pseudo-cleft formation, which have been character-
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(43) *omuk£zy* [ <5w* £bItooke by^a-cumb-l I -w-e ]
woman REL bananas they-Pj-cook-P-PASS 
'the woman that the bananas were cooked (by)'

(44) *ow* 4bitooke by-a-cum b-fI-w -e 0-mukazi
REL bananas they-Pj-cook-P-PASS COP-woman 
'(the one) who the bananas were cooked (by) is the woman'

This gives further support to the claim that the DO's are a particular subset 
of the prepositionless NP's that follow the verb, and it shows that the pro
perties that we outlined in section 2 are significant with respect to object- 
hood.

4. VERB MARKING
In this section we will show that some semantic roles of NP arguments 

can be marked on the verb by means of verb suffixes (or extensions) and that 
the NP's that are verb-marked share the properties of "basic DO's".

We will consider the following semantic relations: 1) instrumental;
2) locative: (i) 'in', (ii) 'at, on'; 3) dative (e.g. experiencer, goal, etc.).

4.1. The instrumental. The instrumental role of an NP argument is 
marked in the verb by the suffix -i- or -!s/es- (cf. Trithart 1977). An 
example is given in (45):

. ./ , , r<$muhy’ Enyama 1 'Kato cut the meat with the
(45) k a t o  y - a - s h a z ’ (  | n y a ^»  <5mfihyo  J  k n i f e '

Kato he-Pj-cut/INSTR knife meat/meat knife

The stem of the verb 'cut' is -sh£l- (cf. ex. (7)). When the instrumental 
suffix (INSTR)-l-is added, the /l/ becomes [z] by spirantization (cf.
Trithart 1977). The instrumental NP omdhyo 'knife' in (45) shares all of 
the properties of basic DO's. For instance, not only can it appear immedi
ately after the verb (however, as shown in (45), there is no "preferred" 
order), but it can also be subjectivized, as in (46), left-dislocated, as 
in (47), and relativized as a basic DO, as in (48).

(46) omuhy6i g w ^ - a - s h a z - 1 - b w - a  k a t *  In y a m a  'the knife w as u s e d  to cut 
knife it-P^-cut-INSTR-PASS Kato meat the meat by Kato'

(47) k a t’ 6muhy<5 y - a - g u - s h a z ’ enyam a 'Kato, the knife, he used it/cut
Kato knife^he-P^-it^-cut/INSTR meat with it the meat'

(48) om uhy* [ <5gw<5 kat<5 y - a - s h a z *  In y a m a  ] 'the knife that Kato cut the
knife REL Kato he-Pj-cut/INSTR meat meat (with)'

The fact that omuhyo may be left-dislocated, as in (47), means that it can 
also trigger pronoun->incorporation. If we try reflexivization, as in (49),

(49) kat<5 y - a - y e - s h a z ’ enyam a 'Kato caused himself to cut the
Kato he-Pj-REFL-cut/INSTR meat meat'
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we must have an instrumental NP coreferential with the Su, which is an agent. 
In this case the instrumental marker acquires the meaning of a higher verb
CAUSE.

4.2. Locatives. "Simple" locative relations, corresponding more or 
less to the English in + NP and at/on + NP can be marked on the verb by the 
suffixes -mu and -ho, respectively (sometimes these markers are also accom
panied by the applicative morpheme -Il/el-, also used for expressive benefac- 
tive and dative relations, as illustrated in 4.3).

4.2.1. -mu locatives. Examples (SO) shows that when the verb is marked 
by -mu (and, in this particular case, by the applicative morpheme), the NP 
that expresses the location of the event referred to (or the location of d. 
mentioned object) can be subjectivized:

(50) enjw’i'^- ka-lf-fl-w-a mu kat * eqkoko
house. it^-P^-eat-APP-PASS LOC Kato chicken 
’the house was eaten-in the chicken by Kato’

Locatives marked on the verb can also undergo pronoun-incorporation, as in (51):

(51) kat5 ^-ka-gf^-l f-f (-a mw’ eqkoko 'Kato ate the chicken in it (the 
Kato he-P3~it-eat-APP LOC chicken house)'

They also can undergo all the other syntactic processes characterizing DO’s, 
e.g. reflexivization, left-dislocation, relativization, and pseudo-cleft:

(52) kat* ci-k-4e-bon-a mw* <5bukama 'Kato saw chiefhood in himself'
Kato he-Pj-REFL-see LOC chiefhood

(53) kat * lnjw*£ ^-ka-gl^-lf-fI-a mw* Eqkoko 'Kato, the house, he ate
Kato house he-P3-it-eat-APP-L0C chicken the chicken in it'

(54) enjw’ [ ey<5 kat<5 y - a - l f - f l - a  mw* Eqkoko ) 'the house in which Kato
house REL Kato he-Pj-eat-APP LOC chicken ate the chicken'

(55) ey<5 k a t 6  y - a - l l - i l - a  mw’  eqkokcS 0 - n j u
REL Kato he-Pj-eat-APP LOC chicken COP house 
'what Kato ate the chicken in is the house'

4.2.2. -ho locatives. The -ho locatives, except for the different 
meanings they convey, behave in the same way as the -mu locatives we have 
just illustrated in 4.2.1. The following examples thus illustrate subjec- 
tivization, pronoun-incorporation, and reflexivization:

(56) e m e e z ’ £ ^ £ - k a - l f - f 1- w - a  h* 6 m w ^an ’ I b l t o o k e ’the table was eaten ba
tabl e it-P^-eat-APP-PASS LOC child bananas nanas on by the child'

(57) o m w ^^n * a - k a - g i £ - l f - f l - a  h ’  e b i t o o k e 'the child ate the bananas on
child he-P-j-it-eat-APP LOC bananas it ( = g l ,  table)'

(58) omu s h£ f j *  a - k - e e - s h a q g - a  h ’ ^ m a h e la 'the man found money on
man he-P^-REFL-find LOC money himself'
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4.2.3. Subjectivization of the whole locative phrase. With the loca
tive marker on the verb, and the verb agreeing with the locative phrase (the 
agreement marker is ha- for both -mu and -ho locatives), it is possible to 
subjectivize a whole locative phrase, as shown in the following examples:

(59) omu-nju h^-ka-l f-f I-w-a mu kat’ ^Qkoko (cf. (30))
in-house there-P3-eat-APP-PASS LOC Kato chicken
'in the house (there) was eaten the chicken by Kato'

(60) a h a -m e e z £  h ^ - k a - l  f-f I - w - a  h<5 k a t ’  eQkoko
on-table there-P3-eat-APP-PASS LOC Kato chicken 
'on the table (there) was eaten the chicken by Kato’

Although transformationally speaking, the locative NP's marked on the 
verb behave in the same way as instrumental NP’s, there is an interesting 
difference. Whereas the NP expressing the instrument does not take the pre
position if the verb has been marked for the instrumental relation, as seen 
in (45) (repeated with a different past tense in (61)), the NP expressing the 
location cannot occur without a preposition unless a clitic coreferential 
pronoun appears in the verbal complex. Thus (62) is good, but (63) is not.

(61) kat’ £-ka-sh£z’ f* £nyam’ drmjhyoj ’Kato cut the meat with the
I  <5muhy’ e n y a m a i k n i f e '

Kato he-P3-cut/INSTR meat knife/knife meat
(62) kat’ ^-ka-gii-l f-fl-a mw* Igkok’ enjui 'Kato ate the chicken in it,

Kato he-P3-it-eat-APP LOC chicken house the house'

(63) *kat’ ^-ka-1 f-fl-a mw’ <§Qk<5k’ enju 'Kato ate the chicken in the
Kato he-P3-eat-APP LOC chicken house house'

Notice, however, that eQkoko in (62) shows a falling tone on the second syl
lable. This indicates a phrase boundary between eQkoko and £nju (cf. Byaru- 
shengo, Hyman, and Tenenbaum 1976). As mentioned in 2.4, an NP such as 6nju 
in (62) must be interpreted as a "right-dislocated" constituent. In this 
sense it does not have the same syntactic status as omdhyo 'knife' in (61)
(on the special status of locative NP's in a Bantu language closely related 
to Haya, see Dalgish 1976).

4.3. Dative NP's. A verb can also be marked for an NP argument that 
has, roughly, the range of meaning of Fillmore's (early) dative. The suffix 
used is the so-called "applicative" or "applied" morpheme -il/el- (the choice 
between the two vowels being determined by vowel harmony rules). As shown 
in the following examples, the dative NP in the unmarked word order immedi
ately follows the verb:

(64) omuk^zy’ a-ka-cumb-11 ’ «£bd<$n’ £bitooke 'the woman cooked the child-
woman she-P3-cook-APP children bananas ren the bananas'

(65) Q-ka-1 ’ <5mush£fj* egfta 'I brought the man the guitar' 
I-P3-bring-APP man guitar
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(66) kat’ £-ka-gul-il* ^buglny’ enfI 'Kato bought for the party a fish' 
Kato he-Pg-buy-APP party fish

In all three sentences the dative NP exhibits all the properties of basic DO's. 
Examples (67) and (68) show subjectivization of abciana in (64) and omushilja 
in (65), respectively.

(67) ab^na b^-ka-cumb-11-w’ (Smuk^zy* £bItooke ’the children were cooked 
children they-Pg-cook-APP-PASS woman bananas bananas by the woman'

(68) omush£^j, a-ka-Ieet-el-w-a iny’ egfta 'the man was brought the
man he-Pj-bring-APP-PASS me guitar guitar by me'

Example (69) shows that reflexivization can apply when the dative NP is co- 
referential with the subject:

(69) omuk^zy’ a-k-££-cumb-11’ ^bltooke 'the woman cooked (for) herself
woman she-Pg-REFL-cook-APP bananas the bananas'

Also other tests can be successfully applied, such as relative clause forma
tion, pseudo-cleft formation, and pronoun-incorporation. Example (70) illus
trates this last property:

(70) omuk^zy’ a-ka-b^-cumb-i I * £bltookej 'the woman cooked (for) them
woman she-Pj-them-cook-APP bananas’1 [children] bananas'

A significant characteristic of Haya datives is that they can be ex
pressed only in the just mentioned way. Whereas instrumentals and locatives 
have an alternative prepositional coding (cf. section 3 for examples), there 
is no dative preposition in Haya corresponding to English to or for. The 
same phenomenon has been noticed in another Bantu language (Kinyarwanda) by 
Gary and Keenan (1976) and Kiroenyi (1976). As they point out, this restric
tion in the coding of this semantic relation creates some problems for a 
theory that would like to account for the above mentioned marking-rules in 
terms of advancements. We will discuss some of these problems in the next 
section.

5. HAYA AND THE THEORY OF RELATIONAL GRAM4AR
In this section we would like to discuss the Haya data with respect to 

some of the claims made by "relational grammarians"? in terms of Universal 
Grammar. In particular we will provide further evidence for what Gary and 
Keenan (1976) have called the Non-uniqueness Assumption, according to which 
a language can have more than one NP bearing the same grammatical relation 
to the same verb. Furthermore, we will show that if we consider the verb- 
marking suffixes illustrated in section 4 as a result of advancement-to-DO 
rules (or "object-creating rules"), the Relational Annihilation Law (see 
below) is repeatedly violated. Finally, we will discuss whether the Haya 
data may support the weaker version of the Relational Annihilation Law pro
posed by Gary and Keenan (1976).

5.1. Advancement rules in Relational Grammar. In the theory of Rela
tional Grammar, advancement rules are the only kind of rules that affect
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the status of an NP with respect to its grammatical relation to the verb 
(or predicate). That is, given the primitive ("pure”) grammatical relations 
"subject of", "direct object of", and "indirect object of" (called "terms" by 
Perlmutter and Postal) and the "impure" grammatical relations benefactive, 
instrumental, locative, etc. (called "non-terms"), and given the Relational 
Hierarchy Su* DO < 10 •< non-terms, a rule that affects the relation of an NP,
NP- to its verb can only move NP. up in the hierarchy. This is explicitly 
stated in the following (proposed universal) principles:

(71) The Usurpation Principle (Johnson 1974b): All usurpation rules
[i.e. rules that make an NP take over the grammatical relation 
borne by another NP] move elements up in the Accessibility] 
Hierarchy]® or else raise elements into a superordinate clause.

(72) The Reranking Law (Perlmutter and Postal 1974): A rule that
alters the status of an NP with respect to termhood [i.e. the 
property of being a "term"] must increase the rank of that NP.

A rule like passivization, for instance, would be simply stated as DO — > Su. 
The demotion of the "original" (or "basic") Su would not need to be stated 
in the rule because of the following principle:

(73) The Relational Annihilation Law (Perlmutter and Postal 1974) :
When an NP, NP^, assumes the grammatical relation borne by another 
NP, NPj (i j* j), then NPj ceases to bear any grammatical relation 
whatsoever [with the verb]. Such NPj's are called chomeurs.

The grammar of the particular language would specify the way in which a 
rule is concretely realized in terms of word order, agreement, case marking.
In Haya, for instance, we would have to £ate that the "original" Su is 
moved immediately after the verb and marked by zero (see 2.3 above).

The above mentioned principles state that demotions are implied by 
advancements. In fact, since Perlmutter and Postal (1974) assume that one 
and only one NP can bear, at any given stage of derivation, a particular 
grammatical relation to the verb (e.g. there can be only one Su or only one 
DO), an advancement rule (e.g. Instrument — » DO) should never be allowed 
to create another instance of an already present grammatical relation with
out causing the NP already bearing that relation to be demoted from its status.

Similar kinds of verb-marking morphemes to the ones illustrated in sec
tion 4 have been described in other (Bantu and non-Bantu) languages as side- 
effects of advancement rules. Chung (1976), for instance, show that in Ba- 
hasa Indonesian when an indirect object (10) or a benefactive NP, instead of 
being marked by prepositions, is marked on the verb (in a way very similar 
to the one illustrated for Haya), it exhibits all the properties of basic 
DO's. On the other hand, the basic DO loses its DO properties. Chung argues 
that these facts can be explained by postulating a sort of Dative Movement 
Rule (benefactive and 10 advancement-to-DO) that respects the Relational 
Annihilation Law. When the 10 or benefactive NP is advanced to DO, the ba
sic DO is demoted (or "goes en chomageu).

Following this kind of approach, we might argue that the instrumental, 
the locative, and the dative NP's are marked on the verb as a result of ad-
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vancement-to-DO rules. This would explain why they share the DO-properties 
(see above in section 4). However, Haya presents some problems with respect 
to this kind of analysis. First of all, whereas we might argue that sentences 
such as f45) are derived from sentences such as (27) via an instrumental — *
DO rule,^

(27) kat* ci-ka-sh^l’ 
Kato he-P3-cut

£n y am a n ’ (5rmjhyo 
meat with knife

'Kato cut the meat — > 
with a/the knife'

(45) kat* ^-ka-sh^z’ f 4 n y a m ’ cSmuhyo *) 
1 <5muhy’ e n y am a J

'Kato cut the meat with 
a/the knife'

Kato he-P^-cut/INSTR meat knife/knife meat

the same analysis could not be adopted for sentences with a dative-marked 
verb like (64):

(64) omuk^zy’ a-ka-cumb-11 * £bftooke 'the woman cooked the
woman she-Pj-cook-APP child bananas bananas for the child'

As already mentioned, for such sentences there is no corresponding preposi
tional phrase, and therefore, there is no "source" for an advancement-to-DO 
rule. Discussing the same phenomenon in Kinyarwanda, Gary and Keenan (1976) 
propose to consider all the cases of dative NP's as "primitive" DO's. That 
is, DO's that are not "derived" by advancement rules. The applicative suf
fix -II/el - (Kinyarwanda -ir-) would be triggered by the semantic role of 
the NP in the sentence. In so doing, however, Gary and Keenan must reject 
the Uniqueness Assumption (only one instance of any grammatical relation). 
They propose in fact the Non-uniqueness Assumption, which allows a language 
to have more than one NP in the same grammatical relation to the verb. Ki
nyarwanda would be a language that can have two DO's. In the following sec
tion we will discuss whether the Haya verbs that can take three basic NP 
arguments can be said to have two basic DO's. 5

5. 2. Verbs with three basic arguments. As already mentioned in sec
tion 2, there are few verbs in Haya that take three basic NP arguments. We 
will consider the verbs -silg- 'smear', -<$lek- 'show', and -h£- 'give'. 
Examples (74) - (76) show sentences with three full NP's:

(74) kat ’ d-ka-siig> <5mw^in* £majuta 
Kato he-Pg-smear child oil

(75) kat 9: ^-k-^lek* <5mw£<5n’ ^pfca 
Kato he-P^-show child picture

(76) kat * ^-ka-h’ <5mw^^nJ £kitabo 
Kato he-Pj-give child book

'Kato smeared oil on the child/ 
Kato smeared the child with oil’

'Kato showed the child a picture' 

'Kato gave the child a book'

In the above examples both the NP's following the verb share all the proper 
ties of basic DO's, as we shall now demonstrate.

5.2.1. Coding properties. As seen in (74) - (76) both NP's are prepo
sitionless. The semantic dative (i.e. omw^ana 'child' in all three examples)
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must immediately follow the verb in the unmarked word order. As shown in 4.3 
the same order is found with verb-marked dative NP's. For both kinds of da
tive NP's, the order becomes fundamental when the other NP after the verb is 
elgible to the dative role (e.g. if it has a human referent). This is shown
in the following sentences:

(77) Q-k-^lek’ <5mw^^n’ <5mukazf 
I-Pj-show child woman

'I showed the woman to the child' (not 
*1 showed the child to the woman)

(78) Q-k-^lek* tS m uk^zy’ <5mw£ana 
I-P3-SI10W woman child

'I showed the child to the woman’ (not 
*1 showed the woman to the child'

(79) 0-  k a - h f f g - i  1 ’  c5m uh ^fg y , Im bw a
1- P3-find-APP hunter dog

fI found a dog for the hunter' (not 
*1 found a hunter for the dog)

(80) 0-  k a - h f f g - i  1 ’  £mbw’  (5 m u h f ig l
1- P3-find-APP dog hunter

'•I found a hunter for the dog' (not 
*1 found a dog for the hunter)

5.2.2. Subjeotivization. Both NP's can be subjectivization via pas- 
sivization. However, there is a constraint on the application of this rule, 
that is, whereas the dative NP can be subjectivized starting from the sen
tences given in 5.2, as seen below, the non-dative NP (let us call it "ac
cusative”) cannot be subjectivized if there is a full agent NP in the sen
tence, as shown in (84) - (86).
(81) omw££n* a-ka-siig-w-a kat’ £majuta 'the child was smeared oil 

child he-P3-smear-PASS Kato oil by Kato’

(82) omw££n’ a-k-($6l ek-w-a kat* 4p?ca 'the child was shown the pic-
child he-P3-show-PASS Kato picture ture by Kato’

(83) om w ££n ’  a - k a - h £ £ - b w - a  k a t ’  £ k l t a b o  'the child was given a book
child he-Pj-give-PASS Kato book by Kato'

(84) * a m a ju t a  g d - k a - s  I i g - w - a  k a t *  <5mw£ana 
oil it-P^-smear-PASS Kato child

'the oil was smeared (on) 
the child by Kato'

(85) *epfc> e - k - (5 < $ le k -w -a  k a t 5 om w ^ana
picture it-Pj-show-PASS Kato child

'the picture was shown (to) 
the child by Kato'

(86) *ekltabo kf-ka-h^-bw-a kat’ <$mw£ana 
book it-Pj-give-PASS Kato child

'the book was given (to) the 
child by Kato'

The same constraint holds with dative NP's marked by the applicative mor
pheme, as seen in (87):

(87) *ebitooke bf-ka-cumb-1 l - w - a  kat’ <5mw£ana 'the bananas were cooked
bananas they-Pj-cook-APP-PASS Kato child for the child by Kato'

We suggest that the unacceptability of these sentences is due not to the 
"demoted" status of the accusative NP (which is accessible to all the other 
rules given in section 2; cf. below), but rather to a conflict between the 
agent NP and the dative NP in occupying the immediately-after-the-verb po-
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sition. In fact, we have seen before that the only coding property of the 
agent NP in a passive sentence is its immediate postverbal position. We have 
also seen that dative NP's tend to occupy that same position. Our "conflict" 
hypothesis is supported by the acceptability of agentless passive sentences 
like the following:

(88) amajuta
oil

g£-ka-si Ig-w* <5mw£anaJ0 
it-Pj-smear-PASS child

'oil was smeared (on) the child

(89) epfc* e--k-6<5lek-w’ <5mw£ana 'the picture was shown (to) the
picture it-P̂ -show-PASS child child’

(90) ekltabo kf-ka-h££-bw’ <5mw£ana 'the book was given (to) the
book it-P3-give-PASS child child'

These sentences show that the accusative NP is subjectivizable when the dat
ive cooccurs in the sentence. Finally, sentences like (91) show that when 
the dative NP is a clitic and leaves the postverbal position free, the ac
cusative NP can be subjectivized even in a sentence with the agent expressed:

(91) bci-ka-mw-c5<5(ek-w-a k£to 'they were shown him by Kato' 
they-Pj-him-show-PASS Kato

(91) is in fact ambiguous between the two readings 'they (DAT) were shown 
him (ACC) by Kato' and 'they (ACC) were shown to him (DAT) by Kato'.

5.2.3. Reflexivization. Both non-subject NP's can be reflexivized, 
as shown by the ambiguity of (92):

(92) Q-k-ê -h* <5mw£ana 'I gave a/the child to myself'
I-P3-REFL-give child 'I gave myself to a/the child'

5.2.4. Pronoun-incorporation. Both NP's can trigger pronoun-incorpor
ation with multiple pronouns capable of cooccurring: 5

(93) kat’ £-ka-ga-m<5-si ig-a 'Kato smeared him with it/smeared it
Kato he-P3-it-him-smear on him'

(94) kat’ £-ka-g i -mw-o<51 ek-a 'Kato showed it to him'
Kato he-P^-it-him-show

(95) kat ’ ci-ka-k I -mu-h-a 'Kato gave it to him'
Kato he-P3-it-him-give

5.2.5. Other tests. Also left-dislocation, impersonal "ba-", relative
clause formation, and pseudo-cleft formation apply to both NP's.

5. 2. 6. Discussion. We have shown that the verbs that take three basic 
NP arguments have two NP's behaving like DO's. This might be construed as 
further support for Gary and Keenan's proposal, which would give equal basic 
status to two underlying objects. However, one might claim that other rules 
or contexts exist which distinguish, say, datives and accusatives. This 
hypothesis might be preferred for the sake of saving the Uniqueness Assump-
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tion, which makes a much stronger claim than the Non-uniqueness Assumption 
proposed by Gary and Keenan.

In the following sections we will provide additional data supporting 
a multiple DO analysis in Haya. We will show that Haya can have up to three 
NP’s bearing the grammatical relation DO to the same verb. Our data will 
violate both the Relational Annihilation Law and its "weak" version proposed 
by Gary and Keenan (1976).

5. 3. Violation of the Relational Annihilation Law. One of the main 
arguments presented by Chung (1976) in favor of a ’'relational" analysis of 
Dative Movement (i.e. benefactive and 10 — > DO) in Bahasa Indonesian was 
the loss of properties that the "basic" (or "deep") DO undergoes whenever 
the 10 or benefactive NP is marked on the verb. Chung shows how difficult 
it is to account for these facts within the framework of Transformational 
Grammar using structural descriptions. Relational Grammar, on the other 
hand, offers a very satisfactory account of this phenomenon by means of the 
Relational Annihilation Law (cf. (73) above). When the 10 of benefactive 
NP is "advanced" to DO (the marking on the verb cooccurs with the change of 
grammatical relations, i.e. as a side-effect of the rule), the original DO 
is demoted to an oblique status. Thus, it loses all its DO properties.

We will show in this section that the same argument cannot be adopted 
for Haya, because in our case the basic DO keeps all its properties when 
its verb gets marked for any of the semantic roles illustrated in section 4.

5.3.1. A "basic" DO and an instrumental NP. When the instrumental re
lation is marked on a verb that already has a DO, such as -te£l- ’hit' in
(96), the basic DO can still be subjectivized as in (97), it can trigger 
pronoun-incorporation as in (98), and (99), and satisfy all the other tests 
for direct objecthood.

(96) kat * £-ka-t6£z* £kftl ’Kato hit the child with a piece
Kato he-P3-hit/INSTR child wood of wood’

(97) omw££n* a-ka-t££z-I-bw-a kat* £kftl ’the child was hit by Kato 
child he-Pj-hit-INSTR-PASS Kato wood with a piece of wood’

(98) kat’ ^-ka-mu-teez* £kftI 'Kato hit him with a piece of wood’
Kato he-Pj-him-hit/INSTR wood

(99) kat* ^-ka-kl-mu-teez-a 'Kato hit him with it'
Kato he-Pj-it-him-hit/INSTR

5.3.2. A "basic" DO and a locative NP. The following examples show 
that the basic DO keeps all the DO properties when the locative relation is 
marked on the verb.

(100) ab££na b£-ka-b<5n-el -w-a mu k£t* <5mu-kyaalo [SUBJECTIVIZATION]
children they-Pj-see-APP-PASS L0C Kato in-village
'the children were seen in the village by Kato'

(101) kat* £-ka-ki-ba-b<5n-el-i mu 'Kato saw them in it'
Kato he-P3-it-them-see-APP L0C [PRONOUN-INCORPORATION]
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(102) ab££n’ [ £bo kato y-a-ki-bon-el-4 mu ] ’the children that Kato saw
children REL Kato he-Pj-it-saw-APP LOC in it’ [REL CLAUSE]

5.3.3. A "basic" DO and a dative NP. We have already discussed in 5.2.2 
under which conditions the accusative NP can be subjectivized. Examples (103) 
and (104) show pronoun-incorporation of the accusative NP and of both the 
accusative and dative NP respectively:

(103) Q-ka-bf-cumb-i 11 (5mw£ana ’I cooked them [bananas] for the child'
I-P-j-them-cook-APP child

(104) Q-ka-bl-mu-cumb-i l-a ’I cooked them for him'
I - P^-them-him-cook-APP

Example (105) shows that the reflexive pronoun can refer to either one of the 
two NP's and therefore, both NP's can be reflexivized:

(105) a-ka-b-e-It-iI-a ’he killed them for himself'
he-P3-them-REFL-kill-APP 'he killed himself for them’

The other tests for objecthood also apply.
The data illustrated above provides further support to the claim that 

Haya can have two DO's. It is difficult to see how one could still argue 
that sentences like (96) or (100) have a DO and an 10 instead of simply ac
cepting the idea of two NP's having the same syntactic status, i.e. two DO's.

5.4. The Weak Relational Annihilation Law. Similar data to the ones 
illustrated above were found in Kinyarwanda by Gary and Keenan (1976) and 
Kimenyi (1976). In order to save the general assumption made by Relational 
Grammar on the relation between advancements and demotions, Gary and Keenan 
propose a weaker version of the Relational Annihilation Law, which is also 
consistent with their Non-Uniqueness Assumption.^

(106) The Weak Relational Annihilation Law (Gary and Keenan 1976): If
in a given language, L, application of a promotion to X rule ex
ceeds the valence of X in L then one of the X's is demoted to non- 
term status.

By "valence" of a grammatical relation X to a given verb they mean "the max
imum number of full NP's that can simultaneously bear the relation X to a 
given verb in a relationally primitive sentence. A sentence is relationally 
primitive just in case no term changing rules are involved in its deriva
tion (Gary and Keenan 1976:116).

The Weak Relational Annihilation Law allows a language to have more 
than one NP bearing the same grammatical relation to the verb, and at the 
same time, saves the basic assumption made by Perlmutter and Postal (1974) 
that the demotion of an NP from its grammatical relation X to the verb can 
be accounted for by a general principle instead of case by case. In what 
follows we will show that Haya can have sentences with three DO's and there
fore, in order to provide evidence for the Weak Relational Annihilation Law, 
we should be able to demonstrate that Haya can have three DO's in a relat
ionally primitive sentence.
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5.5. Three 00*8. In sentences like (107) and (108) three NP's can be 
shown to have DO status.

(107) kat* £-ka-slig-Is’ 6mw^^n* ^majut’ 6kltambaJa 
Kato he-Pj-smear-INSTR child oil handkerchief
'Kato smeared the oil on the child with the handkerchief’

(108) kat* £-ka-cumb-II-I I-a mw’ 4mw^an> ebltook* 6mu-nyuogu 
Kato he-P3~cook-APP-APP LOC child bananas in-pot 
'Kato cooked the bananas in the pot for the child'

In (107) omwctana (DAT), amajuta (ACC), and ekitambala (INSTR) all share the 
properties of basic DO’s and can therefore undergo both pronoun-incorporation 
and subjectivization as seen in the following examples:

(109) kat’ £-ka-ki-ga-mu-slIg-Is-a 'Kato smeared it on him with it'
Kato he-P-j-it-it-him-smear-INSTR (ki = handkerchief; ga = oil)

(110) a. omw^n’ a-ka-sl ig-ls-l-bw-a kat’ £majut’ £kltambala
child he-P^-smear-INSTR-PASS Kato oil handkerchief 
'the child was smeared oil with the handkerchief by Kato’

b. amajuta gd-ka-silg-ls-f-bw* dmw^an* ekitambala^2
oil it-P^-smear-INSTR-PASS child handkerchief 

'the oil was smeared on the child with the handkerchief'
c. ekitambala kf-ka-siig-is-i-bw* <5mw^in* Amajuta 

handkerchief it-Pj-smear-INSTR-PASS child oil
'the handkerchief was used to smear the oil on the child'

The other tests also apply.^
In (108) the nouns omw^ana, ebltooke, and omu-nyurjgu all have DO status. 

Examples in (111) show the application of passivization.

(111) a. omw^^n* a-ka-cumb-11 - i 1 -w-a mu kat’ £bitook* (Smu-nyuqgu
child he-P3~cook-APP-APP-PASS LOC Kato bananas in-pot 
'the child was cooked-for bananas in the pot by Kato'

b. enyuogw’ e-ka-cumb- j I -11 -w-a mw* £mw££n’ ebltooke
pot it-Pj-cook-APP-APP-PASS LOC child bananas

'the pot was cooked-in bananas for the child'
c. ebltooke bf-ka-cumb-l l-l l-w-a mw’ 6mw^an* <5mu-nyur)gu 

bananas they-Pj-cook-APP-APP-PASS LOC child in-pot 
'the bananas were cooked for the child in the pot’

In (112) all three nouns are incorporated as pronouns:

(112) kat * £-ka-gI-bI-mu-cumb-11 - i I mu 'Kato cooked them for him
Kato he-P3-it-them-him-cook-APP-APP LOC in it'

The other tests also apply.
Notice that the above sentences provide decisive support to the Non- 

Uniqueness Assumption. In fact we cannot simply say for Haya that the two
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grammatical relations DO and 10 are "collapsed". We still would have another 
DO to justify. Thus even accepting the claim that what in some languages look 
like "the same grammatical relation" are in fact the realizations of two dif
ferent grammatical relations that lost their differentiating features, we 
would still have to allow one of the two grammatical relations to "double".

5,6. Three D0f8 in relationally primitive sentences. As mentioned above, 
in order to validate the Weak Relational Annihilation Law in Haya, we must 
find cases of relationally primitive sentences with three DO's. Examples (107) 
and (108) are not appropriate because they would involve at least one advance
ment rule: instrumental — > DO (for (107)) and locative —> DO (for (108)). 
Accepting the hypothesis made by Gary and Keenan (1976) on the dative marking 
triggered by the semantic relation and not by an advancement-to-DO rule, we 
can see three possible ways in which to come up with three DO's in a relat
ionally primitive sentence (i.e. without applying any relation-changing rule): 
(i) by finding a verb with three basic DO’s; (ii) by marking with an applica
tive morpheme (for dative) a verb that already has two DO's; (iii) by marking 
with two applicative morphemes a verb that already has one DO.

Of all three possibilities, (i) and (iii) are not realized in Haya.
There are no verbs with three basic DO's (i.e. verbs with four "basic NP ar
guments") , and it is not possible to mark two dative relations on the same 
verb by means of the applicative morpheme. 14 Thus we are left with (ii).
We will briefly examine one case (but other examples would exhibit the same 
properties) and show that the three NP's that should behave as DO's do not 
fully exhibit all the properties outlined in section 2 above.

To begin, sentences like (113) with three full NP DO's are hardly ac
ceptable:

(113) cS-ka-si Ig-II * £bantw’ <5mw^^n* cimajuta 
Kato he-P^-smear-APP people child oil
'Kato smeared the child with oil for the people*

The acceptability of (113) does not improve with different word orders. If 
we pronominalize one of the dative NP's, as in (114), we get a more accept
able sentence:

(114) ?kat’ £-ka-b£-s!lg-l I * omw^ana 'Kato smeared the oil on the
Kato he-P^-them-smear-APP oil child child for them'

A sentence with three (clitic) pronouns is the only one that is completely 
acceptable:

(115) kat* ^-ka-ga-ba-mu-sl ig-11-a 'Kato smeared it on him for
Kato he-Pj-it-them-him-smear-APP them'

(116) kat’ £-ka-ga-b-ee-siIg-II-a 'Kato smeared it on himself
Kato he-Pj-it-them-REFL-smear-APP for them'

In (116) above reflexivization has applied.
Starting from (114), only omw^ana can be subjectivized via passivization 

and only if the other NP’s (except the agent) are pronominalized, as in (117):
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omwc^n’ a-ka-ga-b£-sl Ig-M-w-a k£to 'the child was smeared oil
child he-Pj-it-them-smear-APP-PASS Kato for them by Kato'

Given the fact that even sentences like (118) and (119) are unacceptable.

(118) *omw££n’ a-ka-b£-sifg-fI-w-a kat* cfrnajuta 
child he-Pj-them-smear-APP-PASS Kato oil

the child was smeared for 
them the oil by Kato'

(119) *abantu b^-ka-sl ig-11-w’ 6mw^n’ £majuta 
people they-Pj-smear-APP-PASS child oil

’the people were smeared-for 
oil (on) the child1

one cannot simply argue that passivization cannot apply because of conflict 
among the various NP's trying to get the immediate postverbal position. Re
call from (110a) that amajuta does not have to occupy the position immediately 
after the verb. Nevertheless, both (118) and (119) are unacceptable. In 
(118) we have removed the dative NP abantu ’people’ by pronominalizing it; 
in (119) we have left the agent unexpressed. If the unacceptability of pas
sive sentences derived from (113) (which is also unacceptable) was due to 
the coding conflict of different NP’s wanting to take over the immediate 
postverbal position, both (118) and (119) should have been acceptable. It 
appears that the predicate in such examples is somehow ’’overloaded” and rules 
are not free to apply as in the other cases illustrated in previous sections. 
It is then at least problematic to argue for relationally primitive sentences 
with three DO’s as being "normal” or "well-accepted” in Haya. Furthermore, 
recall that if the number of verbs like -silg- ’smear', which take two basic 
DO’s, is highly restricted, thenumberof possible sentences with three "prim
itive” DO's is even more restricted. We are still confronted with the ac
ceptability of sentences like (115) and (116). So far pronoun-incorporation 
seemed to be a very strong test for objecthood. It may happen, however, that 
partially demoted DO’s will lose properties such as subjectivization and re
lative clause formation, but they will retain pronoun-incorporation. This 
is the case when an instrumental relation is marked on a verb which already 
has one basic DO and a dative DO marked by the applicative morpheme. In sen
tences like (120) both omw^ana 'child' and ebitooke share all the properties 
of DO’s, whereas n’tSmuhyo ’with knife' behaves as a regular prepositional 
phrase (cf. (3) above).

(120) kat’ £-ka-sli£I-i I ’ Ebitooke n’6muhyo
Kato he-P^-cut-APP child bananas with knife 
'Kato cut the bananas for the child with the knife'

If we mark the semantic relation of the instrumental on the verb, as in (121), 
the result is an unacceptable sentence:

(121) *kat- ^-ka-sh^l-iz* Anwc^n’ £bItook’ 6muhyo
Kato he-Pj-cut-APP/INSTR child bananas knife 
'Kato cut the bananas for the child with the knife’

None of the three postverbal NP's can be subjectivized via passivization, 
even if the agent is eliminated:

(122) a. *omw^n’ a-ka-sh£ I - Iz-1-bw-a (kat<5) (Smuby’ Ibitooke 
child he-Pj-cut-APP-INSTR-PASS Kato knife bananas 
'the child was cut-for the bananas with the knife (by Kato)'
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b. *ebitooke bf-ka-sh£l-Iz-l-bw-a (kat<5) <Smŵ n̂’ <5muhyo
bananas they-Pg-cut-APP-INSTR-PASS Kato child knife
rthe bananas were cut for the child with the knife (for Kato)'

c. *omuhy<$ gu-ka-sĥ  I -1 z- l-bw-a (kat<5) Anw^n’ Ibltooke
knife it-Pj-cut-APP-INSTR-PASS Kato child bananas
’the knife was used to cut the bananas for the child (by Kato)'

As seen in (123), relative clause formation on the basic DO ebitooke and the 
dative (benefactive) omw^ana also yields unacceptable sentences:

(123) a. *ebitook’ ebyo kat<$ y-a-shal-lz* (5mw^n’ <5muhyo
bananas REL Kato he-P^-cut-APP/INSTR child knife 
’the bananas that Kato cut with the knife for the child'

b. *omw^n’ <5wc$ kat<5 y-a-shal-Iz1 (Smufiy’ Ebitooke
child REL Kato he-Pj-cut-APP/INSTR knife bananas 
the child for whom Kato cut the bananas with the knife’

However, both pronoun-incorporation and reflexivization are allowed on all 
three NP's, as seen in (124) and (125).

(124) kat* £-ka-b(-gu-mu-shc!l-iz-a 'Kato cut them for him with it1
Kato he-P3-them-it-him-cut-APP/INSTR

(125) kat* £-ka-gu-mw-ee-shaI - Iz-a ’Kato cut himself for him with it’
Kato he-Pg-it-him-REFL-cut-APP/INSTR ’Kato cut him for himself with it’

’Kato caused himself to cut it for him’

If one attempts to interpret the Su as coreferential with the instrumental NP 
(made into a reflexive), a causative reading is obtained (cf. Trithart 1977).

5. 7. The Human Constraint. Another case of partial demotion we would 
like to mention is related to the nature of the referents involved in the 
action rather than to the syntactic/semantic relations borne by the NP’s to 
the verb. It turns out that certain grammatical processes of DO’s having a 
human referent can be blocked by the advancement to Su of another nonhuman 
DO. Consider the following example:

(126) kat’ ci-ka-telz’ c5mw££n’ ekfti ’Kato hit the child with a piece
Kato he-Pj-hit/INSTR child wood of wood’

We know from what was said earlier that both omw^ana and ekfti are DO’s. 
Nevertheless, there is a difference in their status. Whereas the advance
ment to subject of omw^ana does not affect the status of ekfti (which can 
still trigger or undergo some of the rules that characterize DO’s, e.g. 
pronoun-incorporation in (127) and relative clause formation in (128)),

(127) o m w ^ n ’ £-ka-kl-t££z-I-bw-a k£to ’the child was hit with it
child he-P3-it-hit-INSTR-PASS Kato by Kato’

ekity* eky’ omw^^na y-a-teez-l-bw-a k^to ’the piece of wood that
wood REL child he-Pi-it-INSTR-PASS Kato the child was hit with

by Kato’

(128)
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the advancement to subject of ekftI affects the objecthood of omw^ana, which 
now cannot trigger pronoun-incorporation or be relativized, as seen in (129) 
and (130), respectively.

(129) *ekltf kf-ka-mu-t£4z-I-bw-a kiio 'the piece of wood was used to
wood it-P3~him-hit-INSTR-PASS Kato hit him by Kato'

(130) *omw££n’ 6w’ Ikltf ky-a-teez-l-bw-e k̂ to
child REL wood it-P-hit-INSTR-PASS-P3Kato
'the child that the piece of wood was used to hit by Kato'

Notice that a sentence like (129) but with a full NP instead of the pronoun 
-mu- 'him' is fully acceptable:

(131) ekltf kf-ka-tl̂ z-i-bw-a kat * <5mw£ar>a 'the piece of wood was used 
wood it-Pj-hit-INSTR-PASS Kato child by Kato to hit the child'

This phenomenon seems to be independent from semantic relations. In (126) - 
(131) the human NP is an accusative; in (132) it is a locative, and in (133) 
it is a dative.

(132) a. kat* £-ke-b<5n* enshwel ’ iha-mwlana 
Kato he-P̂ -see fly on-child

'Kato saw the fly on 
the child'

b. omw^n* a-ka-g I-b6n-w-a h<5 k£to 
child he-Pj-it-see-PASS LOC Kato 'the child was seen it (fly) 

on by Kato'
c. *enshwel * !-ka-mu-b<5n-w-a h<5 k£to 

fly it-P3-him-see-PASS LOC Kato
'the fly was seen on him by 

Kato'
(133) a. kat* -̂ka-cumb-i 1 * 6mw££n’ ebitooke 

Kato he-P̂ -cook-APP child bananas 'Kato cooked the bananas 
for the child'

b. omw££n* a-ka-bf-cumb-I1-w-a kdto 
child he-P3-them-cook-APP-PASS Kato

'the child was cooked them 
by Kato'

c. *ebltooke bf-ka-mu-cumb-II-w-a k£to 'the bananas were cooked
bananas they-P3-him-cook-APP-PASS Kato (for) him by Kato'

In (132b) the locative DO has been subjectivized and the basic DO eshw^la 
'fly' has been pronominalized. The sentence is acceptable. In (132c), on 
the other hand, the basic (nonhuman) DO is subjectivized and the locative 
(human) DO is pronominalized, and the sentence is not acceptable. If we 
were to apply the other tests we would find the same behavior illustrated 
with examples (126) - (131). The same is true for the sentences in (132). 
However, when the DO’s are either both human or both nonhuman, as in (134) 
and (135), respectively, the constraint does not hold:

(134) ab^na b^-ka-mu-l ££t-el -w-a k^to 
children they-P3-him-bring-APP-PASS Kato 
'the children were brought him by Kato'
'he was brought the children by Kato'

(135) ebltooke bf-ka-gf-cumb-iI-w-a k£to 'the bananas were cooked for 
bananas they-Pj-it-cook-APP-PASS Kato it (e.g. dog) by Kato'
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We will tentatively call the constraint here mentioned the Human Constraint, 
and we will state it informally in the following way:

(136) The Human Constraint: In a sentence with more than one DO, the 
advancement to subject of a DO with a nonhuman referent affects 
the objecthood of any other present DO with a human referent.

This constraint can be thought of as related to the higher likelihood that 
a subject will be human rather than nonhuman (cf. Hawkinson and Hyman 1974, 
Keenan 1976). It seems that in order for a nonhuman DO to become Su, the 
other (human) DO must be "not in play". Pragmatically one could argue that 
the human referent must be of lesser importance with respect to the action 
of the verb than the nonhuman referent. Because this violates one’s expect
ations (human referents should be more "involved" in actions than nonhuman 
referents) the syntactic consequence is a "dead object" or a "prepositionless 
oblique" (cf. Hyman 1977, Morolong and Hyman 1977).

6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
In this paper we have provided further evidence for the Non-uniqueness 

Assumption proposed by Gary and Keenan (1976) by showing that in Haya three 
NP's can bear the grammatical relation DO to the same verb. We have also 
shown that if we consider verb-marking as related to advancement rules (e.g. 
instrumental — > DO, locative — » DO) Haya regularly violates the Relational 
Annihilation Law proposed by Perlmutter and Postal (1974) and probably the 
weaker version stated by Gary and Keenan (1976) as well.

One case has also been presented in which a (partial) demotion seems to 
be related to the nature of the referents rather than to the grammatical or 
semantic relation of the NP’s. This has been tentatively related to the 
greater likelihood in discourse of human referents to occupy the subject 
slot over nonhuman referents.

We must conclude then that, in terms of Universal Grammar, demotions 
must be stated independently from promotions (e.g. advancements), even if in 
some languages they may depend on one another. A similar suggestion has been 
made by Comrie (1976) in discussion demotional passives in several different 
languages of the world.

NOTES

*This paper is a revised version of a paper (with the same title) pre
sented on June 24, 1976 at the African Workshop organized by Larry M. Hyman 
and Russell G. Schuh. We wish to thank all the people who gave us comments 
and suggestions, in particular, Jim Heringer and Larry Hyman for their help, 
encouragement, and comments on earlier drafts of this paper.

^For the concept of "basic" sentence, see Keenan (1976).
^The same constraint does not hold for subjects of active sentences.
^Even though pronouns and agreement markers are usually related dia- 

chronically (cf. Giv<5n 1976a), synchronically speaking they may be substan
tially different.

^Without Inye ’me’, sentence (39) is acceptable with the meaning 'the
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arm was broken by the man’, that is, with omush^ija ’man' acting as the 
agent NP. The source of this sentence would be omush^fj* a-ka-hend* 6muk6no 
'the man broke the arm' and not (36).

^We are not really concerned here with the problem of whether or not it 
might have been a DO at an earlier stage of the derivation (cf. Hyman 1977).

6Cf. Trithart (1977).
^Cf. Perlmutter and Postal (1974) and the papers in Cole and Sadock (eds.).
^Johnson refers to the Accessibility Hierarchy given in Keenan and Com- 

rie (1972): Su » DO > 10 > Obj. of Prep. > Possessive NP > Obj. of Comparison 
(where > means "greater or equal in accessibility").

pThe same argument holds for locatives, since there are prepositional 
locatives from which to derive the ones marked on the verb. We must point 
out, however, that locatives, as shown earlier (cf. 4.2), keep the "preposi
tion" when the full NP is expressed in its postverbal position.

^The three sentences (88), (89), and (90) are all in fact ambiguous.
The postverbal NP can also be interpreted as agent. In this case these sen
tences would mean 'the oil was smeared by the child', 'the picture was shown 
by the child', and 'the book was given by the child'.

^Both the Weak Relational Annihilation Law and the Non-uniqueness As
sumption contradict one of the predictions made by Relational Grammar on the 
effect of passivization on the verb. According to Perlmutter and Postal 
(1974) and Keenan (1975) one of the generalizations captured by the relat
ional definition of passivization (DO —> Su for Perlmutter and Postal;
Su —> 00 or 0 for Keenan) would be the fact that the verb of a passive sen
tence is by definition "intransitive" (having lost its DO). However, if a 
language is allowed to have more than one DO (like Kinyarwanda and Haya, 
for instance) the verb of a passive sentence can still have an NP acting as 
DO. Therefore we cannot affirm that passivization makes the verb intransitive.

^2This sentence as well as (c) must be agentless for the same constraint 
illustrated in 5.2.1. Note in all of these examples that the instrumental 
verb marking is effected by means of the two extensions -is-I- as argued 
by Trithart (1977).

^For relative clause formation, see Duranti (1977).
l*It is, however, possible to have two applicative morphemes when there 

are both a dative and a locative, as in example (108).
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5

CAUSATIVES AND INSTRUMENTALS

Le e  Tr i t h a r t
University of California3 Los Angeles

0. INTRODUCTION
This paper is a descriptive presentation, of the morphology, syntax, and 

semantics of Haya causatives and instrumentals. It presents the differences 
in syntactic possibilities when causatives and instrumentals are marked with 
free vs. bound morphemes and notes the similarities and differences between 
the two bound morphemes -I- and -s-. Arguments are presented that -s- is a 
compound morpheme, composed of -s+f-. Inferences are drawn about the sequence 
of historical steps that led to the present relationship between -s- and -i-.

1. THE DIFFERENT FORMS OF CASE MARKING FOR CAUSATIVES AND INSTRUMENTALS
1.1. Free morphemes. In Haya, an Inst *JP may be marked-'by the indepen

dent proposition na .’with', as seen in (1).

(1) kat’ ^-ka-balj-a <$muhyo 'Kato carved with a knife1 
Kato he-P3~carve with knife

Causation may be marked using the independent verb okukola 'to do, make, cause, 
work', as in (2).

(2) Q-ka-k(5l-a katc$ kci-£-baij-a n’<5muhyo 'I had Kato carve with a
I-P3-cause Kato that-he-carve with knife knife'

1.2. Bound morphemes. .Alternatively, bound morphemes may mark Inst and
Caus NP's. Either of two bound morphemes is possible: -I- or.-s-. These
morphemes occur as part of the verbal complex. Morpheme selection is condi
tioned by the choice of lexical verb.

2. SURFACE REALIZATIONS OF THE BOUND MORPHEMES
2.1. Surface realizations of the -i- morpheme. The -I- marker comes from 

Proto-Bantu *-J- and may cause spirantization of an immediately preceding al
veolar or palatal consonant. Thus,
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With other consonants it is normally realized as the glide [y]. This occurs 
by a completely regular rule in Haya phonology which converts a high vowel to 
the corresponding glide before an immediately following non-high vowel. Thus,

I - >  y /  ____

Table 1 below gives examples of verb stems which end in different consonants 
and which take the causative/instrumental marker -I-.

TABLE l2

BASIC VERB VERB MARKED WITH -i-

I + i z okuk? la 
okw f fju la 
okuteela 
okukola 
okunag11 a 
okugula 
okutoola

'to surpass'
'to fill'
'to beat'
'to cause, work' 
'to sleep'
'to buy'
'to receive'

okukiza
okwf fjuza
okut£eza
okukoza
okunagIza
okuguza
okut<5oza

d + j z okuhenda
okugenda

'to break’ 
'to go'

okuhenza
okugenza

J+ i z okwlIja 
okubaIja 
okwonja

'to come'
'to carve'
'to go mushrooming'

okwiIza 
okubaIza 
okwonza

t + I s okwf Ita 
okŵ ata

'to kill' 
'to break' okwf1sa 

okŵ asa
sh+I -> s okushaasha 'to hurt' okushaasa
c + I -> s okucalea 

okucanca
'to be disturbed' 
'to get busy’ okuca1sa 

okucansa
m + i -> my okuguma 'to be hard' okugumya
9 + I 9Y okusĥ aga

okw(5oga
'to exceed, surpass' 
'tobe clean, wash self'

okusĥ agya
okw<5ogya

k + I —? ky okwogka
okwaaka

'to suckle! 
'to glow'

okwoQkya
okwaakya

h + j hy okutaaha 'to enter' okutaahya
2. 2. Surface realizations of the -s- morpheme. The first vowel of the 

-s- morpheme is phonologically conditioned. That is, it undergoes vowel har
mony. The marker is realized as [Is] following verb stems whose final vowel 
is I, u, or a. It is realized as [es] following verb stems whose final vowel 
is e or o. Table 2 below gives examples of verb stems which have
different final vowels and take the causative/instrumental marker -s-.
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final -a- okutaaha 'to enter’ okutaahi sa
okushiaga 'to exceed, surpass' okush^^glsa
okunaaba 'to wash' okunaab i sa
okunaga 'to lose, throw away' okun^gIsa
okubaka 'to catch’ okub^klsa
oku 1 waana 'to fight' oku 1 waanlsa
okugana ’to tell tales’ okugani sa

final -i- okuhya 'to burn, be cooked' okuhf i sa
final -u- okuguma 'to be hard' okugumlsa

okuluma 'to bite' oku 1umlsa
okushuna 'to pinch' okushunisa

final -e- okweega 'to learn' okw£egesa
oku1eeba 'to look’ oku 1eebesa
okugenda 'to go' okugendesa

final -o- okwcSoga 'to wash' okw<5(5gesa
okubona 'to see' okubcSnesa
oku loba 'to fish with a hook' okul6besa

3. REGULAR AND DEVIANT SEMANTIC USES: COMPLETE AND DEFECTIVE PARADIGMS
Either of the bound causative/instrumental morphemes (Cl) may at times 

carry a completely predictable instrumental or causative meaning according 
to the context of the sentence. For example, (3b) shows -I- marking an in
strumental NP. In this sentence, the meaning of the verb marked by -i- is 
completely predictable from the meaning of the basic verb, shown in (3a).

(3) a.

b.

kat’ d-ka-te£l’ <5mw^£na n’̂ Qkonl 
Kato he-Pj-beat child with stick
kat’ £-ka-t££z’ 6mw££n’ £gkoni 
Kato he-Pj-beat/CI child stick

’Kato beat the child with 
a stick’

'Kato beat the child with 
a stick’

Similarly, (4b) shows -I- marking causation. Here again, the meaning of the 
verb marked by -I- is completely predictable from the meaning of the basic 
verb, shown in (4a).

(4) a. kat’ i-ka-k<5l ’ emilimo ’Kato did the work/Kato worked’
Kato he-Pj-work work

b. Q-*ka-k<5z-aa kat * Emilimo 'I had Kato do the work'
I-Pj-work/CI Kato work

Sentence (5) shows affixation of -s- to mark instrumental and causation with 
similarly predictable results.

(5) a. kat* £-ka-b£k’ <5mupffla n’lklk^pu 'Kato caught the ball with 
Kato he-P3~catch ball with basket a basket'
kat’ £-ka-b£k-is* omupnl’ ekik^pu 
Kato he-Pj-catch/CI ball basket

b. 'Kato caught the ball with 
a basket'
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c. Q-ka-b^k-1 s-aa kat* 6mu(Dflfa 'I had Kato catch the ball' 
I-Pj-catch/CI Kato ball

While the meanings associated with the -I- and -s- forms are usually 
predictable from those of the basic verb, one cannot always predict whether 
these suffixes will convert a basic verb into a causative or an instrumental. 
For example, the -I- marker of okush^agya, from okushciaga 'to exceed, surpass', 
can carry only instrumental meaning, not causative (cf. however the necessarily 
causative form okusha&j f sa). On the other hand, the -i- form okwffjuza, from 
okw'fjula 'to fill (intr.)', can carry only causative meaning, not instrumental. 
The -s- marker of okwe^gesa, from okweega 'to learn', can only carry causative 
meaning, and so forth. Thus, certain verbs can be said to have defective 
paradigms.

4. GENERAL RESTRICTIONS ON CONTEXTS FOR OCCURRENCE
4.1. Mutual exclusiveness of contexts for occurrence of -I- and -s-.

In general, in any given sentence, if -I- may be used to mark instrumental or 
causative, then -s- is not an acceptable alternative for the same function, 
and vice-versa. In short, the two Cl markers may never be freely substituted 
for each other.

4.2. Constraints against repeated occurrences of the same Cl morpheme. 
Although it is possible for a sentence to contain two different structures 
which may both condition appearance of a bound morpheme in isolation, in con
junction, the two different structures cannot condition two appearances of 
the morpheme. For example, in (6b) an instrument can condition appearance of 
-I- on the verb of (6a). Similarly, in (6c) causation can condition -1- on 
the same verb. A sentence like (6d), however, which contains both instrument 
and causation cannot contain two appearances of the -1- marker. Instead, at 
least one of the constructions must be marked using a free morpheme, as in (6e).

(6) a. kat’ ^-ka-balj’ <5bw£ato 'Kato carved a boat'
Kato he-P3~carve boat

b. kat’ ^-ka-balz* <5bw££t’ <5muhyo 'Kato carved a boat with a knife'
Kato he-Pj-carve/CI boat knife

c. Q-rka-baiz-aa kat’ <5bw£ato 'I had Kato carve a boat'
I-Pj-carve/CI Kato boat

d. *Q-ka-ba j z-(y)-a kat’ <5bw^t’ <5muhyo 'I had Kato carve a boat
I-P3-carve/CI-CI Kato boat knife with a knife'

e. Q-ka-k<5l-a kat6 k£-£-balzJ 6bw^t’ 6muhyo 'I had Kato carve a boat
I-P3-cause Kato that-he-carve/CI boat knife with a knife'

Likewise, in (7b), the addition of causation conditions the appearance of -s- 
on the verb of (7a). Presumably, the addition of a second causative should be 
able to do so also. This is not the case, however. Instead, appearance of two 
-s- markers on the verb is ungrammatical. The construction can be expressed 
grammatically only by replacing one of the bound morphemes with a free morpheme, 
as in (7d).
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(7) a.

b.

c.

omw^n’ a-k-6£g* efsabu
child he-Pj-leam arithmetic
omwaal Imw’ ^“k-^g-es’ Anw^n’ Efsabu
teacher he-P3-learn/CI child arithmetic

'the teacher taught the
child arithmetic *

^edm^sit’ a-k-£eg-es-es’ ^mwaallmw* <5mw^^n’ efsabu
headmaster he-P3-leam-CI-CI teacher child arithmetic
’the headmaster had the teacher teach the child arithmetic’

d. edm^sft* a-ka-k<5l* (5mwaallmu k^-^-yeg-es* o mw^n’ efsabu
headmaster he-P3-cause teacher that-he-learn/CI child arithmetic
'the headmaster had the teacher teach the child arithmetic’

5. VERBS WHICH MAY APPEAR WITH EITHER -i- or -s-.
A comparison of Tables 1 and 2 indicates that some Haya verbs may appear

with either -I- or -s- in isolation. Table 3 lists a few of these verbs.

BASIC VERB
TABLE 3

with -I- with -s-
okutaaha ’to enter,

carry out wedding ceremony’
okutaahya ’to

cause to enter’
okushiaga

’to exceed, surpass’
okush^agya

’to exceed, surpass in X’

okutaahlsa 'to help
in wedding ceremony1
okush£c5g i sa

’to exceed, surpass in X*
okuguma

’to be hard’
okugumya

to have fortitude’3
okugumi sa
’to harden’

okugenda okugenza
'to go' ’to go by X’
okw<5oga

’to be clean, wash intr.’
okw6ogya
’to wash tr.’

okugendesa
’to drive, cause to go’
okw<5<5gesa

’to cause to wash/wash with’

These verbs frequently display an idiosyncratic meaning in one or another of
their forms, as in the first and third cases above. When they don’t, however,
as with okw^oga ’to be(come) clean, wash oneself’, okwoogya 'to wash (tr.)’, 
and okw<$6gesa 'to cause to wash/wash with’, it is possible to construct
causative + instrumental constructions or double causative constructions
without the use of free sentence formatives. The relative position and func
tioning of the two different markers, -I- and -s-, with these verbs is sug
gestive for the analysis of causative markers with a wider range of verbs.
For the time being, I will consider only the implications for morphological
analysis of the two markers -i- and -s-. Later, however, in section 9.3, I
will consider their implications for describing the function of the - f-morpheme.

6. MORPHEME EMBEDDING AND DISAPPEARANCE
Consider the following sentences with okw<5oga 'to be clean, wash self’:

(8) a. ebyombo bf-k-<5og-a 'the dishes became clean’
dishes they-P3-be clean



b. kat’ ^-k-t^g-y* ebyombo 'Kato caused the dishes to become
Kato he-P3~be clean/CI dishes clean/Kato washed the dishes'

c. kat* ^-^(S^g-es* esabundi ’Kato washed (himself) with soap'
Kato he-P3~be clean/CI soap

d. kat’ ^-k-<5<5g-es> Ibyomb* Esabundi 'Kato caused the dishes to become
Kato he-P3~be clean/CI dishes soap clean (i.e. washed them) with soap1

In (8a) the verb okwc5oga occurs in its basic form with an intransitive meaning
(glossed best as ’to become clean’, or 'to wash [intransitive]'. It carries no
bound morphemes to indicate either causative or instrumental. In (8b), the
marker -I- has been suffixed to the basic verb stem to indicate causative. In
(8c), -s- has been suffixed to the basic verb stem to indicate instrumental.
Thus, presumably, both of the bound morphemes -i- and -s- should appear. In
fact, however, this is not the case. Instead, the surface form of (8d) reveals
only the bound morpheme -s-. This suggests some rule prevently surface reali
zation of There is, in fact, in Haya phonology, a constraint against
[sy] sequences. Thus, although [s] is a consonant of Haya, [y] is a glide,
and consonant-glide sequences are allowable, an [sy] sequence never appears.
The construction of the verbal complex in (8d) can be seen as completely re
gular, therefore, if the underlying form is analyzed as /a-ka-<5g-s-I-a/,
with the verb stem followed first by -s-, then by -!-. The -i- morpheme be
comes [y] because it is immediately followed by -a. This [y] is then deleted
in accordance with the surface constraint in Haya against [sy] sequences.

A completely parallel derivation occurs in the verb of (9), where the
sentence contains a double causative construction.

(9) Q-k-<5<5g-es-aa kat’ ebyombo ’I caused Kato to cause the dishes to be-
I-P3-be clean-CI Kato dishes come clean/I had Kato wash the dishes'

Sentences (8a) and (8b) are those which are relevant in the derivation of (9) . 
As noted before, in (8a), the verb okwcSoga occurs in its basic intransitive
form. In (8b), -I- has been suffixed to indicate causative. In (9), there
fore, a double causative construction, both -s- and -I- are expected. In
fact, only -s- occurs. Thus, it is necessary to posit an underlying -I- which
is deleted by the constraint against [sy] sequences.

7. ARGUMENTS FOR A GENERAL ANALYSIS OF -s- AS A COMPOUND MORPHEME -s+1-
The fact that -s- in these sentences can be analyzed as a sequence of

/s+i/ raises the question of whether such an analysis might be applicable
generally. There is, in fact, evidence for such a generalization. This evi
dence comes from four sources: (i) vowel lengthening; (ii) constructions in
which some morpheme can intervene between the two Cl markers (e.g. in situa
tions where the P2 or applicative extension occurs); (iii) alternations between
[s] and [sh]; and (iv) alternations in the shape of the passive morpheme.

7.1. Vowel lengthening. In general in Haya, the rule which reduces high
vowels to glides before an immediately following non-high vowel, that is, the
rule which is assumed to reduce the -f- Cl marker to [y], is accompanied by
compensatory lengthening of the following vowel. Various surface constraints,
such as that preventing long vowels in utterance final position, can operate
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to prevent surface realization of the vowel lengthening rule. As an extremely
low-level phonetic rule, its output is not always transcribed. In the rele
vant preceding examples we have, however, indicated the lengthened final vowel,
i.e. (4b), (5c), (6c), and (9). Thus, in an environment which allows the
lengthened vowel to surface (i.e. one which does not condition vowel elision
or vowel shortening), a lengthened vowel always follows the -s- affix. This
lengthened vowel results from glide formation (I — > y) and compensatory leng
thening of the following vowel. The causative morpheme is then deleted in
accordance with the surface constraint against [sy] sequences. The same
vowel lengthening occurs even with a verb such as okubaka 'to catch' which never
has-I-in isolation. The lengthened final vowel in (10) is thus explained
by the analysis of -s- as -s+I-.

(10) Q-ka-gu-b^k-is-aa k4t* <5mupfila 'I had Kato catch it, the ball'
I-P3-it-caught-CI Kato ball

7.2. Intervening morphemes. 7.2.1. The P% marker. The ?2 tense in
Haya refers to events which happened the day before and produces verbs with
the structure shown in (11).

(11) SM - verb stem - il - 4

Thus, a verb such as okush4aga 'to exceed, surpass' is realized in the P2 tense
as ashaagfle /a-sh44g-II-4/ 'he surpassed (yesterday)’. When a verb that takes
the -I- marker appears in P2, -i- falls between the final two syllables -il- 
and -4- of the basic form, causing spirantization of [I]. Thus, the instru
mental form of ashaagfle 'he surpassed (yesterday)' is ashaagfze, analyzed as
/a-sh44g-i l-i-4/ (verb stem + il tense marker + I Cl marker, + 4 tense marker),
with the -I- Cl marker causing spirantization of [I] and subsequently disap
pearing. This verb shows the relative ordering of the tense morphemes and
Cl morpheme -I-. It also shows the phonological changes in the tense morpheme
-il- which the -I- morpheme induces.

When a verb that takes the -s- Cl markbr appears in P2, the changes that
are induced are completely unexpected if a monomorphemic analysis of the marker
is assumed. Under an analysis of the marker as composed of -s+i-, however,
the changes are completely predictable. A verb such as okugana 'to tell tales',
for example, takes the Cl marker -s-, giving the causative form okuganisa.
Under a monomorphemic analysis of -s-*, the P2 form for this verb would be as
sumed to be *-ganilise or *ganislle, depending on the assumed order of causa
tive and tense-marking morphemes. In fact, however, neither of these forms is
acceptable. Instead, the correct form is -ganfsize, analyzed as /-gan-i s-i I-i-e/
or verb stem + s causative marker + 11 tense marker + i causative marker +• 4
tense marker. Here the -I- causative causes spirantization of the preceding
[l] and subsequently disappears, just as it did with okut4ola 'to receive'.
The ? 2 tense thus provides evidence for an analysis of -s- as a compound marker
-s+i-, since the spirantized [l] reflects the earlier presence of -i-, normal
ly hidden by the surface constraint against [sy] sequences.

7.2.2. The applicative marker. The arguments for analyzing the -s- 
marker as underlying -s+i- are here completely parallel to those just given
for The relevant sentences are given in (12) and (13).
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(12) kat’ £-k-<5(5g-ez-aa balong’ 4byombo 'Kato washed (caused to be clean)
Kato he-P3-cleanAPP/CI Balongo dishes the dishes for Balongo

(13) a. q-ka-cumb-a ’I cooked*
I-P3-cook

b. Q-ka~kiJ-cumb-i I -a 'I cooked for you’
I-P3-y°u-cook-APP

c. q-ka-mu-cumb-is-a ’I caused him to cook*
I-P3-him-cook-CI

d. q-ka-mu-ku-cumb-is-lz-a *1 had him cook for you'
I-Pj-him-you-cook-CI-APP/CI

Sentence (12) shows the ordering of morphemes which results when both the
applicative (APP) extension -I- (representing, here, a benefactive) and the
-I- Cl marker appear in the same verb. Thus, the APP extension immediately
precedes the -I- Cl marker (the first vowel of the APP extension, like the
vowel of the -s- Cl marker, is phonologically conditioned). The -I- Cl marker
causes spirantization of the preceding [I] and subsequently drops out, giving
[ez] as the phonological fusion of the two morphemes.

Sentence (13b) shows the -I- APP extension, marking a benefactive, affixed
to the verb okucumba 'to cook', shown in its basic form in (13a). Sentence
(13c) shows that okucumba takes the -s- Cl marker. Sentence (13d) shows the
compound nature of the -s- morpheme which surfaces when causative -s- appears
in the same verb as the APP suffix. Here the compound nature of the -s- Cl
marker is revealed because the benefactive marker -I- occurs between the two
morphemes -s+f- which normally are not separately distinguishable. Thus, the
morphological breakdown of [i sIz] in thewerb of (13d) is /s Cl + I APP + i Cl/
which accounts for the I — > z spirantization which occurs.

7.3. Alternations between [s] and (sh]. In Haya the phonetic [S], or
thographical ly and henceforth sh, which is found before the vowels e, a, o, and
u, derives from
as seen in (14).

earlier *s. attested in closely related languages, e.g. Luganda

(14) Luganda elf i so Haya el f isho 'eye'
Luganda omusajja Haya omush^ija 'man'
Luganda omusujja Haya omushul11Ja 'fever'

In Haya, [sh] is not found before [i], and [s] is found only rarely anywhere
but before [I], Let us assume for the purpose of the present discussion that
there is a rule in Haya of the form:

s —^ sh / ____  £ e, a, o, uj 4
What this means is that if the -s- Cl marker were monomorphemic in nature, we
would expect forms such as *okucumbisha 'to cause to cook', instead of the
correct okucumbisa. The reason why the /sf of the Cl marker does not become
[sh] in such forms is that it is followed by the -i- Cl marker, as we have
argued above. Thus, the alveolar [s] is "preserved", so to speak, before
the -I-, which will later go on to become a glide and then delete. We must
assume the same explanation for such rare forms as okusa 'to grind', which
we analyze as underlying /<5-ku-sf-a/. Note, finally, the following two forms
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involving both an -I- Cl marker an an -I- APP marker:

(15) a. okujunlslza 'to cause to help for X' /<5-ku-Jun-1 s-1 l-l-a/
b. okugendesheza 'to cause to go for X' /<5-ku-gend-es-el-I-a/

In (15a) we obtain the [lslz] sequence we saw earlier in (13d). The spiran- 
tization of [ I ] is caused by the -I- Cl marker which follows the APP extension. 
In (15b), however, the /s/ of the -s- Cl marker has become [sh] since it is 
followed not by [ i ], but by [e], in accordance with the vowel harmony properties 
mentioned earlier. We therefore observe that when the two Cl markers become 
separated (i.e. -s ... i-), and when the *s- Cl marker is not followed by [ i ], 
its underlying /s/ becomes [sh] just like any other underlying /s/. This 
therefore provides a strong argument for the bimorphemic nature of the -s- 
CI marker.

7.4. Alternations in the shape of the passive morpheme. The passive 
morpheme has two shapes in Haya: -w- and -bw-. The -w- form occurs following
a consonant; -bw- occurs following a vowel. as shown in (16).

(16) ACTIVE PASSIVE
C : okutlela okuteel wa 'to beat/be beaten’

okubaka okubakwa 'to catch/be caught
V : oku ha okuh£abwa 'to give/be given'

oku 1 ya okulfIbwa 'to eat/be eaten'

The verb stems in the above forms are -t£6l-, -b£k-, -hi-t and -if-.
Now, the form of the passive marker following an -s- causative is -bw-, 

not -w-, as seen in the form okucumblslbwa 'to cause to be cooked'. That is, 
it is the form which follows a vowel, not that which follows a consonant, 
which would be *okucumbIswa.

In addition, the vowel which appears separating -bw- from the preceding 
-s- is -I-. This -i- vowel is not the same as that which can appear preced
ing the Cl marker -s- (and the applicative marker -I-). The vowel preceding 
-s- and -I- seems to be an epenthetic vowel which is the reflex of Proto- 
Bantu *i (non-superclosed). As such, it harmonizes with the final vowel of
the preceding verb stem. as shown in (17) (cf. section 2.2).

(17) BASIC VERB APP VERB s-CI VERB
1 okuz?na okuzfn1 la okuzfnIsa 'to sing'
e okutema okut&nela okut4mesa 'to cut'
a okulaba okutab ila okulablsa 'to pass by
o okubona okub<5nela okub<$nesa 'to see'
u okucumba okucumbila okucumbisa 'to cook'

The -I- separating the passive marker -bw- from the preceding Cl marker -s-, 
however, does not participate in vowel harmony, as shown in okub<5neslbwa 'to



'Kato caused to be full/Kato filled*’ £-k£-fjuz-a 
o he-P3-fill/CI
a-b^k-is-a 'I. caused [someone to] catch’
3-catch-CI
* ^-ka-bak-a *Kato caught'
o he-P3-catch

(20b), repeated below for convenience, is acceptable without an 
-zr subject, but (21b) is not.
Jka-baiz* <5bw£ato *1 caused (*helped) to carve a boat*

3-carve/Cl boat
a-bcJk-ls’ <5mupflla 'I (*caused/*helped) to catch a ball*
3-catch-CI ball

‘nee between the two is that the verb in (20b) is a "basic" transi- 
with a lexicalized -i- causative whereas the verb in (21b) is pro- 
.erived.
rly, a transitive verb without an overt direct object can accept 
ve argument as shown in (33).

£-ka-b£k-il-a balongo ’Kato caught for Balongo’
he-P3-catch-APP Balongo
intransitive verb which carries the -I- suffix can also appear 
>vert direct object (the lower subject in a causative analysis), 
>enefactive argument, as shown in (34).

d-k£-rJuI -1z-aa balongo 'Kato filled for Balongo' 
he-P3-fill-APP/CI Balongo
-s- marked transitive verb cannot appear without an overt direct 
lower subject in a causative analysis) in such a case, as seen in (35).

bdk-is-Iz-aa balongo 'I caused [someone] to catch for
catch-CI-APP/CI Balongo Balongo'

that a transitive verb obtained through affixation of -i- to an 
verb, as in okw<5ogya 'to wash (tr.)' from okw<5oga 'to wash (intr.)', 

tly like the lexically transitive verb okubaka 'to catch' in these

>g-esh-ez-aa balongo 'I caused [someone] to wash for
'wash-CI-APP/CI Balongo Balongo'

« r  syntactic parallelisms between the lower subject of an -I- 
ansitive verb and the DO of a basic transitive verb are possible.

for the lexicalization of -I- causatives also appears in the 
—«  shifts of meaning which can occur from the basic to the -I-
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marked form of verbs, as shown in (37).

(37) BASIC FORM I-MARKED FORM
okuguma 'to be hard'
okukola 'to work'

okugumya 'to have fortitude'
okukoza 'to stab'

9.4. The -I- marker as the historically earlier causative. Several 
facts taken in conjunction suggest that the -i- causative is the historically 
earlier of the two markers and that it was augmented by -s- in cases where 
verb stem + i had not become the lexicalized Cl form.

The first is the fact that the two causative instrumental markers exist 
in Haya without any apparent division of function, but that the markers for 
the most part are not interchangeable in specific sentences or with specific 
verbs. Second, -I- appears primarily with (i) intransitive verbs, where its 
affixation produces the corresponding transitive form, and (ii) with transi
tive verbs which end in an alveolar (or palatal), where it causes spirantiza- 
tion. These are both situations in which lexicalization of the causative form 
can easily occur, and this appears to have happened, as evidenced by the fact 
that -I- no longer requires the overt presence of the NP or pronoun it marks, 
as do other Haya verbal extensions.

Further, when a verb has two Cl forms, one marked with -I- and the other 
with -s-, the -I- form tends to be that with the more idiosyncratic or older 
meaning, and the -s- form, that with the more regular or newer meaning. For 
example, okugumya 'to have fortitude' has an irregular semantic relationship 
to its base form okuguma 'to be hard'. It appears that after lexicalization 
of -I-, a semantic shift occurred; or perhaps lexicalization took place as a 
result of the semantic shift. In either case this left okuguma 'to be hard' 
without a semantically regular -I- causative form. In this absence an -s- 
causative has developed: okugumlsa 'to harden’ (cause to become hard). Sim
ilarly, okugenda 'to go' has a semantically regular I-marked instrumental form 
okugenza 'to go by X'. It also has a semantically regular -s- marked causa
tive form okugendesa 'to cause to go'. It is the -s- marked form, however, 
which has been adopted for the relatively recent need for the meaning 'to drive 
(as an automobile)'.

There is also the fact that the -i- marker in isolation is not productive, 
whereas the -s- marker is.

Finally, the -s- marker always contains the -I- marker within it, sug
gesting an augmentation of nonlexicalized -i- by -s-.

10. SUMMARY
To summarize, Haya has two structurally different ways of marking causa

tives and instrumentals: (i) free morphemes, and (2) bound morphemes. The
free morphemes are na 'with', used to mark instrumentals, and okukola 'to 
cause, work', used to mark causation. The bound morphemes are -I- and -s-.
The -I- Cl marker comes from Proto-Bantu *j, causes spirantization of an im
mediately preceding alveolar or palatal consonant, and does not undergo vowel 
harmony. The -s- marker does not cause spirantization and does undergo vowel 
harmony. There is strong evidence for a synchronic analysis of -s- as a com
pound marker composed of -s+l-.
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The choice of morpheme for a given sentence is conditioned primarily by 
the choice of lexical verb. Either marker may assume either an instrumental 
or causative reading, according to the sentence they occur in. With either 
meaning, these markers make the NP to which they refer accessible to verb 
infix agreement and pronominalization, as well as to subjectivization.

The meaning of these affixes in causative constructions is determined by 
the semantic relations of the NP's in the lower S. For example, these affixes 
assume a 'help' meaning when a lower agent is present. They assume a 'cause' 
meaning when a lower patient is present.

Of the two markers, there is a tendency for -i- to appear with (i) inher
ently intransitive verbs, and (ii) with transitive verbs which end in an alveo
lar or palatal consonant, and for -s- to appear with remaining verbs. Of the 
two markers, -s- is by far the more productive and frequently used. The -i- 
marker appears to be the historically earlier form which has been supplemented 
by -s- as it became lexicalized.

NOTES

^The vowel of the instrumental preposition has been elided preceding the 
initial vowel of the following word.

2Cf. E. R. Byarushengo, An Examination of the Segmental Phonology of 
Haya. Unpublished M.A. Thesis, University of Dar es Salaam (1975).

^As in okugumy’ omwooyo 'to be strong at heart, to have a strong will' 
(omwooyo 'heart').

^The possibility of an "inverted" solution whefoeby /sh/ is considered 
underlying and [s] derived only before [i] will ultimately have to be 
considered. For discussion of the historical vs. the inverted approach 
to another kind of consonant alternation in Haya, see E. R. Byarushengo,
"On the phonological status of p/h and d/l" (in this volume).

5For discussion of the nature of the "direct object" in Haya, see A. 
Duranti and E. R. Byarushengo, "On the notion of 'direct o b j e c t ( i n  this 
volume).
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6
LOCATIVES

Le e  T r i t h a r t
University ‘of California, Los Angeles

0. INTRODUCTION
This paper presents a preliminary description of Haya locatives. It can 

be considered neither final nor complete, but even in the space of this brief 
investigation, several interesting points have surfaced. Among these are:
(i) the syntactic behavior of lexicalized vs. derived forms for the same se
mantic and grammatical relation, and (ii) the synchronic or historical rela
tionship between two locative markers with comparable meaning, e- and o-ku-. 
In spite of its preliminary nature, it is hoped that the present study will 
prove to be of some use in future investigations of Haya grammar. At present 
it stands as one more piece in a growing body of descriptive information and 
linguistic speculation on the interesting subject of Bantu locatives.^

1. PRONOMINAL FORMS
Haya has four basic locative markers:

a-ha 'on1 (or restricting an area)
o-ku referring to an unspecified place
o-mu 'inside*
e- indicating a general area

The e- and o-ku locative markers have similar meanings, and in general, they 
are functionally in complementary distribution. That is, if e- appears in a 
given type of construction, o-ku does not, and vice versa.

The first three locative markers, a-ha, o-ku, and o-mu, occur in pronom
inal forms; e- does not. Haya has four pronominal forms for each of the first 
three markers, as seen in the table*on the following page.

2. LOCATIVE MARKER + NP CONSTRUCTIONS
The first and third of the locative markers, i.e. a-ha and o-mu, are used
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intensified form less intense two forms which indicate
'near speaker' 'near speaker' non-proximity to speaker

a-ha ha-nu a-ha a-li-cS ha-l 1
o-ku ku-nu o-ku o-kw-<5 ku-l 1
o-mu mu-nu o-mu o-mw-6 mu-l I

productively in locative marker + NP constructions to form adverbs of place.
The second locative marker, o-ku, is not used in such constructions at all. 
Since the rest of this paper describes the possible manipulations of these 
constructions, this marker will not be discussed further. The fourth locative 
marker, e-, appears in such constructions, but not productively.

2.1. The productive use of a-ha and o-mu. In Haya a-ha and o-mu are used 
productively in locative marker + NP constructions to form adverbs of place. 
Unlike English locative markers such as on and in, however, Haya locative mar
kers show significant differences syntactically from prepositions. For example, 
in prep + NP constructions, Haya prepositions freely occur with preprefixed 
noun forms, as seen in (1).

(1) a. na kito 'with Kato' 
with Kato

b. n’ cSmw^ana 'with the child' 
with child /o-mu-^na/

Haya locative markers, on 
without its preprefix, as

the contrary, require that the following noun occur 
seen in (2):

(2) a. .aha-kyaalo 
at village

b. omu-nju 
in house

'at the village’ *ah*-£-kyaalo
,/ki-alo/

'in the house' *,omw,-j5-nju

In Haya, as in English, the basic locative marker + NP construction may 
combine with an associative marker + NP construction (i.e. a "genitive") to 
further specify a location, as shown in (3).

simple: aha-kitooke 'on the 
on banana

i banana’

combined: aha-nsi y* ekltooke 
on bottom of banana

'at the bottom of the banana' 
(lit. at the ground of banana)

simple: omu-kyaalo 'in the 
in village

village'

combined: omu-lubaju lw’ £nju 
in side of house

omu-gat! y’ ekyaalo 
in middle of village

'beside the house'

'in the middle of the village'

2.2. The nonproductive use of e-. The locative marker e- appears in loc
ative adverbials, but it is not used productively in the formation of locative
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marker + NP adverbial constructions. Thus, although there are locatives marked 
by e~, such as those in (4a), most attempts to combine e- with NP's from clas
ses 1-15 will be ungrammatical, as in (4b).

(4) a. e-numa 'behind' e-Igulu 'upwards'
at behind at sky
6-nja 'outside'
at outside

e-numa y* enju 
at behind of house
e-nja y’ ekyaalo 
at outside of village
e-igulu y’ ekitooke 
at sky of banana

b. *e-muntu 'around the person'
at person

*e-makerere 'around Makerere'
at Makerere
*e-malzl ! around the water'
at water

3. INITIAL EVIDENCE FOR LOCATIVE MARKER + NP CONSTRUCTIONS AS NOUNS
When locatives formed with e- are taken in isolation, as in the simple 

forms in (4a), they appear to be members of classes 5, 9 or 10, based on a 
morpheme analysis such as that in (5).

(5) a. e-n-uma 'behind' (cl. 9 preprefix - cl. 9 prefix - stem)
b. e-n-ja 'outside' (cl. 9 preprefix - cl. 9 prefix - stem)
c. e-I-gdlu 'upwards' (cl. 5 preprefix - cl. 5 prefix - stem)

Such an assumption is initially supported by the fact that when the first two 
locative marker + NP constructions, enuma 'behind' and £nja 'outside', occur 
in combined forms, as in ehuma y* enju 'behind the house' and enja y’lkyaalo 
'outside the house', the y- associative concord is that which is expected for 
class 9 nouns. However, when elgulu 'upwards', class 5, appears in combined 
forms, it too takes y- concord. If elgulu 'sky, upwards' were a class 5 noun 
in these constructions, we would expect a ly- concord, as in elgulu lyagge 
'my sky'. The fact that y- concord appears instead indicates that the form 
is appearing in some other noun class. If elgulu has the same structure as 
other locatives, that is, locative marker + noun, with the noun composed of a 
noun class prefix followed by a noun stem, then !-gij|u must be the noun class 
prefix + the noun stem, and e- the locative marker. The fact that elgulu 'up' 
triggers y- concord, whereas the homophonous form eygulu 'sky' triggers Iy- 
concord also indicates that the locative marker + noun combines to form a new, 
derived noun class capable of triggering its own concord.

Haya noun class markers, for the most part, have a V-CV shape and syllable

'behind the house' 

'outside the village' 

'on top of the banana!
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structure corresponding to a preprefix + prefix morpheme structure; e- does 
not have a V-CV shape or syllable structure, and the question arises as to 
whether e- is the preprefix, the prefix, or a phonological fusion of the two. 
Based on evidence from (3) above, it would appear that e- is the preprefix, 
and that the form of the prefix for this locative noun class is 0. Thus, the 
locative noun /-gatf/'middle* in the first construction triggers the y- concord 
on the associative marker associated with the e- locative class. (Note that 
-gat f does not carry either the class 4 prefix ml- or the class 9 nasal prefix 
which it should if it were a noun stem from either of the other classes capable 
of triggering y- concord.) A comparison of omu-gcrt i 'in the middle' and 
omu-)ubaju 'beside' indicates that the locative noun stem -gatf 'middle' should 
appear with a class prefix in the same way that the noun stem -baju appears 
with lu-. No segmental prefix is present, however, implying that the prefix 
for the e- locative noun class is 0..

The existence of an e- locative noun class which triggers y- concord on 
the associative suggests that further distinguishing concords may be found on 
verbs, adjectives, modifying numerals, relative pronouns, and so forth.

Further, a number of factors suggest that aha and omu can also conceiv
ably participate in the formation of noun classes: (i) the V-CV structure of
these two locative markers, corresponding to the V-CV structure of the aug
mented noun class prefix (i.e. preprefix + prefix); (ii) the vowel harmony in 
each marker, corresponding to the pattern observed for noun class markers; and 
(iii) the structural similarities between locative expressions formed with omu 
and aha and those formed with e-.

4. ©- LOCATIVES VS. aha AND omu LOCATIVES
Before investigating the possibility of additional concords referring to 

all three locative markers, aha, omu, and e-, in verbs, adjectives, modifying 
numerals, and so forth, certain differences between the two sets of locatives 
should be noted. We saw previously that e- locatives are unproductive in lo
cative marker + NP constructions, whereas aha and omu locatives are productive. 
In addition, two facts combine to give e- locatives a surface form identical 
to that of a noun in classes 1-15: (i) e- locatives do not have an overt pre
fix following the vocalic preprefix; and (ii) a noun following a locative mar
ker does not have a preprefix, but carries a prefix. Thus, the surface shape 
of e- locatives is identical with that of nonlocative nouns.

Locatives with aha and omu, on the other .hand, have a surface form which 
reveals their derived character much more clearly: locative preprefix + loca
tive prefix + noun prefix + noun stem.

The differences in surface form between e- locatives and aha and omu 
locatives could in itself lead to a syntactic separation between the two. In 
addition, the surface similarity of e- locatives to lexical nouns in classes 
1-15 also appears to have led to a reanalysis of e- locatives as lexical forms, 
as contrasted with aha and omu locatives, which are clearly derived. The re
analysis was no doubt facilitated by the fact that e- is the preprefix for 
classes 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, and 10, so that in many cases (in every case elicited, 
in fact), e- locatives are homophonous with nouns from classes 1-15. An analy
sis which groups e- locatives with the lexical nouns in classes 1-15, separat
ing them from the derived nouns formed with aha and omu, captures certain syn
tactic differences we have observed between them. For example, it provides a
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basis for the difference in associative concord in the combined expressions in 
(4a) vs. those in (3). In addition, it provides a structural basis for the 
differences in productivity between the two sets of markers.

5. POSSESSIVES
In possessive adjectives the locative markers omu and aha, like the loca

tive marker e-, are able to control concord. Unlike the e- locatives, however, 
locative phrases with aha and omu may have either of two concords: concord with
the prefix of the noun or concord with the locative marker. These two concords 
are not semantically or structurally interchangeable, however. Semantically, 
concord with the noun indicates that the noun is the possessed item; concord 
with the locative marker indicates that the place is possessed. Structurally, 
concord with the noun indicates that the construction is to be interpreted as 
an NP; concord with the locative marker indicates that it is to be interpreted 
as a sentence. Thus the paradigm in (6) obtains.

(6) a. omu-kyaal<5 kyagge 

omu-kyaalo mwagge

b. omu-njii yagge 

omunJiJ mwagge

’in my village'
'in the village is mine'

'in my house'
’in the house is mine'

c. aha-kitooke kyagge 

aha-kitooke hagge

d. aha-kyaal<5 kyagge 

aha-kyaalo hagge

'on my banana’
’on (top of)the banana is mine' or 'the area 

around the banana is mine'
'at my village'
'the area around the village is mine'

In expanded locative constructions the same two possibilities for concord 
with the same interpretations are again possible. This is true only for a 
phrase-final possessive, however. TTie medial associative particle must evident
ly always agree with the noun class marker of the immediately preceding unde
rived noun. This gives the paradigm in (7).

(7) a. omu-maisho g’enju yagge '.’in front of my house' 
*omu-ma I sho mw’enjtf yagge [strange]
*omu-maisho mw’lnju mwagge [rare] 
omu-maisho g’6nju mwagge 'in front of the house is
omu-lubaju Iw’̂ nju yagge 'beside my house'
*omu-lubaju mw’lnju yagge [strange]
*omu-lubaJu mw’enju mwagge [rare]
omu-lubaju Iw’̂ nju mwagge 'beside the house is mine

NP

NP

. }
b. aha-nsi y ’ £yuw£ Iyagge 

*aha-nsl h’ 5yuw£ Iyagge 
*aha-nsi h’ £yuw£ hagge 
aha-nsi y*eyuw£ hagge

'at the bottom of my flower ' I NP

'at the bottom of the flower is mine } S
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aha-nsi y’ensaan(5 yaoge 
*aha-nsi h’4nsaan<$ yaoge 
*aha-nsi h’̂ nsaan(5 haoge 
aha-nsi y’̂ nsaancS haoge

'at the bottom of my flour'
> NP

at the bottom of the flour is mine •) S

At least two explanations for the grammaticality judgments in this para
digm are possible. One is that possessive adjectives can accept locative con
cord whereas associative particles cannot. A second is that the semantic dif
ference between the two agreements, agreement with the basic noun vs. agreement 
with the locative marker, makes the latter a little peculiar in the middle of a 
combined locative expression. Of these two possibilities, the first seems at 
least partially countered by the examples of combined locative markers given in 
(4a), where the associative particle agrees with the preceding locative marker. 
The examples in (8) further argue against the first explanation. Here both pos
sessive adjectives and associative marker + noun constructions are taking loca
tive concord, apparently without requiring prior explicit presentation of a 
locative marker + noun.

(8) omw^oge 
omw^abo 

omwa kito

'in/to mine (my home)’ 
'in/to theirs (their home)' 
’in/to Kato’s (home)'

b. oh^oge 

oh£a bo 

oha kcito

'at/to mine (my home)1 
'at/to theirs (their home)' 
'at/to Kato's (home)'

Partial support for the second explanation comes from the nature of the 
judgments against the starred examples in (7). The variability of judgments 
across instances of the same construction with different lexical content indi
cates that semantic criteria are applying. The values of the judgments them
selves also seem consonant with this explanation. Thus, even in English, a 
statement such as 'in the side of in my house' corresponding to *omu-lubaju 
mw’enju yaoge [strange] seems worse than 'in the middle of in my house1, cor
responding to *omu-gati mw’ekyaal^ kyaqge [almost 0K].

6. CONCORD AGREEMENT ON ADJECTIVES AND PREFIX AGREEMENT ON THE VERB
Just as nouns in classes 1-15 trigger class-specific concord on adjectives 

and prefix-agreement on verbs, one would expect nouns in locative classes to do 
so also. In addition, just as the concord markers for these other noun classes 
are frequently exact or slightly modified repetitions of the noun class prefix, 
one would expect nouns in the locative classes to repeat this pattern. In fact, 
however, although the first assumption is borne out, the second is not. That 
is, locative nouns trigger distinguishing concord on verbs and adjectives. But 
this concord does not uniformly repeat the locative noun class prefix. Instead, 
the one locative marker aha serves as the basis for adjective concord and verb- 
prefix agreement for all of the locative noun classes. This concord distinguishes 
the locative noun classes as a group from each of the noun classes 1-15. The 
locative noun classes do not, however, have separate adjective concords and 
verb-prefix agreeements to distinguish them from each other. The examples in
(9) illustrate the locative patterns for adjective and verb agreement.
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aha-kyaalo h^-ka-b^ ha-l I haluggl 
at-village at-Pj-be at-be '.good
aha-kltooke h£-ka-b£ h a - l i  haluggi 
on - banana on-Pj-be on-be good

on the banana was good'

b. *omu-kyaalo mu-ka-b£ mu-l I multiggi 
in-village in-Pj-be in-be good

'in the village was good'

’BUT: omu-kyaalo h^-ka-b^ ha-i1 haluggi 
in-village at-Pj-be at-be good

'in the village was good'

c. *enj* l-ka-ba e—11 eluggi 
outside there-P^-be there-be good

'outside was good'

BUT: enja y* £nju h£-ka-b£ ha-lI haluggi 'outside the house was good
outside of house there-p3-be there-be good

These patterns are identical for singular and plural. Compare, for example, 
the sentences in (10) with the corresponding sentences in (9).

(10) a. aha-bltooke h£-ka-b£ ha-l I haluggi 'on the bananas was good' 
on-bananas on-Pj-be on-be good

b. omu-byaalo h£-ka-b£ ha-l i haluggi 'in the villages was good' 
in-villages on-Pj-be on-be good

The ha- which appears in locative adjective concord and verb prefix agree
ment also appears in the locative adverbial expressions h£i 'hear' and ha I a 
'far', and in adjective concord and verb agreement for these expressions, as 
seen in (11).

(11) a. h£f n’lnju h^-ka-b^ h a - lI haluggi 'near the house was good' 
near with house at-Pj-be at-be good

b. hal£ n’lnJiJ h£-ka-b£ ha-l I haluggi 'far from the house was good' 
far with house at-P^-be at-be good

Possessive adjectives occurring with these expressions, as seen in (12), take 
the same agreements in the same patterns with the same interpretations as pos
sessed locative expressions in (6).

(12) a. h£i n’ enju yagge 

h3l n’ enju hagge

b. ha I a n '£n ju  yagge 

ha la n’ £nju hagge

'near my house'
'near the house is mine'

'far from my house'
'far from the house is mine'

7. BASIC SENTENCES WITH PREDICATE LOCATIVES

7.1. The applicative extension -il/el-. When a locative occurs as part 
of the predicate of a basic sentence, the applicative extension -il/el-, seen 
also with datives and benefactives, frequently appears in the verb. Except 
for a few verbs which take two objects,^ this suffix is obligatory when there
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is a benefactive or dative and thus functions to indicate that the verb has 
such an argument (in addition to the accusative). As seen in (13a), the 
verb -Iim- 'cultivate' has no "applied" object (benefactive or dative) and 
cannot take the applicative extension. In (13b) it has such an argument and 
the applicative is therefore obligatory. In (13c) an alternative argument, 
the direct object (accusative) has been substituted for the benefactive, and 
the pattern of (13a) again obtains. The applicative extension thus obliga
torily marks the addition only of specific verbal arguments.

(13) a. kat* £ -k a -lim -a  'Kato cultivated*
Kato he-P3-cultivate

*kat> £-ka-IIm-II-a 'Kato cultivated'
Kato he-Pj-cultivate-APP

b. *k a t*  £ -k a - l Im ’ <5mw£ana 3 'Kato cultivated for the child'
Kato he-P3-cultivate child
k a ty c»-ka-l Im-11 ’ 6mw^ana 'Kato cultivated for the child'
Kato he-P3~cultivate-APP child

c. kat’ ^-ka-lim* ebltooke 'Kato cultivated bananas'
Kato he-P3~cultivate bananas

*kat5 ^-ka-llm-il’ ebitooke4 'Kato cultivated bananas'
Kato he-Pj-cultivate-APP bananas

When the applicative suffix occurs with locatives, its function is much 
less obvious. Its appearance is sometimes optional, as in (14). It may al
ternatively cause a shift in meaning, as in (15).

(14) k a t’ £ -ka -tam b u k -(iI )’ 6mu-kyaalo ’Kato walked within the village'
Kato he-P3-walk-(APP) in-village (less acceptable without APP)

(15) a. kat* £-bon* <5mu-kyaalo 'Kato sees the inside of the village'
Kato he-see in-village

b. k a t’ £ -b o n -e l5 <5mu-kyaalo
Kato sees if and only if he is inside the village'

When a sentence contains both a benefactive and a locative, the verb may 
not carry two applied extensions. Thus, although an applicative is obli
gatory with the benefactive in (13b) and optional with the locative in (16), 
only one applicative suffix, obligatory, can appear in (17).

(16) k a t’ ^ -k a -llm -(1 1 )* <5mu-kyaa)o 'Kato cultivated in the village'
Kato he-P3-cultivate-APP in-village

(17) *kat’ £-ka-l im’ 6mw^n’ 6mu-kyaaIo 'Kato cultivated for the
Kato he-Pj-cultivate child in-village child in the village'
kat’ ci-ka-l im-i I ’ <5mu-kyaalo 'Kato cultivated for the
Kato he-P3-cultivate-APP child in-village child in the village'

* k a t ’ ^-ka-J Im -11 -  i I ’ <5mw££n’ cSmu-kyaa lo 'Kato cultivated for the
Kato he-P3~cultivate-APP-APP child in-village child in the village'
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7.2. The verb-final locative pronominal. A full locative in the predicate 
of a sentence may be replaced by a verb-final locative pronominal.
An example of this is given in (18).

(18) a. a-gl-ba-h-eel * <5mu-kyaalo
he-it-them-give-APP in village

b. a-gl-ba-h-eel-d mu 
he-it-them-give-APP in

’he gives it to them in the 
village'

'he gives it to them therein*

The ungrammaticality of separating this pro-form from the verb is shown in (19). 
Its ungrammaticality when placed inside the verb is shown in (20).

(19) *kat* d-bon’ embwd mu
Kato he-see dog in

*kat* d-bon-el* embwd mu 
Kato he-see-APP dog in

(20) *kat* d-ka-mu-tdmbuk-a
Kato he-Pj-in-walk

*kat’ d-ka-mu-tdmbuk-11-a 
Kato he-Pj-in-walk-APP

'Kato sees the dog therein'

'Kato sees the dog therein'

'Kato walked therein'

'Kato walked therein' (cf. (14))

8. FRONTING A LOCATIVE
A locative may be fronted in two ways: (i) The entire locative group,

locative marker + N, may be moved to the front of the sentence. This requires 
that (a) a verb-final locative pronominal and (b) an applicative suffix ^Il/el- 
(possibly not obligatory) be left on the verb, (ii) The locative marker may 
be deleted and the N alone may be moved to the front of the sentence. This re
quires that (a) a verb-final locative pronominal, (b) an applicative suf£ix, 
and (c) an object infix, agreeing with the fronted N, be left on the verb.

The sentences in (21) illustrate the first strategy, that in (22), the
second.

(21) a. omu-kyaalo a-gj-ba-h-eel-d mu
in-village he-it-them-give APP in

'in the village:, he gives it 
to them' .(derived from (18))

b. aha-kyaalo a-g1-mu-h-eel-d ho
at-village he-it-him-give-APP at

'at the village, he gives it 
to him'

c. ehumd y* enjw* d-gI-mu-h-eel-d ho 
behind of house he-it-him-give-APP

'behind the house, he gives 
at it to him’

(22) ekyaalo kat* d-ka-ki-tdmbuk-ll-d mu 
village Kato he-P^-it-walk-APP in

'the village, Kato walked 
in it'

9. DISCUSSION
The two fronting strategies seen in section 8 are reminiscent of the two 

concord markers possible on possessive adjectives in section 5. Both operations 
suggest that two different structural assignments may be possible for locatives 
in Haya. One assignment takes the locative marker as a noun class prefix. The



other treats it as a separable morpheme.
Locatives in Haya have characteristics which present interesting possibi

lities fox investigating the role of form vs. function in Haya grammar. For 
example, e- locatives are functionally identical but structurally different 
from a-ha and o-mu locatives. Parallel to this situation is the fact that the 
same locative can evidently be given two different structural assignments for 
the same syntactic operation, as shown in possessive constructions and fronting. 
The converse of this situation, identical structure but different functions, 
appears in grouping e- locatives with nouns in classes 1-15 and could be fur
ther investigated if functionally different constructions, such as time and 
manner adverbs, are structurally and morphologically similar to any of the lo
cative a -h a  and o-mu constructions.

NOTES

^For a general statement on locatives in Bantu, see Claire Gr^goire, 
Les Locatz-fs en Bantou, Tervuren: Mus^e Royal de l'Afrique Centrale (1975).

^For further discussion, see Alessandro Duranti and Ernest Rugwa Byaru- 
shengo (in this volume).

^This sentence means * Kato cultivated the child*.
^'Kato cultivated for bananas’ (so that he might get them).
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7

THE SYNTAX OF BODY PARTS

La r r y  M. Hy m a n
University of Southern California

0. INTRODUCTION-*
In Hyman, Alford and Akpati (1970), an attempt was made to study in Igbo, 

a Kwa language of Nigeria, the kinds of syntactic constructions that seemed to 
be made possible by the presence of a body part. The well-known French exam
ples in (1) and (2) were cited as illustrating two prevalent tendencies in 
languages from all parts of the world.

(1) II  a (eve le bras 'he raised his arm' (lit. he broke the arm)
he raised the arm

(2) 11 m* a cass£ le bras 'he broke my arm' (lit. he broke to me
he me broke the arm the arm)

In (1) we see that a body part, arm, occurs without an overt possessive mar
ker, a situation we might compare with the English sentence in (3) , taken 
from Fillmore (1968).

(3) Mary pinched John on the nose ( i . e .  on his nose)

In (2) we see that instead of an overt possessive marker, we find an indirect 
or dative clitic pronoun me (m*). The archaic constructions in (4),

(4) a. look me In the eye!

b. don’ t look a g i f t  horse In the mouth!

where 'eye' and 'gift horse* are datives, were said to be remnants of what 
was once a more widespread construction in English.

In the 1970 study it was demonstrated that Igbo is characterized by the 
same phenomena as in (1) and (2), which I shall henceforth refer to as pos
sessor deletion and possessor promotion, respectively, as seen in (5).and (6).
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(5) 6 sara &k£ 
he washed hand

'he washed his hand(s)’

(6) <$ (Ti ^ 'he washed my hand(s)' (lit. he washed me hand(s)
he washed me hand cf. 'rf 'my hand (s)')

Since that time I have surveyed these constructions in a number of other West 
African, and more recently, Bantu languages and have concluded that there is 
in fact widespread agreement on the way in which body parts are syntacticized. 
In the present paper I shall concentrate on the syntax of body parts in Haya, 
especially as concerns the phenomenon of possessor promotion. Since I have 
found similar, if not identical, phenomena in Luganda, Kinyarwanda, Sesotho, 
Sukuma, Ciluba, and Punu, languages which are representative of the vast Bantu 
region of Sub-Saharan Africa, it is likely that what I shall have to say about 
Haya will be generally applicable to Bantu as a whole. In discussing the Haya 
data it will be instructive to include occasional parallels from certain Euro
pean languages, e.g. French and Italian. I shall conclude this study with a 
brief reconsideration of the notion of ’’inalienable possession" and point out 
some of the areas in which it might be fruitful to conduct further investi
gations .

1. POSSESSOR DELETION
Turning now to the syntactic treatment of body parts in Haya, we see in

(7) that possessor deletion occurs upon identity with the subject.

(7) Q-k-^gy* emfkono 'I washed my hands' (lit. I washed hands)
I-Pj-wash hands

The corresponding sentence in (8), where the possessive pronoun is explicitly 
expressed, is unacceptable, since it would imply that the 'hands' were not 
part of my body, but rather were detached items.

(8) ?o-k-66gy> £mik6no yaqge 'I washed my (detached) hands'
I-Pj-wash hands my

In (9) we see that the sentence corresponding to (8) is perfectly fine, if 
the object is not a body part.

(9) o-k-<56gy’ &n<$tokc> yaqge 'I washed my car'
I-Pj-wash car my

On the other hand, if we attempt to delete the possessive pronoun of 'car', 
as in (10),

(10) o-k-ASgy* em<5toka 'I washed the/a car'
I~p3~wash car

it is not understood that the subject is also the possessor, but rather the 
possessor is not specified, or perhaps there is no possessor.

In (11), we see that an object can also control possessor deletion, this 
time occurring within a prepositional phrase (in Bantu, a "locativized" noun).
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(11) Q -k a -te e l’ <$mw££n’ dha-mutwe 
I-Pj-hit child on-head

In the English gloss we observe that English also can allow possessor deletion 
in such cases. Let us presume for the moment that prepositional phrases such 
as 'stabbed in the heart’, 'pain in the neck', 'to go by foot', etc., involve 
either a greater recoverability factor, in terms of identifying the possessor, 
or even, that the possessor is indefinite or irrelevant. I shall come back to 
possessor deletion in the lengthy discussion of possessor promotion below, but 
let us take note of the fact that deletability is in part conditioned by the 
nature of the verb. Thus, as seen in (12),

(12) Q-ka-bc$n’ emfkono 'I saw (the) hands' 
I-P3~saw hands

it is not clear whether the hands were mine, someone else's, or no one's. I 
shall provide an explanation for the disparity between (12) and (7) after con
sidering possessor promotion.

2. POSSESSOR PROMOTION
2.1. Promotion to object. Possessor promotion in Haya, as well as every 

other Bantu language I have studied, transforms the possessor into a direct 
object, if the verb is transitive. An example is seen in (13).

(13) Q-ka-hend’ omw££n’ (Smukono 'I broke the child's arm' (lit. I
I-Pj-break child arm broke the child the arm)

Failure to promote the possessor invariably implies that the body part has pre
viously been severed from the whole. Thus, in (14),

(14) ?Q-ka-hend’ <5mukono gw’ <5mw£ana 'I broke the (detached) arm o f
I-Pj-break arm of child the child'

the normal implication is that a child came in with an arm he had found, and 
I broke it. With an ordinary object, of course, promotion is impossible.
Thus, 'breaking a child's stick' must be realized as in (15), not as in (16).

(15) Q-ka-hend’ eQkonf y ’ <5mwciana 'I broke the stick of the child' 
I-P3-break stick of child

(16) *Q-ka-hend’ lokonl ( l i t .  I broke the c h ild  the s tic k )
I-P3-break child stick

2.1.1. Groomatical Characterization. Before entering into the various 
semantic and pragmatic factors which make promotion possible, let us consider 
the syntax of sentences such as (13). The notion has already been advanced 
that the promoted possessor is a direct object. In Haya, as in Bantu in 
general (cf. Duranti and Byarushengo 1977), three criteria which are frequently 
employed to establish whether any one of a number of nouns following the verbal 
complex is a direct object, with multiple DO’s being possible, are as outlined 
in (17).
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(17) Criteria for Direct Object (DO) Status:
a. accessibility to immediate post-verbal position
b. accessibility to subject of passive
c. accessibility to object infix position (as a pronoun)

The last qualification "as a pronoun" is added, since object markers (OM's) 
can arise as the result of pronominalization or agreement of different types 
(see Morolong and Hyman 1977 for a discussion and critique of these criteria). 
Let us apply (17a-c) to the noun ’child' in (13).

As seen already in (13), 'child' can occupy the position immediately 
following the verbal complex. It therefore satisfies the first criterion for 
direct object status. In (18), it is furthermore seen that it can occur as 
the subject of a corresponding passive sentence, where the agent is not ex
pressed fox simplicity reasons only.

(18) omw^cm’ a-ka-h^nd-w’ <5mukono 'the child's are was broken' (lit.
child he-Pj-break-PASS arm the child was broken the arm)

The passive marker -w- occurs as an extension on the verb just preceding the 
final vowel -a (which is elided in the above example). In (19) we observe 
that a corresponding OM clitic pronoun is also possible replacing the noun.

(19) o-ka-mu-h£nd’ <5mukono 'I broke his arm’ (lit. I broke him arm) 
I-Pj-him-break arm

Thus, 'child' passes all of the tests, and we establish it as the direct ob
ject of 'break' in (13).

This leads us to ask what the status is of 'arm' in (13). Applying the 
same three criteria we find, first, in (20),

(20) *Q-ka-h6nd> <5muk6n’ <5mw£ana 'I broke the child's arm'
I-P3-broke arm child

that it cannot occur directly after the verbal complex. In (21),

(21) *omuk<5no gu-ka-hend-w’ <5mw£ana 'the child's arm was broken' (lit.
arm it-P^-break-PASS child the arm was broken the child)

we see that: it cannot occur as the subject of the corresponding passive. 
Finally, in (22),

(22) *Q-ka-gu-h4nd’ <5mw£ana 'I broke that of the child' (the child's)
I-P3 -it-break child (lit. I broke it the child)

'arm' is seen not to be pronominalizable into the OM slot. We thus conclude 
that 'arm' in (13) is not a direct object, even though it seems to be the 
accusative complement of the verb 'break'.

At this point it may be worthwhile to consider briefly the nature of 
verbal extensions in Haya (and in Bantu as a whole) . Certain extensions such 
as the -il/el- applicative suffix, or the -is/es- or -i- causative/instru-
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mental suffix have the effect of introducing or making possible additional 
verbal arguments. Thus, we have the simple sentence in (23), as compared 
to the corresponding extended verb in (24).

(23) Q-ka-cumb’ Ib ito o ke  ’I cooked (the) bananas’
I-Pj-cook bananas

(24) Q-ka-cumb-i I ’ c5mwâ n’ ebitooke ’I cooked the child bananas’ 
I-P3~cook-APP child bananas

The benefactive noun ’child' is possible in (23) only because of the presence 
of the applicative extension, as seen by the ungrammaticality of (25).

(25) *Q-ka-cumb* <5mw^n’ ebitooke
I-P3~cook child bananas

One might suggest that 'arm' is not accorded direct object properties in (13) 
because the verb 'break' does not have such an extension.

Note, first, in (26),

(26) ?Q-ka-hend-el9 6mw££n9 <5mukono 'I broke the/my arm for the child'
I-Pj-break-APP child arm

that when the applicative extension -el- is added to (13), two readings are 
possible, neither being equivalent to (13). First, the arm can have already 
.been severed from a body, in which case there is no possessor--or, the pos
sessor is indefinite or irrelevant. Or, second, the unmarked noun 'arm' can 
be construed as belong to the subject, me, with the possessive 'my' having 
undergone deletion of the type we have already discussed. It is impossible 
to interpret (26) as meaning 'the child's arm', since the subject has, as it 
were, prior claim in controlling possessor deletion.

A second reason why the non-object status of 'arm' cannot be attributed 
to the lack of an extension is that there is a limited set of verbs in Haya, 
such as -h£- 'give', which allow two basic direct objects without verb marking 
(cf. Duranti and Byarushengo 1977). In (27), for instance, both word orders 
are possible, as opposed to the unacceptable word order in (20).

(27) a. Q-ka-h’ c$mw££n* ebitooke 'I gave the child bananas'
I-Ps-give child bananas

b. Q-ka-h’ ebitook’ <5mŵ ana 
I-Pj-give bananas child

In (28) we see that either noun can occur as the subject of the corresponding 
passive.

(28) a. omw££n’ a-ka-hc!£-bw’ Ebitooke 'the child was given the bananas’
child he-P^-give-PASS bananas

b. ebitooke bf-ka-h^-bw’ <5mw£ana 'the bananas were given (to) the 
bananas they-P3-give-PASS child child'

Finally, in (29), it is seen that either noun can occur as an OM pronoun.
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I-P3-him-give bananas

b. Q-ka-bf-h* 6mwciana 'I gave them (to) the child*
I-P3-them-give child

In fact, Haya is one of the Bantu languages which allows more than one pronoun 
in the OM position, as seen in (30).

(30) Q-ka-bi-mu-h-a 'I gave them to him'
I-P3-them-him-give

It thus appears, as argued by Duranti and Byarushengo (1977), that more than 
one direct object can occur in Haya. We therefore are faced with the task of 
explaining why 'I broke child arm' behaves differently, syntactically, from 
'I gave child bananas'. Since Haya can in principle support two post-verbal 
DO's, the non-object status of the body part must be due to the nature of 
possessor promotion, which it is now instructive to approach more systematically.

2.1.2. Semantic Characterization. Given an input structure something 
like that in (31),

(31) SUBJECT - VERBAL COMPLEX - X of Y

we are concerned with the conditions under which the structure in (32) evolves:

(32) SUBJECT - VERBAL COMPLEX - Y - X

What I would like to suggest at this point is that the obtaining of structure
(32) instead of structure (31) is brought about in situations in which the 
possessor is at the same time the experiencer of the action of the verb. The 
object which is created by possessor promotion experiences or, in other words, 
is affected by the action of the verb (cf. Diffloth 1974 for French and 
Garcia 1975 for Spanish). The evidence stems from the observation that a 
possessor object will be created only if certain conditions are met, as out
lined in (33).

(33) Creation of a possessor object depends on:
a. the nature of the possessed noun
b. the nature of the verb
c. the nature of the possessor

We have already seen the relevance of (33a). In order for possessor pro
motion to take place, a certain relationship must exist between the possessed 
and the possessor. Body parts are ideal, since when an action is performed on 
them, the possessor is necessarily also affected. When we are dealing with 
possessed nouns other than body parts, this connection is not as strong. The 
important factor is the extent to which by affecting the possessed noun we 
are affecting the possessor as a whole. In (34) and (35) we observe that it 
is possible to have both constructions when the possessed noun is an item of 
clothing.

104
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(34) Q-ka-teemul* Ishaat I y’imw^ana 'I tore the shirt of the child’ 
I-P3~tear shirt of child

(35) Q-ka-teemu I ’ <5mw££n’ £shaat I 'I tore the shirt of(f) the child'
I-P3-tear child shirt (lit. I tore the child the shirt)

In (33) it is understood either that the shirt was not on the child when I 
tore it, or that I am not particularly focusing on the effect my shirt-tearing 
has on the child as a whole. In (35), on the other hand, the only situation 
in which this construction would be acceptable is if the child is wearing the 
shirt--and the child is therefore necessarily bodily affected. Where the 
possessor’s body is not physically affected, Haya (but not all other languages) 
finds it a little more difficult to accept possessor promotion. Thus, the 
sentence we saw in (16) is not acceptable, even if we try to focus on the 
effect of the stick-breaking on the child, rather than on the effect of the 
breaking on the stick. In summary, with other things being equal, the struc
ture in (31) will be found when the speaker is concerned with the effect of 
the action on X; the structure in (32) will be found when the speaker is 
concerned with the effect of the action on Y.

Turning to (33b), if the notion of an experiencer or affected object is 
correct, we should expect action verbs to provide an environment more conduc
ive to possessor promotion than verbs of state--for example, sensory verbs. 
Thus, with the verb 'like', the sentence in (36) is much more acceptable than 
the sentence with the verb ’break’ in (14).

(36) h-hend* ^malsho g ’ <5mw£ana 'I like the eyes o f the child’
I-like eyes of child

If we attempt to promote the possessor, as in (37),

(37) n-nend* <$mw££n’ £m£isho ’I like the child’s eyes' (i.e. what I
I-like child eyes like about the child is the eyes)

the nuance which is added is that I only like the child’s eyes, consistent 
with the tendency for new, asserted information to be added late or at the 
ends of utterances. If we conpare these sentences with sentences involving 
the verb ’see', as in (38) and (39), a similar nuance is obtained.

(38) ry-ka-b<$n’ <5mukono gw’&nŵ ana 'I saw the arm of the child
I-P3-see arm of child

(39) Q-ka-b6n’ <5mw££n’ 6mukono ’I saw the child's arm'
I-P3-see child arm

Sentence (38) is neutral, and would in any case have to be used if the child 
were not involved in person (either because I was viewing his arm in a photo
graph, or because the arm had been detached). Sentence (39) implies that 
what I saw of the child was only his arm, possibly also that I wasn't sup
posed to see it. What is. important in obtaining (39) instead;of (38) is 
that the child be involved in the action, as opposed to being incidental or 
totally unimportant. With verbs such as 'to like' and 'to see’ it is easier 
to conceive of an object body part which is perceived in a certain way without
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this implying the involvement or affectedness of the whole. Actions such as 
washing and breaking are necessarily different. In Haya, when you break some
one's arm, you break that person. In fact, in context, a person can utter 'he 
has broken me', probably pointing to his arm. Thus, when a body part changes 
its state (e.g. washed, broken), we can expect this to affect the person more 
than when that body part is not even affected by someone's perception (e.g. 
liking, seeing).

Turning, finally, to (33c), the nature of the possessor is of consider
able importance also to determining whether possessor promotion will obtain.
We have found in Haya that first and second person possessors are much more 
prone to promotion than third person (human) possessors. Thus, (40) is con
siderably worse than (41).

(40) ??b£— ka-hend* omukcSno gwaqge 'they broke my arm'
they-P3-break arm my

(41) ?b£-ka-h£nd’ 6mukon<5 gwe 'they broke his arm'
they-Pj-break arm his

Both, of course, are expected to undergo possessor promotion, as seen in (42) 
and (43), although (41) seems more tolerable than (40).

(42) b^-ka-m-pend* <5mukono 'they broke my arm' (lit. they broke me arm)
they-Pj-me-break arm

(43) b^-ka-mu-hend’ (Smukono 'they broke his arm' (lit. they broke him arm)
they-Pj-him-break arm

This hierarchy can be extended, as seen in (44):

(44) 1st p. *■ 2nd p. ** 3rd p. human > 3rd -p. animal * 3rd p. inanimate

What is involved here is a personal hierarchy identical to that proposed in 
another context for another Bantu language, Shona (Hawkinson and Hyman 1974). 
Highest in the hierarchy are those persons closest to the discourse (the 
speaker and hearer), followed by humans, then animals, then inanimates. Call 
it a natural person hierarchy or a hierarchy of egocentricity, efficacy, or 
empathy, but the same fact remains, namely that persons higher in (44) will 
be more susceptible to possessor promotion. This does not mean that inanimates 
cannot be promoted. On the contrary, Voeltz (1976) has shown that the same 
kind of possessor promotion must be extended in Sesotho, another Bantu lan
guage, in order to include all part-whole relationships. A corresponding ex
ample to those cited by Voeltz is given from Haya in (45).

(45) Q-ka-h&nd’ omuty* eft^agl 'I broke the branch of(f) the tree’
I-P3 -break tree branch (lit. I broke the tree the branch)

By breaking the branch, I have necessarily affected the tree, which then un
dergoes possessor promotion. If promotion does not occur, as in (46),

(46) Q-ka-hend’ eftaagi Iy’ <5mut i 'I broke the branch of the tree/
I-P3-break branch of tree the tree-branch'
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this means that the branch of the tree (or the "tree-branch’1) had already been 
severed, and I later snapped it in two. Since branches more frequently occur 
severed from trees than do arms occur severed from human or animal bodies, (46) 
should occur with greater frequency, and make greater sense, than (14), where 
I have broken the previously severed arm of the child. Stated perhaps in re
versed terms, since speaker/hearers are less concerned with the general welfare 
of trees, as opposed to human beings, we should expect (13) to be more mandi- 
tory than (45). In Haya, we do have the option of making the tree into an 
involved participant, if in fact it is affected by what happens to its parts. 
Thus, we can conclude that any possessor can potentially undergo promotion, 
provided that a part-whole relationship obtains, and that by affecting the 
part, one is also affecting the whole. The likelihood of affecting the whole 
depends of course also on the nature of the verb, as we have seen.

Final support for the hypothesis that promotion applies to an affected 
or experiencer possessor is seen from comparisons of sentences such as (47) 
and (48).

(47) Q-ka-ly’ <$kugulu kw’embuzi 'I ate the leg of goat'
I-Pj-eat leg of goat

(48) Q-ka-ly* £mbuzy’ ($kugulu 'I ate the leg off the goat'
I-Pj-eat goat leg (lit. I ate the goat the leg)

The normal sentence is (47), where possessor promotion fails to obtain because 
1) the goat is normally dead before it is cooked and eaten— and therefore can
not be an experiencer; and 2) the leg is normally severed off the goat prior 
to consumption (if not also prior to cooking). Thus it is highly unlikely 
that speaker/hearers will be concerned about the welfare of the goat at this 
point. In (48), however, I have treated the goat as an experiencer, and as 
can be expected, the only appropriate interpretation of this sentence is that 
I ate the leg off of the live goat. Put a lion in subject position, if you 
prefer!

Now compare the two sentences (49) and (50).

(49) Q-ka-b^k’ efbaba 1y*£noni 'I caught the wing of the bird/
I-Pj-catch wing of bird the bird-wing'

(50) Q-ka-b^k* ehohy’ e f ba ’I caught the bird (by) the wing
I-P3-catch bird wing

In (49) the wing had previously been severed before I could do any catching.
A bird could have lost a wing, or someone could have thrown a bird-wing in 
the air, which I caught. In (50), on the other hand, where the possessor is 
promoted, the wing must necessarily have had to be attached in order for the 
bird to be an experiencer. The result is that this sentence means ’I caught 
the bird by the wing’. In (51) and (52), a similar distinction is observed, 
accompanied by a possible slight difference in the meaning of the verb itself.

(51) Q-ka-kw^t* <5kugulu kw’(5mw£ana 
I-Pj-hold leg of child

(52) Q-ka-kw^t’ ^mw^n’ <5kugulu 
I-P3-hold child leg

'I held the leg of the child'
'I touched the leg of the child'

’I caught/held the child (by) the 
leg'
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In (51) the verb okukw^ata 'to hold' can mean, when possessor promotion does 
not occur, either that I held the child's leg or that I simply touched it 
(i.e. without having an effect on the whole body of the child). In (52), how
ever, the child as a whole was necessarily held or caught. In (51) we are 
interested in the effect of holding on the leg; in (52) we are interested in 
the effect of holding on the child. Both are possible, depending on the roles 
assigned to the two participants on the basis of the reality of the situation 
as seen through the eyes of the speaker.

2,2. Promotion to subject. In all of the cases of possessor promotion 
presented thus far, the possessor turns up as a direct object. This is made 
possible by the transitivity of the verb in each sentence. If the verb is 
intransitive, on the other hand, the possessor is promoted into subject po
sition. This is seen in (53) and (54).

(53) ??omutwe gw’tSmw^na nI-gu-sh£ash-a 'the head of the child is aching’
head of child PR-it-ache

(54) omw£5na n-aa-sh^sh’ <5mutwe 'the child has a headache' (lit.
child PR-he-ache head the child is aching the head)

(53) is unacceptable because the head is treated as having already been severed 
from the whole, which would make it difficult for it to be aching. (54) is 
much preferred, since when the head is aching, the child is in fact aching.
A similar pair of sentences is observed in (55) and (56).

(55) ?omukono gw’dmw^na n 1-gu-nuuk-a 'the hand of the child smells'
arm of child PR-it-smell

(56) omw^clna n-aa-nuuk* c5mukono 'the hand of the child smells’ (lit.
child PR-he-smell arm the child smells [w/r to] the hand)

Again, (55) gives the impression of the hand not being part of the child's
body. It does not seem as bad as (53), however, since it is conceivable for 
the child to have a severed hand which happens to smell (but not, of course, 
to ache--unless the severed hand has a soul of its own!). In (56) we see 
that possessor promotion to subject position has occurred, since it neces
sarily follows from the smelling [intransitive] of the hand that the child 
himself smells.

Final confirmation of this interpretation of intransitives with possessor 
promotion is seen in (57) and (58).

(57) omukono gw*<5mw££na gu-ka-gw-a 'the arm of the child fell'
arm of child it-P3-fall

(58) *omw££n’ a-ka-gw* <5mukono (lit. the child fell [with respect to]
child he-P3-fall arm the arm)

In (57) we imagine a situation where the child was holding up his arm, which 
then suddenly fell. The child in (57) is not an experiencer, but rather the 
agent of the action, unlike (54) and (56), where he is the experiencer. In 
(58), where I have attempted to treat the child as the experiencer of the arm-
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falling, the sentence is not acceptable. This I interpret to mean that when 
the child's arm falls, the child does not himself fall. Thus, the action of 
the part does not affect or predict the same action with respect to the whole.3

3. A POSSIBLE SOLUTION
It would appear from the preceding discussion that a possessor is promoted 

when it represents the experiencer of an action deriving from a part-whole re
lationship such as the one body parts normally take part in. The promotion is to 
object if the verb is transitive, or to subject if the verb is intransitive.
We know from studies of grammatical relations in Haya and other Bantu languages 
that these functions, subject and direct object, are exploited for the manifes
tation of important arguments of a verb, or as Hawkinson (1977) has suggested 
in her study of five Eastern. Bantu languages, important participants in a 
discourse.^ In fact, the notion of higher vs. lower participants in an event 
or action may help to understand the sentence in (56), where 'child' is not a 
true experiencer, though his whole body/self is "affected" by a property of a 
lower participant (i.e. his hand). Whether a participant will be "high" 
enough to be syntacticized as a DO of a transitive verb or the subject of an 
intransitive verb depends typically on three factors in Bantu, outlined in (59) .

(59) Syntacticization of a participant as a DO will depend on:
a. case relations - BEN * DAT > ACC > INSTR (incomplete)
b. the personal hierarchy (see (44))
c. reference - given vs. new (and/or presupposed vs. asserted);

definite vs. indefinite; specificity

In (59a) a benefactive semantic case will make a participant more likely to 
be ranked over a dative, accusative, and instrumental for the reception of DO 
properties (see (17) above). In addition, the participants higher in the 
personal hierarchy given in (44) will receive more DO properties than parti
cipants lower in the hierarchy. Finally, given/presupposed, definite, and 
specific referents may be accorded higher DO status than new/asserted, inde
finite, and nonspecific referents. To the extent that the three factors 
outlined in (59) line up there will be no problem in determining which one 
or ones of several participants will qualify as having DO status. However, 
when there is conflict, Bantu languages move in a variety of nonarbitrary di
rections in order to contain the conflict. In transitive sentences we have 
seen the possessor promoted to DO, and the accusative demoted to non-object 
status. Because the possessor is an experiencer, it occurs somewhere in the 
case hierarchy on a par with benefactives or datives, i.e. higher than accu
satives or patients. Because it is normally human, or at least animate, it 
also qualifies by the animacy factor (i.e. our personal hierarchy) for higher 
grammatical status than the accusative, which in the case of body parts is 
inanimate. Finally, we had at least one hint (in (37) and (39) above) that 
when the possessor is given information, i.e. discourse-old, it may also have 
a greater chance at being promoted to DO.^ The promotion part of possessor 
promotion is thus we11-motivated.

However, in order to explain the demotion part of possessor promotion 
it appears in Haya that the body part is not high enough in terms of the 
hierarchies in (59) to maintain its objecthood in the face of the rising po- 
sessor. I would like to propose that possessor promotion involves the change
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from a structure such as that in (60) to a structure such as that in (61)--or, 
in a model that does not involve actual derivations, nonpromoted vs. promoted 
possessor constructions differ as indicated in these two structures.

arm of N

ch i ld  0 arm

As is seen in (60) and (61), the same basic linear sequence NP-V-NP-PP is 
maintained, although the prepositional phrase (PP) is seen as an expansion 
of the VP in (61), as opposed to the NP in (60). In order for possessor 
promotion to be thusly described as a sort of "switching" between the body 
part and the affected possessor, it is necessary for the former in (61) to 
be seen as basically a prepositionless prepositional phrase (or oblique ob
ject to the verb). Note, first, that within Bantu only Kinyarwanda has 
been reported to allow the demoted body part to remain a second object (see 
Kimenyi 1976), in which language the above analysis would have to receive 
further attention. An argument for the prepositionless oblique hypothesis 
is the parallel that obtains between the non-object body part and the agent 
of the passive in Haya. As seen in (62),

(62) o m w ^ n ’ a-ka-tlel-w’ <5mush£lja 'the child was hit by the man' 
child he-Pj-hit-PASS man

there is no agentive 'by' preposition in the language. The agent noun 'man* 
in (62) is not an object, however, since it cannot be pronominalized into the 
0M position, as seen in (63).

(63) *omw^n’ a-ka-mu-teel-w-a 'the child was hit by him'
child he-P^-him-hit-PASS

Further support for the notion of a 0 preposition is seen from the fact that 
the demoted subject body part in sentences with intransitive verbs does not 
become an object. As seen in (64) and (65), the body parts in (54) and (56) 
cannot occur as corresponding OM clitic pronouns.

(64) *omwcJ£na n-aa-gu-sh^ash-a 'the child's [head] is aching’
child PR-he-it-ache (lit. the child is aching it)

(65) *omw^£na n-aa-gu-nuuk-a 
child PR-he-it-smell

'the child's [hand] smells' (lit. the 
child smells [with respect to] it)
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The reason why (64) and (65) are ungrammatical is that they treat the demoted 
body part as a direct object, whereas the intransitive verbs ’ache* and 'smell* 
do not take an object. That is, possessor promotion involves the inversion of 
the roles of the (body) part and the affected possessor into pre-existing gram
matical relations in Haya, rather than the creation of neti) grammatical slots.
(A different statement would have to be made for Kinyarwanda.) This not only 
explains the ungrammatically of (64) and (65), but also that of (67).

(66) embw’ £-ka-gw’ ciha-mutwe gw’ <5mw£ana 
dog it-P3-fall on-head of child

'the dog fell on the head 
of the child'

(67) ?*embw* e-ka-gw* c5mŵ n̂’ ^ha-mutwe 
dog it-P3-fall child on-head

(lit. the dog fell the child 
on the head)

In (66) we have the intransitive verb 'fall' followed by a prepositional phrase 
'on the head of the child'. In (67), however, where we have attempted to apply 
possessor promotion to the preceding sentence, the result is ungrammatical (or 
at least, extremely awkward). The reason is that 'child' in (67) would have 
to be treated as a DO, but the verb 'fall' is intransitive. Since possessor 
promotion does not create a new DO slot, but rather switches the participants 
in the pre-existing grammatical slots, (67) is not acceptable. It would be 
interesting to know whether (67) is acceptable in Kinyarwanda.

We conclude, then, that demoted body parts (or tree parts, etc.) are in 
an oblique relation to the verb, thus best conceptualized as having a 0 prepo
sition. Syntactically they behave no differently from other prepositional 
phrases which also fail the tests for direct objecthood given in (17) above.
Our test sentences, are therefore best translated as 'I broke the child with 
respect to the arm' and 'the child aches with respect to the head', etc. It 
remains only to be seen why possessor promotion should not be structure-creating 
as a process. The answer, as argued from the point of view of Sesotho by 
Morolong and Hyman (1977), is that a prepositionless oblique (or "dead object" 
or "chomeur") will be created in many if not most Bantu languages if the pro
motion process which accompanies the demotion does not receive the hacking of 
the grammar. Possessor promotion is motivated on purely semantic grounds and 
there is no overt grammatical marking that accompanies it. In the case of 
the verb 'to give' the grammar (in this case, the lexicon) allows two objects.
In the case of 'to cook' with an applicative extension allowing a second (bene- 
factive) DO, the grammar supports what many see as the promotion of a benefac- 
tive to DO. Thus, it may be the case 1) that we must distinguish between 
semantically vs. grammatically + semantically motivated promotions, and 2) 
that the former may not have the "strength" to create new grammatical rela
tions (for more discussion, see Morolong and Hyman 1977, where a parallel 
is drawn between body part syntax and cases of promotion based solely on the 
humanness of a participant).

4. PARALLELS .WITH OTHER LANGUAGES
What is striking about the Haya data is the extent to which it conforms 

with everything that is known about body part syntax in distant West Africa 
as well as in Europe--and even Mon Khmer (Diffloth 1974). Returning, for ex
ample, to the French sentences in (1) and (2), we see the same possessor dele
tion and possessor promotion at work, although promotion is from a possessive 
to a dative or indirect object in French. Compare (1) with the French sentence
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in (68).

(68) il s’est casse le bras 'he^ broke his^ arm* (lit. he broke
he REFL broke the arm to himself the arm)

(68) differs significantly from (1) in that a reflexive pronoun is required. 
When we remove the reflexive in (68) or insert one in (1), unacceptable sen
tences result, as seen in (69) and (70).

(69) ?11 a casse le bras 'he broke the (severed) arm’
he broke the arm

(70) *il s’est levl le bras (he raised the arm to himself?)
he REFL raised the arm

Langacker (1968) pointed out that a semantic difference is found between verbs 
like 'break' and verbs like 'raise'. With arm-breaking or hand-washing an 
action is performed onto a body part. With arm-raising and shoulder-shrugging 
the body part performs its own action rather than being acted upon. The dif
ference is clearest with washing vs. raising. If I am washing my hands and 
someone asks me what I am doing, I can reply "I am washing myself". If I 
raise my hand, and someone asks me what I have done, I cannot reply "I have 
raised myself". The question concerns the extent to which the action per
formed by or to the body part can be attributed to the body as a whole. In 
other words, is the body, or its possessor, the agent and the experiencer (as 
in the case of washing and breaking), or solely the agent (as in the case of 
raising one's arm or shrugging one's shoulders). We saw this same distinc
tion with the verb 'to fall' in (57) as opposed to the verbs 'to ache' and 
'to smell' in (54) and (56).

One of the interesting facts about languages promoting a possessor which 
is also an experiencer is that other languages frequently extend the process 
to other kinds of possession and/or experiencers. In French, and even more 
so in Italian, the dative is frequently used to indicate the presence of a 
possessive experiencer— even when there is no part-whole relationship. Con
sider the sentences in (71) and (72).6

(71) ho manglato la tua blstecca
I ate the your steak

(72) ti ho manglato la bistecca 
you I ate the steak

'I ate your steak' [e.g. the one 
that you bought]

'I ate your steak on you' [i.e. what 
I have done to you is eat your steak]

In (71) we have the neutral possessive construction which would normally be 
expected. With a dative clitic pronoun in (72), however, the nuance is added 
that I have deprived you of the steak you were going to eat. Thus, eating 
the steak destined for you (as opposed to simply a steak that may have been 
in your possession in (71)) has caused you to become an "affected" object-- 
represented by the dative in Italian. Syntacticizing a participant as a 
dative in Romance languages may mean that it is a benefactive, a dative- 
recipient, or an experiencer. And the ability to make a possessor a dative 
may eventually be generalized to any situation in which the possessor is af
fected directly by the action— and still later may be generalized to all pos-
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sessive situations, as has happened comparing Nupe vs. Gwari, for instance 
(see Hyman and Magaji 1970). Finally, before concluding, let us reconsider 
in light of the above the differences noted by Martine Mazaudon (see Hyman 
and Zimmer 1976) with respect to the following French causative sentences 
in (73) and (74).

(73) j ’ al f a i t  nettoyer la cu is ine  par Jean 
I made clean the kitchen by John

’I had the kitchen cleaned 
by John'

(74) j ’ a l f a i t  nettoyer la cu isine a Jean 
I made clean the kitchen to John

11 made John clean the 
kitchen'

In (73) my primary intention was to do something to the kitchen (get it 
cleaned) and John plays only a secondary role— it could have been done by 
anyone, as far as I was concerned. In (74), however, since the dative prepo
sition c» is used, it is clear that my primary intention was to do something 
to John, and the unpleasant task that I chose for him was cleaning the kit
chen. In (73) John is thus an agent, but in (74) he is also an experiencer.
He undergoes the cleaning of the kitchen as well as bringing it about.

5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
To recapitulate, we have seen that possessor promotion can take place 

only if the possessor is affected by the action of the verb. We can gener
alize to possessor deletion and say that if this process is made possible by 
the recoverability of the deleted possessor, then in instances where the pos
sessor is an experiencer, it will more easily delete under identity with a 
subject (or object) noun. Thus, 'I washed hands’ is better than 'I saw hands', 
if both mean 'my hands'. When I wash the hands, I was myself, but when I see 
the hands, I do not necessarily see myself. Because of such parallels, it is 
tempting to try to collapse the two phenomena into one statement. Perhaps we 
can say that possessor deletion is a kind of promotion under identity, where 
the promoted possessor is "absorbed" into the coreferential higher participant 
(e.g. the subject or DO). Or, perhaps we can say that possessor promotion is 
a kind of deletion, if we start with an "ethical" dative in Romance, extended 
presumably as an ethical DO in Haya, and delete the possessor upon identity 
with this new element. In this case, 'I broke child arm’ would "come from"
'I broke child arm of child' with deletion (rather than promotion) of 'o£ 
child'. Whether such talk of collapsing the two into one can have any em
pirical consequences is not clear, and I shall therefore not discuss this 
issue any further here.

In none of the foregoing have I made use of the notion of "inalienable 
possession". In Hyman, Alford and Akpati (1970) this term was used to cover 
both syntactic and morphological characteristics of body parts. Morphologi
cally, many languages of the world do not permit a body part to be cited 
without an overt possessor. This phenomenon has generally been attributed 
to the fact that a body part does not occur without a possessor, i.e. without 
a body, in nature, and this fact has been encoded into the language.? In the 
morphological case we are dealing with notions which are inherently "relational" 
as opposed to "free" (cf. Welmers 1973). That is, body parts combine with 
kinship terms and certain locatives (e.g. 'top of') which can only be conceived 
in relation to something. Into this category might be put a few cultural items
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such as 'canoe', if everyone must have a canoe, or if no canoe exists without 
a possessor, etc. In the syntactic case, body parts combine with part-whole 
relationships (cf. Voeltz 1976) frequently involving such alienable concepts 
as 'the branch of a tree’, etc. Kinship terms as frequently as not do not 
parallel the syntactic characteristics of body parts. It is thus odd to say 
the French sentence in (75),

(75) ?je lul ai embrasse la soeur 'I kissed his sister1
I him kissed the sister

even if in strething one's imagination, one saw this action as somehow affect
ing 'him', the brother. In fact, not only is the class membership for morpho
logical vs. syntactic cases of body part marking different, but so are the 
hierarchies and implicational relationships. Thus, there are many languages 
which must morphologically mark kinship terms, but not body parts. There are 
no languages, apparently, which must mark kinship terms syntactically (as with 
possessor promotion), but do not do likewise with body parts. It seems that 
in a relational continuum, kinship terms would have to come higher than body 
parts, since it is harder to conceive of a 'mother' or 'father' except in re
lation to someone, while it is possible to conceive of a stray body part. On 
the other hand, body parts must be higher in the experiential (syntactic) hier
archy, since doing something to someone's body part will affect that person 
more directly (i.e. more physically, if you will) than doing something to that 
person's kin. Finally, in this so-called experiential continuum, animates must 
of course come higher than inanimate possessors in part-whole relationships. 
Thus, in Italian, a dative experiencer is required for humans, but somewhat 
strange for inanimates, as seen in the following sentences:

(76) ?ho tag! lato I cape! I i del bambino 'I cut the hair of the child' 
I cut the hairs of the child

(77) ho tag! lato I capell I al bambino 'I cut the hair off the child'
I cut the hairs to the child

(78) ho tagliato il ramo dell’ albero 'I cut the branch of the tree'
I cut the branch of the tree

(79) ?ho tagliato il ramo all* albero 'I cut the branch off the tree'
I cut the branch to the tree

Because 'child' is high on the personal (here, experiential) hierarchy, (77) 
must be preferred over (76). The language must, therefore, treat 'child' as 
an affected object, put into the dative. But since 'tree' is much lower on 
this same hierarchy, Italian treats it somewhat differently, preferring the 
structure in (78) over that in (79). We should expect that different lan
guages will cut the hierarchies in different places, but that there will be 
implicational relationships of the type: if X is treated as an affected
object, so will X+l. This would seem to be a fruitful area for further 
research.

The final point I would like to briefly discuss is the difference be
tween promotion to DO in Haya (and Bantu, in general) vs. promotion to 10 
(indirect or dative object) in Romance. We have seen that with the promotion 
of the possessor to DO status comes a concomitant demotion of the basic or
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accusative object. With the promotion of a possessor to an 10 in Romance, the 
underlying ACC is allowed to remain DO to the verb. Romance thus seems to 
respect the grammatical relation of the basic object and chooses simply to 
'’upgrade" the possessor to a DAT, which recall from (59a), is higher in the 
case hierarchy than an ACC. Perhaps because the affected possessor receives 
higher case status, it is not necessary to demote the basic DO. In Bantu, 
however, when the possessor is promoted, it assumes the grammatical relation 
of the basic DO, which then is demoted as a prepositionless oblique.

The reason for this difference, I would like to suggest, is that Romance 
marks grammatical relations on nouns, whereas Bantu marks grammatical relations 
on verbs. We have seen that Bantu allows multiple DO's (cf. Duranti and Byaru- 
shengo 1977). Since this is the case, the only way one DO can be seen as hav
ing higher status is if the verb is "oriented" toward one of them. This can 
be accomplished in one of two ways. In a few cases where a verb like 'to give’ 
can take two lexical DO’s, the verb is lexically oriented towards the semantic 
DAT (perhaps because it is normally animate). In other cases, the verb is 
grarmatically oriented towards a DO by means of an extension (e.g. the appli
cative suffix, which orients the verb towards a benefactive or dative--or, 
occasionally, a locative). We have already seen in (26) that the affected 
possessor cannot be singled out by means of the applicative suffix. This 
means, as was pointed out, that the promotion of the affected possessor to DO 
must take place without the overt backing of the grammar (in this case, the 
morphology). If Bantu were to treat the two post-verbal nouns in (13) 'I 
broke child arm' as DO's, the two would not be differentiated with respect 
to participant status--in which case, one might ask why promotion of the pos
sessor should take place at all.^ The only alternative left is to promote 
the affected possessor and to demote the possessed part. By so doing, the 
same basic grammatical relations are kept, but, as seen in (60) and (61), the 
participants have been reversed. Whether the distinction I have made between 
semantically-motivated promotions vs. semantically- + grammatically-motivated 
promotions holds up will have to be tested against data from other Bantu (and 
ultimately, non-Bantu) languages.

NOTES

JAn earlier version of this paper was presented to the U.S.C. Historical 
Bantu Syntax seminar in the Fall 1976, and at the University of California, 
Berkeley, on May 19, 1977. I wish to acknowledge the helpful comments I re
ceived at both of those meetings, and especially thank Ernest Byarushengo, 
Alessandro Duranti, Annie Hawkinson, and Karl Zimmer for making specific 
suggestions which I may or may not have been able to follow up. I am parti
cularly indebted to Ernest Byarushengo, on whose insightful intuitions this 
paper is based.

^In this study I do not necessarily assume that one sentence is literally 
derived from another sentence, but rather that both are "obtained" from a 
combination of syntactic, semantic, and pragmatic considerations--many of 
which are dealt with further below.

^Notice as in (56) that while the property (the smell) of the hand 
is transferred to the whole body (i.e. the body is affected), one cannot say 
that the child is a true experiencer (as also pointed out to me by Henry 
Thompson). I return to this below.
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4The theoretical framework on which Hawkinson's work is based is available 
in Garcia (1975). I am particularly indebted to Robert Kirsner for several 
discussions on this approach to syntax, which I hope I have not misinterpreted 
or misapplied.

^Sentences such as (37) and (39) can be used either when the child is 
discourse-old, or when enumerating qualities, e.g. I like the child the eyes, 
but I like the woman the hair.

^1 would like to thank Francesco Antinucci, Alessandro Duranti, Paola 
Giunchi, and GianMaria Lojacono for their intuitions on such sentences (and 
others) in Italian on many occasions.

Inalienable and alienable types of possession can also be distinguished 
morphologically by requiring different possessive markers or different sets of 
possessive pronouns.

«it is an open question whether two participants can be of equal status, 
or whether communication is such that speakers are forced to hierarchized.
The situation in Kinyarwanda, where both the affected possessor and the pos
sessed part are DO's (Kimenyi 1976), would seem to be a likely candidate in 
providing two participants of equal status.
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RELATIVE CLAUSES

A l e s s a n d r o  D u r a n t i
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0. INTRODUCTION*
This paper provides a preliminary description of relative clause forma

tion in Haya. It will be shown that this language exhibits a wider range of 
relativization patterns and possibilities than other closely related Bantu 
languages such as Luganda and Kinyarwanda.^ Haya speakers can form relative 
clases (RC's) not only on subjects and direct objects, but also on other 
kinds of prepositionless NP's, as well as on prepositional phrases. Differ
ent strategies are used according to the kind of NP which is relativized, 
and in one case (i.e. instrumental NP's) verb-coding and pronoun-retaining 
can be used interchangeably.

1. SOME GENERAL FEATURES OF HAYA RC'S
Haya RC's are postnominal, as expected in a consistent SVO language, and 

the relative pronoun usually introduces the RC. However, if the subject of 
the RC is a full NP, a special rule can move the relative pronoun immediately 
before the verb of the RC. The relative pronouns follow the general rules of 
nominal concord in Haya and are distinguished into two series: (i) a bound
form for relativized subjects; (ii) an unbound form in all other cases. (As 
seen in Appendix 1, these pronouns are similar to the demonstratives meaning 
'that/that one/those'.) In some tenses the morphology and the tone contour 
of the verb in the RC are different from the corresponding forms in main 
clauses (for a comparative list of the forms of the verb -gend- 'go', see 
Appendix 2.) Haya does not overtly distinguish between restrictive and non- 
restrictive RC's.

2. RELATIVIZATION ON SUBJECTS
The subject of an embedded clause is relativized by replacing it with 

a relative pronoun (REL) which is attached as a preprefix to the very begin
ning of the verbal complex. Given Haya basic word order (SVO), no movement
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rule is needed. Examples (1) - (5) illustrate this construction with different 
noun classes and different verbal forms.

(1) ertbw’ l-y-a-ly’ £bitooke 0 yagge 'the dog that ate the bananas
dog REL-it-Pj-eat bananas COP mine is mine'

(2) ab££n* ^-ba-a-gend’ <5mu-kyaalo 'the children who have gone to
children REL-they-Pi-go to-village the village'

(3) ek(ntw* e-kl-t^-li klhaggo 'the thing that is not big'
thing REL-it-NEG-be big

(4) omush^fj’ £-y-a-bon’ <5mukazi 'the man who saw the woman'
man REL-he-P^-see woman

(5) ebitook* £-by-a-guI-w-a k£to 'the bananas that have been bought
bananas REL-they-P}-buy-PASS Kato by Kato'

As seen in the above examples, the relative pronoun for subjects consists 
of a high tone preprefix which agrees in noun class with the head noun. The 
only case where this REL marker is not identical in form to the preprefixes 
found on nouns (see Chagas 1977) is class 1, which has £- instead of the ex
pected ($-. The latter form does appear, however, in front of an adjectival 
modifier with no overt copula.^ Compare (6a) and (6b).

(6) a. omuntw* ^-1 i muhaggo 'the person who is big'
person REL-be big

b. omuntw> ($-muhaggo 'the big person'

2.1. Personal pronouns as head nouns. If the head noun is a (full) 
personal pronoun, both the verb and the relative pronoun agree with a non- 
expressed 3rd person referent. Therefore, for all human referents, whether 
1st, 2nd, or 3rd person, the relative pronoun is identical to that used with 
class 1 head nouns in the singular and class 2 head nouns in the plural:

(7) In’ ^-gend* £ha-muj£jalo bull Iwamuk^ga tf-n-gul£ blntu bigg!
I REL-go to-market each Saturday NEG-I-buy things many
' I who go to the market every Saturday do not buy many things'

Other forms: Iw’ i-gend’ ... 'you (sg.) who go...'
wenln’ ^-gend’ ... 'he/she who goes...' 
icw* £-ba-gend* ... 'we who go...'
Inw* ci-ba-gend* ... 'you (pi.) who go...' 
b6nln’ ^-ba-gend’ ... 'they who go...'

These forms then mean something like ' I/you/he/she..., (the one) who goes 
[class 1]' and 'we/you/they..., (the ones) who go' [class 2].

3. RELATIVIZATION OF PREPOSITIONLESS NP's
A non-subject prepositionless NP is relativized by replacing it with a 

V(C)V-o pronoun which usually appears at the beginning of the RC (see section
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5 for the "attraction-to-the-verb rule”). Since prepositionless NP's can 
have different syntactic and/or semantic roles, I will illustrate this rela- 
tivization pattern by going through the different types of prepositionless 
NP's that Haya sentences can have.

3.1. Direct objects (DO's). This category has been defined by Duranti 
and Byarushengo (1977) by a certain number of properties that are shared by 
what they call "basic" DO's. Without going into too many details, intuitively 
and traditionally speaking, such NP's as em<5toka 'car' in (8), omŵ ana 'child' 
in (9), and ebitooke 'bananas' in (10) can be considered "basic" DO's.
(8) omusĥ fja y-a-gul’ em<5toka ’the mas has bought a/the car'

man he-Pj-buy car

(9) n-a-bon’ omw^ana 'I have seen a/the child’
I-Pj-see child

(10) embw£ y-a-ly* ebitooke 'the dog has eaten (the) bananas'
dog it-Pj-eat bananas

However, formally speaking, these nouns constitute a proper set, defined by 
the kinds of grammatical processes they can trigger, undergo, or control 
(see Duranti and Byarushengo 1977). Furthermore, their semantic role is 
implied by the verb in its "basic" form, that is, without any supplementary 
suffix (or "extension"). Examples (11) - (13) show relativization on the 
DO's of the above sentences.

(11) em<5tok’ ey’ <5mush£fja y-a-gul-a 'the car that the man has bought'
car REL man he-P^-buy

(12) omwc^n’ 6w<5 n-a-b<5n-a 'the child that I have seen'
child REL I-Pj-see

(13) ebitook’ £by’ £mbw£ y-£-ly-a 'the bananas that the dog has eaten' 
bananas REL dog it-Pi-eat

There are, in Haya, certain verbs that can take two basic DO's. Verbs 
like -<5lek- 'show', -h£- 'give', -jun- 'help' belong to this class. Especi
ally when there are three human referents involved, sentences with these 
verbs are potentially ambiguous. However, in addition to background informa
tion shared by the speaker and the hearer, word order usually provides a 
"preferred" reading. A sentence like (14), for instnace, tends to be inter
preted as 'I showed the child to the woman' rather than 'I showed the woman 
to the child'.

(14) n-a-yolek’ <5muk£zy’ <5mw£ana 'I showed the woman the child'
I-P^-show woman child

But if either one of the two DO's is relativized, complete ambiguity arises:

(15) omw££n’ <5w<5 n-a-yolek’ <5mukazi 'the child that I showed to the woman'
child REL I-Pj-show woman 'the child to whom I showed the woman'
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(16) omuk^zy5 <5wc5 n-a-^yolek’ <5mw£ana 'the woman that I showed to the child'
woman REL I-Pj-show child 'the woman to whom I showed the child'

Another kind of prepositionless NP that behaves like a DO concerns NP’s 
that have their semantic role marked on the verb by means of suffixes, e.g. 
omw^ana 'child' in (17) and ekltambala 'handkerchief' in (18).

(17)

(18)

omuk^zi y-a-cumb-iI<5mw^^n’ £bltooke 'the woman has cooked (the) 
woman she-P^-cook-APP child bananas bananas for a/the child'

n - a - s l lg - i s ’ omw££nJ ekitam b^l* £majuta 'I smeared the oil on the 
I-Pl-smear-INSTR child handkerchief oil child with a/the handkerchief'

The benefactive role of omw^ana in (17) is marked by the so-called ''applica
tive" suffix -il- (APP) on the verb, and the presence of an instrumental NP 
in (18) is revealed by the suffix -Is- (sometimes -I-; cf. Trithart 1977). 
Notice that - s i ig -  'smear' is a two-DO verb like -h £ - 'give' and -<5lek- 
•show'.

With the above sentences more ambiguity may arise in RC's than in main 
clauses. Again, whereas in (19) there is a "preferred" reading, complete 
ambiguity arises if either one of the postnominal NP’s is relativized:

(19) ka t6  y - a - I t - I I ’ (Smukazy* <5murrtu 'Kato killed the person for/because
Kato he-Pi-kill-APP woman person of the woman' [preferred reading]

(20) omukazy’ c5wo kato y - a - j t - l l ’ (Smuntu
woman REL Kato he-Pj-kill-APP person
'the woman that Kato has killed for/because of the person'
’the woman for/because of whom Kato has killed the person'

(21) omuntw’ <§w<$ kat6 y - a - l t - i l ’ 6mukaz! 
person REL Kato he-Pi-kill-APP woman
'the person that Kato has killed for/because of the woman'
'the person for/because of whom Kato has killed the woman'

This way of marking the semantic role of a certain NP on the verb has 
been called the verb-coding strategy (cf. Keenan 1972, Keenan and Comrie 
1972). It: has been argued that this strategy is used to recover "the seman
tic function of the deleted coreferent argument in relativization" (Giv<5n 
1976:58). What we have just seen in Haya does not seem to support such a 
claim. Furthermore, Haya is a counterexample to another claim that has been 
made with respect to verb-coding strategies in Bantu. Giv<5n (1976) states: 
"There are two striking themes running through the Bantu data. First, the 
verb-coding or promotion strategy within one language is used only for cases 
for which an alternative coding strategy is not available." As we will see 
in a later section, there is at least one clear case in Haya in which both 
a verb-coding strategy and a pronoun-retaining strategy are available.

3.2. Other types of prepositionless NP's. There are other kinds of 
prepositionless NP's that can be relativized the same way as DO's. This is 
the case, for instance, with possessed parts in the "affected possessor"
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construction. Consider example (22).

(22) kat6 y-a-hend* (Smusĥ fj* <5mukono 'Kato has broken the man’s hand'
Kato he-Pj-break man arm (lit. Kato broke the man the hand)

In (22) there are two prepositionless NP’s, but only omush^ija ’man’ shares 
all of the properties of DO's (cf. Hyman 1977). Nevertheless, both omush^Jja 
and omukono can be relativized by means of the same rule as for DO’s:

(23) omush^fj’ 6vi6 kat<5 y-a-hend* 6mukono ’the man whose hand Kato has
man REL Kato he-P^-break arm broken’

(lit. the man that Kato has broken the hand)

(24) omukon* <5gw<5 kat<5 y-a-hend’ c5mush^IJa 'the arm that Kato has broken
arm REL Ka!to he-Pj-break man (of/to) the man’

The accessibility of NP's such as omukono in (22) to this type of RC forma
tion prevents us from stating this relativization pattern as ’’restricted” to 
DO’s. There are, however, prepositionless NP's that cannot be relativized 
(either with this rule or with any other rule). For this reason we cannot 
say that this rule applies to all kinds of prepositionless NP's. One clear 
case of a prepositionless NP that cannot be relativized is the agent NP in 
a passive construction. It turns out that Haya, as opposed to other Bantu 
languages that use such prepositions as na, ka or ku, does not have a marker 
on the demoted subject in a passive sentence. As seen in (25), the agent NP 
simply follows the verb, which takes the suffix -w- (-bw- after a vowel).

(25) a.

b.

omush^fja y-a-It’ &nbwa 
man he-P^-kill dog

embw£ y-a-lt-w* <$mush£lja 
dog it-P^kill-PASS man

'the man has 
killed the dog'
'the dog has been killed 

by the man*

In Haya there is no way a noun like omush^Ija in (25b) can be relativized. 
RC’s like (25c) are completely unacceptable.

(25) c. ♦omush^fj* <5w’ lmbw£ y-a-ft-w-a 'the man (by) whom the dog
man REL dog it-P^-kill-PASS has been killed'

The above is not the only case in which RC formation is blocked. As 
shown by Duranti and Byarushengo (1977), sometimes when the syntactic status 
of a DO is affected by some particular grammatical process, RC formation on 
such a DO might be blocked. For this reason, mainly, this kind of RC forma
tion has been considered as one of the properties that define (together with 
others) a DO. Thus, even if we cannot say that this RC formation pattern is 
restricted to NP’s having DO status, we might still say that it is one of 
their properties which may be lost when the DO is totally or partially de
moted. The agent NP in a passive construction would then represent the most 
extreme case of a "downgraded” NP in a Haya clause.

3.3. Objects of comparison. Haya comparatives are constructed by means 
of the verb -shi^g- 'surpass', as shown in the following examples:
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(26) a. n-df mu I a ku-sh^g* <5mw£ana 'I am taller than the child1
I-be tall to-surpass child (lit. I am tall to surpass the child)

b. Q-kol-a mun6 k u -s h ^ g ’ c5mush£fj* cSmugufi (lit. I work so much 
I-work much to-surpass man short to surpass the short
•I worked harder than the short man' man)

NP's like omw^ana ’child1 in (26a) and omush£fj’ 6mugufi ’short man’ in (26b) 
are like DO’s of the verb -sh^g- ’surpass’. RC formation thus applies as on 
any other DO:

(27) a. omw££n’ <5w6 n-df mu la ku-sh£ag-a ’the child that I am taller than1
child REL I-be tall to-surpass (lit. the child that I am tall

to surpass)
b. omush^fj* <5mugdfy’ <5w<5 Q-kol-a mun<5 ku-sh^aga

man short REL I-work much to-surpass
’the short man that I work harder than’
(lit. the short man that I work so much to surpass)

3,4. Personal pronouns as head nouns. As in the case of subject rela- 
tivization, in this kind of RC formation as well, personal pronouns are con
sidered as having a third person referent. In fact, we find for human refer
ents the relative pronoun 6wo (class 1) in the singular and abo (class 2) in
the plural. An example involving the first person singular is given in (28).

(28) In* <5w(5 kat* d-boin-e nyefgolo ’I whom Kato saw yesterday’
I REL Kato he-see-P2 yesterday

4. RELATIVIZATION ON OBJECTS OF A PREPOSITION
4.1. "Simple" prepositions. There are very few "simple” prepositions

in Haya. They behave differently with respect to RC formation as well as to 
other grammatical processes. As I will show below, the proposition na ’with’ 
has a different status from locative "prepositions" such as omu- ’in’ and 
aha- 'at, on’. This difference is revealed by the different kinds of RC form
ation strategies that they require.

The preposition na can be used with different NP arguments. Example
(29) illustrates the use of na as a marker of an instrumental NP, and example
(30) illustrates the use of na as a marker of a comitative NP.

(29) n-a-it’ ^QkcSko n’egkoni ’I have killed the chicken with a
I-Pj-kill chicken with stick stick’

(30) omusĥ fja y-a-gend-a n’(5mw£ana ’the man has gone with the child’
man he-Pj-go with child

In order to relativize on an object of a preposition such as eQkonl ’stick’ 
in (29) or omw^ana ’child’ in (30), in addition to the V(C)V-o relative pro
noun at the beginning of the RC, the preposition na must be retained in its 
"original" position plus a copy pronoun that agrees in noun class with the 
relativized NP. Examples (31) and (32) show this RC pattern.

(31) eQkony’ £y6 n - a - I t *  eqk<5ko n^-yo ’the stick with which I have
stick REL I-Pi-kill chicken with-it killed the chicken’
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(32) omw^n* 6w* <5mush£fja y-a-gend-a n̂ -we ’the child with whom the
child REL man he-P^-go with-him man has gone’

There are two ways of relativizing on an instrumental NP in Haya: one in
volves verb-coding, as we have seen in 3.1; the other involves the so-called 
pronoun-retaining strategy seen in (31). The two strategies are interchange
able, but they cannot be used together. Thus, (33) is acceptable only without 
n£-yo 'with it' (class 9).

(33) eokony’ ey<$ n-a-is’6 eQkoko (*h£-yo) 'the stick with which I
stick REL I-Pj-kill/INSTR chicken with-it have killed the chicken’

The same pronoun-retaining strategy is used with genitival constructions. 
Normally the connective element between the two NP’s in a genitival construc
tion is the so-called "associative" marker -a, preceded by a concord prefix 
that agrees with the possessed NP, as shown in (34) and (35).

(34) omw^na y-a-yogy’ Imotoka y’<5mush£ I Ja cf. ya k^to ’of Kato’
child he-P,-wash car of man 
'the child nas washed the car of the man1

(35) omw££na y-a-yogy’ emotoka y’̂ bash^ija 'the child has washed the
child he-Pj-wash car of men car of the men'

When the possessor NP is relativized, the connective element becomes a kind 
of pronominal form which agrees with the relativized element, as seen in (36) 
and (37).

(36) omushcifj’ <5w’ <5mw££na y-a-yogy’ emotok£ ye 'the man whose car the
man REL child he-Pj-wash car his child has washed’

(lit. the man that the child washed his car)

(37) abash^fj’ £b’ <5mw^na y-a-yogy’ emotoka y3bo 'the men whose car the
men REL child he-P^-wash car their child has washed'

(lit. the men that the child washed their car)

Notice that in (34) and (35) the connective element ya (y’) stays the same 
even if the possessor NP changes. In (36) and (37), the class 9 connective 
element has taken a pro-form that agrees also with the possessor NP.

Locative prepositions behave differently. For example, whereas the 
preposition na cannot be fronted in RC's,

(38) *er]konl n’6y<5 n-a-lt’ Q̂koko 'the stick with which I have
stick with-REL I-Pi-kill chicken killed the chicken’

there are cases in which we find fronted locative prepositions in RC's, as 
in the following two examples:

(39) omu-kyaal’ <5mw6 n-tuul-a 'in the village in which I live' 
in-village in-REL I-live

(40) aha-meez* Sh6 kat’ -̂shunt̂ m-a ’on the table where Kato sits' 
on-table on-REL Kato he-sit
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This fact can be explained if we consider the particular nature of locative 
prepositions in Haya (and in Bantu in general), which behave in many respects 
more as nominal prefixes than as prepositions. In fact, they have the same 
VCV structure as an augmented noun prefix and may trigger agreement on noun 
modifiers, as in (41).

(41) omu-nju mwaqge 'in the house (is) mine' 
in-house in-my

This might suggest that <5mw6 in (39) and £h6 (dha-o/) in (40) are produced by 
a simple rule of concord with the head noun. This is confirmed by the fact 
that locatiive relative pronouns are not well-accepted if the head noun is not 
"locativized". Sentences like (42) are only marginally acceptable.

(42) ??kat* d-ka-b<5n’ ekyaa l’ <5mw<5 n -tu u l-a  'Kato saw the village in which
Kato he-P3-see village in-REL I-live I live'

If we have more NP arguments, as in (43), the sentence might be completely 
unacceptable:

(43) *nl-m -m any* Ekyaal* <5mw<5 y -a -g e n d -e l’ <$mukazl
PR-I-know village in-REL he-Pi-go-APP woman
’I know the village in which he has gone for the woman'

To express this properly, we must use the verb-coding strategy, as seen in (44).

(44) ni-m-many’ ekyaal* ekyo y -a -g en d -e l-a  mw* <$mukazl 
PR-I-know village REL he-P^-go-APP LOC woman
'I know the village which he has gone in for the woman'

In (44) the verb has been marked for the locative semantic role by means of 
the suffix mu, which conveys the same meaning as the preposition omu-. To 
mark the verb for the meaning of the preposition aha-, the suffix ho is used, 
as seen in (45).

(45) emeez’ ey6 kat<§ y-a-shuntam-d ho 'the chair on which Kato sat'
table REL Kato he-P^-sit LOC (lit. the chair that Kato sat on)

In sentences like (44) and (45) RC formation works as for the other preposi
tionless NP's (cf. 3.1). Notice that in these cases the pronoun-retaining 
strategy is not available:

(46) * k a t*  £-ka-b<5n* ekyaal* eky<$ n - tu u l’ omwo 'Kato saw the village that
Kato he-Pj-see village REL I-live in-it I live in it'

4.2. Complex prepositional phrases. RC formation on the object of a 
complex prepositional phrase (that is, a prepositional phrase which is in 
fact a compound formed by a prepositional phrase + genitive,, like the English 
on the top of, at the bottom of, etc.) is only marginally acceptable and is 
usually avoided by Haya speakers. The interesting thing, however, is that 
when the object of the prepositional phrase is relativized, the connective 
particle formed by the suffix -a and a preceding concord prefix can be
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dropped, and in fact, in some cases the sentence sounds even better without 
it. In (46) the locative prepositional phrase omu-m£lsho, which literally 
means 'in-eyes' is followed by the connective ga, which agrees with am^lsho 
'eyes' (class 6).

(46) kat* £-kol* (5mu-maIsho g*£nju 
Kato he-work in-eyes of house

’Kato works in front of the house'

If we want to form RC on Inju 'house', we can either drop the connective ga, 
or expand it with a pronominal form, i.e. g£-yo, as shown in (47).

(47) enjw’ ey<5 kat’ ci-kol’ omu-malsho (0 or g^-yo) 
house REL Kato he-work in-eyes of-it
'the house in front of which Kato works'

In this case, then, the pronoun-retaining strategy is optional.

5. RELATIVE PRONOUN ATTRACTION TO THE VERB
When the subject of the RC is a full NP the non-subject relative pronoun 

can be moved over the subject and placed adjacent to the verb, as in the (b) 
examples below:

(48) a. em<5tok’ £y’ <5mw^£na y-a-yogy-£ 0 yagge
car REL child he-Pj-wash COP mine

= b. em<5tok’ <5mw££n’ ey<S y-a-yogy-£ 0 yagge

(49) a. omuhy’ <5gw’ <5mush£'ja y-a-shaz* £nyama gu-ly* ^ha-meeza
knife REL man he-Pj-cut/INSTR meat it-be on-table

'the car that the child 
has washed is mine’

b.
'the knife with which the man has cut the meat is on the table' 
omuhy’ c$mush£fj’ <5gw<5 y-a-shaz* enyama gu-ly’ ^ha-melza

However, in sentences like (50) and (51), this rule cannot apply. 

(50) a.

b.

(51) a. 

b.

omw^n* <5w* <5muk£zl y-a-cumb-I I * ebltook’ a-lw^ll-e 
child REL woman she-Pj-cook-APP bananas he-sick 
'the child for whom the woman has cooked the bananas is sick'

*omw££n* 6muk£zy* 6vi6 y-a-cumb-M* ebltook’ a-lw^ll-e

n-a-bon* ^njaggw’ ey’ embw£ y-a-lum-a 
I-P^-see cat REL dog it-P^-bite
*n-a-bon* enjaogw’ embw’ ey6 y-a-lum-a

'I have seen the cat that 
the dog bit'

Both in (50) and in (51) the subject NP of the RC and the head noun belong to 
the same noun class (class 1 in (50), class 9 in (51)). Given the fairly 
"free" word order of Haya, it seems that sentences like (50b) and (51b) would 
create severe problems in assigning the right bracketing and coreferentiality. 
The subject-verb agreement in (50b), for instance, could either refer to 
omwaana or omukazi, and omukazl itself could be the head noun of a RC with 
the subject-verb agreement referring to another person. (52) illustrates the 
different possible interpretations.
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(52) omw^n’i <5muk£zy’ j  6 w 6 Yi/j-a-cumb-l I * ebitook* a.jyj-fw£l l-e

The same rule of relative pronoun attraction to the verb seems to be 
obligatory in Luganda, as described by Walusimbi (1976), who argues against 
the "principle of pronoun attraction" proposed by Giv<5n (1972). Such a 
principle would predict a tendency to keep the relative pronoun as close to 
the head noun as possible. Instead, in Luganda, a full subject NP intervenes 
always between the head noun and the relative pronoun. This seems consistent 
with the general tendency in Bantu to mark on (or next to) the verb as much 
grammatical information as possible.

6. PSEUDO-CLEFT SENTENCES AND EMBEDDED QUESTIONS
In this section I will briefly show that pseudo-cleft sentences are formed 

by using the same kind of strategies and patterns used for RC formation, and 
that embedded questions are morphosyntactically the same as RC's.

6.1. Pseudo-olefts. Haya can form pseudo-clefts on the same types of 
NP's on which it can form RC's. (53) shows a pseudo-cleft on a subject, (54)
on a basic DO, (55) on a verb-marked DO 
tative NP.

(instrumental), and (56) on a comi-

(53) a-y-a-leet* £bitooke nf k^to 
REL-he-P^-bring bananas COP Kato

'(the one) who brought the bananas 
is Kato'

(54)
REL

V kat6 y-a-shal-^ 0 nyama 
 ̂ kato he-Pj-cut COP meat

'what Kato has cut is meat'

(55) y ogw<5' 
I eky6 , 
REL

| kat<5 y-a-shaz-£ 0 muhyo 
j Kato he-Pj-cut/INSTR COP

'what Kato has cut-with is 
knife the knife'

(56) ow6 ii- 
RE L I-

-a-gend-a na-wl nf k£to 
Pj-go with-him COP Kato

'(the one) who I went with is 
Kato'

In this kind of construction the copula can either be expressed by the mor
pheme nl, as in (53) and (56), when the pseudo-clefted NP is a proper name 
with no preprefix, or by the absence of the preprefix, as in (54) and (55).

In (53), where the subject relativization pattern has been used, the 
relative pronoun a- (class 1) has a low tone instead of high because of a 
general tone rule that lowers the high tone of a vowel immediately following 
a pause (cf. Byarushengo, Hyman, and Tenenbaum 1976). In (54) and (55), 
either one of the two relative pronouns can be used. The first form in each 
case agrees in noun class with the pseudo-clefted NP; the other (eky<5) is a 
general alternate form available for all inanimates, agreeing with the class 
7 noun ekintu 'thing* (cf. Bennett 1977).

6.2. Embedded questions. In Haya embedded questions are superficially 
the same as RC's.'7 Furthermore, there is no distinction between such pairs 
as the English 'I know the man that the woman saw' vs. 'I know which man 
the woman saw*. These are both expressed by the following structure:

(57) ril-m-many* (5mush£fj> <5w* <5muk£zi y-a-b<5in-e 
PR-I-know man REL woman she-Pi-see
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(58) provides an example with a locative role marked on the verb:

(58) ril-m-many* 6kyaalJ Iky* £-tuul-£ mu ’I know the village in which he 
PR-I-know village REL he-live LOC lives/I know in which village he

lives *

NOTES

*1 would like to thank Ernest Byarushengo for his time, patience, and 
help in working with me as a linguistic consultant. Special thanks are also 
due to Larry Hyman, who read an earlier draft of this paper and gave me sev
eral helpful comments. I am, of course, the only one responsible for any 
possible errors.

■*Cf. Ashton et al (1954), Walusimbi (1976), and Keenan (1972) for Lu- 
ganda; Kimenyi (1976) and Gary and Keenan (1976) for Kinyarwanda.

^See also Chagas (1977).
^Underlyingly this would be /£ -a -g e n d -a /, the first a -  being the rela

tive pronoun (preprefix) and the second one the subject-verb agreement.
^The suffix -II- (or -el-) most frequently marks what might be generally 

called the "dative" case (in the sense of early Case Grammar). APP refers 
to "applicative", which is the term used by Bantuists.

5This is in fact a RC out of an embedded sentence, even if it is much 
better (i.e. more "acceptable") than a RC on the DO of a "full" embedded 
clause like (i):

(i) kat<5 n -a -te k e le z ’ aty* <5mw^na y-a-bon* Ibash^IJa  
Kato PR-he-think that child he-P^-see men 
'Kato thinks that the child has seen the men1

( i i )  ? *abashdfj> ib6 k a t’ £ -1 f-k u -t^ k e lezy aty* dmwdana y-d-bon-a
men REL Kato he-be to-think that child he-Pj-see 

'the men that Kato thinks that the child has seen'
In these cases, in order to relativize on a DO, it is better to promote the
DO to subject (via passivization), as in (iii):

( i i i )  abash^fj* £tx5 k a t’ £ - 1 f-ku -teke l ez ’ at i ba-a-bon-w* <5mw£ana
men REL Kato he-be-to-think that they-Pj-see-PASS child 

•the men that Kato thinks that (they) have been seen by the child*
Notice that in (iii) the relative pronoun is the one usually found for non
subject NP's, whereas abash^fja 'men* is the subject of the embedded clause, 
as shown by the subject-verb agreement ba- in ba-a-bon-w-a 'they have been 
seen*. This might be due to the fact that the relative pronoun for subject 
NP's is a bound form that cannot be taken away from the verb of the RC, 
whereas in this case we need a marker of the RC far away from the RC. It 
is of course also possible that 'men' is simultaneously considered as a 
DO of kutekeleza 'to think' or a prepositionless oblique, something which 
may require further study.

^The form -Is- 'kill with' is derived from / 11+i/, with the instrumental 
suffix causing spirantization (see Trithart 1977).

^For a cross-linguistic survey and some semantically-based arguments
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for such a phenomenon, see Keenan and Hull (1973).
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9
CONJUNCTION

T a r o  Ka g e y a m a
University of Southern California

0. INTRODUCTION
This paper gives a general survey of the (coordinate) conjunction 

system of Haya. In view of the fact that a number of languages employ 
different conjunctive morphemes for conjoining different syntactic cate
gories, it will be appropriate to divide our discussion into several parts 
according to the conjoined categories. Specifically, we will discuss con
junction of: 1) noun phrases, 2) adverbs, 3) adjectives, 4) verbs, and
5) sentences.

1. NOUN PHRASES
In Haya NP’s are conjoined by na ’and1, as illustrated in (1).

(1) omush^fja na k£to 'the man and Kato'
man and Kato

Now observe the phrases in (2) :

(2) a. omush^fja n*<$mw£ana 'the man and the child'
man [1] and child [1]

b. omush^fja n’lmbwa 'the man and the dog'
man [1] and dog [9]

In (2) the same morpheme (na) is employed in (2a), where both conjuncts are 
class 1 (human), and in (2b), where class 1 and class 9 nouns are conjoined. 
This shows that noun classes have no bearing on the forms of conjunction.

While two NP's are conjoined in the preceding examples, (3) exemplifies 
conjunction of more than two NP's.

(3) omush^fja n’omuk^zl n’̂ mw^ana 'the man and the woman and the child'
man and woman and child
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As in English, all but the last occurrence of na can be deleted, as shown 
by (4),

(4) omush^ij’ (SmukazI n* omw^ana 'the man, the woman, and the child'
man woman and child

where a comma intonation is required after 'man' and 'woman* (notice the 
falling tone as well; cf. Byarushengo, Hyman, and Tenenbaum 1976).

The phrase in (5) involves the expression 'both... and’ (tx5mbl).

(5) omush^fja n’cSmw^ana b<5mbi 'both the man and the child'
man and child both

Having established the form of NP conjunction, we shall examine the 
agreement between verb and conjoined NP's. First, let us concentrate on 
subject-verb agreement. Sentence (6) involves two conjoined NP's, both 
of which belong to class 1 in the singular.
(6) omush^fja n’<5mw£ana b^-^-gend-a ’the man and the child went'

man and child they-P^go

As seen in (6), if both conjuncts are of the same class (here, class 1), 
the agreement pronoun in the verb takes the corresponding plural form of 
the conjuncts (here, class 2). There arises a conflict, however, if the 
conjuncts belong to different noun classes. Thus consider sentence (7), 
which involves a noun of class 1 and a noun of class 9.

(7) a. omushcifja n’embwi b£-£-gend-a 'the man and the dog went'
man and dog they-P^-go

b. *omush^fja n’lmbwcl z-^-gend-a (class 10 SM)

In (7a) we see that the subject marker must be b£- (class 2), agreeing with 
omushciija 'man* (class 1) despite the presence of the class 9 noun £mbwa 
'dog', which would predict a plural in class 10. Here one might hypothesize 
that the pronoun in a verb agrees with the first conjunct. This hypothesis 
however is falsified by (8), where we obtain the same agreement as in (7) , 
even though the order of the two conjuncts is reversed.

(8) a. embwcj n’6mushlfj£ b£-£-gend-a 'the dog and the man went'
dog and man they-Pj-go

b. *embw^ n*<5mush£fj£ z-£ci-gend-a (class 10 SM)

This shows that when nouns designating a human being and an animal are con
joined, the human noun always takes precedence over the animal noun in de
termining subject-verb agreement, regardless of the order of the conjuncts.

Now consider sentence (9) containing two inanimate nouns, one being 
class 3 (omut I 'tree') and one class 7 (ekyaalo 'village').

(9) a. omut f n’ekyaalo ni-bf-hya 'the tree and the village are burning'
tree and village PR-they-burn

b. *omutf n’ekyaalo n-ee-hya (class 4 SM)
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c. ekyaalo n*(5mut' n i-b f-h y a  ’the village and the tree are
village and tree PR-they-burn burning'

d. *ekyaa!o n’cSmutf n-6£-hya (class 4 SM)

Sentences (9a) and (c) show that when nouns of classes 3 and 7 are conjoined 
as subject, the agreement pronoun in the verb is invariably realized as class 
8 (the corresponding plural of class 7), regardless of the order of the con- 
juncts. Thus if inanimate nouns of different classes are conjoined, the noun 
higher in the "class hierarchy" determines the subject-verb agreement. This 
accounts for the ungrammatically of (9b) and (9d), where subject marker (SM) 
e- (class 4) agrees with the noun of the lower class (omijtI ’tree’, class 3).

These two observations lead us to set up the following hierarchy for 
subject-verb agreement in Haya.^

(10) Human3 ► Animate > Inanimate (i is higher than j in noun class)
i > j

Thus the agreement is determined partly semantically (humanness, animacy) 
and partly grammatically (noun classes).

The situation of verb-object agreement, however, is quite different 
from that of subject-verb agreement. Thus, although an object pronoun may 
figure in a verbal complex if the object consists of a single noun or multi
ple nouns of the same noun class, we can find no verb-object agreement if 
the object NP is composed of nouns of different classes. Compare (11) with 
(12) below.
(11) a -k a -b ^ - i t ’ <5mush^fja nMmukazi 

he-Pg-them-kill man and woman
he killed them, the man and 

the woman’

(12) a. a -k ^ -f t *  <5mush£fja n’ embwa ’he killed the man and the dog’ 
he-P^-kill man and dog

b. a - k ^ - f t ’ embw£ n’ <5niush£lja • ’he killed the dog and the man’ 
he-Pj-kill dog and man

c. *a -k a -b £ -ft  • <5mush^fja n’ embwa

d. * a - k a - z f - f t 5 embw£ n’ <5mush£ i ja

In (11) the verb contains the class 2 pronoun (-ba-), since the object NP 
consists of nouns in the same gender (1/2). In (12), on the other hand, 
since the object has nouns of different classes, no agreement pronoun is 
allowed in the verb, thus rendering (12c) and (12d) ungrammatical. The 
agreement hierarchy in (10) thus pertains only to subject-verb agreement.

Before going on to the next topic, observe the following sentences.

(13) a. omush^fja na kat<5 b£-£-gend-a 'the man and Kato went’ 
man and Kato they-Pj-go

b. omush^fja y-^-gend-a na Mto ’the man went with Kato’ 
man he-Pj-go with Kato

(13a) and (13b) are considered synonymous. Whether or not one is transfor-
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mationally derived from the other, we observe that the same morpheme (na) is 
employed for both 'and* and 'with' (comitative). Needless to say, (13a) with 
conjoined subjects exhibits a plural agreement in the verb, whereas (13b) 
shows a singular agreement since the subject here is only omush^ija 'man'. 
Notice that due to this dual function of na as a conjunction and a comita
tive marker, (12a) above can also be, taken to mean that he killed the man 
with the dog--this meaning is made clearer by means of a relative clause 
('the man who had the dog with him') as a means of avoiding the ambiguity of 
the preposition na.

To sum up so far, NP conjunction in Haya is denoted by na, which also 
functions as a comitative marker 'with'. Subject-verb agreement is deter
mined by the noun classes of conjoined nouns, whereas there is no agreement 
between verb and objects if the objects belong to different noun classes.

We will now move on to the disjunction 'or'. The morpheme for 'or' in 
Haya is £r)ga, as seen in (14).

(14) a. omw^an* ^og^ k£to 'the child or Kato'
child or Kato

b. omw^an* ^gg* <5mush£lja ’the child or the man' 
child or man

While b<5mbi (cf. (5) above) corresponds to English 'both' (class 2), the 
counterpart of English '(n)either' is lacking in Haya.

The verb agreement with subject NP's involving 'or' seems to be a 
nuisance in any language having noun-verb agreements. Haya eschews this 
problem by rendering sentences like 'the child or the dog went' totally un
acceptable. Instead of NP-disjunction in the subject, then, speakers of 
Haya use sentence disjunction, as in (15).

(15) embw* £-ka-gend’ ^Qg’ <5mw££n’ a-ka-gend-a 'the dog or the child
dog it-P3~go or child he-P3-go went'
(lit. [either] the dog went or the child went)

Since Haya does not have agreement between verb and conjoined object 
nouns of different classes, as discussed earlier, there should arise no pro
blem even if NP's with 'or' are put in the object position. The fact is, 
however, that sentences like (16a) with object disjunction are marginal in 
acceptability,3 and again sentence disjunction is preferred, as in (16b).

(16) a. ?a-yend' <$mwcian’ ^gg’ 4mbwa 'he likes the child or the
he-like child or dog dog'

b. a-yend’ <5mw^an’ r̂jg* ^-yend* embwa 'he likes the child or he
he-like child or he-like dog likes the dog'

In short, NP conjunction with 'and1 occurs freely in Haya, while NP 
disjunction with 'or' is generally avoided.

2. ADVERBS
Conjunction of adverbs is described by mcile 'also, in addition’, as 

exemplified in (17).
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(17) kat* £-1 im-£ mpola male kubi 'Kato cultivates slowly and
Kato he-cultivate slowly and poorly poorly*

The morpheme m£le, however, conjoins only pure adverbs like mpola ’slowly' 
and kubi 'poorly' as in the above example. Some Haya adverbs are constructed 
by adding na 'with' to nouns, as in n*<5bunafu 'lazily'(lit. 'with laziness'), 
to which the m£le type of conjunction does not apply:

(18) ?*kat* £-1 Im-a kubf male n’ (5bunafu 'Kato cultivates poorly and
Kato he-cultivate poorly and with-laziness lazily'

The semantic content of (18) is expressed either by using sentence conjunction, 
as in (19a), or by dropping out m^le, as in (19b).

(19) a. kat* i - l  im-a kubf m£l* &- \ Im-a n’ tSbunafu
Kato he-cultivate poorly and he-cultivate with-laziness

b. ?katr £-1 im-a kubf n’ 6bunafu
Kato he-cultivate poorly with-laziness

Note that the na (n’) in (19b) is not the conjunction 'and', but a homophon- 
ous preposition 'with* (used also for manner and instrumentals).

Disjunction of adverbs is designated by the same morpheme (£gga) as 
that of nouns. But as with nouns, disjunction of adverbs has only a marginal 
status, and sentence disjunction generally takes its place:

(20) a. ?*kat’ a-lim-a mpol’ £ggc> bwaggu 'Kato cultivates slowly or
Kato he-cultivate slowly or quickly quickly'

b. kat* £ - 1 Im-a mpol* £gg* £ - 1 im-£ bwaggu
Kato he-cultivate slowly or he-cultivate quickly

(20a), with adverb disjunction, appears to be unacceptable unless it is a 
question with a rise in pitch at the end of the sentence. (20b), with sen
tence disjunction, is totally acceptable.

3. ADJECTIVES
We are now concerned with adjectives. Conjunction of adjectives, how

ever, is generally avoided in both attributive and predicative uses. Moreover, 
there is no special morpheme for conjoining adjectives in Haya. Instead, 
simple juxtaposition of adjectives will suffice, although the predicative 
use allows m£le 'also'. Thus observe the examples in (21).

(21) a. omw^n’ <5muluggy’ <5muhaggo 'the good [and] big child'
child good big

b. omw^ana muluggi (?mal6) muhaggo 'the child is good and big' 
child good and big

Adjective disjunction is denoted by £gga in both attributive and predi
cative uses, as seen in (22).
(22) a. omw^n’ tSmuluggy’ £gg’ omubi 'the good or bad child'

child good or bad
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b. omw^ana muluogy’ £gg£ mubl 'the child is good or bad' 
child good or bad

4. VERBS
Verb conjunction in the sense ’A and (then) B' is denoted by simple co

ordination of two or more verbs without any conjunctive morpheme. Consider 
thus the examples in (23) .

(23) a. a-gend’ £-ly-a 'he goes and (then) he eats' 
he-go he-eat

b. ba-gend-^ b^-ly-a 'they go and (then) they eat' 
they-go they-eat

As we will see in the next section, verb conjunction as in (23) is a special 
case of sentence conjunction in which the subjects of both conjuncts are 
identical.

Incidentally, when one wants to express a simultaneous occurrence of two 
or more events, as in ’to go while eating', or ’to go and (then) eat, and go 
and (then) eat (repeatedly)', Haya employs the construction V* - V2, where the 
first verb V^ carries the tense of the entire sentence and V2 is put into the 
present progressive form regardless of the matrix tense. This construction 
will thus be comparable to participial constructions in English.

Let us begin with sentence (24) involving the present habitual tense in
the matrix sentence. (24a) exemplifies the singular form, and (24b) the
plural form.

(24) a. a-gend-a n-^^-ly-a 
he-go PR-he-eat

’he goes (while) eating’

b. ba-gend-a nl-b^-ly-a 
they-go PR-they-eat

’they go (while) eating1

There is no conjunction between the two verbs, and the first verbal complex 
(agenda and baglnda) designates the tense of the entire sentence, while the 
second verbal complex (n^Ilya and nib^lya) in the present progressive form 
has no mark for tense.

This formal characteristic of V2 is observed throughout all categories 
of tense:

(25) Present Progressive
a. naagend£ n££lya 'he is going while eating’
b. n\bagendd nlbdlya 'they are going while eating’

(26) Past Habitual
y-a-gend-ag-a n-££-Iy-a ’he used to go while eating’

(27) Pastj y-a-gend-a n-£ci-ly-a ’he went while eating’ [today]

(28) Past2 a-genz-i I-e n-^-ly-a ’he went while eating’ [yest.]
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(29) Past3 a-ka-gend-a n -£ £ - ly -a 'he went while eating’ [before yest.]

(30) Futj a- la-gend-a n - ^ - l  y-a 'he will go while eating' [today]

(31) Fut2 a - 11-gend-a n -£ £ - ly -a 'he will go while eating' [after today]

This may be the proper place to touch upon the conjunction of negative 
verbs. Unlike the positive verbs discussed so far, negative verbs are con
joined by mdle, as seen in (32),

(32) t - £ - g e n z - f I - e  male t - £ - l  i - U - e  'he didn't go and he didn't eat' 
NEG-he-go-P2 and NEG-he-eat-P2 (i.e. he neither went nor ate)

where t f  ( t *  before a vowel) is the negative morpheme. Thus, as far as con
junction is concerned, negative verbs show an interesting parallelism with 
adverbs and adjectives.

As with the other categories, disjunction of verbs is denoted by £oga, 
as illustrated in (33).

(33) kat* £-g£nd’ £-ly-a 'Kato goes or he eats'
Kato he-go or he-eat

5. SENTENCES
As the final category, let us consider conjunction of sentences. There 

are three constructions to be discussed: 'and', 'or', and 'but'.
Like simple verbs, sentences are conjoined without any overt morpheme 

for 'and', as seen in (34):

(34) a. omush^fj* a-g^nd* <5mŵ n̂J i - l y - a
man he-go child he-eat

b. omush^fj* a-g£nd-£ ka t ’ 4 - Iy-a  
man he-go Kato he-eat

No conjunction marker is found between the two conjuncts in (34a) and (34b).4 
the absence of an overt conjunction holds not only with the so-called "sym
metric conjunction", as in (34), but also with "asymmetric conjunction", as 
in (35).

(35) a - k ^ - f t *  <$mŵ ana kat<5 y -££ - lw £a l-a  'he killed the child and (there- 
he-Pg-kill child Kato he-P2-become sick fore) Kato became sick'

As mentioned earlier, if the first and the second conjuncts of sentence con
junction have identical subjects, the sentence is represented as verb con
junction (with an obligatory subject marker on each verb). There is thus no 
difference between verb and sentence conjunction.

The examples of sentence conjunction given thus far involve verbs. Sen
tences with (predicate) adjectives are also conjoined in the same manner. 
Observe the sentence in (36), where no overt conjunction marker emerges.

(36) omushifja 0muhaQg’ <5mw££na 0muluQgi 'the man is big and the
man COP big child COP good child is good'

'the man goes and the child 
eats'

'the man goes and Kato eats'
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As seen in (36), the copula in the present tense is realized by a zero morpheme 
0 in Haya.

Now, conjunction of negative sentences, like that of negative verbs, 
exhibits an idiosyncratic behavior:

(37) a. omw££na t - a -g e n z - f l -e  na kat<5 t -a -g e n z - fI-e
child NEG-he-go-P2 and Kato NEG-he-go-P2 
’the child didn't go and Kato didn’t go (either)'

= b. omwaina t - a -g e n z - f I - e  mal£ na kat<5 t-a -g e n z -f I -e  
child NEG-he-go-P2 also and Kato NEG-he-go-P2

As seen in (37a), negative sentences are conjoined by na, just like simple 
NP's. Moreover, m£le 'also, in addition' may optionally show up before na, 
as seen in (37b).

Sentence disjunction is expressed by £gga. Since we are already famil
iar with this morpheme, one example will suffice:

(38) omush^fj’ a-gend* £gg* <5mw^n’ £-ly-a '(either) the man goes or
man he-go or child he-eat the child eats'

Finally, consider the construction with ’but’. The Haya morpheme for 
'but' is ky<5qka, which is employed as seen in (39).

(39) omush^fj’ a-gend-£ kyogk£ kat’ £-ly-a 'the man goes but Kato
man he-go but Kato he-eat eats'

6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
This concludes our discussion of the conjunction system in Haya. One 

salient difference between Haya and English is that Haya does not have a 
morpheme corresponding to English '(n)either’. 'Neither... nor' is expressed 
as NEG * NEG. This, however, is a natural consequence of the fact that nega
tives in Haya are invariably incorporated into the verbal complex. The state 
of affairs obtaining is schematized as follows:

(40) ~ (A y B) =  ~A a - B
 ̂ __

English Haya

The findings of our study are summarized in the table in (41). The null 
symbol 0 indicates that no overt morpheme is used.

AND OR BUT5

a. NP na £gga - - -

b. Adjective (usually avoided; 
OK if ?0 or m£le)

£gga ky<$gka

c. Adverb ma 1 e £gga ky6gka
d. Verb 0 (positive) 

m£le (neg.)
£gga kydgka

e. Sentence 0, na, m£le (pos.) 
na (neg.)

£gga ky6gka
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-,*l NjDTES
(£. S-.{ SCI-

7 >:.*• V». * r. . ’ i ;■V;- A similar hierarchy is reported for Shona by Hawkinson and Hyman (1974).
For related discussion on LugandaL and Xhosa, see„ Giv,<!jn (,1970) and Voeltz
*£1971),- respectively. ,
X  complete hierarchy will, also distinguish between first, second, and
third person humans, in that order. Conjunction of different persons always 

^results in a plural pronoun taken from the higher person in the hierarchy. 
Shus, both 1 + 2 and 1 + 3 yield a first persoii plural pronoun 'we' in Haya. 
Jg&milarly, 2 + 3  yields a second person plural pronoun c'jrouV.

^(16a) may be fully acceptable if it'isvinterpreted î s a question with 
final rising pitch. . if. r \ '■ f

v T ^There is, however, a full phrase boundaryi(%) which' causes a preceding 
“L-H to become H-H (as in (34)) and a preceding H-L;to become F-L (falling 
fpilowed by low tone). These changes arefdiscussed*a€rgreat length by 
Ijyarushengo, Hyman, and Tenenbaum (1976) . r

5A1 though not exemplified in the text , . kycSqka 'kutf. .can be used with 
a#fil'verbs, adjectives, and verbs (as well a'5 with full sentences). Relevant 
#Shmples are: mp<5la kyoqki kuluggl 'slowly but nicely' ̂ muluogf kyoqk£ 
<#uguf i 'she's beautiful but (she's) short', and a - i lu k -a  kyogk’ £ - l l l - a  
j^jno 'he runs, but (he) cries a lotr>. r
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10

IMPERATIVES

Ch r i s t i n a  L e h m a n
University of Southern California

In Haya, there are several different syntactic forms that can be used 
to express imperative force. This paper investigates these different syn
tactic structures and considers choices which may be made according to prag
matic features of the situation.

Using the verb 'to cook', we can designate these forms in English 
paraphrases as follows:

(1) a. cook!
b. go ahead and cookl (literally, ’that you cook!')
c. I tell you to cook!

These represent what will be termed the following types of imperative con
structions: (a) simple imperative; (b) possible imperative; (e) performa
tive imperative. All of these may appear in either the affirmative or the 
negative.

In the simple affirmative, both singular and plural forms are realized 
in one structure. In fact, there are no syntactic markers for any semantic 
distinctions, either for the speaker or the addressee. The following exam
ples show typical forms:

(2) a. nw-a ’drink!’ b. I y-a ’eat!'

In the simple imperative, the underlying representation for the form is: 
verb stem + /-£/. Stems in (2a) have underlying low tone; stems in (2b) 
have underlying high tone. By the regular tone rules of the language (see 
Byarushengo, Hyman, and Tenenbaum 1976) L-H and H-H both come out H-L be-

gend-a ’go!'
cumb-a ’cook!’
jdn-a ’help!'

b<5n-a ’see!'
te&l-a ’hitl’
tum-a 'send!'
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fore pause, as in the above examples.^ It should be noted that this form 
can have no other reading than the imperative, although intonation can be 
used to indicate how strongly the command is meant.

While the simple imperative is unambiguous, the possible imperative 
may possibly represent an imperative, possibly something else, e.g. the 
answer to a question. To illustrate, let us suppose that we call someone 
to come inside the house. They answer with a question corresponding to 
'why should I come in?'. We can answer <5-ly-e, meaning 'that you eat', 
or 'you should eat'. In English, this is most frequently rendered by the 
infinitive, i.e. 'to eat'. That this construction is productive can be 
seen from its use of other pronouns. For example, b£-ly-e may be used as 
an answer to 'what should they do?'. It indicates simply 'that they eat' 
or 'theyshould/may eat'. However, the important thing is that in both of 
these examples the construction does not have the force of an imperative, 
but is simply the answer to a question.

On the other hand, such a construction can also be used with the force 
of a command, with the sense of 'go ahead and eat!'. In this construction, 
corresponding to (2), we find the forms in (3).

(5-nw-e mu-hw-e 'go ahead and drink!
o-glnd-e mu-glnd-e 'go ahead and go! ’
o-cdmb-e mu-cumb-e 'go ahead and cook!’
o-jun-e mu-jun-e 'go ahead and help!'

6-1y-e mu-1y-e 'go ahead and eat!'
o-b<5n-e mu-b<5n-e 'go ahead and seel'
o-t£4l-e mu-t£4l-e 'go ahead and hit!'
o-tum-e mu-tum-e 'go ahead and send!'

The above singular and plural forms are analyzed morphologically as in (4).

(4) o - verb stem - e mu - verb stem - e
2 sg. [subjunctive] 2 pi. [subjunctive]

When the verb is used without any object markers (benefactives, instru
mentals, accusatives, etc.), the second person subject marker, either singular 
or plural, must be present. However, when other markers are present, the 
second person marker is not required, as seen in [5) - (9) below.

(5) bi-cumb-f1-6 mu 
them-cook-APP-SBJN LOC

'cook them in there!'

(6) b I-mu-cumb-t1-e 
them-him-cook-APP-SBJN

'cook them for him!’

(7) bi-gl-cumb-*s-e 
them-him-cook-INSTR-SBJN

'cook them in it' or 'use it to cook 
them'
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(8) , A ,bi-ly-e 'eat them!'

(9) mu-Jun-e 'help him/her!

The final vowel seems to indicate that these forms are related to, if 
not derived from,the subjunctive construction, i.e. the possible imperative, 
rather than the simple imperative with final /-£/. This indicates further 
that the simple imperative cannot take markers at all, but can only consist 
of the verb and non-verb-marked complements such as the object noun in (10):

(10) jlin-4. k£to 'help Kato!’

The sentence in (10) differs from that in (9) only in that there is a noun 
object rather than a clitic pronoun marked in the verbal complex. Since 
such "object" nouns cannot be verb-marked, it is intriguing to consider the 
possibility that the simple imperative causes object complements to be de
moted (to the status of "chomeurs"; cf. Duranti and Byarushengo 1977). The 
result is that they cannot be verb-marked.

Another use of the possible imperative can be seen with the verb oku- 
leka 'to leave alone'. To form the equivalent of English 'let him go!', 
Haya utilizes a two-verb construction, using okuleka as the first verb:

(11) o-mu-lek’ £-g£nd-e 'let him go!' or 'let him alone so
you-him-leave he-go-SBJN that he may go'

The morphological analysis of (11) is shown in (12).

(12) / o - mu - l e k - e  a - gend - I /
you him leave SBJN he go SBJN

That the underlying vowel of the first verb is /-e/ can be seen from the 
form 'let them go!’: o-ba-lek-6 ba-g£nd-e.

The markers for the second person are also optional in these forms, so 
that /o/ or /mu/ may be either present or absent:

(13) (mu)-mu-lek’ £-g£nd-e 'you (pi.) let him go!'
you/PL-him-leave he-go-SBJN

(14) (o)-ba-lek-6 ba-gend-e 'you (sg.) let them go!'
you-them-leave-SBJN they-go-SBJN

In (13) and (14) the subject marker is optional, leaving the object marker 
at the beginning of the construction when the subject is not expressed.

Another affirmative form used to express the imperative makes use of 
the higher performative verb okugamba 'to say'. In such a construction, 
okugamba stands for a verb meaning 'command'. This form translates most 
closely as 'I am saying that you go/you should go', with only the second 
verb being marked for subjunctive. This contrasts with forms utilizing 
okuleka, where both verbs are marked with the subjunctive /-!/.

(15) n-aa-gamb-a nty’ <5-gend-e 'I am saying that you should go'
I-Pl-say that you-go-SBJN
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In contrast to the affirmative forms, which either do not use a marker 
for second person at all (i.e. simple imperative), or may use it optionally 
(i.e. in most cases of possible imperative and all cases involving the first 
verb of a performative imperative), the negative imperative must always in
clude a marker for second person, either singular or plural, preceding the 
negative morpheme. The following examples show the negative counterparts to 
the affirmative imperatives in (2):

o-t^ -nw -a pi. mu-tci-nw-a 'don't eat I'
o -ta -g £n d -a pi. m u-ta-g lnd-a 'don't go!r
o-ta-cumb»a pi. mu-ta-cumb-a ’don't cook!
o - ta - ju n -a pi. m u-ta -ju n -a 'don’t help!

o - t a - 1y-a pi. m u -ta -ly -a 'don't eat! ’
o -ta -b o n -a pi. m u-ta-bon-a 'don't see!'
o - ta - t£ e l -a pi. m u -ta -t£ e l-a ’don't hit!'
o -ta -tu m -a pi. mu-ta-tfim-a 'don't send!

Morphologically this construction is built on the simple imperative preceded 
by the second person marker (singular or plural) and the negative morpheme 
/ta/. Without the second person marker, this form would mean 'he doesn't 
eat', 'he doesn't go', etc.

Although the above examples are fairly straightforward, other cases 
where the negative is involved become more complex. When more than one verb 
is involved, the negative may be on either verb, depending on the meaning of 
the sentence. When the negative is attached to the first verb, we have such 
examples as (17) and (18).

(17) o-ta-mu - 1 ek-£ ka-a-gend-a 
you-NEG-him-leave that-he-go

'don't let him go!'

(18) 1 1 - n - a - g a m b - a  n t y ’ ( 5 -g e n d - e  
NEG-I-P^-say that you-go-SBJN

'I'm not saying that you go'^

The negative may also be attached to the second verb as in (19).

(19) n - a - g a m b - a  nty* < 5 - t a - g e n d - a  'I'm saying that you not go1 
I-Pj-say that you-NEG-go

The relationship between the two negative allomorphs /t I/ and /ta/ is not 
clear. The effect of the negative marker on the final vowel may be a func
tion of structure, i.e. whether or not the marker appears in the higher sen
tence or in the embedded one, the relationship between the two sentences, 
whether or not one is a performative, etc. A full negative paradigm can be 
seen in the following:

( 2 0 )  l e k e l - a  k u - l Im-a 'stop cultivating!'
leave to-cultivate
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(21) o-ta-lek6l-a ku-lim-a 
you-NEG-leave to-cultivate

'don't stop cultivating!'

(22) o-lekel’ 6ku-t6-1lm-a^ 
you-leave to-NEG-cultivate

'stop [the act of) not culti
vating! ’

(23) o-ta-lekei’ 6ku.-t6-(im-a^ 
you-NEG-leave to-NEG-cultivate

'don't stop [the act of] not 
cultivating!'

The above forms involve a higher verb ’leave, stop’ followed by an infinitive 
(either in the affirmative or the negative). Notice again that whenever the 
negative marker is present, the second person pronoun must be specified to 
have imperative force, for as indicated earlier, ta-ly-a means 'he doesn't 
eat' vs. o-ta-ly-a, which means 'don't eat!'.

However, with the imperative construction itself, certain pragmatic 
factors are important. ly-a and 6-ly-e may both be used as commands, but 
6-1 y-e may also function as the answer to a question. Although these forms 
do not mark formality or politeness in themselves, there are ways to mark 
these pragmatic features dependent upon the situation. In many instances of 
the possible imperative and the performative imperative, the presence of the 
second person marker is optional, if we are concerned only with structural 
well-formedness. However, the presence vs. absence of this morpheme indicates 
to some extent the force with which a statement is to be taken. Specifically, 
the absence of the /o/ or /mu/ suggests a stronger command. Thus, the dif
ference between the two possibilities in (24) are approximately as glossed.

(24) a. n-aa-gamb-a nty’ 6-g6nd-e 'I am saying that you should go'
I-Pj-say that you-go-SBJN

b. n-aa-gamb-a ntf g6nd-a 'I say GO!'
I-Pl-say that go

At the same time, the absence of the second person marker is not the 
only way to increase the imperative force of an utterance. In particular, 
intonation can also function as a marker that a statement is meant as a 
strong imperative, either with or without the person marker. That is, even 
a form with a person marker will be "read" with strong imperative force if 
the specific intonational pattern is used.

While the absence of the second person marker or a specific intonation 
contour may mark stronger force, there are also ways to weaken the imperative 
force, i.e. to increase politeness. In such cases, Haya uses an impersonal 
marker /ba/ 'they' (class 2), as seen in (25).

(25) ba-m-p’ 6mw6ono 'give me salt!' (polite)
they-me-give salt

The impersonal marker /ba/^ is used to avoid making any personal reference 
to the individual to whom one is speaking. Such a form could be used with 
visitors, by a prospective son-in-law to the father, to one's in-laws, and 
so on. Such a use is a frozen polite form conventionalized to imperative 
force.
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Finally, we have seen in Haya that statements can be used with impera
tive force, i.e. with okugamba. However, there do not seem to be cases of 
questions with imperative force, a popular ploy in English. The elicited 
data indicate that questions cannot be used with indirect force in Haya, but 
must be taken literally. Thus, "can you pass the salt?" means just that; it 
is not a request that you pass the salt.

In Haya, then, the simple imperative is supplemented by other syntactic 
forms which can be used to indicate a command. These syntactic forms can be 
adjusted to indicate the degree of force with which a command is meant, either 
by morphological or suprasegmental means.

NOTES

^The reason why nw-a 'drink!1 and ly-a 'eat!' have low tone in isolation 
is that there is a rule in Haya lowering underlying high to low tone before 
pause (see Byarushengo, Hyman, and Tenenbaum 1976). These imperatives are 
underlyingly /r\u-£/ and /It-£/.

^This verb may also be used as a simple imperative in isolation; thus: 
l£k-a 'stop (it)!'.

^This may not, however, still have the imperative force with the expli
cit performative negated.

^(22) and (23) have the tonal variants o-lek4l’ 6ku-ta-lfm-a and 
o-ita-lekol * <5ku-ta-l fm-a, respectively.

5This /ba/ is of course the third person plural marker, but in this use 
the intention is not to refer to a person or persons as 'they', but rather to 
avoid making any reference to the person at all. In this usuage it seems to 
correspond to other uses of /ba/ as an impersonal subject (cf. Duranti and 
Byarushengo 1977).
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ll
CONDITIONALS7

SUKARI SALONS

University of Californiaj Los Angeles

0. INTRODUCTION

Conditionals can be classed semantically into three categories:
(i) Simple conditionals state that a proposition results if another pro

position holds. Simple conditionals typically allow the same range of tense 
distinctions that is found in simple declarative sentences:

Cl) if you go to the store, I will cook (future simple)
(2) j f  John agreed, Mary disagreed (simple past)

(3) I f  th e  sun shines, the b irds sing (simple present)

(ii) Hypothetical conditionals are conditional sentences in which the an
tecedent introduces a hypothetical or imaginary proposition (where that propo
sition is not assumed to be false):

(4) i f  I  saw Sidney P o it ie r  in person, I ’ d fa in t

(5) i f  th e  king o f Siam were to  come to  d inner, I  wouldn’ t serve him
Chinese noodles

(iii) Counter factual conditionals are conditional sentences in which the 
antecedent asserts a proposition which is assumed to be false.

(6 ) I f  I  were you, I  wouldn’ t ta lk  lik e  th a t

(7) I f  he had cooked, I  would have eaten

(8) I f  he had sto len  the money, he wouldn’ t have turned himself In

Notice that some sentences which are counterfactual semantically can have 
the syntactic structure usually associated with hypothetical (e.g. (6) above).
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Thus, Schachter (1971) has proposed a syntactic typology which groups (4), (5) 
and (6) together as opposed to (7) and (8). She calls these present and past 
subjunctives, respectively.

Conditional sentences in language have been mostly the concern of philo
sophers. The main issue which concerned philosophers has been the verifiability 
of contrary-to-fact conditionals. What we know thus far is that the truth value 
of a counterfactual sentence cannot be derived from the truth value of its com
ponent parts, at least, not in any axiomatic fashion. In any case, my data will 
have little, if anything, to offer to this dilemma.

There are, however, interesting questions regarding the syntax and seman
tics of conditionals, on which the data in this paper may shed some light. I 
will be concerned, in particular, with two problems. The first has to do with 
the notions Reality and Unreality in language. All languages make some syste
matic distinction between real and unreal sentences, as the following examples 
show:

Real: I f  they bring the food, we bring the wine

Unreal: I f  they were to  bring the food, we would bring the wine

In most languages this contrast is found in conditional sentences. Many lan
guages, in addition, show this contrast in non-conditional sentences:

Real: I  w ill  k i l l  him when I  see him

Unreal: I  would k i l l  him, but I  don’ t  have a gun

We learn from philosophers (e.g. Goodman 1954) that future simple condi
tionals are semantically unreal. That is, they share certain assumptions with 
hypothetical and counterfactual conditional sentences. Since future simple 
conditionals are unreal (as are hypothetical and counterfactuals), a reason
able question to ask is why the syntactic facts of English and Haya show a 
closer relationship between future simple conditionals and other real condi
tionals than between future simples and imaginaries. Would we want to say 
that the syntactic facts of these languages do not correspond to the semantic 
reality? In section 2 we shall discuss this problem in detail, bringing data 
from languagess which show a close syntactic relationship between future simples 
and other unreal conditional sentences, for contrast. We will conclude that 
languages differ as to how they segment the semantic contrast between Reality 
and Unreality. That is, we will see that the syntactic facts of English and 
Haya support a slightly different analysis of the real-unreal contrast in lan
guage than that manifested by Swahili and Chaga.

The second problem has to do with counterfactuality. Counterfactuals in 
some languages (e.g. English, Haya) may be expressed syntactically as either 
present or past subjunctives.

Pres. subj. : i f  I  were you, I  would wear th is  one

Past subj. : if I had gone to  the s to re , I would have bought meat

Both of these sentences make the same kind of assumptions. They assume the
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negation of the antecedent. What does this, then, suggest about the nature of 
counterfactuality? In searching for an answer to this question, some interest
ing observations are brought forth about types of counterfactual sentences.

We shall proceed to look at the data, and discuss these issues as they 
arise.

1. SIMPLE CONDITIONALS
The antecedent of the simple conditional in Haya is introduced by k£ 'if'. 

ki introduces the antecedents of all simple conditionals and most imaginary ones. 
In many languages (e.g. English) such a conditional clause introducer alone 
marks the sentence as being conditional. That is, the tense and modal possi
bilities are pretty much as they are in simple declarative sentences: I f  Jack
voted fo r  the re s o lu tio n , Jill voted against i t  (simple past); I f  today is his 
b irth d a y , he is out c e leb ra tin g  (simple present).

The simple conditional in Haya is unlike the simple conditional in English 
in that Haya indicates the mood of the sentence by way an affix inside the an
tecedent clause. This affix - l a - ,  the futurej indicator, takes on a special 
meaning in conditional sentences. It is used to mark the sentence as being a 
simple conditional sentence rather than, say, a declarative one. - l a -  is at
tached to the auxiliary verb -b£- ’be1, leaving the main verb free to carry 
the semantic tense marker for that clause:

(9) jcSony* a - la -b a  y - ^ - f k l l i z - a  j^ck y-£-yaqg-a 'if John agreed. Jack
if John he-F^-be he-Pj-agree Jack he-Pj-disagree disagreed'

Before going further, let us briefly consider the Haya tense system, 
which shows more time distinctions than that of English. In Haya, there is a 
three-way distinction in past time:

Pastj (Pj) = recent past (earlier today) : -£- (prefix)
Past2 (P2) = semi-recent past (yesterday) : -il-e (suffix)
Pastj (P3) = distant past (anytime before yesterday) : -k a - (prefix);

but realized as a combination of Pj and P2 forms in 
non-major clauses (e.g. relatives, negatives)

Haya also distinguishes two future tenses:

Future^ (F^) = near future (tomorrow) : - l a -  (prefix)
Future2 (F2) = distant future (after tomorrow) : -II- (prefix)

There are a number of aspectual markers as well (e.g. progressive, perfect).
Haya, like English, requires the presence of a tense marker in every sentence. 
This contrasts with many African languages which can have aspect markers in a 
sentence without marking the sentence for tense (e.g. Hausa, Yoruba). I refer 
later to languages with tense systems like Haya and English as being tense 
prominent, as opposed to Yoruba and Hausa, which are aspect prominent.

The following are examples of simple conditionals in Haya:

(10) P} k& joc5ny> a - la -b a  y - ^ - f k l l i z - a  j£ck  y-^-yaqga
if John he-Fx-be he-Px~agree Jack he-Pi-disagree 
'if John agreed. Jack disagreed' (earlier today)
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(11) ?2 k£ j&5ny* a - la - b ’ £ - 'k l  I Iz -e  j^ ck  a-yan g-f I-e
if John he-Fj-be he-agree-P2 Jack he-disagree-P2 
’if John agreed. Jack disagreed’ (yesterday)

(12) P3 k£ j(5(5ny’ a - la -b a  y - a - ik f l l z - e  j^ck a-k^-agg-a
if John he-Fj-be he-Pi-agree-P2 Jack he-Pj-disagree 
’if John agreed, Jack disagreed' (before yesterday)

(13) PROG k’ <5mushan£ g u -la -b a  n l-g u -jw -£  tu-Im uk-e
if sun it-F^-be PR-it-shine we-get up-SBJN 
'if the sun is shining, we should get up'

(14) PRES k ’ ^ - la -b a  a - l  i mutambi iny* £ho n-di n ta le
if he-Fi-be he-be doctor me then I-be lion 
'if he’s a doctor, I'm a lion'

I have omitted examples of future simple conditionals, as they are covered 
in the next section. Remember that the F^ marker in the above examples is be
ing used in a special way to mark the clause as being conditional. We shall 
see subsequently that in all conditional sentences some type of modal is af
fixed onto the verb, which indicates the mood of the sentence. In simple con
ditionals that marker is -la-. In imaginaries, that marker is -ku-.

Since future conditionals were omitted, the rules given below for the 
formation of simple conditionals must be seen as tentative: (i) The antece
dent of simple conditionals is introduced by k£ 'if', (ii) All simple condi
tionals require the presence of the future marker -la- in the antecedent.
-la- is affixed onto the auxiliary -b£- in the position where tense markers 
normally occur (between the subject pronoun and the verb stem).

2. FUTURE SIMPLE CONDITIONALS
Semantically, the class of unreality conditionals consists of hypothetical, 

counterfactuals, and future simple conditionals. An interesting fact is that 
in many languages (e.g. English) both hypothetical and counterfactual sentences 
make use of a syntactic marker of unreality (e.g. would in English). Future 
simple conditionals, in contrast, lack such an unreality marker. In fact, fu
ture simple conditionals are syntactically like real conditionals (other simple 
conditionals). Note before addressing the Haya data that Goodman (1954) uses 
unreality to refer to (i) fiction, i.e. what might happen in some other world;
(ii) fact (counterfactuals) , i.e. what didn't happen in this world; and (iii) 
forecast (future simples), i.e. what will happen in this world.

In the following I consider the Haya data with respect to how closely 
the syntactic facts of future simple conditionals correspond to the fact of 
their being unreal semantically. The Haya situation will be shown to parallel 
that of English, where future simple conditionals are always syntactically dis
tinct from hypotheticals and counterfactuals. This may not prove to be the 
general case in Bantu, however, as there are languages (e.g. Chaga and Swahili) 
which, upon preliminary investigation, contrast with Haya in this respect.
These languages show the future marker being used in some imaginary sentences.

The following are examples of future simple conditionals in Haya:
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(15) k’ £-la-ij£ n-da-mu-bon-a 'if he comes, I will see him'
if he-Fj-come I-Fj-him-see (-la- — > [da] after a nasal)

(16) n-da-mu-b6n-a n-da-mu-gamb-TI-a 'if I see him, I will tell him* 
if I-Fj-him-see I-Fj-him-tel-l-APP

(17) k* cJ-la-lkfl Iz-a n-da-IJ-d Q-ku-many-'i s-e 'if he agrees. I'll come
if he-F^-agree I-F^-come I-you-know-CAUS and inform you'

(18) fwe k’ o-la-ikfllz* £ho tu-Ia-many-ls’ ^b^ndl b^-fj-e
and you if you-F^-agree then we-Fj-know-CAUS others they-come-SBJN 
’and if you agree also, then we will inform the others so that 

they may come’

Future simple conditionals are like other simple conditionals in that the 
Fj indicator is obligatory. Recall that the future indicator -la- is used to 
show conditionality in simple conditional sentences. In simple conditionals 
which are not semantically future, -la- is placed on the auxiliary verb -b£- 
'be', leaving the main verb free to carry the appropriate tense indicator for 
the sentence. Future simple conditional sentences differ from other simples 
in that the auxiliary -b£- is not used to carry the Fj indicator. The F^ 
marker is attached directly onto the main verb. The Fj marker in future simple 
conditionals is ambiguous, showing both futurity and conditionality. We can 
then revise the rule for simple conditionals to read as follows: All simple
conditionals require the presence of the future marker -la- in the antecedent. 
If the antecedent is semantically non-future, the auxiliary -bd- is used to 
carry the future indicator, leaving the main verb free to carry the semantic 
tense marker of the sentence.

Notice that according to the above rule, either of the two future markers 
can be used if the simple conditional is semantically future. Thus, the fol
lowing is also possible (cf. (15) above):

(19) k* £-II-lj-£ n-di-mu-b<5n-a 'if he comes, I will see him' (next week) 
if he-F2-come I-F2-him-see

If the simple conditional is non-future, however, only -la- (Fj) can be used, 
never -II- (F2). This shows that -la- has achieved a status in simple condi
tionals beyond its usage as an indicator of future^.

Now to bring the facts of Haya to bear on what we know about future simple 
conditionals in other languages, consider the following statement concerning 
future simple conditionals in English: "So although the future simple condi
tional is like the imaginative indicating unreality, it differs from them in 
that it is never used to indicate divergence from this world" (Schachter 
1971:68). Schachter says this after finding in English that future simple 
conditionals are syntactically like other simple conditionals. Furthermore, 
she apparently found no syntactic evidence of their being used to show unre
ality. We can conclude from this that the syntactic facts of English show a 
contrast between unreality and reality where unreality excludes future pro
jections about this world. Unreality is restricted to talking about what 
might happen in some other world (hypothetical) and what didn’t happen in this 
world (counterfactual).
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Haya is like English in this respect. Syntactically, future simple con
ditionals are always kept distinct from imaginary conditionals. The syntax of 
Haya then supports, as does English, an unreality/reality distinction, where 
"unreal" excludes projections into the future in this world.

There are, interestingly, languages whose syntax exhibits a closer rela
tionship between future simple sentences and imaginary ones. Yoruba (Kwa), 
Chaga and Swahili are examples of such languages. In the following data from 
Swahili, we find the future indicator -ta- appearing in contexts which are 
clearly imaginary. The imaginary marker is Qge.^

(20) kama n i-k i-o n a  fa ra s l mwenye mabawa mwanzo ni-rjge-kimb ia na f i k i r i
if I-GOND-see horse having wings first I-IMAG-run I think
'If I saw a horse with wings, first I would run, I think.'
kama s i-w ezl ku-klmbia n i-Q g e -ta fu ta  vunduki labda na kama sl-qge-weza 
if I/NEG-able to-run I-IMAG-look for gun perhaps and if I/NEG-IMAG-able 
'If I couldn't run, I would look for a gun perhaps, and if I couldn't
ku-pata vunduki labda n l-qge slmama n l-ka -aq g a lla  fa ra s l a -ta -fan ya  n lnl
to-get gun perhaps I-IMAG wait I-CSC-see horse he-FUT-do what
get a gun perhaps I would wait to see what the horse would do.'

(21) . . .  na nl-oge-penda ku-jua a -ta -k u la  chakula gani
and I-IMAG-like to-know he-FUT-eat food what sort of 
'and I would want to know what types of food she eats'

Notice that in example (21) the imaginary marker qge is used in the antecedent, 
and the future indicator -ta- in the consequent of the same sentence.

Chaga behaves like Swahili in this respect. An imaginary sentence in 
Chaga can be expressed using either the imaginary marker we or the future in
dicator in the consequent.3

(22) John a -w £-ich -a  inu qgf-w e-kor-^ machal^rl 
John he-IMAG-come today I-IMAG-cook bananas

'if John were to come today, 
I would cook bananas'

(23) John k -a-ch -a  inu qge-kor-a machal^ri
John if-he-come today I/FUT-cook bananas

'if John were to come today, 
I would cook bananas'

Interestingly, however, the reverse is not true. That is, a future simple 
sentence does not have the option of being expressed with the imaginary marker 
we. Given this, we might want to say that the future indicator is the general 
unreality marker. That is, it can be used to show unreality in this world or 
in another world. The imaginary marker we, on the other hand, is limited to 
showing unreality outside the domain of this world.

We can conclude that the syntactic facts of Chaga and Swahili support a 
slightly different analysis of the unreal/real contrast than do the facts of 
Haya and English. The Chaga and Swahili data support an analysis where unre
ality includes future projections. The following diagram shows the way the 
two types of languages show the unreal/real distinction, syntactically.
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English
Haya

SIMPLE conditionals, 
including futures

HYPOTHETICALS - what might happen 
in some other world {fiction)

COUNTERFACTUALS - what didn't 
happen in this world {fact)

Swahili SIMPLE conditionals. HYPOTHETICALS
Chaga not including futures COUNTERFACTUALS

FUTURE SIMPLE - what will happen 
in this world (forecast)

3. IMAGINARY CONDITIONALS
"Imaginary” is the term used by Schachter to cover that subset of unreal 

conditionals which indicates divergence from this world. Semantically, imag
inary conditionals consist of (i) those conditionals which express an imagin
ary or hypothetical situation, e.g.

(24) I f  the queen came to  d inner, I  would prepare her fa v o r ite  dish

and (ii) those conditionals which express imaginary situations, but whose an
tecedents are interpreted as being negated:

(25) I f  the queen had come to  d inner, I  would have prepared her fa v o r ite  dish

Following Schachter's analysis I call the form of (24) a present subjunctive 
and that of (25) a past subjunctive. This syntactic terminology is needed be
cause counterfactual sentences are not consistently past subjunctive, as the 
following example shows:

(26) I f  horses had wings, they could f ly

I will be using the terms present and past subjunctive as syntactic labels to 
refer to the two types of clauses in Haya, which are equivalent to (24) and 
(25), respectively.

Imaginary sentences in general tend to exhibit the following character
istics: (i) Their antecedents, like those of simple conditionals, are intro
duced by a conditional indicator. (In Haya and English the indicator in imag
inary sentences is the same as that in simple conditional sentences.) (ii)
They usually include some type of marker of "imaginariness" (e.g. would in 
English); (iii) The tense possibilities are usually very restricted. This is 
because tense distinctions are superfluous in imaginary sentences, with the 
exception of past subjunctives, where past tense is crucial to the interpre
tation of some counterfactual sentences.

Imaginary conditionals in Haya are introduced by the conditional clause 
indicator k£. They are distinguished from non-imaginary sentences by the pre
sence of the imaginary marker -k u -. The tense possibilities are limited to 
the following: (i) present subjunctive [Pj]; and (ii) past subjunctive [Pj +
P2]. Examples of imaginary conditionals are as follows:
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k£ n -a-ku-bon’ efarasy* e ln ’ £mab£ba tI-n -£ -k u -h a m ln -a  
if I-Pj-UNR-see horse having wings NEG-I-Pi-UNR-believe 
•if I saw a horse with wings, I wouldn't believe it'

(27)

(28) k£ n -a -k u -z  11£b-a Q-ka-b<5n-a nt f ego farisf kw<5 z ln ’ eblb^ba 
if I-P^-UNR-look I-CSC-see that yes horse truly having wings 
'if I looked and saw that they were truly horses having wings,
n-a-kw -end-a k u - z f -Iebag-e ku -leb -a  Qka z-emll-e Qka £farasy ^Qg£ 
I-P^-UNR-like to-them-examine to-see if they-are like horses or 
I would like to examine them to see if they are like horses or
Oka z-emi(-e kundl 
if they-are different if they are different'

The above present subjunctives should be compared with the following past 
subjunctives:

(29) kc> n -a -k u -g -f I <5mukc» n -a -k u -1 - 11 ’ £bftooke n’ ln ftflu
if I-Pj-UNR-go-P2 home I-Pj-UNR-eat-P2 bananas and-fish 
'if I had gone home, I would have eaten bananas and fish'

(30) k6 n -a -k u -g -i I-e bushumba n -a -k u - leb-11-e m6 elesf tw -aa -ku -g ££ n -iI-e 
if I-Pi-UNR-go-P2 Bushumba I-Pi-UNR-see-P2 Miss Alice we-Pi-UNR-talk-p2 
'if I had gone to Bushumba I would have seen Miss Alice, we would have talked'
n -a -k u -h i ig - i  I * ^kanya k6 ku-gy’ <5mumwani ku-leb* <$mwaana ,wa muny^hyanzy’ 
I-Pl-UNR-hunt-P2 time of to-go Omumwani to-see child of (my) sister 
'I would have found the time to go to Omumwani to see my nephew...
6kw5 6 - 1 f ku-shom* <5mushuule 
how he-be to-read in-school '...how he is doing in school'

This marker -k u -, which I call a marker of "imaginariness'’, apparently de
rives from the infinitive marker ku-. Its usage in these sentences is strikingly 
different from its usage as an infinitive marker in several important ways. 
Firstly, the infinitive plus verb can never occur with a subject prefix. Se
condly, the verb in its infinitival form never carries a tense indicator. We 
saw in the above examples, however, that both subject prefixes and tense markers 
are prefixed to the verbs marked by -k u -. For this reason, -k u - is considered 
an imaginary indicator, perhaps derived historically from the infinitival marker. 
Thus, -k u - is equivalent to would in English. Evidence that -k u - is roughly 
equivalent to English would is provided when we consider unreal non-conditional 
sentences, which share certain semantic properties with imaginary sentences:

(31) kat<5 y -a -k u -k u -1s-f I -e kyoQk^ t -^ - fn -a  mbundu 
Kato he-Pi-UNR-you-kill-P2 but NEG-he-have gun
'Kato would have killed you, but he doesn't have a gun'

(32) n-a-ku-cum b-TI-e kyoqk^ t - £ - l I mu majuta 'I would cook but there's
I-P1-UNR-cook-P2 but NEG-LOC-be LOC oil no oil'

(33) kato y-a-ku-cumb-^ bwaigolo 
Kato he-Pj^-UNR-cook tonight

'Kato may cook tonight1



(34) n-a-ku-ku-bon-^ nylokya 
I-pj-UNR-you-see tomorrow

’I may see you tomorrow'
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(35) n-a-ku-cum b-?l-e kyogk£ y -a -b -a  a - t £ - l I  mu majuta 
I-Pl-UNR-cook-P2 but LOC-P^be LOC-NEG-be LOC oil 
'I would have cooked but there was no oil'

The preceding sentences are like imaginary conditional sentences, semantically, 
in that they either imply the negation of the clause marked by the presence of 
-ku- (i.e. (31), (32), (33)), or they imply some doubt as to the actualization 
or realization of the action expressed by the verb (i.e. (34), (35)). Interest
ingly, those sentences which I claim imply the negation of the antecedent, i.e. 
(31), (32), and (33), use the tense frame that is used in counterfactual condi
tional sentences. We know that counterfactual conditionals imply the negation 
of their antecedents. Notice also that (31), (32), and (35) can be paraphrased 
by conditional sentences. Similarly, those sentences which I claim imply some 
doubt as to the actualization of the action expressed by the verb take the tense 
frame usually associated with hypothetical conditional sentences.

Another point worth noting is that only two tense possibilities are allowed 
in imaginary conditionals. Haya, like English, makes a syntactic distinction 
between present and past subjunctives. Present subjunctives require the Pj in
dicator and past subjunctives require usage of both the prefix and the P2 
(or perfective) suffix. This phenomenon was not included as one of the general 
characteristics of imaginary conditionals because, in fact, many languages lack 
such a distinction. Chaga and some dialects of Swahili are examples of such 
languages. In these languages one imaginary marker is used to express both 
hypothetical and counterfactuals. The only indication that the sentence is 
counterfactual would come from contextual clues (e.g. yesterday, last year, 
etc.). The following examples show this:

kama nl-oge-kwend-a nyumba-nl klaqgazl k l-Ja-cho  
if I-IMAG-go home summer it-come-REL
'if I went home this coming summer,
ni-oge-pend-a ku-kaa nyumba-nl na wazee waggu kwa slku chache 
I-IMAG-like to-stay home with parents my for days few 
I would like to stay at home with my parents for a few days'

kama nI-gge-kwend-a nyumba-ni klaggazi k i - l i - c h o - p i t - a  
if I-IMAG-go home summer it-PAST-REL-pass
'if I had gone home last summer,
ni-oge-pend-a ku-kaa nyumba-nl na wazee waqgu kwa slku chache 
I-IMAG-like to-stay home with parents my for days few 
I would have liked to have stayed home with my parents for a few days’

ogf-we-hend-a shule ogf-we-som-a kliogeresa ’if I went to school,
I-IMAG-go school I-IMAG-study English I would study English'

Ogf-we-hend-a shule m flr l  fo kdwf ogf-we-kulosha kiingeresa  
I-IMAG-go school day of 2nd I-IMAG-study English 
'if I had gone to school last Tuesday, I would have studied English1

(36) SWA.:

(37) SWA.

(38) CHG.

(39) CHG.
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The markers rjge (Swahili) and we (Chaga) indicate that the sentence is 
imaginary. Interestingly, these languages which make no syntactic distinction 
between present and past subjunctives are what I have called non-tense promin
ent. That is, in these languages, aspect markers can be used where no syntac
tic reference is made to tense. It seems natural that languages in which 
tense is often subordinate to aspectual distinctions in simple sentences would 
extend this pattern to conditional sentences. Thus, these languages mark the 
"imaginariness" of the sentence syntactically, leaving the time reference to 
be contextually determined.

Haya and English, on the other hand, represent tense prominent languages. 
These are languages in which aspectual references can only be made with refer
ence to some tense mark (e.g. present progressive, past progressive, future 
progressive). This tense prominence, then, is carried over into conditional 
sentences, giving a syntactic distinction between present and past subjunctives 
among imaginary conditionals.

We saw in section 2 that a typology can be drawn among these languages 
also in terms of how they express syntactically the distinction between unreal
ity and reality. Those languages for which unreality includes future projec
tions into this world are the same languages which show no contrast between 
present and past subjunctive. This seems not accidental. Among imaginary con
ditionals, the difference between future simples and imaginaries (hypotheticals 
and counterfactuals) can be looked at as one of tense (future vs. nonfuture).
The languages which include future simples with other imaginaries are ignoring 
this distinction. These are the same languages which show no distinction be
tween present and past subjunctives... the aspect prominent languages.

Those languages, in contrast, which exclude future simples from the unreal 
group may be doing so because the tense distinction here is important. In like 
manner, these languages always contrast present from past subjunctives, syn
tactically.

I have tried to show that the typology drawn on the basis of the reality- 
unreality distinction is not completely separate from that which is drawn on 
the basis of presence vs. absence of a contrast between present and past sub
junctive conditional sentences.

Returning now to imaginary sentences in Haya, we saw earlier that imagin
ary sentences are introduced by kc>. There is, however, an optional clause in
troducer which can be used to introduce the antecedents of imaginary condition
als. This introducer is kiiba . : Morphologically, kubcl is the infinitival form 
of the auxiliary verb that we saw in the discussion of simple conditionals. It 
was shown that -k u - derives from the infinitival marker and has achieved a 
special meaning. Apparently, when kub£ functions to introduce an imaginary 
conditional, it is not simply an infinitival. Rather, ku is functioning to 
show imaginariness, as the antecddent lacks this marker only in case it is 
introduced by kub£ ’to be':

(40) kubci n - a -b a - l l - e  n-donz-11 -w -e ku-gy-£ dar es salcl^m kuw ^klllsh’
if-UNR I-P2~be-P2 I-choose-P2-PASS to-go Dar es Salaam to-represent 
’if I had been chosen to go to Dar es Salaam to represent
^banafunzi ba los Angeles eky^mbele n-deng-a n -a-ku-shem ele il-w -e muno 
students of Los Anglees first I-think I-Pi-UNR-be happy-PASS much

the students of Los Angeles, first, I think, I would have been very happy'
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I translate kub^ to mean ’if it were that.../if it had been the case that...'.
In summary, imaginary conditionals in Haya are represented as follows:

(i) Every imaginary conditional is introduced by a conditional clause intro
ducer, either 'if' or kub£ 'if it were that' (lit. 'to be'). (ii) All imag- 
inaries contain an affix -ku- in the verbal complex, both in the antecedent and 
consequent, (iii) There are only two tense possibilities in imaginary condi
tionals: present subjunctives (Pj) and past subjunctives (?!+ ?2)•
4. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

In the preceding pages I have given a first look at conditional sentences 
in Haya. It was shown how various markers in the language have been extended 
in usage to function in conditional clauses. The Fj marker, for example, is 
obligatory in all simple conditionals. In imaginary conditionals, the modal 
marking imaginariness derives from the infinitival marker ku. This tendency 
to mark the mood of the sentence on the verb follows from the highly agglutin
ative nature of the verbal complex in Bantu languages.

This paper is but a first attempt at describing the system of conditional 
sentences in one Bantu language. Undoubtedly, there are many questions left 
unanswered about conditional sentences, as well as about the state of affairs 
in the proto language. If this paper motivates research in other aspects of 
Haya syntax and the study of conditionals in other Bantu languages, its purpose 
will have been well served.
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pThe following data are representative of the Mombasa dialect of 
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^The data which follow are representative of the dialect of Chagga 
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LEFT- AND RIGHT-DISLOCATIONS

S a r a h  T e n e n b a u m
University of Southern California

1. DISCOURSE CONTEXT
The structure of any given utterance crucially depends upon its sur

rounding context. The speaker attempts to be continually in tune with the 
hearer. He assumes knowledge concerning the hearer's state of mind--what 
the hearer is thinking about--and adjusts the organization (structure) of 
his utterances accordingly. Not only does the speaker take into considera
tion such factors as background knowledge and the information that has pre
viously been exchanged in the discourse, but he is also planning ahead 
(Hetzron 1975).

Once mentioned, a referent, an expression which identifies something, 
may be referred to in subsequent discourse. The speaker, intending to dis
cuss this referent for at least a sequence of two utterances, will structure 
the initial utterance, the one introducing this referent into the dis
course, in such a way as to provide for maximal perceptually saliency for 
the hearer— typically utterance-initial or utterance-final positions. This 
word order manipulation for highlighting a specific element in the utterance 
is not. unique to the discourse.context of referent introduction. The same de
vice is used for focusing on any important information be it for purposes 
of emphasis, contrast, or separating "given" from "new" information.

Given information, the knowledge that the speaker assumes to be in 
the hearer's consciousness at the time the utterance is made (Chafe 1976), 
must somehow be made distinct from new information if the hearer is to be 
able to process the material efficiently. By marking a referent as given, 
the hearer knows to search his short-term memory for another mention of the 
referent. Givenness should not be confused with definiteness. Even though 
a referent is definite, known to both speaker and hearer, it can still be 
new to the discourse.

The separation of the utterance into given and new portions also se
parates presupposed from asserted material. Once a referent has been es
tablished in the discourse its existence cannot be questioned. Only the new 
information, the asserted information, is open to questioning.
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The amount of planning ahead that the speaker is able to accomplish is 
determined within a discourse situation. Compare a prepared speech with a 
spontaneous multi-party conversation. In the latter case, with control of 
the conversation shifting from person to person and by being under the pres
sure of time, only a minimal amount of planning is possible. Keenan (1977) 
suggests that adults in unplanned discourse situations tend to rely on dis
course strategies acquired relatively early in the language acquisition 
process.

One of these strategies is the vertical constructions (cf. Scollon 
1973) in which a child points out the referent and then makes some kind of 
predication on that referent. This type of construction seems similar to 
Keenan's analysis of left-dislocations as referent + proposition construc
tions (see also Keenan and Schieffelin 1976b).

2. LEFT-DISLOCATION
Left-dislocation is technically a transformation which moves an NP out 

of its normal position to the front of a sentence. This process has gener
ally been thought to result in "topicalization" (cf. Ross 1967). Topics 
seem to share the following generalities (Li and Thompson 1976): 1) they 
are always definite; 2) they function as the center of attention; 3) they 
are found in sentence-initial position.

In Keenan's view of the referent + proposition construction, on the 
other hand, the referent is not the current center of attention. By making 
note of the discourse context in which this construction is found, introduc
ing and reintroducing referents, Keenan argues that its function is to bring 
the referent into the foreground of the hearer's consciousness. In terms 
of the given vs. new dichotomy, the referent + proposition construction is 
one way of establishing a referent as old information.

In Haya, a left-dislocated object is marked by its presence to the left 
of the verbal complex and the obligatory presence of its corresponding ob
ject marker in the verb. Haya allows either or both of two possible objects 
to be left-dislocated:

CD a. b^-ka-h-cJ k£t * embwa 
they-P^-give Kato dog

b. kat(5 b^ka-miS-h* embwa 
Kato they-Pg-him-give dog

c. embw£ bcJ-ka-g f-h-a k^to 
dog they-P^-it-give Kato

d. kat’ £mbwa b^-ka-g\-mu-h-a
Kato

'they gave Kato the dog' (unmarked order)

'Kato, they gave him the dog' (dislo
cated dative object)

'the dog, they gave it to Kato' (dis
located accusative object)

'Kato, the dog, they gave it to him' 
dog they-P^-it-him-give (two dislocated objects)

3. RIGHT-DISLOCATION
Right-dislocation results in a construction in which a noun is attached 

to the end of a syntactically complete utterance. The most common motiva
tion for this form is the afterthought phenomenon (Byarushengo, Hyman, and 
Tenenbaum 1976) . Imagine a situation in which the speaker begins his utter
ance assuming that all the referents under discussion are uniquely given
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(unambiguously represented in the hearer's consciousness), so that denota
tion .by pronominal form is all that is needed. Now suppose that during the 
course of uttering, the speaker has reason to believe that his assumption 
may not be correct. In order to amply clarify his choice of referent for 
the hearer, the speaker will tack on to the end of the utterance a full NP 
corresponding to the pronoun whose referent was in doubt.

There are other reasons for right-dislocating a noun. As discussed 
earlier, the beginning and end of an utterance are useful positions in 
bringing attention to an element. Utterance-final position seems especi
ally useful in connoting surprise, emphasis, or contrast.

The subject and/or either or both objects could theoretically be right- 
dislocated. Although it is a possibility, it is difficult to contrive a 
situation which would warrant the speaker to right-dislocate all three nouns 
in any one utterance.^

In Haya, a right-dislocation construction is formed whenever a noun 
occurs to the right of the VC and its corresponding anaphoric pronoun, 
either a subject marker (SM) or object marker (OM), occurs within the VC.
A syntactic break can be tonally detected, separating the right-dislocated 
material from the rest of the utterance (Byarushengo, Hyman, and Tenenbaum 
1976). In the following examples, this break is represented by the phrase 
boundary %.

(2) a.

b.

c.

d.

b5-ka-cumb-1I-a kakulw’ ^qkoko ’the cooked Kakulu chicken’ (unmarked
they-Pj-cook-APP Kakulu chicken
b^-ka-gf-cumb-iI-a kakulw’ % lokoko 
they-P^-it-cook-APP Kakulu chicken
b^-ka-mu-cumb-M ’ ^Qkoko % kakulu 
they-P^-him-cook-APP chicken Kakulu

*b£-ka-mu-cumb-II-a % kakulw’ &Qkoni 
they-P^-him-cook APP Kakulu chicken

order)
'they cooked it for Kakulu, 

the chicken'
•they cooked him the chicken, 

Kakulu'
'they cooked him, Kakulu, the 

chicken'

Compare examples (2c) and (2d). Both have a right-dislocated dative ob
ject, yet (2d) is ungrammatical. The reason is that all right-dislocated 
material must be -placed after a grammatically complete utterance. Example 
(2d) violates this principle, since what precedes it lacks an overt marker 
for the accusative object which follows. Thus, while what precedes Kakulu 
in (2d) could be complete in some other context, right-dislocation is not 
possible until all of the to-be-specified arguments have received mention, 
either as independent noun phrases or as markers within the VC.

Subjects also may be right-dislocated, as may any combination of 
subject and object(s):

e. b£-ka-cumb-iI-a kakulw* £okok’ V-^bakazl 'they cooked Kakulu the
they-P^-cook-APP Kakulu chicken women chicken, the women'

f. b^-ka-gf-cumb-iI-a kakulw’ % Igkok’ % £bakazl 
they-Pg-it-cook-APP Kakulu chicken women 
'they cooked it for Kakulu, the chicken, the women'
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4. DISLOCATIONS WITHIN DISCOURSE
4.1. The data base. All of the examples in this section were taken 

from a transcription of a telephone conversation of approximately one half 
hour in length (150 pages).^ The interlocutors were two men ("B" and "K") 
and a woman ("A"), all native speakers of Haya (though each from a slightly 
different dialect).

The following table shows the distribution of three reference-expression 
types (constructions which differ in word order, phrase length, and syntactic 
category, and which denote a referent): right-dislocated subject = PRO +
Subj NP, right-dislocated object = PRO + Obj NP, and left-dislocated object = 
Obj NP + PRO. These are studied in three discourse contexts: introducing
the referent (I), mentioning a "given" referent (M), and reintroducing the 
referent (R). A referent was considered to be reintroduced if it was pre
viously established in the discourse but not denoted for a minimum of four 
intervening utterances between its previous and present mention.5

PRO + Subj NP PRO + Obj NP Obj NP + PRO
I .33 (1) .33 (1) .28 (2)
M .33 (1) .66 (2) .28 (2)
R .33 (1) -- CO) .43 (3)

The scarcity of examples in relation to the other reference-expression 
types studied indicates that both left-dislocations and right-dislocations 
are exceptional constructions in denoting a referent.

Subjects (127) Objects (113)
Noun Subj .22 (28) Noun Obj .46 (52)
PRO Subj : .76 (96) PRO Obj .45 (51)
PRO + N Subj : .02 (3) PRO + N Obj .03 (3)

N Obj + PRO .06 (7)

Perhaps they signal some kind of distress in the discourse which is occa
sionally found in unplanned speech. If this is the case, one would expect 
these constructions to. appear in a "trouble source" of a discourse. A 
trouble source is a point in the discourse where an utterance is unacceptable 
to the hearer for some reason and a request for clarification is made. On 
the other hand, the ihfrequency with which these constructions appear (if 
the 30 minute sequence is representative) might be due to their connection 
to a restricted subset of all possible discourse contexts, such as contra
dictions, etc.

In order to ascertain which of these alternatives more probably accounts 
for the distribution of these constructions, examples of each type will be 
presented and discussed in turn.

4.2. Object NP + PRO. Unlike right-dislocation constructions, no syn
tactic break can be detected either by pause or tone change in left-dislo
cations. This leads one to speculate as to the amount of planning this con
struction receives. Indeed, all of the examples from the corpus of data



strongly suggest that an Obj NP + PRO construction, rather than being un
planned, shows a remarkable degree of forethought. By topicalizing an argu
ment, by bringing the argument into the center of attention, the speaker 
forces the hearer to focus on that particular element. It is one way of 
controlling the conversation.
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(5) B: inyl Q-ka-b^-w-4 mu na afrlkan styudents oganazefsheny’ 
me I-Pj-them-finish LOC and African Students’ Organization 
'Me, I am finished with them, and the campus African Students'
ey£ k^mpasf Q-ka-gf-w-^ mu 
of campus I-P^-it-finish LOC 
organization, I nave nothing to do with it'

The utterance in (5) above is an example of a sub-topic shift. Topics 
can change either abruptly or, as in this case, by shifting the topic to one 
that is closely related to the present topic. After several sub-topic 
shifts, the initial topic seems to have very little in common with what 
results.

A much cleaner example of outright manipulation is found in the follow
ing dialogue. Notice how the interlocutors use the Obj NP + PRO construction 
while vying for control of the conversation.

(6) K: mbwe* £kaf£ 'vu Q-ka-gul’ e b f ’ em<5 kazMo

B:

today five PR-it-buy beer one poor boy (five = five shillings) 
'And yet a five buys only one beer, my God'

?e kyor)k£ bi 1 ’ ebT delcS ( ) 
oh but days these in fact —
'In fact now a days -- '

K: amalw^ n-j£ (k)u-g^-lekela kwa kwel1 
beer I-come to-it-stop really 
'Beer, I’m going to stop it, really'

B: Inye da le sal££m nl-Q-gl-tffn£ kwa kwel! 
me Dar es Salaam PR-I-it-afraid really 
'Me, Dar es Salaam, I'm really scared of it'

K: mrfrfi 'what?'

B: da le sal££m ni-Q-gl-tffn-a 'Dar es Salaam, I’m scared 
Dar es Salaam PR-I-it-afraid of it'

K: bulf kantu q-ka-seel-a kwa kw£eli ’Everything is expensive, 
every thing PR-it-expensive really really*

B: olw’ 6kuba 'Because*

K: ?nh 'Yeah?'

B: ?haa ((pause))
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B: Q-ku-tekeleza nye £malw£ nj£ (k)u-g^-leke I-a
when I-may-think me beer I-come to-it-stop 
'when I think (about it), me, beer, I'm going to stop it'

In the first utterance, K uses the most frequent technique to introduce a 
referent--an Obj NP construction. It was ignored by B. K however perseveres 
by trying to force B's attention to the topic of his choice by left-dislocat- 
ing the NP (changing the English loan word to the native word for beer). B 
continues to ignore the topic and instead offers a topic of his own. This 
so surprises K--the fact that B tried to establish a different topic— that he 
asks for clarification. B does not relent. He repeats the Obj NP + PRO con
struction, insisting upon his choice of topic. K finally acquiesces. How
ever, after two more turns, B seems to realize that he has erred. Conversa
tion is a cooperative venture. He was not cooperating by insisting upon his 
choice of topic over K's choice. So to,in effect,apologize for his mistake,
B switches to K's choice of topic, reintroducing it in a left-dislocation 
construction, indicating that it now occupies the center of his attention.

4.3. PRO + Obj NP. A right-dislocated object seems to have two separ
ate functions. The first is a simple case of afterthought. In the follow
ing example, since (people in) Dar es Salaam has not been previously mentioned 
in the discourse, a pronoun was insufficient to denote the referent. Rather 
than waiting for the hearer to ask for clarification, the speaker attached 
the full NP form of the referent to the end of the utterance himself, cor
recting a possible trouble source--a "self-initiated self-repair" (Schegeloff, 
Jefferson, and Sachs 1976).

(7) B: ni-Q-gonz-a n-o-many-^ mbwlenu m-ba-andik-f-fI * 
PR-I-want PR-you-know today I-them-write-APP-P2 
’I want, you know now, I have written them
£ba I ua da 1 e salctamu 
letter Dar es Salaam 
a letter, Dar es Salaam'

The second function of PRO + Obj NP constructions serves to express 
surprise, doubt, or disbelief.

(8) B: nnhrt kyoqka ma£ e ma’ £gyo si Q-ka-gy-^-bon-el-a 
what but that one anyway I-P^-it-self-see-APP
'What? But that one, I saw it myself, anyway'

o**ka o-ka-g I -bon* ebenz I 
you-P^ you-P^-it-see Benz 
'Did you see it, the Benz?'

(9) B: dus<$ n’o-gI-m^ny-a 
DUSO PR-you-it-know

'DUSO, do you know it?'

K: ?ehe 'Yes'

o-kya-g i-juk-a duso 'Do you still remember it, the DUSO?'
you-still-it-remember DUSO
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Notice that in example (9), a left-dislocation construction establishes 
Duso (which was already introduced into the discourse) as topic. In terms 
of referent identification, only a pronominal form is necessary for such 
clear unambiguous denotation. However, for the purpose of separating the 
argument from the assertion, an NP was added to the right. This allowed 
for emphasizing the argument and de-emphasizing the assertion, bringing 
just the argument into question.

4.4. PRO + Subj NP. A right-dislocated subject also separates the 
argument from the assertion. This construction can be used to repair a 
trouble source.

(10) B: ni ni nci akatoyot^ kaqge ka-tem-il-e mu
and and and toyota my it-cut-P2 in 
'And my Toyota too did a good job,
bw£an’ o-t^-bon-a ka-t’ ka-ta-gI-il-£ (h)ala 
sir you-NEG-see it-NEG it-NEG-go-P2 far 

brother, even though it hasn't been on a long journey'

K: ak£kl 'what?' (class 12)
B: kyoqk£ ka-tem-iImu akatoyot^ kaqge

but it-cut-P2 in toyota my 
'But it's done a good job, my Toyota'

K heard thenoun class but did not catch the subject of B's utterance. In 
order to bring attention to the noun, it was separated from the rest of the 
proposition.

PRO + Subj NP was found to be an ineffective construction in reintro
ducing a referent.

(11) B: ya nar)k’ £-ka-lj’ £lwak£tanu kakulu
someone he-P^-come Friday Kakulu 
'Did he come on Friday, Kakulu?'

A: o-tai 'what?'
you-say

B: kakulw’ a-ka-ij’ £lwak£tanu 'Did Kakulu come on Friday?'
Kakulu he-Pj-come Friday

A: ffna 'yes'

While PRO + Subj NP was not perceived by A, a Subject NP construction was 
easily understood.

5. COMPARISON WITH CONTINGENT QUERIES
Left-dislocations and right-dislocations are commonly found in the 

structure of contingent queries--questions that ask for clarification of 
all or part of a previous utterance. Bennett (1977) found that when an ele
ment of an utterance is considered surprising or doubtful, the hearer-turned- 
querier may either left-dislocate that element and use a surprise intonation 
(a high pitch with a rising tone on the final vowel), or alternatively, as
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discussed in section 4.3, he may right-dislocate that element.^

(12) Given: omush^fj* a-ka-h’ 6mvd£n* £r)konf
man he-P^-give child stick 

'the man gave the child a stick'
Querying child: omush^rj* eokony’ a-ka-gf-h’ <5mw£anc5

man stick he-P^-it-give child 
’did the man give the child a stick?'

Expected answer: eee, omw^ana 'yes, the child'

Notice that only the element which is in doubt is positioned to the right 
of the VC in a contingent query while all "given" or "noncontested" argu
ments are to the left of the VC. Perhaps this suggests a separation of 
function of left- and right-dislocations and/or differences in focus that 
utterance-initial vs. utterance-final positions receive.

6. CONCLUSION
Both left-dislocations and right-dislocations serve vital discourse 

needs. By separating the assertion from the arguments, selective attention 
can be directed. This seems to be the major function of dislocations in 
general. Substantiation for this hypothesis can only be found by viewing 
each occurrence of such constructions in a discourse-context framework.

Left:-dislocations most typically occur in situations in which a ref
erent is reintroduced--contexts establishing givenness. In contingent 
queries, the given NP's are left-dislocated. Right-dislocations are found 
to convey surprise/disbelief besides being the construction which is used 
for "afterthought".

It seems as though some type of attention-ranking scale could be de
vised to show the relative strength of the various positions within an ut
terance :

Pragmatic Situation Construction Ranking Comments

normal declarative basic word order 
sV-0 
1 2

2 >1 2 = new information

establish givenness left-dislocation
0 soV
1 2

1 >2 1 = topic

states given left-dislocation
0 soV
1 2

2 > 1 2 = query verb

expresses surprise right-dislocation 
soV 0 
1 2

2 > 1 2 = element in doubt

afterthought right-dislocation 
soV 0
1 7

1 >2 2 = afterthought
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contingent query left- and right- 3 >1 § 2 3 = query
dislocation 1 = old infor-
0 soV S mation
1 2 3

(13) suggests that (by a 2:1 margin) utterance-final position seems to be 
the favored choice for placing "important" information. Utterance-initial 
position is preferred only when establishing topic and, by default, in 
cases of afterthought.

What does this imply for the notion of the "plannedness" of disloca
tion constructions? With the exception of the afterthought phenomenon, 
these constructions seem to be manipulative and highly contextually bound. 
Although the control of attention that can be achieved in using these con
structions might be indicative of some forethought, the fact that they oc
cur in extremely limited discourse contexts suggests that dislocations are 
reflective of unplanned speech, triggered by a small set of discourse 
context stimuli.

NOTES

^It is possible to contrive a situation with three left-dislocations, 
as in the following example:

abak^zi kat* embwa b^-ka-gi-mu-h-a 'the women, Kato, the dog, they 
women Kato dog they-P^-it-him-give gave it to him’

Here we know that abakazl has been left-dislocated since it is separated 
from the verbal complex by the two left-dislocated objects.

2I am greated indebted to Ernest Byarushengo for his aid in trans
cribing this conversation.

3For a more complete discussion of the distribution of seven reference- 
expression types, see Tenenbaum (1977).

^Bennett (1977) states that disbelief is expressed by "shifting the 
surprising NP to the right and denying it an agreement pronoun in the 
verbal complex...". My limited examples of this situation show the right- 
dislocation; however, I have no examples of agreement pronoun deletion.
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1. STRUCTURAL AND FUNCTIONAL TYPES OF INTERROGATION
Generally speaking, there are two ways one might request information 

from a fellow communicator, in Haya as well as in a number of other lan
guages. These somewhat parallel the distinction in English between the 
so-called "WH-questions" and "Yes-No Questions" (interrogatives proper) , 
from a structural standpoint. In addition, one may make a functional 
distinction among types of questions in any language; the true interro
gatives request information about a topic— a person, object, event, or 
state of affairs in the world— and as such may be used to initiate a 
conversational interaction among participants, insofar as the question 
is not ignored and is appropriately responded to. A second functional 
type of question appears in a discourse or conversational context, and 
is the type with which this work will be concerned. These are the 
"contingent queries" (Garvey 1975), so-called because they follow an 
utterance by a previous speaker and request clarification of part or all 
of that preceding utterance (i.e. they are contingent upon a previous 
utterance). This clarification can be required of 1) some particular 
element which was not heard or understood by the hearer; 2) the entire 
utterance; 3) it may request further elaboration upon some point within 
the utterance or 4) beyond it. This last type has been called a query 
of "potentials" (Garvey, p.8,10), because the speaker asks about infor
mation not directly included in the utterance under consideration, but 
something which might potentially be predicated about some point in the 
utterance (cf. below, example (4)). All four querying types are exem
plified in the following hypothetical examples:

(1) (The hearer requests clarification of a particular element in 
the utterance)
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I gave my father a yacht for Father's Day.
Who? (Requests clarification of the subject of the sen
tence or, more probably, the indirect object/benefactive)
I did.
My father.

A what? (Requests clarification of the direct object)
A yacht.

For what? (Or "when", etc.: a request for clarification
of the temporal or circumstantial element)
(For) Father's Day.

You did what? (Requests clarification of the predicate or 
verb).
(I) gave my father a yacht for Father's Day (With the sub
ject "I" specified, this is also the response to the global 
question "what?").

In the last example (d), it may be the case that the hearer did not 
hear the verb, but in fact did hear the terms (one or more) of the verb.
If so, then as in the cases of (la,b,c), the hearer-beconie-querier may 
ask only for the information he or she has failed to perceive. It is par
ticularly true of certain educated and/or impatient speakers, who perhaps 
want to communicate most efficiently and waste as little conversational 
space as possible, that the querier will design contingent queries (here- 
after CQ's) to be extremely specific about what is to be repeated by the 
speaker. Thus, if such a querier wants only the verb of our utterance 
repeated, he or she may ask:

e. B: You did what with a yacht (to your father, etc.)?
A: I gave him one (for Father’s Day, etc).

The responder or original speaker A must use caution not to repeat 
more than what was asked for (at least not too much more), or else risk 
offending the querier. The following hypothetical, anomalous discourse 
sequence illustrates what happens when this condition is disobeyed:

A: Oh--he's just trying to make a big impression.
B: Who is?
A: He's just trying to make a big impression.
B: Yeah I know, but who is?

The second type of CQ has been parenthetically illustrated above in 
(Id), but another example is offered. This is the "global" CQ, utilized 
when the querier wants to start over and have the entire utterance repeated 
or paraphrased:

(2) A: Well, I think she's pregnant anyway.
B: What?
A: (I said) I think she’s pregnant anyway.
B: Oh (optional)^
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(3) (The querier may request elaboration upon a particular element) 
A: That guy went right through a red light!
B: Which one?
A: That guy in the Maserati (or "The one at 

Pico and La Cienega")
the intersection

(Finally, there may be a query of "potential'’)
A: I saw the wierdest-looking billboard the other day.
B: Where?
A: In Hollywood (or wherever).2
B: Naturally (optional).

These examples (l)-(4) illustrate the solicited CQ, but Garvey points 
out (p.8) that responses, paraphrases, repetitions, and so on may be ’’un
solicited" or initiated by the speaker of the utterance. When such is the 
case, the query itself remains implicit, and the speaker merely supplies 
the elaboration. In English and Haya, right-dislocated structures, or 
"afterthought" phenomena, may exhibit this (see Byarushengo, Hyman, and 
Tenenbaum 1976, Byarushengo and Tenenbaum 1976). For another view of "un
solicited CQ's", see the work by Sacks, Schegeloff, and Jefferson on repair 
and self-repair.

A third functional category of questioning contains interrogatives 
which appear on the surface to be CQ's, but to which there is an element of 
deviousness, for in seeming to ask for clarification about some aspect of 
the previous utterance, the querier is in fact doubting its validity, or 
expressing surprise at its truth value. These are also structurally simi
lar to all the varieties of CQ's, but tend to differ in intonation; like 
CQ's, the speaker of the question may choose a particular element of the 
preceding utterance about which to be surprised or doubtful, or may express 
this attitude about the entire utterance. This is done with intonation 
which is represented orthographically, typically, by a series of question 
marks and exclamation points: "What??!!??!!").

In Haya, these three functional types are operative and identifiable, 
and shall be presented in turn. This paper presents a rather general sur
vey of CQ's based on many kinds of (syntactic) structures. In some cases, 
an area was only touched upon, but it was felt that a brief look at many 
kinds of structures would have more general consequences than a detailed 
study of a very esoteric nature. Wherever it was felt to be needed, some 
explanation accompanies the examples presented within, though in general 
questioning in Haya is a fairly transparent process.

2. A WORD ABOUT f/ff-QUESTIONS
True interrogatives do not differ to a great extent from the CQ's 

which will be investigated here. To ask for the identification of a parti
cular referent noun phrase, the question has the structure NP + kf, with 
the inherent high tone of the particle /-kf/ appearing on the final vowel 
of the noun, e.g.

(5) /mush^fja + kf/ [mush£fj£ kl] 'which man?'
man which
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Note that, in general, the preprefix normally associated with noun phrases 
in Haya does not appear in such question constructions (cf. Chagas 1977).

The words corresponding in Haya to English WH-questions are as follows

In questioning a verb plus non-subject term of the verb, no object 
pronoun for the questioned element appears in the verbal complex. This is 
probably due to the "nongivenness" of a term which is being questioned (cf. 
Byarushengo and Tenenbaum 1976).

As in most Bantu languages, no fronting or topicalization of the ques
tion word (hereafter Q-word) occurs in the formation of a question (Welmers 
1973:438). There are, however, exceptions to this which will be discussed 
in more detail below. Essentially, a question in Bantu resembles, when 
given a morpheme-by-morpheme translation into English, the so-called "echo- 
question”, e.g.

(7) a. kat * S-l Im-a rjk̂ ha ’where does Kato cultivate?'
Kato he-cultivate where

b. a-1 im-a ijrk£h£ k£to 
he-cultivate where Kato

c. *qk£ha kat* £ - 1 im-a
where Kato he-cultivate

3. CONTINGENT QUERIES
CQ's specifying a number of constituents were investigated, and the 

findings will be presented in this section.
3.1. "Global" CQ's. A "global” CQ represents a request for clarifi

cation or repetition (or paraphrase) of the entire preceding utterance, and 
the required response is usually for the speaker to repeat the entire utter
ance intact, or else present an adequate (and possibly more elaborate) para
phrase. This probably holds true for all languages. There are two altern
atives for asking this type of CQ in Haya, regardless of the structure of 
the preceding utterance:

(8) a. <§ta ’how?’
b. w-a-gamb-a kl 'what did you say?’

you-Pj-say what

3.2. Querying the subject (Su). A query of the Su is simplest if:
1) there is only one term of the verb (i.e. the Su), or 2) there is only one 
[+human] noun phrase/term (namely, the Su). When this is the case, a quer- 
ier may unambiguously produce the CQ by using only the word for ’who’. In 
this case, therefore, given utterance (9), there are alternatives (10a) and 
(10b) for making a Su CQ, the first being the simpler type:

(6) <5wa 'who' kub^kl 'why'
kfha 'which'
<5ta 'how'

muki 'what (cl. 1)
qk^ha 'where' 
maki 'when'
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(9) omush^fj5 a-tambuka 'the man walks'
man he-walk

(10) a. <5wa 'who?'
b. a-t^mbuka n’<5wS ̂  'who is it that walks?' 

he-REL-walk be who

A form such as <5wa is quite inappropriate, however, when the utterance 
being questioned contains more than one human term. Its inappropriateness is 
due to the ambiguity which results. In these instances, then, it is not un
common to request clarification via a more disambiguating structure such as 
the passive:

(11) omush^fj* a-ka-h’ ^mw^n* £qkonl 'the man gave the child a stick' 
man he-P^-give child stick

(12) a-ka-gf-h££-bw* <5wa 'who gave it to him?' (lit. who was it given by) 
he-Pg-it-give-PASS who

For a three-termed verb with all human terms,^ the CQ <5wa is three-ways 
ambiguous. Utterance (13) can thus be questioned in the passive, but this 
is actually ambiguous also, although the ambiguity lies with interpretation 
of the object pronoun mu 'him' as an accusative or dative object, and not in 
the word owa itself.

(13) omuk^zy’ a-ka-h* ^mush^fj* <5mw£ana 'the woman gave the man the
woman she.-Pj-give man child child’

(14) a-ka-mu-h££“bw’ <5wa 'who was he given by/who was to him given by' 
he-Pj-him-give-PASS who

Although it is appropriate to answer such CQ's by repetition of the Su 
NP only, potentially ambiguous CQ's such as (12) and (14) above may be ans
wered with a complete sentence. This would take the form not of the ori
ginal queried utterance, that is, not of the active indicative, but rather 
the form in which the CQ was constructed. Because of this "discourse con
straint", a passived CQ such as (14) would therefore be answered in the 
passive:

(15) a-ka-mu-h^-bw’ <5mukazl 'he was given (to) him by the woman'
he-P3-him-give-PASS woman

3.3. Querying the object (accusative). Accusative object CQ's 
(henceforth Acc) follow similar lines as the Su CQ's. Where only the Acc 
is [+human] the question word alone suffices; if the Acc is the only [-human] 
term, the question word may not be used in isolation, but the verb of the 
queried utterance must be supplied as well. Examples (16) and (17) illus
trate the [+human] case; examples (18) and (19) and CQ (20) illustrate the 
case of [-human] Acc's.

(16) embw’ 4-ka-sIm* <5mush£ija 
dog it-P^-bump man

'the dog bumped into the man'
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(17) <5wa

(18) omuk^zy’ a-It* ^Qkoko ’the woman kills chickens’
woman she-kill chicken(s)

(19) *kI 'what?'

(20) a-lt-£ kl ’what does she kill?’ 
she-kill what

When there are three verbal terms, the Su and the Dat(ive) (or what 
would be indirect object in English) may under certain circumstances appear 
as full N P ’s, but normally they appear as clitic pronouns when the Acc is 
being queried.6 Given utterance (11), example (21) is a perfectly likely CQ:

(21) a-ka-mu-h-£ ki ’what did he give him?*
he-P^-him-give what

It may be that there is a potential ambiguity in (21) (i.e. the inter
pretation of the clitic pronoun as accusative, yielding 'he gave him to 
what'), but -mu- tends to be interpreted as the dative due to a pragmatic 
strategy of assigning the [+human] element to this case over the [-human] one.

The queried utterance could have contained an Acc and a Dat from the 
same noun class, and thus the form 6wa for a CQ of the Acc is ambiguous.
Given utterance (13) above, there are two alternative CQ’s for the Acc. If 
the hearer has not heard enough of the Acc to place it in a -mu- class and 
is willing to risk offense to the possibly human NP, he or she may ask:

(22) a-ka-mu-h-^ kl ’what did she give him?’ 
she-Pj-him-give what

Alternatively, the hearer may have heard the prefix of the Acc, and thus 
knows it is probably class 1 (human). In this case, (23) may be asked:

(23) a-ka-mu-h’ 6wa ’who did she give him?’ 
she-P3-him-give who

Again, as in the case of the Su, an appropriate answer need only con
sist of the element which was actually queried. It is also appropriate to 
repeat the verb plus Acc, provided that any NP’s which were contained in the 
CQ (whether in full or pronominalized form) have been reduced to pronouns in 
the response. That is, given CQ (25), only (26) is truly felicitous, and 
not (27), since both 'the man' and 'the knife' are discourse old and given 
information.

(24) omush^rj’ a -k a -s h a l’ Inyama n’ <5mijhyo 'the man cut the meat with
man he-P3~cut meat with knife a knife’

(25) a. a-ka-shcila kf n’6mdhyo 'what did he cut with a knife?'
he-P^-cut what with knife

b. a-ka-sh^la ki^ 'what did he cut?’ 
he-Pj-cut what
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(26) a. a-ka-gu-sh^z’ enyama 'he cut meat with it'
he-Pg-it-cut-INSTR meat

b. enyama 'meat'
(27) ?omush£fj’ a-ka-sh<5l’ Enyama nMmuhyo (=(24))

3.4. Querying the dative object (Dat). Again an ambiguity arises when 
there are two or more [+human] terms in an utterance and a CQ is made con
sisting solely of the word <5wa 'who?'. For an utterance such as (11) above, 
the unambiguous query of the Dat takes the form of the verb complex with 
a .clitic pronoun or full NP for the Acc, and the Q-word for class 1.

(28) a-ka-gl-h* <§wa 'whom did he give it to?' 
he-Pj-it-give who

Note that this cannot unambiguously query the Su, because that would mean 
that the pronoun for the dative object would be missing, yielding an un
grammatical sentence rendered approximately 'who gave it?'. This is un
grammatical in Haya because the verb okuha 'to give' is lexically coded 
for two objects (cf. Duranti and Byarushengo 1977). If querying the sub
ject one would use the following passivized sentence:

(29) a-ka-g i-h^-bw* <5wa 'he was given it by whom?1 
he-P-j-it-give-PASS who

Where there are three verbal terms (Su and two nonoblique objects), 
all from the same noun class, even a CQ of the form verb (with pronouns) +
<5wa is unclear (as the pronoun could refer to either the Acc or the Dat).
It may be that in such a case the querier will have to specify fully just 
what is was that was heard and what was not heard or understood, as in (30):

(30) omuk^zy’ a-ka-h’ cSmusĥ fj’ (5wa 'the woman gave the man who?'
woman she-P3-give man who

Or better yet, the querier may use a pseudo-cleft construction which makes 
the former Dat the topic, and utilizes a copula:

(31) ow’ <5muk£zl y-a-ha-il* <5mush£fja n’<$wa 'who the woman gave the man
who woman she-P-give-P» man be who is who?' (or 'who is it that

the woman gave the man ?')

In the case of a benefactive (Ben) (and other cases where an extension 
on the verb is used, in general), the extension makes the situation clear 
and helps to avoid ambiguity. Hence, given (32), the OQ (33) positively 
requests repetition of the Ben, as it would be ungrammatical to have the 
Ben left unsaid when there is an applicative suffix on the verb (as would 
be the case if <5wa referred to the Su) .

(32) omushcif j’ a-ka-sh£ I - I I ’ <5mw££n’ Enyama 'the man cut meat for
man he-P^-cut-APP child meat the child'

(33) a - k a - g i - s h £ l - i I ’ <5wa 
he-Pg-it-cut-APP who

'who did he cut it for?'
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(cf. a-ya-shaI-iI * <5mw^^n’ enyama n’owa / a-ya-mu-shaI-(I * enyama n’̂ wa 'he 
who cut for the child/him is who?’, which queries the Su.)

Some NP's may follow the Ben, e.g. an instrumental, in which case a 
somewhat interesting ordering of the Q-word and the instrumental appears in 
the CQ. Given (34), only the CQ's in (35) are grammatical.

(34) omush^fj’ a - k a - s h ^ l - I I ’ <5mw^n* enyama n’ cSmuhyo 
man he-P^-cut-APP child meat with knife 

’the man cut meat for the child with a knife'

(35) a.

b.

a-ka-gi-sh£l-iI ’ 6wa nJ6muhyo 
he-P^-it-cut-APP who with knife

a-ka-shaI - 11-w* enyama n’ <5wa5 
he-P^-cut-APP-PASS meat be who

'who did he cut it for with a 
knife?'5 (gl 'it' = meat)

'who was the meat cut for?'

(36) *a -k a -g  i-sh£ I -11 -a  n’̂ muhy’ <5wa 
he-P^-it-cut-APP with knife who

'who did he cut it for with a 
knife?'

The CQ (36) is ungrammatical due to the position of the Q-word for the Ben 
(owa), which is placed after the oblique instrumental case. As shown by 
Duranti and Byarushengo (1977), there is a hierarchy of case status, whereby 
verbal terras have access to positions closer to the verbal complex than 
oblique cases of "nonterms". As might be expected, if the instrumental ap
pears with a verbal extension (i.e., is a term of the verb), it is permitted 
to position itself in the verbal complex, and thus precede <$wa in the CQ:

(37) a-ka-gi-gu-sh^l-lz’ <$wa 'who did he cut it for with it?'
he-P3-it-it-cut-APP-INSTR who (gl = meat; gu = knife)

S.5. Queries of oblique cases. For the purpose of querying the NP's 
which are not full verbal terms (because they are objects of prepositions 
and not encoded in the verbal complex via an extension), the instrumental 
will serve as an example. An utterance such as (24) above can be most 
grammatically queried with the form (38), while (39) receives questionable 
status. (40a) and (40b) are acceptable answers, with (41) being about as 
questionably acceptable as (39).

(38) a-ka-gi-sh^l-a kT 
he-P^-it-cut with what

’what did he cut it with?'

(39) ?n^ ki '/ ’with what?’

(40) a. n’6muhyo 
with knife

'with the knife'

b. a-ka-g I-shc5z’ <5muhyo 
he-P^-it-cut-INSTR knife

'he cut it with the knife’

(41) ?omuhyo 'the knife1

Dat),
If there has been an utterance with both an instrumental and a Ben 
, under certain discourse conditions one might find it felicitous to

repeat this Ben in the querying of the oblique instrumental. Utterance
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(34) above may be queried for the instrumental with either (42a) or (42b) : 
(42a) does not include the Ben, while (42b) incorporates it into the verbal 
complex as a pronoun. (34) may also be queried with (43), which fully ex
presses the Ben NP. Acceptable answers are (40a) above and (44).

(42) a .  a - k a - g l - s h £ l - a  n£  kT
he-Pj-it-cut with what

b .  a - k a - g  |-m u -s h c l I - I  I - a  n£ kT
he-P3~it-him-cut-APP with what

(43) a-ka-g 1 -s h ^ l  - i  I ’  <5mw^na n£ kT^ 
tie-Pg-it-cut-APP child with what

(44) a - k a - g l - m u - s h £ l - i l - a  n ’ ^rm jhyo  
he-P3~it-him-cut-APP with knife

'with what did he cut it?'

'with what did he cut it for him?'

'with what iid he cut it for the 
child?'

'he cut it for him with the knife'

Interestingly enough, if the instrumental is promoted to object status via 
a verbal extension, a highly questionable query results:

(45) ? ? a - k a - g i-mu-sh£l-j z - a  kT 'with what did he cut it for him?'
he-P3-it-him-cut-APP-INSTR what
3.6. Querying the action, plus or minus terms. It is also the case 

in communicative situations that a hearer may hear most of the utterance 
except the verb, or that he or she may miss the verb and some terms of it 
as well (see example (Id) above). In Haya, a CQ of the verb is generally 
accomplished through repetition of the full Su (optional) and the Su in 
the form of a pronoun-subject prefix on the verb okukola 'to do' and the 
Q-marker kl. Thus, returning to the initial intransitive sentence in (9), 
repeated here as (46),

(46) omush^rj> a - t a m b u k - a  'the man w a lk s '
man he-walk

(47) represents an appropriate CQ if the hearer has not heard the verb.

(47) (omushd'j’) a - k o l - d  kT 'what d o e s  the man/he d o ? '  
man he-d o  what

And the response may be (48a) or (48b), but not (48c).

(48) a. o m u s h ^ f j *  a - t a m b u k - a 'the man walks
man he-walk

b. a - ta m b u k - a
he-walk

'he walks'

c. * ta m b u k - a 'walks'
walk

In the case of an utterance with two or more verbal terms, it is possi
ble that neither the verb nor one or more of the terms was heard or under
stood. In English, a CQ on an utterance such as (49) would take a form
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somewhat like (50).

(49) That man is hitting that poor dog

(50) H e ’s doing what to (who, what)?

In Haya, however, such CQ's are impossible. It seems that one cannot question 
more than one element at a time, since it was also not possible to elicit 
CQ’s on, e.g. both objects, or both Su and Acc, and so on. In these cases, 
a querier must merely make a global CQ, and get more than he or she really 
needs repeated.

There is another problem in the querying of verbs, and that is that if 
a hearer has not heard the verb, then chances are he or she has also not 
heard the tense. Given (13) above (repeated here as (51)), the querier has 
the alternatives in (52) .

(51) omuk^zy’ a-ka-h’ dmush^fj’ <5mw£ana 'the woman gave the man the 
woman she-Pj-give man child child'

(52) a. a-ka-ko1 ki 
she-Pj-do what

'what did she do?' [general past)

b. a-koz-II -e ki 
she-do-P2 what

[yesterday past]

c. y-a-ko1 ki 
she-Pj-do what

[today past]

Form (52a) assumes that the speaker has said something which is somewhat
dated information (prior to yesterday), and that he or she should perhaps 
more felicitously have said before. (52b) assumes that the speaker was 
talking about some event that took place yesterday (the time being perhaps 
deduced from the preceding discourse context). (52c) is the "unmarked"
case, as it assumes that the speaker was reporting an event in the fairly 
immediate past, and thus a more newsworthy event. It is possible, of 
course, to avoid the whole problem by asking the speaker to repeat the 
whole utterance.

Another problem arises when a verb has two or more terms which are 
[+human], one or more of which was not heard. In an utterance such as (51) 
above, (53) would be the correct CQ if neither the verb nor some terms 
were perceived, but it would be a most vague CQ at best.

(53) b a - a - k o l k l  'what did they do?’
they-Pj-do what

In this case the original speaker can determine that the querier heard no 
verb, but not whether (and if so, how many) terms were heard. To insure 
that the original message is communicated, the speaker must therefore repeat 
the entire utterance.

3.7. Other oases: selectors (e.g. adjectives), potentials, posses-
sives (alienable and inalienable)y comparativesy passivesy and causatives. 
Many utterances contain so-called "selectors" or modifying words, which are
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prone to be misheard. As in other CQ's, the word kl is used (this time 
with the meaning ’which’), appended to the noun of which one did not hear 
the modifier. As with the true interrogatives of this sort, the noun ap
pears without its preprefix (cf. Chagas 1977). To kill three birds (or 
terms) with one stone, a good illustration involves an elaborate (an un
likely, except in literature) utterance in which all three terms are modi
fied by an adjective. The following utterances represent the various types 
of CQ's for the selectors.

(54) omush^fj* (Smuh^qg’ a-ka-h* Imbw’ elikwlIlaguI * Igkoni nda
man big he-P3-give dog black stick long

’the big man gave the black dog a long stick’

(55) mushifj^ ki ’which man?’
man which

(56) a. omush^fj’ c5muhaogo ’the big man* (the man who is big)man big
b. omuhaogo ’the big one’

big (cl. 1)

(57) rfibw£ kl ’which dog?’
dog which

(58) a. embw* 4\ fkwfflagula ’the black dog’ (the dog which is black)
dog black

b. el fkwulagula ’the black one’ (the one which is black)
black (cl. 9)

(59) Qkonf kl ’which stick?’
stick which

(60) a. eQkonf nda ’the long stick’ (the stick which is long)
stick long

b. enda 'the long one’ (the one which is long)
long (cl. 9)

Alternatively, one might have heard the selector, but be unsure of 
the noun which it modifies. In English, given (54) above, one might say,
e.g. "the big whatV'\ or, if one were fairly certain that the noun was 
[+human], "the big who?". It is not impossible to make such queries in
Haya, but somehow a form such as (61) seems extremely strange. Perhaps
part of the problem is that in the original utterance, what is big is 
[+human], and the CQ in (61) treats it as [-human].

(61) ?eklh^ogo kf-kl 'what's big?’
big (cl. 7) what

It is better to merely ask <5wa ’who?’.
Note here that the copulative form omuhaogo n’owa ’who is it that's 

big?' can only be used to question after a long list of selector + noun
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constructions, e.g. "the dog is black, the stick is long, the child is small, 
the man is big". Thus: "who is it that's big?"; "the man".

If these utterances were being produced in a situation where the NP's 
under discussion were in view, the CQ noun + kl could be responded to with 
a deictic, and perhaps a pointing gesture. The speaker would respond to the 
CQ with the demonstrative pronoun appropriate to the class of the noun which 
was being queried, e.g. ogwo for omushcifja, egyo for egkonl, and so on.

The hearer may wish to indicate that everything except some particular 
element was heard or understood (e.g. everything but the selector), and could 
do so by forming a CQ which contained those elements which were heard. Thus, 
given utterance (54) above, an interesting phenomenon arises in the case of 
the CQ for each element when the other elements are fully expressed (no se
lectors are necessary) . Note the word order in CQ's (62), (64), and (66), 
as well as the appearance of the copula.

(62) nf mush£f j£ ky’ £-y-a-ha- i I * £mbw’ 4gkonl 
be man which he/REL-P-give-P dog stick

'which man gave the dog 
a stick?' (Su)

(63) omuhaggo 'the big one'

(64) nf r#ibw£ ky’ £y’ dmush^fj’ a-ha-il’ egkoni 'which dog did the man
be dog which REL man he-give-P stick give a stick to?' (Dat)

(65) elfkwfflagula 'the black one'

(66) nf gkonf ky’ ly’ <5mushc5fja y-a-ha-ll’ embwa 
be stick which REL man he-P^give-P dog

'which stick did the man 
give the dog?' (Acc)

(67) enda 'the long one'

These CQ's appear to be formed through a type of cleft construction, 
whereby the element under consideration--the topic and the NP about which 
the question is being formed--is fronted in a left-branching structure. 
(Fronting may not necessarily be the case in (62), since the topic is iden
tical to the Su, which is already fronted) . After the fronted NP, and the 
interrogative marker and the relative pronoun, the utterance continues as it 
occurred in the speech of the original speaker (but without selectors) with 
respect to the ordering of nouns. The topicalized noun is of course missing 
from its original position to the right of the verb, if it was originally 
an object of some sort.

The problem of the genesis of the so-called "potential" questions will 
not be treated in detail here, but examples in Haya will be presented.H 
In general, one need merely ask the appropriate WH-question (see section 2) 
or repeat the verb + WH-Q-word to make a potential CQ. Hence, give the 
utterance (68), (69) asks about the potential location; given (70), (71) 
asks about the potential identity of a noun; given (72), (73) asks about 
potential time and (74) about potential location. Note that potentials 
heavily involve logical and pragmatic presupposition, and it is these pre
suppositions which must underlie the CQ, and not anything necessarily 
stated in the CQ itself.
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(68) nl-m-puljl* 4y<5mbo 
PR-I-hear noise

'I hear a noise'

(69) Qk4ha^ 'where?'

(70) n-a-ly-a milno 
I-Pj^-eat much

'I ate too much'

(71) w-a-Iy—£ ki 
you-Pj-eat what

'what did you eat?

(72) n-a-bon* <5mukama 
I-Pj-see chief

'I saw the chief'

(73) makl 'when?'

(74) Qk4ha 'where?'

Possessives can be queried (if they are alienable) by repeating the 
noun in question plus the Q-word <5wa ’who' functioning as the second ele
ment of an associative construction. Inalienable possessions are queried 
somewhat more indirectly. Hence (75) is questioned with (76), but (77) 
cannot be questioned with (78), but only with something like (79). (80)
has the two alternative CQ's in (81) and (82).

(75) Q-ka-cumb* 4bitook! byaqge 
I-Pg-cook bananas my

'I cooked my bananas'

(76) ebltook* eby* <5wa 
bananas of who

'whose bananas?' 
are of who)

(the bananas which

(77) Q-ka-h4nd* <5mukono 
I-P3-break arm

'I broke my arm’ (I broke arm)

(78) *omukon> <5gw* <5wa 
arm of who

'whose arm?'

(79) o-ka-hend-4 ki^S 
you-P^-break what

'what did you break?’ (answer = 
omukono; 'my' is understood)

(80) a-ka-m-pend’ <5mukono 
he-P3-me-break arm

'he broke my arm’ (he broke me [with 
respect to the] arm)

(81) ogw’ <5wa 
of who

'whose?' (answer *= ogw^gge 'mine')

(82) a-ka-h4nd’ 6wa 'who did he break?'
he-Pj-break who

Although an appropriate answer to (82) might be as in (83),

(83) a-ka-h4nd’ inye 
he-P3-break me

'he broke me'
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this assumes that omukono was heard, which may be an erroneous assumption. 
It is better, though less efficient, to have the speaker repeat the entire 
utterance.

To form a CQ about a comparative construction, one repeats the entire 
original utterance with ki substituted for the NP which was not heard or 
understood.

(84) (ni) mu I a ku-shaag’ dimity’ ogwo 
be tall to surpass tree that

(85) (ni) mu I a ku-shaag-a ki
be tall to surpass what

'he is taller than that tree*
(mu I a = class 1)

'what is he taller than?' (answer: 
omutl/omuty’ dgwo 'tree/that tree*)

Examples of CQ's in the passive have already been seen as disambigua
tion strategies (see (15) above). To query the Acc, it is permissible to 
form the CQ in the active indicative and follow the lines presented in sec
tion 3.3.

It is not possible, or only marginally so, to question a causative con
struction with the causative suffix attached to the verb okukola ’to do'.
But then it is really not necessary, as the speaker is required to repeat 
the entire verb in the form given in the original utterance anyway, or else 
provide an adequate paraphrase:

(86) omushdfj’ a-ka-guz’ dmukdzy* dqkoko 'the man sold (=caused to buy)
man he-P^-sell woman chicken the chicken to the woman'

(87) a-ka-kdl-d ki 'what did he do?'
he-P^-do what

(88) a-ka-guz’ dmukdzy’ dnkoko 'he sold the woman a chicken' (= ans-
he-P^-sell woman chicken wer to (87))

The problem with asking the question using okukola + CAUS is that the re
sult is a verb meaning not 'to cause to do' but rather 'to stab'. It is 
unlikely, given that the hearer heard only the [z] of those verbs whose 
stems normally end in [I], that the hearer would interpret this [z] as re
sulting from the causative suffix rather than a verb stem lexically ending 
in [z], e.g. okukoza 'to cause to do' vs. 'to stab'.

(89) omukdzy’ a-ka-liz’ dmushdija 'the woman caused the man to cry'*4
woman she-P^-cry-CAUS man

(90) a-ka-mu-kdz-d ki ?'what did she cause him to do?'
she-P^-him-X what ?'what did she stab him?'

Actually, (90) could be interpreted as 'what did she cause him to do', but 
this is still an unlikely interpretation given the other meaning for oku
koza. Apparently, hearers are more likely to interpret a verb as mono- 
morphemic rather than as a stem + extension, if this is possible.
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4. YES-NO QUESTIONS, CONTINGENT AND NON-CONTINGENT
Yes-no questions are the most transparent type to form in Haya, as 

there are no word order changes (but see section 5) or Q-words required.
One need merely form the declarative which underlies the desired question, 
and add a rising tone to the final vowel. Thus, (18) above, here repeated 
as (91), is questioned via (92).

(91) omuk^zy’ a-it* Iqkoko 'the woman kills chickens’
woman she-kill chickens

omuk£zy’ a-it’ eqkokS ’does the woman kill chickens?’
woman she-kill chickens

The appropriate answers are eego or eee^5 ’yes’ and cei ’no'.
If the hearer presupposes that a situation X exists (that, for example, 

the woman does in fact kill chickens), but for some reason the querier is 
not sure that the speaker is aware of this state of affairs, an interroga
tive CQ may be formed in the negative:

(92) omukcSzi t-^-ft-a Qkok5 'doesn’t the woman kill chickens?'
woman NEG-she-kill chickens (cf. affirmative without final rise)

This question must be answered a-zf-fta ’she kills them1 for the affirma
tive, and t-a-zf-ita ’she doesn't kill them' for the negative. There is a 
problem, if the Woman does kill chickens, with answering eego or eee 'yes', 
as it tends to answer the surface value of the question and not the under
lying presupposition. That is, a mere 'yes' may mean ’she doesn't kill 
chickens'. Because of its vagueness, such an answer is avoided.

5. CONTRASTING QUESTIONS AND QUERIER DOUBT AND DISBELIEF
When a querier wishes to express surprise that a given element was con

tained in the utterance of a previous speaker, there are a number of ways 
to do so. Given that the entire utterance is doubted, or at least very 
surprising to the hearer, he or she may query by asking <5ta 'how?' or 
wagamb£ ki 'you said what?' (cf. (8) above) with "surprise” intonation— i.e. 
by raising the level of all of the tones and adding rising intonation to 
the final vowel of the question even though it may contain a Q-word.
(Rising intonation is not usually necessary of a question containing a Q- 
word.) If it is a particular element which is surprising or in doubt, the 
corresponding WH-question CQ is asked, again with all the tones slightly 
raised, and an optional rising tone on the final vowel. Alternatively, 
one may front the NP which is in doubt, as in a pseudo-cleft, but the cor
responding "surprise" intonation is still required. A distinguishing dis
course feature of these surprise CQ’s is that unlike other questions, the 
original speaker may respond by saying "yes" + NP, where the NP of the re
sponse is the very one being questioned by the querier, in the case of yes- 
no CQ’s. Also, one can express disbelief of the objects and subject, as 
seen in the following examples, by shifting the surprising NP to the right 
and denying it an agreement pronoun in the verbal complex, although, since 
it has gust been mentioned in previous discourse, it theoretically is "old 
information" and should be "given". The querier is thus denying the 
"givenness" of the NP: what is "given" goes to the left of the verbal
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complex, as seen below.

(93) om ush^fj* a - k a - h ’ (5mw^^n* eqkonl
man he-Pj-give child stick

(94) om ush^fj* ^Qkony’ a -k a -g f -h *  <5mw£an5 'did the man give the child
man stick he-P^-it-give child a stick?'

(95) Answer: eee, omw^ana 'yes, the child'

(96) omush^fj’ <5mw^^n’ a-ka-mu-h’ ^qkonY 'did the man give the child
man child he-Pj-him-give stick a stick?'

(97) Answer: eee, egkoni ’yes, a stick'

(98) om w ^n’ ^Qkony’ a -k a -g  I-h l^ -b w * <5mush4ljS 
child stick he-P^-it-give-PASS man

'was the child given a 
stick by the man?

Notice that (98) is formed in the passive--this is one way to move a subject 
to the right. As it becomes agent, it alters the "unmarked" order for asking 
the yes-no question o m ush^fj’ a-ka-h’ <5mw££n’ ^QkonY 'did the man give the 
child a stick?'.

6. CONCLUSION
Although it was not possible to investigate every type of structure 

which could appear as a question in Haya, it is hoped that the types which 
were presented, which represent the most basic, provide an adequate view of 
the general kinds of interrogation. Questions in their discourse context 
were concentrated on because these provide particularly interesting insights 
into the ways speakers and hearers adapt their language to functional pur
poses: denying the "givenness" of a part of speech, for example; or focus
ing on some particular topic, and so forth. It is certain that any continued 
work in the area of questions, in Haya or any language, will provide even 
more complex kinds of structures, and ever-increasing subtleties of function. 
After all, it is possible to use language as a communicative system: this
work demonstrates how it may be adapted into such a system.

NOTES

^Since a CQ refers only to a preceding utterance and is contained within 
a larger conversational unit (the speech act or sequence, and then the dis
course itself) , its intervention does not alter the structure of the discourse 
as a whole with respect to speaker turns, and so on. That is, B is still re
quired to make any appropriate responses to A's original utterance (cf.
Garvey 1975).

2See Leech (1974) on "null arguments" and Chafe (1972).
^These data were elicited by Charles Randriamasimanana and confirmed 

by the present author.
^The form n’<5wa appears only with these relative constructions and is 

a pseudo-cleft structure (lit. 'he who walks is who'). It also seems to be
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restricted to queries of the topic, as well as being the only topicalized 
form.

5Cases beyond three terms, such as utterances with subject, dative, 
accusative (the last two both direct objects in Haya) and instrumental are 
also, of course, capable of being queried. Especially when two or more of 
these terms of [+human], the relative-copula (or pseudo-cleft) construction 
is used. For example, compare the following query on the Su: •

a-y-a-shal - f I ’ ^mw^n* 4nyama n’dwa 'who cut the child the meat 
REL-he-P-cut-APPchild meat be who with a knife?'
(lit. he who cut the child the meat with a knife is who)

^See Duranti and Byarushengo (1977) for a discussion of grammatical 
relations in Haya.

^One may also pose the following question:
omw^in5 a-ka-sh^l-11-w-£ kl 'what was cut for the child' 
child he-P_-cut-APP-PASS what 
(lit. the child was cut what)

But in Haya, unlike in English, this is ambiguous, meaning either 'what was 
cut for the child?' or 'what was the child cut for?'.

^This is admittedly an odd thing to ask, but one can imagine perhaps 
that the querier is, e.g., surprised that it was a knife which was used to 
cut the meat for the child, as opposed to some other instrument.

5This CQ is potentially ambiguous, but the meaning 'who was cut for 
the meat' is semantically odd.

^To make this a non-contingent query, simply remove the rising tone 
from the word kf. Generally, when a Q-word is contained in a question 
(such as kl or <5wa), rising tone is not needed. It does, however, serve 
the pragmatic function of distinguishing CQ's from true interrogatives.

n See Leech (1974), Chafe (1972).
^One could also ask y6mb6 kl 'what noise?', and so on.
^This question is efficient, as it serves to elicit a repetition of 

the noun, but also may elicit a repetition of the possessive pronoun if it 
is not understood through the noun. After the speaker has responded, there 
should then be no question about what NP was originally stated. Notice, 
finally, that (78) is probably unacceptable because there was no possessor 
in (77) that could have gone unheard. Just hearing the noun 'arm' would 
automatically tell the hearer that the arm belonged to the subject. If 
'arm' had not been heard, then (79) would be asked instead of (78).

^^For some reason this sentence was considered pragmatically odd.
^This is a little difficult to capture orthographically. It is pro

duced with falling intonation and substantial duration.
*̂>Not all NP's are shifted to the far right. If it was there in the 

first place, it remains (i.e. the Acc would remain).
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w
G REETING S

S h e i l a  Da u e r

University of Pennsylvania

I

Greetings in Buhaya^ are one of several forms of conversational openings. 
All of these openings have the form "summons/response", and they function as 
attention getting devices.. Most of them occur before a greeting, and can 
influence what transpires in the greeting. What I refer to here as a greeting 
is what the Haya call ekishulo (or as a verb: okushula).

It would perhaps be more accurate to call this speech event an exchange 
of salutations. A completed greeting requires a first utterance chosen from 
a set of 25 to 30 alternatives (not all available to all speakers), and an 
answer to it. This may be followed optionally by another pair of utterances, 
and finally by an optional set of questions.

It is expected that when people meet for the first time in a day, they 
will greet. They do not repeat this greeting again in the same day. The 
greetings make statements about the social relationship between two speakers, 
particularly their relative statuses. What the speakers are exchanging are 
amounts and types of deference (amakitne). This is signalled by the utterance 
form and by who goes first in the exchange.

A distinguishing feature of the Haya greeting is that its structure lends 
itself to the interpretation that one speaker is superordinate and the other 
subordinate. Someone, for example, must greet first, and in principle, to 
greet first is to offer the greater amount of deference.

The strategy of the interaction consists in the following: a speaker
must balance success in coming out with the higher role in the greeting against 
the possibility of disrupting his relationship with the addressee. For, if 
one should assert higher status than one's interlocutor thinks appropriate, 
one runs the risk of insulting him.

What constitutes a satisfactory greeting and what constitutes an insult? 
Aside from the fact that there are rules about who ought to receive deference 
from whom, there are also greeting histories which develop between pairs of
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speakers. Slight changes are quickly noticed and the indirect communication 
intended is looked for by the addressee. It is expected that people will give 
each other what they "deserve", or even a little more. This is called oku- 
kunila. Opposed to okukunila (which can be done with other behavior as well 
as greetings) there is the concept okugaya. This means to treat someone as if 
they were of low status, or "to put down". This term also applies to a range 
of behavior, both verbal and non-verbal. Okugaya is an action which comments 
on the social status of its referent by violating the expected pattern of com
munication of respect. To -gaya someone means to give them less deference 
than they think they deserve. This can be done by behaving towards someone 
as if they were a social inferior, by implying that the referent has charac
teristics associated with low status, or by acting in a way which clearly in
dicates disdain.

I will give a few examples of okugaya using means other than greeting and 
later discuss how this is done in greetings. In the language itself, there is 
a way to gaya. Haya has a system of noun classes. Inclusion in any class is 
marked by a specific prefix. One or more semantic features is associated with 
each of the classes in speech. But the features do not apply to every member 
of a class. The meaning of some nouns can be altered by shifting their noun 
class membership. The e k i -  prefix, for example, connotes grossness or stupid
ity. Thus, in a folktale, the leopard emptsl becomes ek lpts i when he kidnaps 
a young girl and carries her away in his knapsack to make a meal of her. He 
is also easily outwitted by the women of a village who rescue the girl by 
substituting stones for her in the leopard’s sack. Although he is big and 
dangerous, he is also stupid. As a second example, .a misbehaving girl-child 
whert being scolded can be called e k i is fk i  instead of omwllsfkl. A child pro
testing a spanking by his older brother was heard to yell: k ltan te la  ’don’t
you [kl] hit me I *.

Another means of okugaya is not to answer a summons or a greeting. Both 
actions require an account of motive because they are such strong forms of 
insult. The person who does not answer a summons or greeting must account 
for the lapse in communication. The most common excuse is "I didn't see you". 
It is about the only acceptable one if the speaker wishes to avoid a confront
ation over the reason for refusing to respond. Not responding to greetings 
and summonses is a sure sign of a break in social relations. As an insult, in 
terms of the definition given above, it means that the person who did not re
spond regards the difference in status between himself and the interlocutor to 
be so great that he need not acknowledge the other’s presence. In the pre
independence social system of Buhaya, it was only the chief and his immediate 
family who could pass by without responding to greetings offered by those they 
passed.

The greeting interchange provides the mechanism by which social status 
is typically communicated. As such, it holds the possibility of okugaya. One 
of the functions of the greeting is, in fact, to communicate the speaker's ap
praisal of the status relationship between himself and the addressee. Thus, 
while okukunila is always expected, okugaya is always a possibility. In the 
following discussion, I hope it will become clear that an insult done with a 
greeting involves switching the addressee from the category he expected to be 
in to a lower one, thus insulting him.

There are many relationships in which the two speakers' relative statuses
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are settled, and in which there is minimal ambiguity. Where there are less 
clearly defined relationships, there are ways to keep ambiguity at a minimum. 
However, the ambiguity can be used to communicate subtle information--for in
stance, the state of personal relations between two speakers.

The area in which I collected greetings was known as Kihanja in Bukoba, 
Tanzania. I found that there were different greeting systems in other areas, 
including different lexicon and some variations in the rules for the event.
The data I present here comes from the northwestern part of Kihanja only. It 
is interesting to note, however, that because this area is one to which many 
people have newly migrated, there was much awareness, even to the point of 
public discussion, about regional differences in greeting patterns.

The 25 utterances grouped under the label ekishulo are used to convey 
social meaning. Some of the phrases in themselves make referential sense as 
questions: "How have you slept?" "How have you passed the time?" However, 
the meaning conveyed in the greeting has to do mainly with the relative statuses 
of the speakers, the state of their relationship and the social situation in 
which the greeting is uttered.

The alternatives form a code, the essential meanings of which derive force 
from being mapped onto typical pairs of hypothetical speakers whose social 
characteristics are known.

The basic social divisions in Haya society come from two sources: a sys
tem of ranking which before 1961, when Tanzania became independent, did have 
political and economic functions; and second, from the kinship system.

The Haya have patrilineal clans which before 1961 were ranked into two 
groups: the upper groups who were rulers in a state bureaucracy were called
the Abalangila (sg. Omulangila). The lower group, called Abdilu (sg. Ormtilu), 
were commoners. Membership in the two categories was determined by the clan 
into which one was b o m  (although women could marry into the upper group, and 
some Abdilu did attain political appointments from rules and thus assumed a 
semi-royal status).

In the period during which I was in West Lakes Region (1968 to 1970), this 
status distinction still existed. There were still seven clans considered to 
be Abalangila and 100-150 considered Abdilu. But the economic and political 
functions of the Abalangila were no longer official. One of the economic im
plications of this ranking was that the Abalangila controlled access to much 
of the best coffee land and cattle. Up until 1961, there was also a practice 
of awarding political appointees of the chief large tracts of land in the
villages which they administered. The grant was made by the chief. The farmers 
living on that land became the tenants of the Omulangila landholder. They were 
called Abanyalubanja. Only about 20% of the Abdilu became Abanyalubanja, but 
all Abdilu were ruled by the Abalangila and their appointees.

Especially between the landlord and tenant, this relationship was reflected 
in the greeting system. A tenant always greeted his landlord as the superord
inate irrespective of other social characteristics of the landlord. The land
lord could respond with the least amount of deference allowed in the system.
The Abalangila also greeted other Abdilu asymmetrically, but here the standard 
cross-group greeting conveyed less distance than the one between tenant and 
landlord.

Today the patron/client arrangement no longer exists, but some Abalangila
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still greet their former clients as they did before the institution ended. 
These, however, are the few AbaZangiZa who are still powerful landholders. 
Whether or not this status group distinction should still function in the 
greeting system seems to be under dispute, as we shall see later. The kin
ship system provides.a second source of social distinctions. The Haya follow 
a patrilineal system of descent and succession. It is important to note here 
only that • generational seniority arid birth order are principles which in 1968- 
70 were still relevant to decision-making.

Haya kin terminology is of the Omaha type. One of trie characteristics of 
the Omaha system is that classifications for "father", "mother" and 'children" 
cover people of different geneological generations and sometimes of widely di
vergent ages. For instance, all children of the men of one's mother's clan 
are classed as either "mother's brothers" or "mother's sisters". So one's 
mother's brother's son's son is classed as "mother's brother", although he may 
be only a child. Similarly, your sister's children and your father's sister's 
children and your father's father's sister's children are all your "children". 
Hence, your children may be much older than you (cf. Kinship diagram. Appen
dix II).

In discussing greeting rules, most people stated that parents (including 
classificatory "mothers" and "fathers") deserve the greatest amount of amakune 
(deference) and return the least. Birth order determines who is superordinate 
among relatives in the same generation. When birth order cannot be determined, 
as with clan brothers and sisters, it is sex which determines who goes first. 
Thus, women should precede men, children precede parents, juniors precede sen
iors. There are instances in which these younger "mothers" and "fathers" are 
not greeted first by their much older "children". More interesting is the fact 
that there are also many instances in which they are greeted first. I will 
discuss this tension between kin category and actual age using a few examples 
later.

Haya speakers talk about kinds of status using three terms: ekitttnwa
(literally, that which is to be feared), refering to positions of authority 
and high prestige; obukuZu, meaning seniority based on maturity (in terms of 
kin category or actual relative age); and obufula, meaning higher status by 
virtue of birth into the Abalangila clans, or marriage into them. In discus
sing how two people are ideally expected to greet, people say obufula takes 
precedent over all other criteria, and the Ab&ilu go first (in cases where 
these distinctions are observed). If there is no obufula between speakers, 
then obukulu (seniority) takes precedence. Lacking these two, then sex takes 
precedence, with a woman expected to go first. Although these are clearly 
stated rules and informants were quite consistent about them, we will see later 
that other variables may take precedence in spontaneous interactions.

The greeting system also expresses distinctions between people who are 
not in relationships initially defined by either kinship or rank. Typical 
amounts of deference are taken from the spheres of kin and rank and are used 
to express other social variables such as age difference, relative position in 
the life cycle, co-village membership, and friendship. These distinctions are 
expressed as if they were kin-based. For instance, a woman greets her children's 
friends as if they were her own children, but she distinguishes them from her 
children by adding a title. She greets the mid-wife who delivered her children 
as she would her mother, etc.

To test whether there was a shared set of expectations for greeting, I
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conducted a series of interviews. Hypothetical greeting situations were created 
and respondants were given three tasks: (i) to give their expectation of the
typical greeting interchange between two speakers in specified relationships; 
(ii) to predict what two speakers Whom they know would say; and (iii) to inter
pret what a given interchange tells them about the speakers, just from hearing 
the interchange. Usually, these hypothetical interchanges were context-free, 
that is, the social situation was not specified. However, some situational 
rules emerged. These deal with going first. Consistently, the respondants 
wanted to know whether the situation involved a visit or participating in a 
wedding. There seem to be two types of sequencing rules. In visits between 
people who are not in a very formal relationship (parents and in-laws), the 
host should go first. This rule is reversed at weddings. There, the bride- 
receivers, who are the guests, should go first. This is because during the 
period of negotiating and exchange of bride-price, the bride-givers rise in 
status and the bride-receivers are lowered. Thus, one might talk of three types 
of greeting situation: visits, weddings, and all others. Visits are a trans
formation of the ordinary type, and weddings are a transformation of visits.
The most interesting point here is that by supplying these two contexts, one 
eliminates ambiguity so that who goes first is never problematical in these as 
it may be in other contexts.

I also found that certain pairs of interchanges evoked consistent responses 
about the social characteristics of the two speakers. For instance, olailddta 
said without a title before or after it was an answer given to a child, shuma- 
l£mu wdftu goes between adult married men.̂  In the next section I will discuss 
the utterance form.

II
Greetings can be divided into two types: one which I call a fixed form

and another which I will call a 3-slot form.
The 3-slot form is composed of a question and a title of address. In the 

morning, the question is oIa 11 <56ta I 'how have you slept?'. In the afternoon, 
it is wasib<5<5ta 'how have you passed the time?'. The 3 slots include one at 
the beginning for an optional title of address, then one for the question, and 
then another for an optional title of address.

Titles include m£, Mde and Mawe. Ma is a shortened form of Mawe, which 
is the title used to an adult married woman usually with one child. Mde is the 
kin term used in address to one's own mother. Ta and Tata are titled for men, 
with Tata being both the kin term used in address to one's own father, and a 
term of address to an adult married man in the community. Ta is a shortened 
form of Tata. Wciitu is an address title which was originally used exclusively
to or between the Abalangila. It is still used to them and between them, but 
it is now also used between men of the lower status group. The last title in 
greetings is Baba, which is used between siblings and good friends, to children 
by adults, to women by men, and between women. It is considered a title which 
expresses affection. When adults use Baba to each other, in contrast to Mawe, 
Tata or Ŵ ltu, they express intimacy rather than distance or formality.

Titles can be ranked by Haya speakers according to how much deference they 
give. Ma and Ta, for example, give less deference than Mawe or Tata, just be
cause they are shortened forms. Similarly, the longer the question forms, the 
greater the amakune expressed, and the more questions asked afterwards, the
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greater the amakune. People universally stated that the longer one stays to 
greet and talk afterwards, the greater the amakune exchanged. W^Itu as a title 
in greetings gives the most deference, being associated with the Abalangila.
Baba gives the least, being associated with use to and between women and children.

When the title appears in the first slot (in front of the question), more 
deference is being offered. Behind expresses less. The least deference of all 
occurs when no title is offered with the salutation question. Thus, in the area 
in which I lived, a greeting in the morning could be either M^w* o la j |6 6 ta  or 
ola  i Mawe. The first form offers more deference than the second. The
form olail<56ta with no titles is offered to one’s own children. Men extend this 
to all people who are in the same age group as their children. Women distinguish 
their own children from someone else's child by adding baba behind the salutation 
question. There is only one other instance in which a simple olall<$<5ta answer 
was expected, and even this is under dispute now. The Abalangila in their role 
as patrons used to greet clients with olaII<5<5ta. In the interviews, the Ab6.Hu 
said that this was no longer allowed and the Abalangila said that it was. Later 
we will see examples of how speakers handle this disagreement over the status 
of the Abalangila.

It should be noted here that in terms of amakune, when you greet your own 
child with the olall6<5ta form you are not insulting him. In this system, al
though your child is entitled to the least amount of deference, you are still 
giving the expect amount of amukune to him. With respect to the place of child
ren in this status hierarchy, I will add here that every adult should be greeted 
individually, eye-to-eye, and that it is only children who can be greeted as a 
group. Thus, when a youngster begins to receive individual greetings and to 
give them himself, this is a sign of growing up in the eyes of the community.

The second type of salutation, the fixed form, also has morning and after
noon variants. In the morning, adult married men use shumal^mu W^itu. In this 
form, the title W^itu is almost never moved in front to form W^ftu shumal^mu, 
for instance. If a man wishes to give a great deal of deference, he can only 
say W^ftu, shumalciiTMj W^ftu. In itself, shumalclmu w£Itu conveys the most defer
ence one can give. The asymmetrical answer is os log fie W^Itu. This answer 
conveys several types of difference. If the two speakers are in the same status 
group and not relatives, it conveys age difference. If they are relatives, it 
conveys birth order distinction. If they are of different status groups, it 
conveys the difference between Abalangila and Abdilu.

shumal^mu W^ltu is a married men's greeting. Women and men who have never 
been (or may never be) married do not use it. The two other specifically men's greet
ing forms are the other two fixed forms: mush£n£ W^Itu and wasib(5<5t£ W^ltu.
The former is used between young married men. The latter goes between elders. 
Women do not use or receive these forms. The one fixed form which women can 
use and receive is Qkushula W^Itu, and this can only be used by elderly women.

I found that women generally use the 3-slot form between themselves and 
when addressing men. Men use the fixed forms more often, and in fact, using 
the fixed forms indicates that the speaker is a married man. The one time a 
woman can receive shumal^mu W^itu is when she is a mother-in-law.^ At that 
time, her son-in-law greets her by kneeling and using this form.

Note that for men, in the morning, the same interchange can convey differ
ent sorts of status difference. Let me illustrate this by contrasting three 
pairs of interchanges:
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First Speaker: Second Speaker:

shumal^mu W^ftu shumal^mu W^ltu

Remarks:

between equal age, married, non- 
related men; also between equal 
age classificatory married male 
siblings

shumal^mu W^itu o s lq g f l l  W^itu between unequal age, married, non- 
related men; also between younger 
brother and older brother; also 
between equal age Omulangi^la and 
Ormiilu

shumal^rmj Wditu o la il6 6 ta between client and patron, married 
men; also between married son and 
his father

These three interchanges convey three levels of difference. When the speaker 
receives exactly what he gave, equality has been expressed (see Appendix I).

Now, how would a speaker insult (-gaya) with a greeting? If two men of 
equal age, who are both married and in the same status group, approach each 
other to greet, and one begins with shumal^md W^itu and receives oslogfld 
W^ltu, he has been insulted. The speaker has put himself above the addressee 
who is his equal in the three relevant dimensions between adult married men.
The addressee has used the typically asymmetrical response to shumal^mtf Wditu 
rather than returning exactly what he got. Here, the insult is performed by 
the second speaker. (In the next section I will give a number of examples of 
actual greetings in which these type of insult occurred and we will see what 
Haya speakers do about them.)

One of the reasons for maintaining that pairs of greetings convey "typical 
meaning, even without an interactional context, is that speakers can talk about 
types of greetings as short-hand to.characterize relationships. For instance, 
one young man said of his oldest brother, who was about to become the heir to 
his father's farm: "Now he's going to greet us o la ! I<5<5ta". The speaker did
not say "now he's going to inherit my father's position". In Haya succession 
rules, the heir succeeds to his father’s position when he inherits an estate. 
Titles to him change, kin terms are rearranged, and the greeting pattern to 
and from him changes.

Changes in how a person is addressed, in kin terms applied to him, and 
in how he is greeted occur as he goes through the life-cycle. When a man 
marries, he stops greeting T^ta olail<56ta5 and begins using shumal^mu W ^ltu .
At a certain point later in his life, his elders will stop greeting him asym
metrically and begin to return shtfmal^mu W^ltu. Similarly, after a woman has 
a child, other married women begin to return M^w* olallddta to her. However, 
it is important to note that this gradual equalizing tendency occurs between 
unrelated community members. The more closely related people are, the finer 
and more fixed are the distinction they make. Thus, no matter how intimate 
one's relationships are within the kin group, these are the people with whom 
the greatest status distances are expressed.

A woman for instance is greeted more often as a child in her village of 
birth than in the one into which she married. Further, the in-law relationship 
is one in which the greatest amounts of respect are given, and it seems to be
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the most rigid area in terms of variability of greeting.

Ill

I would now like to present some examples of greetings recorded in spon
taneous conversation. We shall see that greetings are not simply a reflection 
of social or political arrangements, but are a means of asserting social re
lationship and of accomplishing a variety of rhetorical purposes.

1. The first set of examples illustrates how much and how little flexi
bility exists in greetings between people who are related through kinship.

1.1. The first instance occurred between a woman and her classificatory
father-in-law. The woman was sitting in
the back room of the anthropologist's house. On that day, I was visited by 
Muzee M., an Omulangita elder. As this woman came into the front room where 
he was sitting, she immediately knelt, took off her kerchief, and said W^itu 
waslb<5<5ta. He answered waslb6c5ta. It was later learned that she was married 
to an Omulang'ila and that Muzee M. was a member of her husband's clan, and 
thus was her father-in-law. She did not return to the room until he had left, 
in accordance with the proscription against father-in-law and daughter-in-law 
even sitting together in the same room. This example points out how strong and 
inflexible the rule of deference is in greeting to in-laws. The woman gave 
her greeting the minute she walked into the room and then left.

1.2. A contrasting pair of greetings with an in-law shows that while a
parent-in-law relationship leaves little room for flexibility, some flexibility 
is occasionally possible. A young woman and I went to visit her mother-in-law. 
When we were seated inside the house, she came forward to kneel, took off her 
kerchief and greeted: M^we waslb<5<5ta. The answer was: wasfb<56ta. A few
weeks later, as we passed her mother-in-law on thepath, the young woman again 
knelt, took off her kerchief and greeted: Mdwe wasfb<5<5ta. This time the old
woman answered: waslb(5t£f Mawe. During the visit to the house, despite the
fact that the daughter-in-law was the guest, she was still obliged to go first. 
Such is the requirement of giving deference to a parent-in-law. However, out
side on the path, the older woman gave her daughter-in-law an extra title Mawe, 
recognizing the younger woman as an adult. It seems that the superordinate in
a relationship has the prerogative in a greeting of adding some measure of de
ference such as the title Mawe or Baba. But note that it was added at the end 
of the salutation question. Also, it is interesting to add that it was more 
often elder women who did this sort of thing. Finally, it is more likely that 
this kind of mitigating of distance will occur in informal situations as opposed 
to rituals, visits, etc.

2. A second pair of greetings illustrates the function of the greeting 
in asserting rather than reflecting social relationship. It is interesting be
cause the relationship being asserted is one of kinship, a dimension which was 
not expected to be open to such a degree of flexibility.

2.1. A  woman, W, and a man, J, met when the man came to teach at the Lower 
Primary School in the area. Their greeting on many occasions was observed to 
be: W: Tclta wasib<§6ta, and then J: Mdwe waslb<5<$ta. This example is typical
of a cross sex, equal age, married adults greeting.

After he was in the area about a month, they began greeting differently.
The man would begin Mdwe wasibc56ta, and the woman would answer: wasib<56ta
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Tata. What had happened between them? The man had learned that he and W were 
kin, and that furthermore their parents had married in a brother-sister ex
change which the Haya call ni-tu-zal-arjgan-a 'we give birth to each other'.
This means that depending on how they figured the relationship, either one 
could be both a nephew/niece or an aunt/uncle to the other. J had gone to W's 
father and established himself as a mother's brother's son--thus enabling him
self to ask for their moral and financial support in establishing himself in 
the area. It was he who initiated the change in greeting such that he went 
first and she greeted him as a mother’s sister (see Appendix III)..

3. The following two examples illustrate how the speakers' definitions 
of social context can alter a greeting pattern between the same two speakers. 
(Note that the contrasting greeting here involves similar notions to the one 
posited in example 1.2.)

3.1. The first involves a 30 year old woman and her 10 year old "mother's 
sister". I have already noted that because of the system of classification of 
kin, the variables of actual relative age and kin category may often be in con
flict. The woman in question here resolves that conflict in the following way. 
At rituals such as weddings, funerals and other gatherings of kin of a more 
formal nature, she goes first tocher young "mother's sister". Woman: 
o la f l<56ta. Child: o la fl6 (5 ta [ Mawe. The child's answer recognizes that the
woman is grown and adult, but also that she is a classificatory child. Her 
answer uses the same communicative process as that of the mother-in-law in ex
ample 1.2, who added a title to her greeting to her daughter-in-law. Both 
speakers are pointing to the same social characteristic of the addressee.

When this woman and her young "mother's sister" meet on the path on oc
casions other than the formal type mentioned above, the woman waits for the 
child to go first. The greeting is: Child: M<£ olafj&ta. Woman: B^b*
olall<$<5ta. This answer recognizes that the child is more than a peer of the 
woman’s children. This is a child who "could" be a parent. Thus, the woman 
raises the child to the place where she would put her younger sister. Although 
the "mother" is forced to go first (because of the silence of the older woman), 
she is responded to at a level higher than the one she would normally receive 
if there were no relationship between them.

4. The next set of examples involves ways in which speakers refuse un
satisfactory greeting, and force a re-cycling of the interchange.

4.1. At a wedding, a middle-aged man sits down and begins to greet a 
younger man who is a teacher in the area. Both are in the party of the bride 
so that the rule of precedence at weddings is not involved in this exchange.
The older man greeted first: W^ftu wasib<5<5ta, which gives just about the most
deference possible between men in the afternoon. The teacher said, "uh-uh" 
(meaning no), mush^na. The older man greeted again: mushdna W^Itu, and the
teacher answered: mush^na Wditu.

Here the rule of younger going first was broken because of the honored 
position of the teacher. However, the teacher did not want so much deference 
as to be greeted as would be an Omulangila. So, he refused the first greeting 
and asked for the mush^na form, which would have been appropriate to his age.
He did, however, accept the elder's choice to go first. If he had wanted to 
go first himself, he would have said no, and then greeted the elder.

4.2. The second example in this group illustrates the same point, but
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here the addressee's purpose is exactly the opposite--he wants more deference. 
Muzee M., the saipe Omulangila mentioned earlier, was greeted by a young man who 
began: musĥ n̂  Wciitu (N.B. in Haya, the word musĥ na can mean either 'afternoon'
or 'sun'). Muzee A/., instead of greeting back, snorted and said: Ego, gwajw* 
oku! 'sure, it's shining over there'. By taking the offering as a referential 
sentence, the old man jokingly refused the greeting. By making a pun of it, he 
denied that it had even occurred. The young man greeted again: Ŵ itu waslb66ta6
and received: waslb(5<$ta.

By beginning with musĥ n̂  Ŵ Itu, the young man was, according to the elder, 
asserting something entirely inappropriate to their relative positions. He was 
an elder and an Omulangila. The young man had ignored both these social char
acteristics. The elder got his message across indirectly, but effectively.
Also, most importantly, the elder managed to avoid a direct confrontation over 
their differing opinions about the importance obufula should have in the greet
ing. There were many instances in which Ab&ilu men refused to recognize enfula 
status. Not all were handled so gracefully by both parties.

4.3. The last example shows an objection which is much more direct and 
which can lead therefore to confrontations. Two women met in the marketplace. 
They were non-related neighbors. They were both Ab&ilu. One began by saying: 
M̂ w* olall6<5ta. She was answered: o I a M <5<5ta. Upon hearing this, the addressee
loudly commented: onzaile? 'did you bear me?' (implying, are you my parent
that you can greet me as you greet a child?). They stared in silence and then 
parted in opposite directions. The addressee had been insulted.

5. The next set of examples illustrates the strategic use of consecutive 
greetings. The first involves four people. H is sitting in a house to which J 
and his adolescent niece come to visit briefly, unannounced. H is a man of 
about 50 years of age and J is a man about 30. The niece is about 15. The 
two men are married and A b &ilu. When the younger man, J, walked in, H (the 
older) greeted first: mush£n£ Ŵ Itu. J answered: waslb<5<5ta. This was a 
glaring insult, first because of the age difference between the two men; and 
second, because the older had graciously gone first when he didn't have to.
H, however, said nothing about the insult. The next interchange followed im
mediately. The niece greeted H: Tc»ta wasib(5(5ta, and H answered her: M̂ we
was!b(5c$ta, raising her way above where she obviously should have been with 
respect to himself. Still, there was nothing further said about the insult.

When J and his niece left, I asked H why he had said nothing. He answered: 
"Didn't you hear how I greeted his niece?" Then he continued: "He should have
given what he got. The next time, I will wait with this man. And when he 
greets me, I will gaga him. You should never go first. As the Haya say, 'if 
he hits you in the eye, you hit him in the ear"' (a proverb).

While it is expected that a person will k&nila, the first speaker still 
stands a risk of being insulted. The way to deal with the insult is twofold: 
you can say something about it at the time, or you can wait and insult the 
other person in return (thus the proverb). This strategy should give him an 
idea about your appraisal of the status relationship that should exist between 
you.

Recall the earlier examples of how people objected to unsatisfactory 
greeting. One man made a pun of the greeting and forced re-cycling of it. A 
woman directly objected to the dimension that seemed to underlie the inappro-
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priate answer. In this example, the speaker will wait and insult in return 
the next time they greet. The waiting might result in neither of them going 
first and thus their passing in silence. On the other hand, both the waiting 
and the insult in return will communicate dissatisfaction with the greeting 
history.

I cite this example here also because the way H communicated his annoy
ance was to raise a child absurdly high in contrast to the way J lowered him 
absurdly low. This is a particularly subtle and indirect means of objecting 
to a greeting. However, it is effective because J will pick up the contrast. 
He knows that a 50 year old man must have a reason for raising a 15 year old 
unmarried girl to practically an equal. The message lies in the contrast be
tween what H did with his two greetings and what J did with his.

6. This set of examples shows to what extent Haya speakers recognize a 
tension over going first, and how they deal with it.

6.1. An example now follows where one jokes with a greeting in order to 
say something about the structure of the event. This occurred between two 
married women who were best friends. The best friend relationship is named, 
occurs between people of the same sex- and it was often defined by informants 
in terms of not caring who goes first in greeting.

First woman: tonshulS? ’aren?t you going to greet me?' (an obvious
demand that the other go first)

Second woman: ego, was!bo<$ta (giving the least possible deference)
This interchange was always done to an audience, and it never failed to amuse 
the hearers. By publicly giving her best friend the answer which was an ob
vious insult and by demanding that one’s best friend go first, they are satir
izing the implication of greeting which I mentioned earlier. That is, the 
tension which implies that someone must come out a subordinate. This works 
against the best friend relationship in which two people have arrived at a 
feeling of "peer-ness” in which they shouldn’t have to worry about who goes 
first.

6.2. The second example in this group illustrates two processes by which 
speakers use greetings sequentially. First, it shows how, when speakers are
in conflicting status positions, they use consecutive greetings to achieve some 
kind of balanace that each is satisfied with. Second, it illustrates the 
longer greeting sequence implied in my earlier structural statement: that is,
that a double exchange may occur. Parenthetically, it is interesting to note 
that ’’double greetings” were almost exclusively used by men.

Two Abalangila men, G and D, usually greeted in the following way. G 
began: shrfmal^mu W^ftu; D answered: shumal^mu Wiltu. G then began again
immediately before any questions could be asked: W^ftw’ olai I<5<Sta, and was
answered: olafl66ta. Then the series of mutual "ritualized” questions could
begin. (Sometimes they did not even do these.)

While G and D are both married, elders, and of the upper status group, 
and in this sense are equals, they are also not equals from a political and 
economic point of view. D's position in the area, and his clan subsection in 
relation to G's are both superordinate to G. The two greetings take care of 
their solidarity as adult married men and also their superordinate/subordinate 
relationship in other the other spheres mentioned above. Note that the second
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greeting began with W^ftw’ olail6<5ta. Wchtu precedes the salutation ques
tion. In a scale of diference, W^ftw* olail66ta presents the second most 
amount of deference that can be given to an addressee. Note also that D, 
the superordinate, chooses to respond as an equal to the first greeting, and 
then accepts his superordinate position in the second. This again is an ex
ample of the superordinate having prerogative to give more deference that he 
normally has to. And, like the teacher in example 4.1, he accepts the as
serted relationship of superordinate in the second exchange.

7. The last example illustrates that the parameters of status distinc
tion are not fixed in this system, and are of some concern to speakers. Not 
all speakers agree on what is to be done about them in the contemporary situ
ation in which a great deal of ideological and economic change is occurring 
in Tanzania.

7.1. A 50 year old man was sitting in a tailor shop with a group of 
friends (Ta J) . A slightly older man walked in. Ta J said, greeting him 
first: shumal^mu Wc»Jtu. The man returned: shumaMmu Wciltu. Ta J immedi
ately objected, saying that the addressee was older than he and that he should 
give o sf qg f 16 W^Itu in return. That is, Ta J objected to being made an equal 
with this older man. The man refused to re-do the greeting and give him 
o s ln g fle  W ^Itu. A lively discussion then ensued which included the audience 
to this interaction. Some men claimed that since Ujamaa (socialism) and Uhuru 
(freedom) had come to Tanzania, all married men were now equals. They should 
always give and receive shumaltSmu W^itu. Ta J claimed that this was throwing 
out the importance of seniority for which the Haya have always had great re
spect. He capped his argument, characteristically for the Haya, with a proverb: 
am akunilane t f  ftw ^ale 'giving each other deference (amakune) is not the same 
as ruling each other'.

The contradiction inherent in greetings is evident in this last example. 
While it is expected that people will recognize their positions in a status 
and authority hierarchy, it is also true that there have been great changes in 
that hierarchy. Speakers are still concerned about being insulted, especially 
by the former ruling Abalangila, because there is still a residue of the old 
pattern in which to give deference and to be greeted asymmetrically was, indeed, 
to be ruled.

The struggle for independence has had a strong effect on economic condi
tions and ideology in Buhaya. With the ending of the Abalangila hegemony and 
the colonial regime which supported it, the Haya are engaged in considering the 
question of legitimate sources of authority. When we review the meaning of 
greetings in the Haya communication system, it is not surprising that these 
considerations and struggles are reflected in the way people greet and what 
they say about greetings.

NOTES

^The fieldwork during which the data for this paper were collected was 
done in Buhaya, West Lakes Region, Tanzania between 1968 and 1970. The data 
presented here will be more fully discussed in a forthcoming Ph.D. disserta
tion, Language and Status in Buhaya (University of Pennsylvania).
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For one account of the pre-independence interrelationship of status 
group and land tenure arrangements, see Priscilla Reining (1967), The Haya: 
An Agrarian System of Sedentary People (Ph.D. Dissertation, University of 
Chicago). See also Ralph A. Austen (1968), Northwest Tanzania under German 
and British Rule (New Haven: Yale University Press) and Goran Hyden (1969),
Political Development in Rural Tanzania (Nairobi: East African Publishing 
House).

^Or rather, these greetings "most often evoked" the image of greetings 
between such people.

^In other areas a woman gets this form of greeting from her sons.
*>Boys in some other areas are encouraged to use osingfle W^itu instead 

of T^^ta olall66ta in their early teens.
%£ftu wasibc$<5ta is the typical greeting given to an Omulangila man in 

the afternoon by an Omwiilu man. The expected answer to a young married man 
would be was!b<5<5ta; to an elder it would be waslb<56t£f Tata.
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APPENDIX III: ni-tu-zal-angan-a ’we give birth to each other'
PR-we-bear-RECIP
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WORD LIST

E r n e s t  Ru g w a  B y a r u s h e n g o
University of Southern California 
& University of Dar es Salaam

This word list is modeled on Guthrie’s Comparative Bantu Vol. II and 
is intended mainly for persons interested in the comparative study of the 
Bantu lexicon, The following notes should be kept in mind in using the list:

All words starting with /oku-/ are verbs except okugulu ’leg’. If a 
word has a falling tone in penultimate position, that syllable should be 
assumed to have underlying high tone. If the penultimate syllable has high 
tone, that high tone should be assumed to belong to the final syllable in 
underlying structure.

Borrowings are designated with a letter indicating the loaning lan
guage (G for Luganda, S for Kiswahili).

Adjectives are given with a hyphen (̂ ) preceding the stem. This means 
that they are always preceded by the concord marker of the respective head 
noun. The tones given in adjectives are those obtained when the adjectives
are not followed by another word.

abdomen olubunda alter (tr.) okuh f ndula
abuse okujuma alter (intr.) okuh i nduka
accompany okushaga la anger ekinfga
add to okwoogela angry, become okunlgaala
adder, puff empt1 I animal ekigrinju
adult -kulu announce death okubt ka
affair eklgambo answer empoloo to
age-group omwfIgunwa answer (to a call) okŵ etaba
aged,become okukula ants, brown empaz i
agree okwlIki1fza antelope enjobe
agreement endagaano anus oluhende
ahead, go okugendeleta argue okuhakana
all -ona arm omukono
allow/leave oku 1 eka armpit ena kwawa
alone
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arrive okuh ika
arrow omwaambi
ashes ef jwj
ask okubaza
ask for okushaba
awake okus 1 s 1 l.muka
axe esh<5oka
back (rear) enuma

omugoqgo
backbone olutl 1 w<5<5mu-goqgo
bad -bf
bad (go bad) okugaga
badness obubi
bag omufuko
bait ekyambo
bake in ashes okujumb i ka
baldness oluhala
bail out water okushaabula
bamboo omushe kehanda
banana ekltooke
banana tree ©Qgemu
bark (of dog) okub<5 fgola
barren woman omugumba
basket eki kcipu
bat oluhuguhugu
bathe okw<$oga
be -b£/: \f
bead egkwanz i
bean empelege
bear (child) okuẑ ala
beard eb!1eju
become -ba
bedstead ekltanda
bee enjokl
beehive omuzl rjga
beer am££Iwa
begin okubanza
bellows omujuba
bellows, blow okujuguta
bend (tr.) okuhenda
bend (intr.) okwi inana
bewitch okuloga
big -ĥ rjgo
big, become okuĥ ogya
bigness obuhaogo
bile ©hoogo
bird eklnonl
bite oku 1 uma
bitter, become okushaa1i la
black -1lagula
blind person omuhume
blood obwamba 

esĥ gama (G)

blow (as wind) okuhuuta
(with mouth) okuhuua

blow bellows okujuguta
blow nose okufuua
boat obwciato
body omubi11
boil (n.) eklhute
boil over okublla
bone elgufa
bone marrow omunoita
border on okw££tana
borrow okut Ilia
bottle echupa
boundary olubtbl 

omupaka (S)
bow obuta
brain obwoogu
branch elt^ag1
bread omuk̂ ate
break (of glass) okŵ ata

(of string) okugdtula
breast eib̂ ele
breastbone ©Qkolo
breath omwooyo
breathe okwilkya *
bridge olut indo
bring okul̂ eta
bring up (child) oku 1 el a
broken, become okuhlndeka
broken off, become .okum<5nyoka
broom ekyeelelezo
broth omucuzl (S)
brother (younger) omuitfmuna

(older) -kulu
brother-in-law omu1amu
buffalo emb<5go 

ekugtiunl (S)bug
build okw<5mbeka
bundle omuganda
bum (tr.) okwookya
bum (intr.) okwaaka
burnt, become oktihya
burst open (tr.) okubalula
burst open (intr.) okubaluka
bury okuz 11 ka
bush eklsh£ka
bushknife eklpaQka

olupaoka
butcher omuteml w’ente1
buttock ekibunu

eitako
buy okugula
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calabash eklleie
calf enana
call okwleta
cane-rat erisheog i
cannon omuzlnga (S)
canoe obŵ ato
carry (child on back) okuheeka

(in arms) okushutu1 a
(on head) okweetweeka
(away) okut̂ ala

castrate okushumula
cat enĵ ogwa
catch okubaka
catterpiliar ekl fu5ka
cattle ente
cave empako
cease oku1 ekela

(of rain) okukya
charcoal elkala
chase okubi oga
cheek eltama
chest eklfuba
chew okukinjul a
chicken eQkoko
chief omukama
child omŵ ana
chin ekl1eju
choke okunokela
choose okulonda
clan olugdnda
clay olubumba
clean -ye la
cloth omwendo
clothe okujweeka
clothes (take off) okujuula
cloud eklcwl
coagulate okuganda (S)
cockroach enenje
cold embeo
cold, become okubea
color elaggl (S)
comb (v.) okucucula
comb (n.) eklcucuzo
come okwl1Ja
cook okucumba
cooked, become okuhya
cooking-pot eniJQgu
cooking-stone elhtga
copulate okucuga
corpse omutumbl
cotton epamba (S)
cough (v.) okukcSlola
cough (n.) eok6lola

count okuba 1 a
country ens I
courtyard eklbanja
cover okushweeka
cow entecowry ensfmb1
crack (v.) okwcl̂ t i ka
crack (n.) olutanda
crawl OkwdcSju la
crocodile enshambi
cross river okushaabuka
crouch okub̂ ndama
crow (bird) ek 1 k<5ona
crust obukoko
cry okul ila
cultivate oku1 ima
cup eklkombe (S)
cupping okulumj ka
cupping-horn eki 1 urn! kyo
cure okut̂ mba
cured, become okuktla
curse okuloga
cut (up) okushala

(down) okutema
(open, e.g. fish) okutundula

dance (v.) okuztna
dance (n.) amayaga
dark, get okwl11agula
darkness omw\(1Ima
dawn (n.) bwaQkya
dawn (v.) okukya
day (24 hours) ekf lo
daylight omusĥ na
dead person omuf u
death ol ufu
debt eibanja
deceive okubelya
defecate okunla
deflect okuhlndula
deny okweetorjga
delay okukeel el elwa
depart okwl Imukya
descend okushuuka
desire (n.) ol ushusho
desire (v.) okwenda
dew ol ume
die okufa
difficult for o ku 1 ema
dig okulIma
dip ekf fna
dirt enzTlo
disappear okubula
dish up food okwi1hu1 a
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disinter okufundu1 a fear (v.) okut Tina
dislike okutamwa fear (n.) obut1 Ini
divide okugaba feather ekishanda
do okukol a eky<56ya
doctor omutambi feed okul f Isa
dog embwa okugabi1 a
door olwilg I female -kazl
doorway omu1yaggo fence ol ugo
down ahansf fetus enda
draw water okutaa few, become okukeeha
dream (v. ) okuloota fierce okuboya
dream (n.) ek! l<5oto fight okulwaana
drink o kuhwa fig-tree omukuyu
drip okutdona fill (tr.) okwf fjuza
drum eggoma (intr.) okwf fjula
drunk (V. ) okutaml1la filter okukenena

(nO omutamf11e find okubona
dry up (intr.) okuka 1 a okulonda
dust ecuucu okusha gga
dwell okwlIka1 a finger ol ukumu
eagle eklhuggu ekydala
ear (n.) okutwi fingernail empambo
eat oku 1 ya finish (tr.) okumala
egg eiul i finish, become okuhwa
eight omunaana fire omu1 11o
elbow egkokola olwdoto
elephant enjoju fireplace (cooking) eicumbllo
equal, become okuhlggana firewood egkwl
evening bwa igolo firm, become okuguma
exchange okuhlgga first of new crops (eat) okuganuza
excreta amdz 1 first born omuzlgaljo
explain okushoboolola fish (n.) enfu1u
extinguish okuldaza 6nf 1
extinguished, become okulaala fish (v.) okujuba
eye eliIsho (with line) okul6ba
eyebrow eklstge fish-hook ellobo
eyelash eggohe fish-scale eigamba
eyelid eggohe fish-trap omugono
face obuso five itaanu
fail oku lemwa flash okuidbya
fall okugwa flat, level,.become okubatama
fame e i ba 1 a flat, lie okubdndama
famine effa flavor, pleasant obunuzl
farewell, say okulaga flesh omunofu
fasten okukoma float okweeleel a
fat, become okuhdggya flour ensaano

(of person) okugomoka obuhugga (S)
father (my) tdata flow okugela

(your) fsho flower elua (S)
(his) 1 she fly (n.) enshweela
(our) i sheiewe (v.) okuhalala
(your pi.) i sheihwe foam elfulo
(their) i shebo fog olyo
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fold okuzloga hand ekiganja
follow okuhondela handle omu kono-
food ekyaaku 1 ya harvest (v.) okugesha
foot ekl leoge head omutwe
footfall (n.) ekisindo headpad eggata

(v.) okukunt1 la heap entuumo
footprint olŵ ayo hear okuhriIlia
forearm omukono heart omwooyo
forest eklblla heavy -slkflla
foretell okulagula help okujuna
forget okweebwa hem okuplnda (S)
four fna hiccup akasfklni
friend omunŵ anI hide (tr.) okusheleka
frighten okut f fnlsa hill akabagga
frog eki kele him/her wenene
from, come okuluga hip
front omum£ j sho hippopotamus enjubu
fruit eitrinda (S) hit okutlela
fry okuk̂ laqga (S) hoe enfuka
full, become okw f fjul a hole ekf fna
fur omwc5<5ya home from work, go <bkwl Inuka
gather firewood okusheena honey obwlokl
giddiness o1weeyo hook, fish e11oboeklzuogiizuogu (s) horn elhembe
gift (sent) ekfgemulo hot -yokya

ezawadi (S) house enju
giraffe entwiIga how many? -qgaha
girl omw i is\k1 hump elbaggo
give oku ha hundred klkuml
go okugenda hunger enjala
goat embuzI hunt okuhf iga
God Luĥ oga hurt a sore okutlneka

Katonda (G) hyena empuum|
Muogu (S) ill, become okulwlala

good -1uggl illness obulwli1e
grandchild omwf f Jukul.u imitate okweegekana
grandmother, my mawegku 1 u inherit okuslka
grass obunŷ asI insect akahuka
grasshopper enŝ nene inside omunda
grassland o1weeya intestines ama la
grave enaoga intoxicated, become okutamlila
grind oku sa invite okulaa11ka
grinding stone e1seelo iron ekyloma
groom klshŵ ela island ekiz'oga
ground Ins I itch okublbl11Iwa
groundnut ebl n<5obwa itch, craw-craw obu/oluhele
grow, sprout okumela jigger omu la
grow up okuku la journey olugendo
guinea-fowl eQkaoga jump okugu luka
gun embundu kaffircom/sorghum omugusha
hair elshoke kidney ensigo
hammer enondo (S) kill okwf it a
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knee ek'jwi medicine omubazi
kneel okutee I a m̂ jwa medicine, practice oku 1 agu 1 a
knife omuhyo milk (n.) am£ta
know okumanya milk (v.) okukama
lake enanja millet obillo
lame, become oku1ema la millipede ekigoggc$lo
lame person omu1ema mix okuĉ ggana (S)
laugh okusheka molar teeth amag igo
laughter ensheko monkey egkende
leaf eibaba moon/month omweez i
learn okweega morning bwagkya
left hand ogum<$sho mosquito omubwi
leg okugulu mother (my) m£awe
lend okut ilia (your) noko
length obu 1 a (his/hers) nina
leopard erjgo mountain elbagga
leprosy obubdmbe mourning okucu la
letter ebalya (S) mouth omunwa
lick okulamba move one's residence okufuluka
lie down okunfama mud eb1shaabo
life obulola mushrooms ebltuzl
light fire okuhemba nail (on fingers) empambo
lightning olulabyo name (n.) elbala
lion enta1e navel omukundi
lip omunwa neck eggoto
lit, become okwaaka nephew, niece omw f i hwa
liver elne nest eklshugkul1
1i zard omuna net omutego
load omuztgo new -hya
locust enzige news ama ku 1 u
long -la night ekf lolook after child oku 1 ela night, pass the okulaala
look behind okuklbuka nine mwenda
lose okunaga noise eycSmbo
lost, get okubula number olub̂ la
louse enda oath ekiapo
love eggonzi off, take clothes okujtiula
mad, become okulaluka oil amajuta
madness obul^1u old -ku I u
maggot eblhuka old age obuku1u
maize ebicoolI one -m<5
man omusĥ ija only -gka
mane enenje open (tr.) okukfggula
many other -ndl
marimba enimba out enja
marriage obushwlela out, take honey from hive o ku hi ku 1
marry okushŵ ela take food from pot okup̂ kula
mat omukeeka paddle egg? Imature -ku lu pain obushaas i
me 1 ne palm, of hand ekiganja
mean, become okwf ima partridge end̂  i
measure okupima (S) patch okubamba
meat enama pay okul I pa
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pay back okushashula rise up okwi Imuka
peanuts ebIn<5obwa river omwiIga
peg emambo roar (e*g. lion) okustnda
penis embolo room ekyumba (S)
pepper obuguIuma root omuz I
person omuntu rope omuguha
pick up okulonda rotten, become okujunda
pierce okut<5bola rub okusioga
Pig empunu rumble okujuma
pigeon ekllba run okwffluka
plait okus 1 ba salt omwc$onyo
plant (v.) okuby£ala sand omushene
plate eshahahl (S) say okugamba
play okuz££na say that -tlpoison esumu (S) scales, fish amagamba
poor person omunaku scar eqkoju
porcupine eklsĥ geshe season okulugga
pot enuqgu see okubona
poverty obuna ku seed empambo
pregnancy enda seize okukŵ ata
prize eb̂ l sell okuguza
promise okulagaana send okutuma
puff-adder empt11 set trap okutega
pull okunulula settle dispute okulamula
pumpkin omwoogu seven mushanju
pupil of eye embon1 sew okushona
pus amahtla shadow eki numaanumj
put okuta shame enshonl
put away okubf 1 ka sharpen (edge) okuhy<5ola
put down (of load) okutuu la (point) okushoggola
python olushato shave okumwa
quick, be okwaqguha sheep entaama
quickness obwaqgu shelter from rain okweegama
rain enjula shield eggabo
rat embeba shiver okucundwa
razor o 1 umo 1 so shoot at oku1asha
read okushoma (S) short -guf i
red -tukula shoulder e i bega
refuse okwagga show okw6<5l eka
remain okusfgala shut okuktoga
remember okwl 1 juka side olubaju
resemble each other okushushana sift (liquid) okuklnena
rest okuhumula sister mun̂ ana
return okugaluka sister-in-law omuIamu
rhinocerous egkula sit okushiJntama
rib olubaju six muk̂ aga
rice omucele (S) skin (of animal) ol uhu
rich, become okutugga sky elgu 1 u
right hand ogu1yo slap oluhi
ring empete (S) sleep (v.) okunfama
ringworm amazombo sleep (n.) ottflo
ripe, become okuhya slip okutelela
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small -ke
smell okunuuka
smoke (n.) omw f i ka
smoothing stone eQkuluqgo
snail eki ntla
snake enjoka
snore okugona
soak oku l<5beka
soil el taka
song oluhooya

ekiztna
sore ekilonda
speak okugamba
spear eicumu
speed obwaqgu
spider olubub1
spit okdcwa
spring of water enculo
sprout okumela
squeeze okukdmu1 a
stab okucdmita
stand okwddmelel a
star enanf ini
steal okwf Iba
stick eqkonI
stir okuhi ndula 

okukologa (S)
stomach olubunda
stone e i bda 1 e
store away o ku b f i ka
strain (liquids) okuklnene
stream enculo
strength amdani
sugar-cane ekigusha
sun efzdoba
surpass okuktla 

okushdaga
swallow okumi la
sweep okweelel el a
swell okuztmba
taboo omuz i1o
tail omuktla
take, receive okutdola
tale eklgano
teach okweegesa
tear from eye eijf la
ten i kumi
termite omushwa
testicles amagosl
that/those -1 I
that, namely -t I
thatch okushakaa 1 a

them/they -nene
thicket eki shdka
thief omushuma
thigh eki belo
thing eki ntu
think okutdkeleza
thirst eil |o
thorn efhwa
three -shatu
throat throat
throw throw
thumb ekyaala kishdija
thunder eokuba
tie up okukoma
tired, become oku 1 emwa
tobacco etddba
today mbwdenu
tomorrow ndrjkva
tongue olulTmf
tooth e 1 f i no
top eigulu
top (for children) erjkuya
tortoise aka I she lkogdto
trap omutego
travel okuz induka
tread oku11bata
tree omdt I
tribe oluganda
try . oku lerjga
tuck up a loin cloth okub 1 nda
turn (tr.) okuhindula

(intr.) oku h induka
twins abaloggo
twist okuztgga
two -bill
udder ei bele
uncle, maternal -ium!
uncooked -btsi
urinate okukdjola
urine omukoja
us icwe
valley oluhaqga
village ekyaalo
voice e i 1 a ka
vomit okutdbi ka
wait oku1inda
wake up okwi imuka
walk okutambuka
war eb i Ita
warm oneself okwdota
wash okwdogya
watch over oku11nda
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water ami1 zI
wave eiyeggo
we I ewe
wear okujwlala
weed omwiata
where? Qklha
whistle (v.) okuttfl iza
white -la
who 6wa
wife muka- 

mukaz1
wind omuyaga

wing elblba
wisdom amagez1
witch omu1og1
woman omukaz 1
word ekIgambo
world Ins Iwrite okuhandiika (S)yam ekf la
yawn okwlehahamu1 ayear omwla ka
yesterday nlfgolo
you Csg.) I we

CPlO Inwe

*ADD:

bride omuglle
brideprice amakula




